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About the Author: Prof. S. Appandai Jain – S.A. Jain, M.A., L.T.,

The real Biography of Shri. S. Appandai Jain, famously known as S.A. Jain, is to be read in his life work. A life full of sustained strivings, full of courage, sincerity and singleness of purpose of indomitable energy, and fiery enthusiasm such as has seldom been equalled to his contemporaries. For his mother he had a steadfast respect. Her Gentleness of character, her natural wisdom and her deep religious sense made profound impression upon him from his earliest years and her religious teachings was one of the deepest emotions of his life which gave him the tenderness that is so much a part of his religious disposition.

If ever a man won immortality by what he thought and wrote rather than what he was, S.A. Jain’s book "Reality", — the “Bible” of Jainism— has brought such immortality.

Prof. S.A. Jain (9.10.1905) is the eldest son of Koora Sampath Rao Nair, the other two sons are S. Dhanyakumar G.D.A., F.C.A., was a leading Chartered Accountant and the last was "Thaththuva Metthia" S. Gajapathi Jain, who was the author of several books in English and Tamil and who took Kashya Sallekhana, thereafter Kaya Sallekhana and after taking "Muni Diksha" attained Samadhi marana on 3.11.1988. Shri. S. Gajapathi Jain has dedicated his book "GLIMPSES OF JAINA PHILOSOPHY" published at a time when he took "Sallekana" to his elder brother Prof. S.A. Jain.

Shri. S.A. Jain’s father was carrying a textile shop in the town of Kancheepuram and when all his brothers were studying in School his father suddenly expired. Shouldering of the responsibilities of the family, collection of dues of his business, Shri S.A. Jain motivated by his desire that his two brothers should not be deprived of their education, as the family’s fortunes were too slender, Shri. Jain took the decision of discontinuing his
studies and was looking after the welfare and education of his brothers.

After a lapse of some time, being persuaded by his teachers he rejoined the school and completed his school finals in flying colours and has won several prizes. He pursued his education simultaneously looking after the family and passed Honours in English Literature obtaining the highest rank.

Even during the period of college days, he had religious thinking, apart from his keen interest in the philosophy of Jainism. At one time he even left the college and went to lead a solitary life for meditation at Ponnur Hills, where Acharya Kunda Kunda has rendered his teachings and now an Educational Foundation is being run under the name of "Acharya Kund Kund Educational Foundation".

After completion of his academic studies he joined as a Lecturer in Pachaiyapas College, Madras, in 1937 and served this institution till 1950.

In those days Tamil Jains were mostly in the Agricultural Sector and the parents were reluctant to send their sons for higher education to Madras, as only at Madras the colleges were there in those years. Shri. Jain persuaded several parents to send their sons for college education and rendered monetary help to them. The pupils who opted the college course in the 30's and 40's were very few and Shri. Jain gave them accommodation in his own house and rendered all possible help with a motivation that the Jain students who came to Madras should not get their education spoiled because of lack of accommodation. In the society of Jains for this action of Shri. Jain, motivating the students to higher college education was praised by one and all and he was kept in high esteem in the society.

During the period of his lecturership, apart from contributing several articles on Jainism to reputed magazines and journals, he
published several academic books and special mention is to be made of his book on "Shakespeare's conception of ideal womanhood" which was acclaimed as the best book and Shri. Jain was considered as an authority on Shakespeare. At that time, in the whole of India only six persons were held as authorities on Shakespeare and Mr. Jain was one amongst them. Quite apart from this literary side his work on "What Jainism has done for the world" was considered to be one of the best English works with thought provoking philosophy of Jainism.

During the course of his tenure in the Pachaiyapas College, he was instrumental in forming the "University Teachers Association".

After leaving Pachaiyapas college he joined as a professor of English in Thiagarajar College, Madurai. He revamped the entire department of English and the reputation of the College has very much heightened.

The management fully appreciated his services and it has inspired the management to start a college for Preceptors and the entire task of opening a new college for Preceptors was entrusted to Shri Jain.

Having entrusted with this new task he displayed originality and force and being endowed with a clear vision and a tenacious faith, his dreams of starting the college of Preceptors has taken good shape and he was asked to be the first 'Principal' of the Theagarajar College of Preceptors in 1956 and he continued as Principal till his retirement in 1963.

His idea of translating the book of SHRI PUJYAPADA'S SARVARTHASIDDHI gained momentum and though well versed in Sanskrit, but to attain masterhood and the translating of a Sanskrit work into English, a language quite foreign, he took special training in studying Sanskrit in depth under the renowned Sanskrit scholar Mr. Subbayia Sastri and both discussed about
the intricacies till very late in the night and it took him nearly 15 years to complete the book, "Reality".

During this period besides attending to the work of the College, he mustered all his energies to publish the book "Reality". He sent manuscript copies to well known Jain Philosphers viz., Prof. A. Chakravarthi, Dr. A.N. Upadhye, Dr. Hiralal Jain and Shri. S.C. Diwaker and several appreciations have come both from Indian and Foreign Philosophers which are published elsewhere in this book. While giving the Synopsis for the second edition Karmayogi His Holiness Charukeerthy Swamiji of Sharavanabelgola Mutt has remarked "Prof. S.A. Jain being a profound scholar both in Sanskrit and English could only do this tremendous and meritorious task".

The need for the second edition has been felt as early as 1986 when Shri. B. Hemchand Jain in the book "Dravya Sangraha" has remarked "Here I cannot forget to remember the great contribution of Late. Barrister C.R. Jain, Justice J.L. Jaini, Prof. S.A. Jain, Prof. A. Chakravarthi, Prof. A.N. Upadhye, Saratchandra Ghosal etc., made towards enriching the English Jaina Literature. Their works too need to be republished".

Taking the lead from Shri. Hemchand Jain and to satisfy the mounting demand, "Jwalalalini Trust" came forward in publishing the second edition of Prof. S.A. Jain’s "REALITY".

D.S.K.
JINAYA NAMA

Thatvartha Sutra is a well known and a very important work of the Jaina Sacred Literature. This sacred work, written by the Great Acharya Sri UMA SWAMI, is a gold mine of information relating to Jaina Philosophy. Thatvartha Sutra is also known as 'MOKSHA SASTRA' (Scripture describing the path of liberation) as it is an authoritative exposition of Jaina philosophical doctrines. This work has been quoted in several other Jaina sacred works which speak volumes about its greatness. No wonder, it occupies a pre-eminent place among other Jaina scriptures and is held with great reverence by all sects of Jains. Several Acharyas have rendered commentaries on Thatvartha Sutra. Notable among them is 'SARVARTHA SIDDHI', written in sanskrit by Acharya Pujya Padha Swami, such an important work was for the first time translated into English under the title 'REALITY' by Professor. S.A: JAIN, a distinguished scholar of Jain philosophy and a devout Jain.

This meritorious contribution of Proft. S.A. Jain to humanity bears witness both to his analytical mind and interpretative acumen on Jaina Philosophy and to his command over English and Sanskrit languages; Published in 1960, copies of 'REALITY' are not available at present to the new generation of young and vibrant people. It is highly commendable that the 'JWALAMALINI TRUST' has undertaken timely efforts to reprint 'Reality' in the midst of great difficulties. Jains and non-Jains are indebted to the 'JWALAMALINI TRUST' for this noble service. We bless that the Jwalamalini Trust would bring out more works of similar nature in the years to come.

AN INSTRUMENT OF SALVATION IS IN YOUR HANDS. May Swadyaya and introspection lift your soul to higher and higher levels unto ultimate SARVARTHA SIDDHI! JAI JINENDRA!
May Jina Dharma Prosper everywhere for ever!

Shullak Somakeerthi Swamiji.

7-11-1992
Melsithamur, Jain Mutt, Tamil Nadu, South India.

Swasthi Sri Lakshmisena Bhattarka
Battacharya Varya Swamigal,
(Head, Jina Kanchi Jain Mutt, Melsithamur,
Tamil Nadu State, India-604 206)
PREFACE

Umaswami the author of Tattvarthasutra may rightly be regarded a Philosopher par-excellence, whose teachings constitute a bright beacon for the guidance of human soul, to supreme fulfillment. His monumental work Tattvartha Sutra, is a compendium of the basic doctrines of Jainism, Umaswami was a great disciple of the great Acharya Kundkunda. The sage Umaswami knew quite well that the cream of any religion is compassion and therefore, he understood the whole world with a compassionate and universal heart. Thus, Tattvarth Sutra is a guiding light for many.

Umaswami devoted himself to inner culture and to the pursuit of truth, enjoying communion with the enlightened Tirthankaras of the past, following their foot-prints. Thus, his work is the outcome of his constant meditation, contemplation and concentration about the mysteries of the universe.

The significance of this Philosophical treatise is that all Sacred books of the East are attributed to an author in a peculiar way but this treatise is one man’s work. It is not a revealed text like the Vedas, nor is it the work of God like the Christian Bible, nor it is the divine mesage heard by Mohammed, the Prophet of Islam on Mount Hira, nor does it adopt the technique of the dialogue of the Upanishads, nor the dialetical method adopted by the Greek Philosopher Plato. Its field of action is the world and its existence as it is. The search for truth is not one way traffic. It is many sided. So there is no one path to truth. Following blindly, according to pleasure of temparrament, does not emancipate
man to freedom. And without complete freedom of the individual there is no truth. Truth and nothing but truth is the theme of this great book.

In fact, Tattava means, Jnana, Sutra means Principles. It is an epistemological enquiry into the nature of truth. In other words it is a thorough examination into the nature of matter or Padartha. Thus, Tattvarth sutra is Scientific in it's outlook.

In his contemplation Umaswami sees the formless and timeless reality which lies beyond the changing phenomena, he realise that the knower and the known, the seer and the seen, are different. In fact all systems of Philosophy ultimately, more or less end at the same truth.

Tattvarthsutra consists of 357 sutras in ten chapters, which is more than half of Brahmasutras, the latter comprising five hundred and fifty five Sutras. In this Philosophical treatise of 357 Sutras Umaswami has left behind a compact parcel of sublime wisdom, with logical acumen, clarity and brevity of thinking. The Sutras of this treatise are crystal clear though they are expressed in pithy statements like Brahmasutras.

The book contains the quintessence of Jain Philosophy. There is no Jain doctrine or principle left unexplained in this book. Obviously, Tattvarthasutra is a sacred epitome of Jainism.

The Aphorisms, of this book is being recited every day in Temples by Munis and by Shravakas in their houses. It is presumed that one recitation of this sacred book brings as much merit as a fast of one day. How great and authorititative it is, can be recognised if only one can delve deep into the truths expounded and enunciated in it which are eternal, Universal and immutable.

There are many commentaries on Tattvarthasutra. SARVARTHA SIDDHII by Shri Pujiyapada is the oldest extant commentary available on Tattvarthadhihigama sutra. Prof. S.A. Jain, has rendered
a memorable service to Jain literature by bringing out the most, authentic, authoritative and reliable elucidation of the *Jaina Bible*.

The *Tattvarthasutra* in English, for the English reading public under title the 'REALITY'. This book is noted for its depth and simplicity of expression. Prof. S.A. Jain being a profound scholar both in Sanskrit and English COULD ONLY do this tremendous and meritorious task. His style approximates to that of the original in its simplicity, charm and clarity of thought. Prof. Jain's work is an asset to Scholars to have a glimpse of the lofty ideals contributed by Jain seers for the promotion of real and everlasting happiness of living beings. Such a remarkable contribution is the result of many years of devoted and regular study of the original text. Before closing my foreword, I, Bless all those who are responsible to bring out a reprint of this book.

Our thanks are due to Sri D. Sampathkumar, President, Jain Youth Forum and the Publishers, JWALAMALINI TRUST, Madras — 600 053 (S. INDIA) in their efforts in reprinting this book.

With Blessings,

CHARUKEERTY BHATTARAK SWAMJI.
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>English equivalent</th>
<th>Technical Terms</th>
<th>Chapter</th>
<th>Sutras</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Abode of loukantika</td>
<td>Bramhaloka</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Actions of Body, Mind and Speech.</td>
<td>Karmayoga</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Atom</td>
<td>Anu</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>11, 26, 27, 28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Belief.</td>
<td>Darshana</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bondage</td>
<td>Bandha</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Benevolence</td>
<td>Maitri</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>1, 2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clairvoyance</td>
<td>Avadhi</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Consciousness</td>
<td>Upayoga</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Corporeal</td>
<td>Abhavya</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Charity</td>
<td>Dana</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Compassion</td>
<td>Karunya</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Duration of Human life.</td>
<td>Ayushya</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Devils &amp; Demons.</td>
<td>Rakshasa Bhutas</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7, 8, 9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Demerit.</td>
<td>Papa</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>8</td>
<td>25, 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Empiricism</td>
<td>Indriya Jnana</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Feeling of Possession.</td>
<td>Parigraha</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hell</td>
<td>Naraka</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Heaven</td>
<td>Swarga</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>16 to 26</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kinds of Bodies</td>
<td>Sarirani</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Life in Plants</td>
<td>Vanspathi</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Land and Sea</td>
<td>Dvipa Samudra</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Liberation</td>
<td>Moksha</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mind</td>
<td>Manas</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Matter</td>
<td>Pudgala</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5, 19, 23</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Meditation</td>
<td>Dhyana</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>27, 28, 29, 36</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>and 37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Medium of Motion</td>
<td>Dharma</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>5, 8.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------------------</td>
<td>----------------</td>
<td>---------</td>
<td>-------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Molecules</td>
<td>Skandha</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>25.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Merit</td>
<td>Punya</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>3,</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Monks</td>
<td>Muni</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>46.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of ancient</td>
<td>Kshetra</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Regions</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Mountains</td>
<td>Parvatha</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>11.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of lakes</td>
<td>Sarovara</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>14.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Name of Rivers</td>
<td>Nadi</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Means of Knowledge</td>
<td>Pramana</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omniscience</td>
<td>Kevala Jnana</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>29.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>One sensed beings</td>
<td>Ekendriy</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>1.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Omniscient</td>
<td>Tirthankara</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>13.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Passions</td>
<td>Kashaya</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Penance</td>
<td>Thapa</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>3 &amp; 19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rationalism</td>
<td>Shrutajnana</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>20.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stand Point</td>
<td>Nayavada</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>33.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Senses</td>
<td>Indriyas</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>19.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sexual pleasure</td>
<td>Kaya Pravichara</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>7, 8, 9.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soul</td>
<td>Atma</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Space</td>
<td>Akasa</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>9, 18.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sound</td>
<td>Sabda</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>24.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sufferings</td>
<td>Dukkha</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>10.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sleep</td>
<td>Nidra</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>7.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telepathy</td>
<td>Manah paryaya</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>23.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Time circle</td>
<td>Kala Chakra</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>27.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ten Commandments</td>
<td>Dasadharma</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>6.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Troubles</td>
<td>Vighna</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Victor</td>
<td>Jina</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>11.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Compiled by
H.H. Charukeerty Swami
SHRAVANABELAGOLA
FOREWORD

Sarvarthasiddhi by Shri Pujyapada is the oldest extant commentary on Tattvānātha-dhigama Sutra by Shri Umasvami.
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SARVÄRTHA SIDDHI

"AN EXPOSITION OF REALITY"

By Śrīmatpūjyaśādācārya

CHAPTER I

VALID KNOWLEDGE

Mokṣamārgasya netāram bheṭtāram karmeṇaḥ kṣamabhūḥ
śātāram viśvataḥ vānām vande tatguṇālabdhaye

I bow to the Lord, the promulgator of the path to liberation, the destroyer of mountains¹ of karmas and the knower of the whole of reality, so that I may realize these qualities.

Some wise person, who is desirous of obtaining what is good for him and who is capable of attaining liberation in a short time, approaches a lonely and delightful hermitage capable of affording peace of mind to the potential² souls. There he sees the preceptor, seated in the midst of the congregation of monks as the embodiment of the path to liberation, as it were indicating the path by his very form even without uttering words. He comes before this great passionless saint, skilled in reasoning and in the scriptures, who is worthy of veneration by noble persons and whose chief task is to preach what is good to all living beings. The disciple asks him with reverence, ‘O, Master, what is good for the soul?’ The saint says, ‘Liberation’. He again asks the saint, ‘What is the nature of this liberation, and what is the way to

¹ mountains: large heaps.
² potential: capable of attaining liberation or purity or emancipation.
The saint answers, 'Liberation is the attainment of an altogether different state of the soul, on the removal of all the impurities of karmic matter and the body, characterized by the inherent qualities of the soul such as knowledge and bliss free from pain and suffering.'

Since this state of liberation is entirely beyond the experience of those who have not attained omniscience, other teachers of limited knowledge, who consider themselves omniscient, describe the state of liberation in utterly different ways, with words of fallacious reasoning which do not touch its nature. For instance, the Sāmkhya says that 'the nature of Puruṣa is caitanyām (consciousness), and that is bereft of the knowledge of objects.' But such caitanyām\(^1\) is a non-entity, as it has no form like the horns of a donkey. The Vaiśeṣika says that the annihilation of particular qualities such as intellect is the liberation of the soul. This idea also is untrue, for there is no object without particular qualities. The Bauddha says that the liberation of the soul is like the extinction of a light. This also is mere fancy like the horns of a donkey, and it is condemned by his own words. Similarly with regard to others. We shall describe the true nature of liberation later on.

Similarly, they make contradictory assertions even with regard to the path to liberation. 'Liberation is attained by means of knowledge alone irrespective of conduct, or by faith alone, or by conduct alone irrespective of knowledge.' Just as a person stricken with disease cannot free himself from it merely by a knowledge of remedy etc. severally, so also knowledge etc. severally do not constitute the means of liberation.

If so what is the means of liberation? These three together constitute the means of liberation.

\[\text{सम्यादग्धान्त्यानाजनानाचारित्राणि मोक्षमार्गः} \]

\[\text{(1) Samyaḍaṅgaṇājanāna-cārītraṇa mokṣamārgaḥ} \]

1. Right faith, right knowledge, and right conduct (to-

\(^1\) Such 'consciousness' postulated by the Sāmkhya, which is bereft of the characteristic of knowledge of objects, is no consciousness at all. For consciousness consists of knowledge of objects.
gether) constitute the path to liberation.

The word samyak is either a derivative or a non-derivative (conventional word). When it is considered as a derivative, it is derived thus. The word is derived from the root anc with the preposition sam by the addition of the suffix kvip. Its meaning is 'laudatory.' It is added to every one of the words, i.e. right faith, right knowledge, right conduct. The nature, definitions and divisions of these are described in detail later on. The names alone are enumerated here. The attribute 'right' is added to faith in order to include faith based on true knowledge of substances. Knowing substances such as the souls as these actually are is right knowledge. The attribute 'right' is intended to ward off uncertainty, doubt and error in knowledge. Right conduct is the cessation of activity leading to the taking in of karmas by a wise person engaged in the removal of the causes of transmigration. The attribute 'right' is intended to exclude conduct based on ignorance or wrong knowledge. That which sees, that by which it is seen, or seeing alone is darśana. That which knows, that by which it is known, or knowing alone is knowledge. That which acts, that by which it is acted or acting alone is conduct. Now it follows that one and the same thing is the agent as well as the instrument. This is a contradiction. Yes, it is true. But it is said thus from the point of view of considering the substance and its quality as different. For instance, 'Fire burns fuel by its quality of burning.' From the many-sided point of view, it is proper to speak of the substance and its quality as the same as well as different. Hence there is no inconsistency in considering these as agents as well as instruments, just as it is appropriate to speak of burning etc. in the case of fire as an agent, instrument, etc.

Now it is appropriate that knowledge must precede faith in the sutra for two reasons. For faith arises on the basis of knowledge and the word knowledge in Sanskrit (jñāna) is composed of less number of letters than faith (darśana). But

1 One of the rules governing the composing of sutras is that the word with less number of letters must ordinarily be placed before another with more number of letters.
this contention is untenable, as faith and knowledge arise in
the soul simultaneously. For instance, when the clouds dis-
appear, both the heat and the light of the sun are manifested
simultaneously. Similarly, when right faith is attained by
the soul owing to the subsidence, destruction or destruction-
cum-subsidence of faith-deluding karmas, right sensory know-
ledge and right scriptural knowledge are attained by the soul
at the same time by the removal of wrong sensory and wrong
scriptural knowledge. Secondly, what is venerable is placed
before that of fewer letters. How is right faith worthy of
adoration? It is on the basis of right faith that knowledge
acquires the attribute of 'right'. Knowledge is mentioned
before conduct, for conduct issues from knowledge.

Perfect release from all karmas is liberation. The path
to liberation is the method by which it can be attained. The
singular 'path' is used in order to indicate that all the three
together constitute the path to liberation. This controverts
the views that each of these singly constitutes a path. Hence
it must be understood that these three—right faith, right
knowledge and right conduct—together constitute the direct
path to liberation.

Right faith mentioned first in the preceding sutra is
defined next.

\[ \text{Tattvārthaśraddhānāma śamyagdarśanam} \] (2)

2. Belief in substances ascertained as they are is right
faith.

Tattva is an abstract noun used in general, for ādī is a
pronoun. And pronouns are used for all in a general sense.
The nature of that is thatness, tattvam, that is a thing as it is.
What is meant by 'of that'? It means ascertaining a sub-
stance as it is. That which is ascertained or determined is a
substance. The compound tattvārtha may be taken in two
ways. It may be expanded tattvena arthak, and then it means
ascertaining substances as they really are, i. e. by their own
nature. Otherwise substance is mentioned along with quality,
as the two are not distinct from each other. Quality or nature itself is substance. Belief in the ascertainment of things in their true character is right faith. The substances are the soul etc. that are described later.

Now the word *darśana* is derived from the root *dṛṣṭi*, the meaning of which is 'seeing'. Hence the meaning of 'faith' is not appropriate. But there is nothing wrong in this, as verbal roots have several meanings. Still how could the well-known meaning be discarded? It is for this reason that this is the section dealing with the path to liberation. Faith in substances ascertained as they are is the characteristic of the soul, and it is an effective means of attaining liberation, as it concerns the souls worthy of liberation. But 'seeing' depending on the eyes is common to all living beings of this world and hence it is not appropriate to the attainment of liberation.

If *arthaśraddhānam* were employed in the sutra, then it would imply the several meanings of the word *artha* such as wealth, use, signification, etc. If *tattvaśraddhānam* were used in the sutra, it would imply all abstract attributes. For some (the Vaiśeṣikas) define *tattva* as generality, substanteness, qualityness and actionness. Or *tattva* is one, which implies that all is one. Some hold the view that all this is *Purusa*. If these be accepted, these are contradicted by direct knowledge and inference. Therefore both *tattva* and *artha* are used in the sutra in order to preclude these fallacies. Right faith is of two kinds, with attachment and without attachment. The former is characterized by serenity, incessant fear of the miseries of transmigration (*sātvega*), compassion, devotion and so on. The latter is concerned with the purity of soul alone.

How does this right faith, based on substances ascertained as they are, arise?

3. That (This right faith) is attained by intuition or by acquisition of knowledge.
Nisarga means nature or innate disposition. Adhigama is knowledge of objects. These are mentioned as causes. Of what are these the causes? These are the causes of action. What is the action? 'Arises' is to be supplied, for sutras are completed in this way.

Right faith arises from innate disposition or by acquisition of knowledge. Is there knowledge of the categories (reality) or not in the first variety of spontaneous right faith? If the answer is in the positive, then the first kind also is derived from knowledge, and hence it is not different from the second. If the answer is in the negative, how can there be faith in reality without a knowledge of reality? There is nothing wrong in this. In both instances of right faith the internal cause is the same, namely the subsidence, destruction or destruction-cum-subsidence of faith-deluding karmas. When this internal cause is present, that type of right faith which arises without teaching by others is the first variety. That, which arises on the basis of knowledge of souls etc. acquired by the teaching of others, is the second variety of right faith. This is the difference between the two.

Why is the word 'that' used in the sutra? It is intended to refer to right faith mentioned in the previous sutra. Otherwise this sutra would refer back to the path to liberation, which is also the subject under discussion. It is contended that a rule or exception enunciated in one sutra naturally applies to the immediately preceding one. So right faith would naturally be taken from the previous sutra even without the word 'that'. But it is not so. 'What is important is more powerful than proximity.' Therefore the path to liberation only would be taken. Hence the word 'that' is used in the sutra.

It has been mentioned that belief in tattvārtha is right faith. But what is tattva?

जीवाजीवास्रवबंधसंवरनिर्जरामोक्षस्तस्तवम्

Jivājivāsraṇavabandhasanivarjāraṃokṣa statvatvam (4)

4. (The) soul, (the) non-soul, influx, bondage, stoppage, gradual dissociation and liberation constitute reality.
The soul is characterized by consciousness, which is divided into several kinds such as knowledge and so on. The non-soul is opposed to the nature of the soul. The inflow of auspicious and evil karmic matter into the soul is influx. The mutual intermingling of the soul and karmas is bondage. The obstruction of the inflow of karmic matter into the soul is stoppage. The separation or falling off of part of karmic matter from the soul is dissociation. The complete annihilation of all karmic matter (bound with any particular soul) is liberation. These are described in detail later on. All fruits are experienced by the soul. So the soul is mentioned first in the sutra. The non-soul is mentioned next as it is of use to the soul. Influx is included next as it concerns both the soul and the non-soul. Bondage is added next, as it follows influx. As there is no bondage for one who practises stoppage, stoppage is mentioned after bondage in order to indicate that it is its opposite. Dissociation proceeds after stoppage, and hence it is mentioned after stoppage. As liberation is attained at the end, it is mentioned last.

Here merit and demerit must be included, as others have spoken of nine categories. No, it is not necessary to include these, as these are implied in influx and bondage. If it were so, the mention of influx etc. is unnecessary, as these are included in the soul and the non-soul. No, it is not unnecessary. Here liberation is the main theme of the work. So that must be mentioned. And that (liberation) is preceded by the cycle of births and deaths. Influx and bondage are the main causes of transmigration. Stoppage and gradual dissociation are the chief causes of liberation. Hence these are mentioned severally in order to indicate the chief causes and effects. It is well-known that the particulars implied in the general are mentioned separately according to needs. For instance, 'Kṣatriyas have come, Suravarma¹ also (has come)'.

It has been mentioned that the word tālava is an abstract noun. How can it be in apposition to the words denoting

¹ Suravarma is also a kṣatriya, still he is mentioned separately with some object,
substances such as the soul? The same relation is attained as it is not different from the others and as substance (dravya) is superimposed on quality (bhāva). For instance, we say that consciousness alone is the soul.

In this compound sentence, ‘Upayoga eva ātmā,’ upayoga is bhāvavāci (abstract noun) and ātmā is dravyavāci (concrete noun). Still these two are in apposition. If so, the gender and number of the adjective must be the same as the gender and number of the noun. No. Even in a compound composed of a noun and an adjective, owing to the nature of the words, these do not give up their own genders and numbers. (So it is not wrong even if the gender and number of the noun are different from the gender and number of the adjective.) The first sutra also must be considered in the same manner.

The next sutra is intended to dispel deviation from worldly custom or established practice, while referring to right faith etc. and the soul etc. mentioned in the previous sutras.

नामस्थापनाद्रव्यभावतत्सर्व: || ५ ||
Namasthāpanādravyabhāvatasātannyāsah
(5)

5. These are installed (in four ways) by name, representation, substance (potentiality) and actual state.

Giving a name to an object irrespective of its qualities for the sake of social intercourse is naming. Establishing in things made of wood and clay, painting, dice, etc., that 'this is that' is representation. That, which will be attained by qualities or that which will attain qualities, is a substance (dravya). Substance characterized by its actual condition is present state (bhāva). For instance, the substance of soul is installed in four ways as name soul, representative soul, substance soul and actual state of soul. To call something as a soul irrespective of its qualities is name soul. Representing dice etc. as living beings or as men is representative soul. Substance soul is of two kinds, āgama dravya jiva, and no āgama dravya jiva. The being who is proficient in, but is not

1 Qualities are not separate from substances.
attending to, the scriptures dealing with the soul or the human soul is āgama dravya jīva. No āgama dravya jīva is of three kinds—the body of the knower, potential and distinct from these two. The body of the knower is that, which accompanies the knower through the past, the present and the future. From the general point of view, there is no no āgama bhāvi jīva, as the general life principle is present in all souls or living beings. But it exists from particular points of view. The soul inhabiting some other state of existence and tending to take birth as a human being is a human potential soul. Karma and quasi-karma kinds are distinct from these two Bhāva jīva is of two kinds, āgama bhāva jīva and no āgama bhāva jīva. The soul well-versed in scriptures dealing with souls or human souls and attending to them is āgama bhāva jīva. The soul taking the mode of a living being or the mode of a human being is no āgama bhāva jīva. The rule relating to the installation of substances such as the non-soul must be imagined in the same way. Of what use is this? It is intended to establish what is desirable and refute what is irrelevant or unsuitable. By this sutra the terms 'name' etc. have been explained. Now what is the purport of the word 'that' (tad)? It is intended to include both, namely right faith etc. and the soul etc. Without the word 'that' this rule would apply only to the primary ones, right faith, right knowledge and right conduct, and not to the secondary ones, the soul, the non-soul, etc. But by the use of the word 'that', both the primary and the secondary ones are included.

What is the way of ascertaining the seven categories elaborated through the four kinds of installation?

6. Knowledge (of the seven categories) is attained by

1 Karma is well-known. The taking in of matter fit for the three kinds of bodies and the six kinds of completion is quasi-karma.
means of pramāṇa\textsuperscript{1} and naya\textsuperscript{2}.

The true nature of the soul etc. described in detail through the rule of installation as name etc. can be ascertained through pramāṇa and naya. Pramāṇa and naya are possessed of characteristics and divisions as will be mentioned later. Pramāṇa is of two kinds, namely for oneself and for others. All kinds of knowledge except scriptural constitute pramāṇa for oneself. But scriptural knowledge is of two kinds, namely for oneself and for others. The scriptures in the form of knowledge constitute pramāṇa for oneself, and in the form of words constitute pramāṇa for others. The nayas are the divisions of pramāṇas. It is contended that naya should be mentioned first, as it consists of fewer letters than pramāṇa. But it should not be considered so. Pramāṇa is mentioned first as it is of superior excellence. Excellence is all-powerful. How is pramāṇa of superior excellence? Pramāṇa is the source or origin of naya. It has been said thus in the scriptures. 'Accepting knowledge derived from pramāṇa, ascertaining one particular state or mode of a substance is naya.' Secondly, the range of pramāṇa comprises all attributes. Similarly, it has been said that 'pramāṇa is a comprehensive view, whereas naya is a partial view'. Naya is of two kinds, dravyārthika and paryāyārthika. The former refers to the general attributes of a substance, and the latter to the constantly changing conditions or modes of a substance. Bhāva nikṣepa must be ascertained by the standpoint of modes, and the other three by the standpoint of substance. For the latter refers to general characteristics. That which has the substance as its object is the standpoint of substance. That which has the mode as its object is the standpoint of modes. Both the substance and the modes are ascertained by pramāṇa (comprehensive knowledge).

One method of understanding the nature of the soul etc. by pramāṇa and naya has been explained. Now another

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{1} pramāṇa: comprehensive knowledge.
\item \textsuperscript{2} naya: standpoint.
\end{itemize}
OTHER WAYS OF ATTAINING KNOWLEDGE

method of ascertaining the soul etc. is mentioned next.

निदेशस्वामित्वसाधनांभिकरणशितिविधानतः

7. (Knowledge of the seven categories is attained) by description, ownership, cause, resting place (substratum), duration and division.

Nirddesa is the description of the true nature of anything. Svāmilvam is ownership or lordship. Sādhanam is the cause of origin. Adhikaraṇam is location. Sihti is duration. Vidhānam is division. What is right faith? It is faith in substances as they really are or installation of right faith by name etc. Who is its possessor? Generally speaking it is the soul. Now to particularize according to the states of existence. In the infernal state — in all the infernal regions — the subsidental and the destruction-cum-subsidental types of right faith are possessed by infernal beings who have attained completion. In the first infernal region, right faith arising from destruction and that arising from destruction-cum-subsidence are possessed by the beings, who have and have not attained completion. In the animal state, the subsidental right faith is possessed by animals who have attained completion. The other two are possessed by those who have and have not attained completion. But that arising from destruction is not attained by the female animals. The subsidental and the destruction-cum-subsidental can be acquired only by those female animals who have attained completion. In the human state of existence, right faith acquired from destruction as well as from destruction-cum-subsidence arises in the case of both types of men, those who have and have not attained completion. But the subsidental right faith arises only in those who have attained completion, and not in those who have not. In the case of women all the three are present, but only in those who have attained completion. But the destructional right faith is found in persons with psychical (bhāvaveda) female sex-incli-

1 'Destructional' has been coined to convey the meaning 'arising from destruction'.
nation only. In the celestial state, all the three are present in heavenly beings with completion and without completion. How does subsidential right faith arise in the case of heavenly beings without completion? It arises in the case of a person, who dies with subsidence of conduct-obscuring karmas and is reborn as a deva. Right faith resulting from destruction does not arise in celestial beings of both sexes belonging to the first three classes of Bhavanavāsi, Vyantara and Jyotiṣka devas and in celestial women of Saudharmā and Aīśāna kalpas. Among them the subsidential and the destruction-cum-subsidential arise in those with completion.

From the point of view of the senses, all the three are present in those possessing the five senses and the mind and not in others. From the point of view of the bodies, all the three are present in those with trasā bodies, and not in others. From the point of view of activities (yogas: vibrations), all the three are present in those with the three activities. But that from destruction alone prevails in the souls devoid of the three activities. All the three arise in living beings of the three sex-inclinations. And in the case of those bereft of the sex-inclinations, the subsidential and the destructional right faiths alone exist. From the point of view of the passions, all the three arise in those with the four passions. And in the case of those bereft of the passions, the types of right faith arising from subsidence and destruction alone prevail. From the point of view of knowledge, all the three are present in those possessing the first four kinds of knowledge, viz. sensory knowledge, scriptural knowledge, clairvoyance and telepathy. But that arising from destruction alone prevails in the omniscient. From the viewpoint of self-control, all the three are present in those characterized by equanimity (sāmāyika) and recovery of equanimity after downfall (chedopastyāpanā). In the case of the saints with pure and absolute non-injury (parihāraviśuddhi), the other two are present except that arising from subsidence. The two types of subsidential and destructional arise in the saints with slightest passion and perfect and passionless con-

1 Not one of the three types of right faith arises in the others.
THE CAUSES THAT PROMOTE RIGHT FAITH

duct. In the case of householders or laymen with partial control all the three arise. From the point of view of perception (darśana), all the three arise in those possessing ocular perception, non-ocular perception and clairvoyant perception. But that from destruction alone arises in those with perfect perception. From the point of view of colouration (thought-paint), all the three are present in those with the six kinds of colouration. But that from destruction alone obtains in those devoid of colouration. Those capable of attaining salvation possess all the three types of right faith, but not the others. From the point of view of perception, that type which is present in any state must be taken to prevail therein. Those possessing minds (reason) attain all the three, but not those without minds (reason). And those who transcend these two states, i.e. the omniscients, possess only that arising from destruction. Those who assimilate matter (ākāraka) possess all the three. And even those who do not assimilate matter, but who have not attained omniscience, possess all the three. But only that arising from destruction obtains in the omniscients with samudghāta.

The cause of origin is of two kinds, internal as well as external. The subsidence, destruction, or destruction-cum-subsidence of faith-deluding karmas is the internal cause. In the first three infernal regions, right faith arises in some by recollection of past lives, in others by listening to the gospel and in yet others by endurance of pain. From the fourth up to the seventh, recollection of past lives and endurance of pain promote right faith. In the case of animals, right faith arises in some by recollection of past lives, in some others by listening to the gospel and in yet others by witnessing the idols of the Lord Jina. In human beings also the same causes operate. In the case of celestial beings, right faith is promoted in some by the recollection of past lives, in some others by listening to.

1 Those incapable of attaining salvation do not attain any of the three kinds of right faith.

2 Kevali-samudghāta (pervasion of the omniscient) is the emanation when the omniscient being expands his spatial units throughout the entire universe and contracts back to his former size.
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the gospel, in some others by witnessing the glory of the Lord Jina and in yet others by the sight of the splendour and miraculous powers of other celestial beings. This applies to celestial beings below Anata kalpa. In the case of devas of Anata, Prāṇaṇa, Āraṇa and Acyuta kalpas all the other three except the sight of magnificence of devas obtain. Devas of Navagraiveyaka attain right faith, some by recollection of past lives, and some others by listening to discourses on religion. But this question of origin does not arise in the case of the higher celestial beings, those in Amudiśa and Anuttara Vīmānas; for they are already born with right faith.

The substratum is of two kinds, internal and external. The soul which is the possessor of right faith is itself the internal substratum of right faith. The cases apply according to the points of view. The sixth case is used when the two are viewed as the possessor and the possessed, and the seventh when viewed as the container and the contained. The external substratum is the mobile channel of the universe. How extensive is it? It is one rajju in diameter and fourteen rajjas in length.

The minimum and maximum duration of subsidential right faith is within one mutūra (48 minutes). The minimum duration of right faith resulting from destruction is within one mutūra, and the maximum in the case of mundane living beings is thirty-three sāgaropamas and two pūrvakotis less eight years and one antarmutūra.

In the case of the emancipated, it has a beginning but no end. The minimum duration of right faith arising from destruction-cum-subsidence is within one mutūra, and the maximum is sixty-six sāgaropamas.

In general right faith is one. It is of two kinds from the point of view of its origin, namely by intuition and by listening to discourses. It is of three kinds from the point of view of its divisions into subsidential, destructional and destruction-cum-subsidential. From the point of view of verbal nomenclature it is numerous. It is innumerable on the basis of the believers. It is also infinite on the basis of objects which have to be believed in or which produce right faith.
Thus description etc. are to be understood in the case of knowledge and conduct and soul, non-soul, etc. in conformity with the scriptures.

Are these the only ways, or are there further means of ascertaining the nature of soul and the rest? Yes, there are.

Thus description etc. are to be understood in the case of knowledge and conduct and soul, non-soul, etc. in conformity with the scriptures.

Are these the only ways, or are there further means of ascertaining the nature of soul and the rest? Yes, there are.

Sat indicates existence. Eulogy and other meanings of sat are not intended here. Saṁkhyā is enumeration of divisions or classes. Kṣetra is the present abode. Sparśana is the extent of space or pervasion (the abode of substances) relating to the past, the present and the future. Time is of two kinds — real and conventional. These are described elsewhere. Antaram is interval of time. Bhāva is subsidential thought-activity and so on. Alpabahutvam (reciprocal comparison) is distinction based on comparison between one another. By these also are known the three jewels of right faith etc. and the seven categories of the soul etc.

Now existence is implied in description, enumeration in division, abode and extent of space in substratum, time in duration, and subsidential disposition and so on in namo etc. Why then are these mentioned again separately?

Of course, it is true. But the several ways of exposition of reality depend on the nature of the disciples. Some disciples prefer brief expositions, some others elaborate ones and yet others strike the mean between these two extremes. The effort of the sages is directed towards the good of all living beings. Hence the different ways of attaining knowledge are described here. Otherwise, it is enough to say that ‘knowledge is attained by pramāṇa and nāya’, and there is no need
to describe other means of attaining knowledge.  

9. Knowledge is of five kinds—sensory knowledge, scriptural knowledge, clairvoyance, telepathy and omniscience.

The term ‘knowledge’ is taken with everyone of the words in the sutra — sensory knowledge, scriptural knowledge, visual knowledge, mental knowledge and perfect knowledge. That which knows its objects through the senses and the mind, or that through which the objects are known, or knowing alone is sensory knowledge. Owing to the destruction-cum-subsidence of karmas which cover it, that which hears, or that through which the ascertained objects are heard, or hearing alone is scriptural knowledge. These two are mentioned side by side, as these are governed by the relation of cause and effect. This is mentioned later, ‘Scriptural knowledge is preceded by sensory’. The next kind is called avadhi (clairvoyance,) as it ascertains matter in downward range or knows objects within limits. The object located in the thought of another is called mana (mind) due to association with the mind. Ascertaining it is telepathy. Now is it not sensory knowledge? No. Mana (mind) is merely relative. That which is displayed by destruction-cum-subsidence alone is merely spoken of with reference to one’s own and another’s mind. For instance we say, ‘Look at the moon in the sky’. Here the sky is intended merely as the background. That for the sake of which the seekers pursue the path by external and internal austerities is pure knowledge. Or it means without the help of anything else.

This is mentioned last as it is attained at the end. Telepathy is mentioned close to it because of its proximity to it. How is there proximity? Self-restraint is the cause of both. Clairvoyance is removed. How? It is far removed from omni-

\textsuperscript{1} The rest of the commentary on this sutra, which is of a highly technical nature, is not rendered into English, and it may be read in the original by those who are interested in it.

\textsuperscript{2} i.e. objects fit to be known or cognized.
Science. Indirect knowledge is mentioned before direct knowledge, as it is easily intelligible. These are heard by, familiar to and experienced by all beings; for these are mostly attained by them. Thus these are the five kinds of knowledge. Their subdivisions are mentioned later.

It has been said that knowledge is attained by means of pramāṇa and naya. Some consider that knowledge is pramāṇa, some others that connection is pramāṇa, and yet others that the senses constitute pramāṇa. Hence the next sutra is intended to declare that those mentioned alone constitute pramāṇa.

ततप्रमाणे  || १०  ||
Tatpramāṇe

10. These (five kinds of knowledge) are the two types of pramāṇa (valid knowledge).

What is the purport of 'that' (tad)? It is intended to preclude any other pramāṇa invented by others. Some consider the connection of sense-organs with their objects as pramāṇa. Some others consider the senses as pramāṇa. The word 'that' is used in order to preclude these. These alone, sensory knowledge etc., constitute pramāṇa, and not any other.

What is wrong if connection or the senses were pramāṇa? If connection were pramāṇa, then there would be no knowledge of infinitesimal, concealed and remote things. These cannot be contacted by the senses. Hence there would be no omniscience. If the senses also were considered as pramāṇa, it would result in the same defect or fallacy. The range of the senses such as the eyes is small, and the objects are endless.

Further, connection does not apply to all the senses, as the eyes and the mind do not come in contact with the objects. This is discussed later.

If knowledge is pramāṇa, it is contended that there is no fruit. But attainment of knowledge is accepted as the fruit and not anything else. If knowledge were pramāṇa, something else cannot be the fruit. But pramāṇa must have fruit. If connection or the sense-organ be pramāṇa, knowledge, which is something different from these, is fit to be considered
the fruit. But such a contention is untenable. If connection is considered *pramāṇa* and knowledge of objects is considered the fruit, then connection rests in two things\(^1\). Similarly the fruit, knowledge, must also reside in two things. Hence knowledge must be in the object also, and the objects etc. would become knowledge. But the opponent says that the soul is characterized by consciousness, and so knowledge inheres in the soul and not in other objects. No. If the soul is not of the nature of knowledge, all would become non-conscious. Or, if it is accepted that the soul is of the nature of knowledge, then it would contradict his doctrine.

Now it has been contended that there is no fruit if knowledge is *pramāṇa*. It does not matter. There is satisfaction in the attainment of knowledge. The soul, whose nature of knowledge is clouded by the foreign matter of karma, finds satisfaction in determining the nature of substances with the help of the senses. That is spoken of as the fruit. Or the attainment of equanimity or the disappearance of ignorance may be considered the fruit. Equanimity is freedom from attachment and aversion. The disappearance of ignorance which is like darkness is called the fruit.

That which knows rightly, that by which anything is known or knowledge alone is *pramāṇa*. What is known by this? The soul and the other substances. Now, if *pramāṇa* is the means for knowing the soul and the other substances, then there must be another *pramāṇa* for knowing *pramāṇa*. And that will lead to a regression. No, there is no regression. *Pramāṇa* or knowledge is like the lamp. The lamp is the cause of illuminating objects like the pitcher, the cloth and so on. It is also the cause of illuminating its own nature or form. And there is no need to seek after another illuminating cause. It must be admitted that *pramāṇa* also is like the lamp. If another *pramāṇa* is necessary to ascertain *pramāṇa* as in the case of the objects, then there can be no memory or remembrance, as it does not know itself. In that case there can be no social relationship.

\(^1\) Connection rests in two things, namely the sense-organ and the object.
The dual is used of pramāṇa in accordance with the divisions mentioned later. The next two sutras are, 'The first two are indirect. The rest are direct'. The dual is intended to ward off any other enumeration of pramāṇas and indicate that comparison, presumption, etc. are included in these.

The five kinds of knowledge are included in the two pramāṇas. Still the two pramāṇas may be considered as direct knowledge and inference. The next sutra is intended to dispel such a view.

अधे परोक्षम्

Adye parokṣam

11. The first two (kinds of knowledge) are indirect (knowledge).

Adi means first. Adyam is that which arises from the first. How can two be considered first? It is by the real and the figurative points of view. Sensory knowledge is the first from the real point of view. Being next to it, scriptural knowledge is also considered the first figuratively. By the use of the dual number, the secondary one is also taken. The first and the first are the first two, namely sensory knowledge and scriptural knowledge. These two are indirect pramāṇas or knowledge. How are these indirect? These are dependent on others. This is mentioned later. “Sensory knowledge is acquired through the senses and the mind, scriptural knowledge through the mind.”

On the destruction-cum-subsidence of the concerned karmas, sensory knowledge and scriptural knowledge arise in the soul through the senses and the mind in the presence of light, teaching, etc. Hence these are called indirect. And comparison, verbal testimony, etc. are included under these alone.

The characteristic marks of indirect knowledge have been mentioned. All the rest constitute direct knowledge.
12. The remaining three constitute direct (knowledge).

That which spreads or knows is the soul (aksā). That which manifests itself in the soul on the destruction or subsidence or destruction of karmas is direct knowledge. Now clairvoyant perception and omniscient perception also arise only in the soul. So they would also be included. No. The word 'knowledge' is supplied from the previous sutra. By that perception is excluded. Even then wrong clairvoyance arises only in the soul. So that would be included. No, that is excluded as this is the section dealing with right knowledge. The term 'right' is supplied, and knowledge is distinguished by it. Hence wrong clairvoyance is excluded. For it ascertains objects not as they really are owing to the rise of wrong faith. So it is not right knowledge.

Now it is contended that knowledge resulting from the operation of the senses is direct and that arising without the functioning of the senses is indirect. These definitions which are not open to disagreement must be accepted. But it is improper to say so. For, if such a view be accepted, the authentic person would cease to be omniscient. If knowledge arising through the senses be considered direct, then there can be no direct knowledge in the case of the authentic person. For he does not attain knowledge through the senses. If he also is considered to derive knowledge only through the senses, he would not be omniscient. If it is contended that he derives direct knowledge through the mind, that knowledge is certainly not omniscience, as it is derived through the application of the mind. And it cannot be said that omniscience is established by scripture, for scripture presupposes the omniscient. Nor can it be said that there exists transcendental pratyakṣa, the divine direct knowledge of the ascetic (yogi). For it is not direct knowledge, as it is not derived through the senses. And direct knowledge is admitted to be derived from the senses. Moreover, from the definition given of direct knowledge, it follows that there is no omniscience or that the disputant is

1 The attention of the mind to several objects simultaneously is impossible.
compelled to give up his own position. Does this knowledge of the ascetic cognize objects one by one or simultaneously? If it cognizes one by one, it cannot be omniscience; for the objects are infinite. If it is admitted that it cognizes objects simultaneously, his statement quoted below is shattered. “Just as one cognition does not know two objects, so also two cognitions do not know one object.”

Or the proposition that ‘all impressions are momentary’ goes to pieces. For one knowledge extending to several instants is admitted, as knowing several objects is possible only one by one. It cannot be said that it knows simultaneously. That which is the instant of its birth is for its benefit or realization alone. Only after its own realization everything begins to proceed in its work. It is argued that knowledge is like the lamp which does both, namely shining and illuminating objects at the same time. But the two activities of shining and illuminating are admitted even of the lamp only if the objects exist for several instants. Further, since it is admitted to be bereft of details, it will become void.

Pramāṇa has been said to be of two kinds. The first kind is described in detail.

13. Sensory cognition, remembrance, recognition, inductive reasoning and deduction are synonyms.

These are the synonyms of the knowledge mentioned first. These arise on the destruction-summubside of karmas which obscure sensory knowledge. And there is no activity of these in scriptural knowledge etc. The derivations are given. Cognizing is cognition. Remembering is remembrance. Recognizing is recognition. Inductive reasoning is induction. Deductive reasoning is deduction.

Other expansions which are appropriate must be understood. Though the words are derived from different roots, by the force of convention these are synonyms. For instance, though the words Indra, Śīkra, Purandara denote different
activities, all these words are the names of the same person, the husband of śaci. If different meanings are attached to these from the point of view of their etymological meanings, the same may be done with regard to the synonyms of sensory cognition. The meaning intended is that these do not transgress the range of consciousness arising from the cause of destruction-cum-subsidence of karmas obscuring sensory knowledge. The term iti indicates the varieties or species. These are the synonyms or names of sensory cognition. Those denoted by these names are the same.

What is the cause of that?

**Tadindriyānindriyanīmitlam**

14. That is caused by the senses and the mind.

'Indaiti Indra' is the derivation. He who is invested with lordship and wealth is Indra. Here the word means the self. The self is of the nature of knowledge. When there is the destruction-cum-subsidence of karmas obscuring knowledge, the self by itself is unable to know the objects. And that which acts as the instrument of knowledge for the self is the sense-organ (indriya). Or that, which causes the knowledge of hidden objects, is lingam (sign). That, which promotes the knowledge of the existence of the soul which is subtle, is the sense. For instance, smoke is the cause of the knowledge of fire. Similarly, the senses such as touch etc. cannot exist without the soul. Hence by means of those the existence of the soul is inferred. Or Indra is the word denoting name karma. That which is built by it is the sense (indriya). The senses of touch etc. are described later.

Anindriya, mana, antahkarana are synonyms. Anindriya is the negation of sense (indriya). How then can it be used to denote the mind which is also a sign of the soul? The negative sign 'a' is used in the sense of slight or a little. A quasi-sense is called anindriya. For instance there is the usage anudarākanyā.1 How is the meaning of slight applied in the case

1 Anudarā literally means without a stomach. But the phrase denotes a girl with a narrow waist.
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of the mind? These sense-organs perceive objects within a limited range, and they last for a long time. But the mind is not like these. Though the mind is also the sign (lingam) of the soul, it does neither cognize objects within a limited sphere nor remain for long. (That is mental attitude changes quickly.)

That is described as an internal sense. In investigating good and evil and in remembrance etc., the mind is not dependent on the senses. Nor is the mind seen outwardly like the eyes etc. So it is called the internal sense.

What for is 'that' used? 'That' is used for denoting sensory knowledge. Now sensory knowledge has just been mentioned. It is argued that a rule or an exception refers to what has just been described. So this sutra would refer to sensory knowledge only even without the word 'that'. The answer is 'that' is intended to refer to the following sutra as well as to the previous one. That, which is referred to by the synonyms of sensory knowledge, is caused by the senses and the mind. And the same is of four stages, namely apprehension (mere awareness of an object)1, speculation. judgment and retention. Otherwise, the synonyms such as sensory cognition would apply to the first kind of knowledge. That, which is caused by the senses and the mind, would refer to scriptural knowledge. And that is of four stages such as apprehension and so on. Thus it would lead to an undesirable conclusion.

The cause of sensory knowledge has been understood. Its divisions or stages are mentioned in the next sutra.

अवग्रहेःवाययत्वारणः ॥ १५ ॥

Avagrahehāvāyadhāranāḥ (15)

15. (The four divisions of sensory knowledge are) apprehension (sensation), speculation, perceptual judgment and retention.

The first awareness of an object on the contact of the sense-

1 Avagaha is also rendered into English by the term 'perception'. But 'perception' is the word generally used for darśana. Hence 'apprehension' is used for avagaha, which is mere awareness of an object at the first glance without understanding the details. It may also be rendered as 'sensation', which I think, is the most appropriate term to convey the exact meaning of the word avagaha.
organ with it is apprehension (avagraha), the first stage of sensory knowledge. When there is the meeting of the sense-organ and the object, it is apprehended or sensed. The awareness of the object immediately following it is avagraha. For instance, the apprehension of white colour is avagraha. The desire to know particulars regarding the object apprehended by avagraha is speculation (āhā). For instance, ‘Is that white object a crane or a flag?’ Knowing the object as it is after ascertaining the particulars is judgment. By its movement up and down and by the flapping of the wings, it is ascertained that it is a crane only and not a flag. Retention is the cause of its unforgetfulness. For instance, ‘This is the same crane which I saw this morning’. These are mentioned in the sutra in the order in which they arise.

The subdivisions of these are given next.

\[
\text{वहुवहुविधियक्षिप्रतिभासः सुतानुकसुविधाय शेतराणाम} \quad \| 16 \| \\
\text{Bahuahuidhakṣiprāniḥśrīanukladhravānāṃ setarānām} (16)
\]

16. (The subdivisions of each of these are) more, many kinds, quick, hidden, unexpressed, lasting and their opposites.

Apprehension (sensation) and other activities are the subjects under consideration. The actions with regard to these are mentioned, i.e. those commencing with many and their opposites. Bahu must be understood to mean both number and bulk, as it is not particularized. The words denoting numbers are one, two, many, etc. Those denoting bulk are much rice, much soup, etc. Vidha denotes kinds. Kṣipra means knowing quickly. Anihśrta denotes that the entire object is not seen, that is part of it is seen and part of it is hidden. Anukta is what is implied and not expressed. Dhruva is continual cognition of an object as it really is. Setara is intended to include the opposites. Apprehension is of twelve kinds — apprehension of more, apprehension of less, apprehension of many kinds, apprehension of one kind, apprehension of an object quickly, apprehension of an object slowly, apprehension of a hidden object, apprehension of a revealed object, apprehension of an implied object, apprehension of an expressed
object, apprehension of a lasting nature and apprehension of a transient nature. Similarly with regard to āha and the others also. Each of these arises in the case of each of the five senses and the mind. The six kinds denoted by more, many kinds and the rest arise owing to the high degree of destruction-cum-subsidence of karmas. But it is not so in the case of their opposites. Those denoted in the sutra are mentioned first because of their worth.

What is the difference between many and many kinds? In both 'many' is common. But in the former 'many' applies to the same kind of objects or things. In the latter 'many' refers to different kinds of objects or things. This is the difference.

What is the difference between 'expressed' and 'revealed'? Nīśrīta means the entire object is revealed. Ukta is also the same. But there is this difference. Ukta is knowing by the instruction imparted by others. And knowing by oneself alone is nīśrīta. Another reading is kṣipramiśrīta. It is interpreted as follows. On listening to a sound, someone is uncertain whether it is that of a peacock or of an osprey. Another knows it according to its nature.

What is the distinction between lasting apprehension and retention? Owing to the destruction-cum-subsidence of karmas attained by pure thought-activity, apprehension is the same in the first, second and other instants. That is, it becomes neither less nor more. This is called lasting avagraha. But, owing to the destruction-cum-subsidence by mixed (pure and impure) thought-activity, the apprehension is of higher or lower degree, as sometimes there is apprehension of more, sometimes of less, sometimes of many kinds, sometimes of one kind. Hence it is called transient apprehension. But retention is the cause of unforgetfulness of what has been perceived. Thus there is great difference between the two.

If avagraha etc, cognize more (many) etc., of what are many etc. the attributes?

अर्थस्य

Arthasya

II 17 II

(17)
17. (These are the attributes) of substances (objects).

These four kinds of sensory knowledge relate to objects. The object of the senses is called a substance. Apprehension etc. arise in the case of objects characterized by the attributes of many (much) etc. Now why should this be mentioned, as many (much) etc. relate to objects alone? It is of course true. But 'of substances' is mentioned in order to refute the views of other schools of thought. Some say that the senses have contact only with qualities such as colour and that they cognize only the qualities. But this is not true. The non-material qualities such as colour cannot be contacted by the senses. If it were so this cannot happen, 'Colour was seen by me, odour was smelt by me'. But it does occur. How does it? That which attains modes or that which is attained through modes is artha, substance (dravya). When an object is contacted by the senses, it is proper to say that colour also is contacted by the senses, as colour is not separate from the object.

Do these (apprehension etc.) occur in the case of all the senses and the mind? Or is there any difference?

\[ \text{Vyanjanasyāvagrahah} \]

18. (There is only) apprehension of indistinct things.

Vyanjanam is the collection of indistinct sounds etc. In the case of these there is apprehension. What is the purpose of this sutra? It is for determination that there is apprehension only and not speculation etc. If so the word 'only' must be included in the sutra. No, it is not necessary. If a rule is enunciated in a matter which is already established, it is intended for the sake of certainty. Hence, without the word 'only,' it becomes restrictive in meaning. Now apprehension is the same in both cases. Then what is the difference between the two? The difference between arthāvagraha and vyanjanāvagraham lies in distinct and indistinct apprehension. How? It is as in the wetting of a new earthenware vessel. For instance, the new earthenware vessel does not get wet by two or three
drops of water. But, when it is moistened again and again, it gets wet. Similarly, matter in the modes of sounds and so on does not become distinct in the first two or three instants. But, when it is apprehended again and again, it becomes distinct. Therefore, there is indistinct apprehension prior to distinct apprehension. Distinct apprehension is arthāvagraha. And speculation etc. do not arise from indistinct apprehension.

Does indistinct apprehension occur in the case of all the senses? No.

न चसुरनिन्द्रियाभ्याम् || १९ ||

Na caksuранindriyābhhyām (19)

19. Indistinct apprehension does not arise by means of the eyes and the mind.

Indistinct apprehension does not occur in the case of the eyes and the mind. How? It is because there is no contact in the case of these two sense-organs. The eyes perceive without contacting an object, which is fit and which is placed in the vicinity in proper perspective and revealed by external light. Similarly, there is no contact between the mind and the object. Hence, there is no indistinct apprehension in the case of the sense of sight and the mind.

How is it ascertained that there is no contact in the case of the eyes? It is ascertained from the scriptures and by inference. First from the scriptures.

"The ears apprehend both sounds that come and do not come in contact with these, but the eyes apprehend only colour which does not come into contact with these. In that manner the sense-organs of smell, taste and touch apprehend smell, taste and touch which do and do not come into contact with these."

From inference also. The sense-organ of sight is one without contact, for it does not apprehend an object in contact with it. If it were one with contact, it would perceive the collyrium applied to the eye. But it does not perceive it; so it is a sense without contact like the mind.

Therefore, indistinct apprehension is possible in the case of
all the senses except the sense of sight and the mind. Distinct apprehension obtains in the case of all the senses and the mind.

Sensory knowledge has been described with its definition and divisions. Now it is time to define scriptural knowledge with its divisions.

Srutiṃ matipūrvaṃ dvyanekadvādaśabhedam (20)

20. Scriptural knowledge preceded by sensory knowledge is of two kinds, which are of twelve and many subdivisions.

Though the word Šrūta is derived on the basis of hearing, by traditional usage it points to a particular kind of knowledge. For instance the word kuśala, derived from the cutting of grass, by common currency means hale and hearty. What is that particular kind of knowledge? The answer is given in the sutra, ‘Scriptural knowledge is preceded by sensory knowledge.’ For it fulfils the validity of scriptural knowledge. Hence pūrvaṃ means instrumental cause or preliminary condition. Sensory knowledge has been described. Mataipūrvaṃ means having sensory knowledge as its cause. If scriptural knowledge is caused by sensory knowledge, it would become sensory knowledge. For in the world we see that the effect is like the cause. No, this is not invariably so. Though the pitcher is made by the stick and the wheel, it is not of the nature of the stick and the wheel. Moreover, scriptural knowledge does not arise even in the presence of sensory knowledge. Even if there were sensory knowledge and the external causes of scriptural knowledge, scriptural knowledge does not manifest itself on the rise of powerful karmic veil of scriptural knowledge. But, when there is destruction-cum-subsidence of the karmic veil to a high degree, then scriptural knowledge arises. Hence, sensory knowledge is merely an instrumental cause and not the efficient cause of scriptural knowledge.

Now verbal testimony is considered beginningless and endless. If it be preceded by sensory knowledge, that proposition falls to the ground. For that which has a beginning has an
end. Moreover it cannot be considered authoritative, as it is created by man. But such a view is untenable. From the general point of view of substance etc., it is considered beginningless and endless. It has not been invented by someone at some time in some manner with great effort. But, from the particular point of view, it has a beginning and an end. So it is said to be preceded by sensory knowledge. For instance the sprout presupposes the seed, but from the point of view of the series it is beginningless and endless. Further, authority does not consist in its not being created by man. For in that case even the teachings on theft etc., whose author's name is forgotten, would become authoritative. What is wrong if direct knowledge which is not eternal is considered valid?

It is contended that it is not proper to say that scriptural knowledge is preceded by sensory knowledge, as both kinds of knowledge arise simultaneously on the manifestation of the first right belief. But it is not true. For the rightness of knowledge is the result of right faith. But the realization of the two is in succession. Hence, it is established that it is preceded by sensory knowledge.¹

Again, it is contended that the definition of scriptural knowledge is vitiated by the fallacy of non-pervasiveness. For scriptural knowledge is preceded by scriptural knowledge also. It is as follows. Some person perceives through his ears sound molecules consisting of sentences, composed of words, which in turn are composed of letters. This is sensory knowledge. Next he derives the first śruti knowledge of the meaning of the word 'jar'. Then, if he gets hints of the function of the jar,

¹ At the starting-point of the first right belief, the wrong sensory knowledge and the wrong scriptural knowledge are turned into right knowledge. Thus the rightness of these two kinds of knowledge is derived from right belief. But in origin scriptural knowledge is preceded by sensory knowledge. Though the flame of a candle and the light emitted by the flame are produced at the same time, the flame is spoken of as the cause of the light. Similarly with regard to right belief and right knowledge. It is right faith that imparts this characteristic of rightness to sensory knowledge and scriptural knowledge, which prior to the birth of right faith have originated in succession. Even though right faith and right knowledge originate simultaneously, still right faith is the cause of the rightness of knowledge as in the case of the flame and the light.
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with the knowledge of the jar, he acquires the second knowledge of the function of the jar such as storing water etc. Then scriptural knowledge (śrūta) is preceded by scriptural knowledge (śrūta). Again, some person perceives the objects of the senses such as fire, which is sensory knowledge. Then he acquires the first scriptural knowledge of objects such as smoke. If he acquires the knowledge of the concomitant connection of smoke and fire, then he infers fire from smoke. Then also śrūta knowledge is caused by śrūta knowledge. There is nothing wrong in it. That also is figuratively spoken of as caused by sensory knowledge. Besides, śrūta also is somehow considered sensory knowledge, as it is necessarily preceded by sensory knowledge.¹

The word kinds is added to every number—two kinds, many kinds and twelve kinds. First the two divisions of the scriptures are the works outside the original canon and those within the original canon. The non-canonical works are of many kinds such as Daśavaikālika, Uttarādhyayana. The canonical works are twelve. Ācāra, Sūtrakṛta, Sthāna, Samavāya, Vyākhyā-prajñāpīti, Jñātṛdharmakathā, Upāsakadhyayana, Antakrāda, Anuttaraupapādikādaśa, Praśnavyākaraṇa, Viśūkṣuṭra and Drṣṭivāda. Drṣṭivāda is of five divisions—Parikrama, Śutra, Prathamānyogya, Pūrvagata and Cūlīka. Pūrvagata is of fourteen sections—Utpādāpūrva, Agrāṇiṇya, Vīrānupravāda, Astināti-pravāda, Jñānapravāda, Satyapravāda, Atmapravāda, Karmapravāda, Pratyākhyātanāmadheya, Vidyānupravāda, Kalyāṇanāmadheya, Prāṇāvāya, Kriyāviśāla and Lokabindu-sāra.

¹ Someone listens to the word 'jar' composed of the letters (sounds) j, a and r, and the knowledge produced in the person is sensory knowledge. Similarly, he learns the meaning of jar from the word 'jar', which is scriptural knowledge. After this, he ascertains the function of the jar such as storing water, which is also scriptural knowledge. Thus scriptural knowledge is produced by another scriptural knowledge.

In the same manner, someone sees smoke and attains sensory knowledge of smoke. And seeing smoke, he infers fire from his knowledge of the concomitant connection of smoke and fire. This is scriptural knowledge. Again, from this scriptural knowledge, he learns that fire burns and so on, which is also scriptural knowledge. Thus scriptural knowledge originates from scriptural knowledge also.
Thus verbal testimony is of two, several and twelve kinds. What is the basis of the distinction?

The distinction is based on the kinds of teachers. The teachers are of three kinds, namely the Omniscient Tirthamkara, his disciples (śruta kevalis) and the later preceptors (Acāryas). The scriptures were really taught by the Omniscient Tirthamkara, gifted with perfect knowledge of unimaginable power and splendour. The Lord is free from all kinds of impurities and is possessed of direct and perfect knowledge. Hence His word is authoritative. The Lord's chief disciples called Gaṇadhāras gifted with vast knowledge recollect the import of the Lord's teachings and compose works called āṅgas and pūrvas. These are also authoritative, as these are only interpretations of the word of the Lord. Later on shorter works such as Daśavaikālika are written by the later preceptors to benefit their disciples, whose lives are shorter and whose intellect and energy are less potent owing to the nature of the times. These also constitute valid knowledge, as these are in fact the same as the āṅgas and pūrvas in a condensed form, just as the water of the Milky Ocean taken in a jar.

Indirect knowledge has been expounded. Direct knowledge must be described now. Direct knowledge is the knowledge perceived directly by the soul in a vivid manner without the intermediary of the senses or the scriptures. This is of two kinds, direct knowledge of a part of reality and direct knowledge embracing the entire reality. Avadhi (clairvoyance) and manoparyaya (telepathy) belong to the first variety, and perfect knowledge is of the second variety of direct knowledge. The first of these three kinds of direct knowledge, namely avadhi, is described first. Avadhi is of two kinds according to the nature of its origin. The first is due to birth, and the second owes its origin to destruction-cum-subsidence of the particular karmic veil.

भवप्रत्ययोवविदेशनारकाणास्

|| 21 ||

Bhavapratyayo avadhirdevanārakānām (21)

21. Clairvoyance (avadhi) based on birth is possessed by celestial and infernal beings.
It is said ‘state’. What is state? The mode of a soul is the state of existence caused by the life and name karmas. Pratyaya means cause. That, which has the state of existence for its cause or origin, is possessed by devas and infernal beings. In that case there would be no destruction-cum-subsidence of the karmic veil in this type of clairvoyance. No, it is not so. In the case of these beings, the karmic veil disappears and subsides along with their state of being. So the state of being is mentioned as the main cause. Birds fly by instinct (inborn tendency) and not because of teaching. So also clairvoyance arises in these beings not because of any special merit such as observance of vows or restraint, but by reason of their state of existence. The state of existence being common to all, it would mean that all are endowed with the same degree of clairvoyance.

But differences in the degree of this knowledge possessed by these beings are admitted. Though the beings in heaven and hell are mentioned in general, only those endowed with right faith among them are implied. This is clear from the term avadhi used in the sutra. In the case of wrong believers it is called vibhanga (erroneous clairvoyance), as it is vitiated by their misbelief. The degrees of clairvoyance among them must be ascertained from the scriptures.

If clairvoyance based on birth arises in celestial and infernal beings, in whom does clairvoyance of destruction-cum-subsidence arise?

श्योपशामिमित्ताः पूक्षिकल्पः हेयणाः || २२ ||
Kṣayopasamanimittaḥ sadvikalpah heṣanāṁ (22)

22. Clairvoyance from destruction-cum-subsidence (i.e. arising on the lifting of the veil) is of six kinds. It is acquired by the rest (namely human beings and animals).

When there is no rise of totally obscuring intensity-clairvoyance-covering karma, but there is rise of partially obscuring intensity-clairvoyance-covering karmas, that state is called destruction. Where these karmas do not attain to the stage of rise but are merely existent, that state is called subsidence
or quiescence. That which arises owing to these two causes is called clairvoyance of destruction-cum-subsidence. This must be understood to occur in the case of the rest. Who are the rest? The rest are human beings and animals. Even among them it must be understood to arise only in the case of those who have the necessary capacity. That capacity is not present in those, who are without minds and who have not attained completion (full development). And even among those with minds and completion, it does not arise in all. If so in whom does it arise? It arises in the case of those, in whom right faith etc. are present, and in whom the concerned karmas are quiescent or destroyed. Though clairvoyance arises owing to destruction-cum-subsidence in all cases, the specific mention of 'owing to destruction-cum-subsidence' is intended for determination, namely depending on destruction-cum-subsidence only and not on the state of existence or birth. This clairvoyance is of six kinds. These are called anugāmi, ananugāmi, vardhamāna, hiyamāna, avasthita, and anavasthita (accompanying, unaccompanying, increasing, decreasing, steady and unsteady) according to their characteristics.

Just as light accompanies the sun, the first kind accompanies the individual possessing it wherever he goes. The second kind does not accompany the individual. It passes away there itself like the reply given to the question of an indifferent person. The third variety develops rapidly like the fire in the forest caused by friction, which spreads rapidly by means of dried leaves and fuel. It develops from its original degree up to the extent of innumerable universes, owing to the purity of right faith etc. of the individual. The fourth variety decreases up to a very small fraction of an aṅgula (a very small measure) from its original degree, owing to the decline of right faith and the consequent increase of impure thoughts. The fifth type neither decreases nor increases. It is like the mole. It is steadfast at the same level at which it originates, as right faith etc. continue in the same condition. It is so till death or till the attainment of omniscience. The sixth type is unsteady like the waves caused by the wind. It develops as well as
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deteriorates in accordance with the growth or decline of right faith etc. Thus clairvoyance is of six kinds.

Clairvoyance has been explained in this way. Now telepathy should be described. Hence, with the intention of giving out its definition as well as its subdivisions, the author composes the next sutra.

Rjuvipulamati manahparyayah

23. *Rjumati* and *vipulamati* are the two kinds of telepathy (manahparyaya).

*Rjumati* means produced and straight. Whereby is it produced? It is produced by the knowledge of objects of speech, body and mind located in the minds of others. He who has straight telepathy is called *rjumati*. *Vipulā* means not produced and curved or winding. How is it not produced? It is not produced by the knowledge of objects of speech, body and mind in the minds of others. He who has complex telepathy is called *vipulamati*. *Rjuvipulamati* is the compound formed of the two terms. Since one word *mati* is sufficient, it is not repeated in the sutra. Otherwise first a compound of *rju* and *vipula* is formed—*rjuvipule*. Those who have *rjuvipule mati* are called *rjuvipulamati*.

This telepathy is of two kinds—*rjumati* and *vipulamati*. Now that the divisions of telepathy have been mentioned, it must be defined. Telepathy is that knowledge which knows the objects thought of by the minds of others, owing to the destruction-cum-subsidence of energy-obstructing and telepathy-obscuring karmas and depending on the attainment of name karmas of limbs and minor limbs. If it be argued that it is only perception, it has been refuted already. The mind is merely for reference as the background. The object located in the mind of another is ascertained by this knowledge. So the mind is intended only as a background.

Of these two varieties, *rjumati* can extend from the minimum of two or three births of oneself and others up to a

1 Then the second compound is formed by combining this with *mati*.
2 These are two different types of compounds in Sanskrit.
maximum of seven or eight past or future births. It can extend in space from one kroba (two miles) up to one yojana (eight miles) but not beyond it. The latter (vipulamati) can extend from seven or eight births up to innumerable births in the past and in the future. In space it can extend from one yojana up to the entire abode of human beings (i.e. up to the mountain range of Manuṣṭhāra) and not beyond that limit.

Other particulars regarding these are described next.

24. The differences between the two are due to purity and infallibility.

The state of the soul on the destruction-cum-subsidence of the karmic veil covering telepathy is purity. Pratipatalaṁ is fall (pratipāta). No pratipāta is apratipāta. Apratipāta is absence of fall. An ascetic, whose karmic veil has only subsided but has not been completely removed, sometimes falls from his spiritual height in the presence of powerful conduct-deluding karmas. But such a fall does not occur in the case of an ascetic whose conduct-deluding karmas have been completely destroyed. And the excellence of telepathy depends upon purity and absence of fall. First with regard to purity. Vipulamati is purer than rjumati with regard to the object (subject matter), space, time and nature or condition. How?

The infinitesimal part of karmic matter ascertained by perfect clairvoyance is the province of rjumati. And the infinitesimal part of what is known to rjumati is within the reach of vipulamati. Thus the latter knows the infinitesimal part of infinitesimal. Its purity with regard to object, space and time has been mentioned. Its purity with regard to nature or condition must also be understood from the more subtle or minute forms of matter that come within its range, as it is accompanied by purity resulting from greater destruction-cum-subsidence of karmas. It is also superior owing to the absence of fall or deterioration, as its possessor belongs to the ascend-

1 This term is used in the sense of one / infinite.
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ing order of spirituality. *Rjumati* undergoes downfall or deterioration, as its possessor is of the descending order of spirituality owing to the rise of passions.

If these are the differences between the two kinds of telepathy, what are the differences between telepathy and clairvoyance?

विशुद्धिशत्रस्वासिष्टियेवभांव्यवधिमनः पशयोः ॥ २५ ॥

Viśuddhiśatraśvāmiscayebhyo avadhimanahparyayayoh (25)

25. Telepathy (*manahparyaya*) and clairvoyance (*avadhi*) differ with regard to purity, space, knower and objects.

Purity means clearness. Space is the place where the objects known are present. Knower is the possessor. *Viśaya* is the object known. With regard to these telepathy is purer than clairvoyance. How is it? It is because its range is subtle matter. Space has been dealt with. The range of subject matter is dealt with later. Here the subject of discussion is the possessor. It arises in the case of ascetics possessed of high conduct, that is from the seventh stage of perfection of vows to the twelfth stage of destroyed delusion. Even among these ascetics, it arises only in those who advance spiritually higher and higher and not in those who go down spiritually. And even among them it manifests itself only in those ascetics who possess one or more of the seven extraordinary powers (*rādhīs*). Still not all of them, but only a few of them, attain telepathy. Thus the distinction of the possessor or spiritual discipline (self-control) is mentioned in the sutra. Clairvoyance, on the other hand, can be possessed by devas, infernal beings, human beings and animals. Hence these differ also because of distinctions between the possessors.

Now it is time to define omniscience. But, passing that over, the range of subject matter of knowledge is discussed. Why is it? It is because that (i.e. the definition of omniscience) is discussed in the last chapter under the sutra, ‘On the destruction of the deluding karmas and the destruction of knowledge- and perception-obscuring karmas and obstructive karmas, perfect knowledge is manifested.’
If so, let the scope of the first two types of knowledge be mentioned.

Matikrulayornibandho dravyesvasarvaparyadyesu ॥ २६ ॥

26. The range of sensory knowledge and scriptural knowledge extends to all the six substances but not to all their modes.

Nībandanam means connecting or uniting. With what? With objects. Then the word objects must be included in the sutra. No, it is not necessary to include it. For it is implied from its mention in the previous sutra. The case changes according to meaning. Hence it is added to the sixth case ending of the possessive.

Dravyesu is in the plural in order to include all the six substances—the soul, the medium of motion, the medium of rest, time, space and matter. 'Asarvaparyāyesu' is intended to qualify dravyesu. These substances form the subject matter of perceptual cognition and scriptural knowledge, only with reference to some of their modes and not all their infinite modes. Now it is contended how perceptual cognition can cognize non-material substances such as the medium of motion, the medium of rest, which are beyond the ken of the senses. Therefore, it is wrong to say that perceptual cognition cognizes all the substances. No, there is nothing wrong in this. There is the internal sense. With the help of this and on the destruction-cum-subsidence of quasi-sense-covering karmas, apprehension etc. arise. Therefore, scriptural knowledge preceded by these ascertains what is proper for it.

What is the scope of clairvoyance described next.

Rūpisvavadhch ॥ २७ ॥

27. (The scope) of clairvoyance is that which has form.

The range or subject matter is supplied. By the term rūpi forms of matter and embodied souls are included. It is laid down that the scope of clairvoyance is restricted to matter only and does not extend to non-material substances. Even with
regard to matter, the range of clairvoyance is limited to certain
modes alone according to its potency and does not extend
to all modes of matter. In order to determine this
‘asarvāparāyāyeṣu’ is supplied.

What is the scope of telepathy?

\[ \text{तदनन्त्तभागे मनःपर्ययया} \quad \| 28 \| \]
\[ \text{Tadanantabhāge manah paryayasya} \quad (28) \]
28. The scope of telepathy is the infinitesimal part of the
matter ascertained by clairvoyance.

Telepathy ascertains the infinitesimal part of the matter
ascertained by the highest clairvoyance (sarvāvadhi).

What is the range of omniscience mentioned last?

\[ \text{सर्वद्रव्यपर्यायेषु केवलस्य} \quad \| 29 \| \]
\[ \text{Sarvadravyaparyāyeṣu kevalasya} \quad (29) \]
29. Omniscience (kevala jñāna) extends to all entities
(substances) and all their modes simultaneously.

Dravyāṇi and paryāyāḥ are dravyāparāyāyāḥ. The attributive
‘sarva’ is added to each—sarveṣu dravyeṣu, sarveṣu paryāyeṣu.
First the souls are infinite times infinite. The forms of matter
are still more infinite times infinite. Atoms and molecules
are the divisions of matter. The medium of motion, the
medium of rest and space are three substances. Time is
innumerable. The modes of each of these, extending through
the past, the present and the future, are infinite times infinite.
And there is nothing, either substance or mode, which does
not come within the purview of omniscience. It is mentioned
that all substances and all modes come within its purview in
order to indicate the boundless virtue of omniscience.

The range of perceptual cognition etc. has been described.
But it has not been mentioned how many kinds of knowledge
arising from their instrumental causes can dwell simultane-
ously in one soul.

\[ \text{एकादीनि भाज्यवियुगपदेकसिनिन्यातचतुष्यः} \quad \| 30 \| \]
\[ \text{Ekādini bhājyāni yugapadekasminnīcaturbhyaḥ} \quad (30) \]
30. From one up to four kinds of knowledge can be possessed simultaneously by a single soul.

Eka denotes number. Ādi means beginning. Ekādi means beginning with one. Bhājyāni means can be possessed. Simultaneously by one soul or living being. Up to how many? Up to four. In any one particular soul there can exist simultaneously from one up to four kinds of knowledge. That is, one can possess either one or two or three or four of these just described or expounded, but not above four. For instance one is omniscience. And the other kinds of knowledge arising from destruction-cum-subsidence do not subsist simultaneously along with omniscience attained on the total destruction of the veil.

The two that can subsist simultaneously in the same person are sensory knowledge and scriptural knowledge. The three are sensory knowledge, scriptural knowledge and clairvoyance or telepathy. Sensory knowledge, scriptural knowledge, clairvoyance and telepathy are the four that can subsist simultaneously in a single soul. All the five kinds of knowledge cannot subsist together, as omniscience stands alone by itself without any assistance.

Are all these called by the name of knowledge alone or by any other also?

मतिलगतावधयो विपययश्र 
Matirumatāvakhayo viparyayakṣa

31. Sensory knowledge, scriptural knowledge and clairvoyance may also be erroneous knowledge.

Viparyaya means false. How is it? It is because this is the section of right knowledge. Ca means also, that is wrong as well as right. Why are these wrong? These are wrong because these co-exist in the soul with wrong belief. It is similar to the milk kept in a bitter gourd. Now the taste of the milk becomes different on account of the defect of the receptacle in which it is kept. But there is no error in the ascertainment of objects by wrong sensory knowledge etc.

1 In fact, in the presence of this one, which is perfect knowledge, there is no need for the other kinds of imperfect knowledge.
For instance, just as the person of right faith perceives form, colour and so on, so also does the person of wrong faith. Just as the person of right faith ascertains form, colour, etc. through scriptural knowledge and represents these accordingly, so also does the person of wrong attitude through wrong scriptural knowledge. And just as the man of right attitude ascertains matter through clairvoyance, so also does the man of wrong attitude through erroneous clairvoyance.

In this connection the author points out as follows.

\[ Sadasataraviśesādyadṛcchopalabdherumattavat \]  
\( (32) \)

32. Owing to lack of discrimination between the real and the unreal, wrong knowledge is whimsical as that of a lunatic.

Sat is what exists, asat is what does not exist. Knowledge becomes wrong when these are apprehended by chance without discrimination. Sometimes, owing to the operation of wrong belief, when colour etc. are present, these are apprehended as not present. When these are not present, they are apprehended as present. Sometimes, what exists is apprehended as existing, and what does not exist is apprehended as non-existing. For instance the person, whose mind is upset due to disturbed bile, indiscriminately considers the mother as the wife and the wife as the mother. Sometimes, he also considers the mother as the mother only and the wife as the wife only according to his whims. Even the latter is not true knowledge (as it is only accidental and not discriminatory). Similarly, error arises in the case of sensory knowledge etc. in ascertaining shape, colour, etc. of things. For instance, it is as follows. The wrong attitude in a being produces errors of three kinds—viz. of cause, of difference and identity and of nature—even when colour etc. are apprehended. First, as regards errors of cause, some say that the cause of colour etc. is one, non-material and permanent. Others consider that the atoms which constitute earth, water, fire and air are of different classes, possessing four qualities, three qualities, two qualities and one quality respectively. The atoms of one
class produce things belonging to the same class. Others say that earth, water, fire and air are four elements, characterized by the qualities of colour, odour, taste and touch. The collection of these constitutes only one type of atom called *aṣṭaka* (one whole having eight parts). Some others state that different classes of atoms such as earth, water, fire and air, characterized by qualities of hardness, fluidity, heat and movement respectively, produce the objects in the world. The mistakes of identity and difference are as follows. For instance, some consider that the cause and effect are entirely different or identical. Mistakes in the nature of things are illustrated next. Colour etc. are without particulars. Colour etc. exist or do not exist. It is knowledge that takes the form of colour etc. But there is no other object which is the substratum of colour etc. Similarly, owing to the rise of wrong belief, others also give expression to other figments of imagination, which contradict sensory knowledge and inference, and induce belief also in them. Therefore, these are wrong sensory knowledge, wrong scriptural knowledge and erroneous clairvoyance. But right belief promotes conviction in substances ascertained as they truly are. Therefore, these become sensory knowledge, scriptural knowledge and clairvoyance.

The two kinds of *pramāṇa* have been described. The partial views or standpoints or aspects of *pramāṇa* are called *nayas*. And these must be described next.

33. The figurative, the synthetic, the analytic, the straight, the verbalistic, the conventional and the specific are the standpoints.

The general and specific definitions of these must be given. First the general definition. Objects possess many characteristics. *Naya* is the device which is capable of determining truly one of the several characteristics of an object (without contradiction) from a particular point of view. It is of two kinds,
namely statements which refer to general attributes of a substance and those which refer to the constantly changing conditions or modes of a substance. Dravya means general or common, a general rule or conformity. That which has these for its object is the general standpoint (dravyārthika naya). Paryāya means particular, an exception or exclusion. That which has these for its object is the standpoint of modifications (paryāyārthika naya).

Their specific definitions are given now. The figurative standpoint (naigama naya) takes into account the purpose or intention of something which is not accomplished. For instance, a person who goes equipped with an axe is asked by someone for what purpose he is going. The person replies that he goes to fetch a wooden measure. But at that time the wooden measure is not present. The reference to the wooden measure is based on the mere intention to make it. Similarly, one is engaged in fetching fuel, water, etc. He is asked by another what he does. The former replies that he cooks food. But he is not actually cooking food. He is only engaged in activity which will ultimately result in cooking food. Similarly, such instances of general custom, according to which the intention alone is referred to as the basis of an unaccomplished thing, form the subject matter of the figurative standpoint.

The synthetic standpoint is that which comprehends several different modes under one common head through their belonging to the same class. For instance, existence (being), substance, jar, etc. When we speak of existence, all substances characterized by the word existence or its knowledge, and inferred from the sign connecting the word with the idea or knowledge, are grouped on the basis of existence in one class without distinction. Even if the word ‘dravya’ be mentioned, the soul, the non-soul, etc. and their subdivisions are grouped together under it, as all these fulfil the definition of substance as that which attains its modes. Similarly, even if the word ‘jar’ be mentioned, it includes all jars which are inferred from the sign, which accompanies the idea of jar or the word jar. In the same manner, other things also are the subject matter
of the synthetic point of view.

The division of reality or objects comprehended by the synthetic viewpoint in accordance with the rule is the analytic standpoint. What is the rule? The rule is that the analysis or division into subclasses proceeds in the order of succession. It is as follows. That, which is comprehended as existence by the all-synthetic view, without reference to the particular objects, is not conducive to the ways of the world. Hence the analytic standpoint is sought. That which exists is either a substance or an attribute. Social intercourse is not possible even by substance taken from the synthetic standpoint, irrespective of the subdivisions of soul and non-soul. Further, soul and non-soul synthetically taken do not conduce to worldly occupations. Hence they are further subdivided into devas, infernal beings, etc. and jar etc., resorting to the analytic point of view. This standpoint operates up to the limit beyond which there can be no further division into subclasses.

That, which takes into account the straight (present) condition, is the straight (direct) viewpoint. This viewpoint leaves out the things of the past and the future and comprehends the objects that remain in the present, as no practical purpose can be served by things past and things unborn. It confines itself to the present moment. It comprehends only the mode of the present moment. It is contended whether it would not violate the ways of the world. No. Only the object of this viewpoint is indicated here. The intercourse of the world is promoted by the aggregate of all the viewpoints.

The verbal viewpoint is intent on removing the anomalies or irregularities with regard to gender, number, case, etc. For instance irregularities of gender—puṣyaḥ, tārakā and nakṣa-trān are of different genders. Yet these are used as substitutes. Irregularities of number are as follows. Jalaiḥ āpāḥ, varṣā ṛtuḥ, āmrā vanam, varanā nagaraṁ. In these pairs of words, one is singular and the other plural. The usage of these as noun and attributive is anomaly of number. 'Senā parvatamadhivasati' is an anomaly of case. Here, instead of

1 The army is on the mountain.
the seventh locative case, the second accusative case is used. Irregularity of person—*Ehi manye rathena yāsyasi, na hi yāsyasi, yālasē pītā*. Here, the first person manye (I think) is used instead of the second person manyase (you think) and the second person yāsyasi (you will) instead of the first person yāsyāmi (I will).\(^1\)

Anomaly of time—*Viśvadrśvā asya putro janitā*.\(^2\) Here, what is to happen in the future is spoken of as having happened. Irregularities in the use of prepositions—*santiśṭhate, pratiśṭhate viramati, uparamati*. Owing to the prepositional prefixes, the first two *parasmaipada* verbs take the ātmanepada endings, and the latter two *parasmaipada* endings. Though such usage prevails by convention or custom, yet the verbal viewpoint considers it improper, as such irregularities should not be mixed together. If this is opposed to what is universally current, let it be so. Here truth is investigated. Medical treatment (medicine) does not satisfy the whimsies of the patient.

As it consists of forsaking several meanings, it is called *samabhirūḍha*. Since it gives up the several meanings and becomes current in one important sense, it is called conventional. For instance, the word *gau* is used in several senses such as speech. Still by convention it has come to denote the cow. Or words are employed in order to convey knowledge of the objects. That being so, from every word arises knowledge of one particular object. Hence it is useless to employ synonyms. If there is change in the word, there must be change in the meaning also. Therefore, every change of word must be accompanied by a change of meaning. Thus, as it abandons several meanings, it is called *samabhirūḍha naya*. For instance,

\(^1\) According to the forms of the verbs used, the meaning is, ‘Come, I think that you will go by car, but you will not go. Your father is gone by car.’ But the meaning intended is, ‘Come, you think that I will go by car, but I will not go. Your father is gone by car.’ Here instead of the second person *manyase*, the first person *manye* is used. And instead of the first person *yāsyasi* the second person *yāsyāmi* is used. Hence these are irregularities of person.

\(^2\) Irregularity of time: ‘A son who has seen the world will be born to him.’ Here, what will take place in the future (i.e. seeing the world) is spoken of as having taken place in the past.
since Indra, sakra and Purandara are three words, these must have three meanings. For instance, Indra means one who is endowed with authority (to command) and supremacy. sakra means the strong one. Purandara means one who destroys cities. Similarly with regard to all words. Or where it develops, there it becomes current because of its importance. Hence it is called samabhūtā. For instance, ‘Where do you reside?’ The reply is, ‘I reside in myself.’ Why? It is because one substance cannot reside in another. If, on the other hand, one thing can reside in another, then there would be knowledge and colour in the sky.

That which determines or ascertains an object as it is in its present state or mode is called evambhūta naya or actual standpoint. According to this standpoint, a word should be used to denote an object, only when it is in the state which the word connotes. When he issues commands, then only is he lord (Indra). And at that time he is neither consecrator nor worshipper. Only when it goes it is cow, and not when it stands still or lies down. Or that, which determines a soul by its present mode of knowledge, is the actual standpoint. For example, the soul which cognizes Indra is Indra, and that which cognizes fire is fire.

The seven standpoints have been described. These are successively of finer scope or smaller extent, and the succeeding standpoint is dependent on the one preceding it. Hence the order in which these are mentioned in the sutra. Thus, each of the seven standpoints is of greater range than and contrary to the succeeding one, and is of smaller extent than and is agreeable to the preceding one. And from the point of view of the infinite characteristics of a substance, the standpoints are of numerous subdivisions. Being of primary and secondary importance these are interdependent, and the harmonious combination of these paves the way to right faith. These are like the cotton threads which, when interwoven in the proper form, wards off cold and provides comfort to the body in the form of cloth. But, if each of these threads becomes independent and separate, these cannot serve that purpose.
It is contended that the example of threads is an uneven one. For threads etc. even when independent produce some kind of effect. Indeed, there is some kind of thread which protects the skin. And one bark of a tree can bind things. But the standpoints, when they become independent, cannot promote even a little of right faith. This contention is not valid. For the critic has not understood the meaning intended. Our view is criticized by others without understanding our meaning. We have said that there is no effect of cloth in the case of independent threads. And what has been adduced is not the effect of cloth. What is it then? It is the effect of threads. And the effect of threads too is absent in threads, which are independent of the parts that compose them. Hence our proposition is established.

Again, it is observed that the effect of cloth etc. is present potentially in threads etc. Similarly the standpoints, which are independent in thought or word, can produce right belief being assisted by necessary means. Thus they possess that potentiality, and the example is therefore apt.
CHAPTER II

THE CATEGORY OF THE LIVING

What is the nature of the soul, which is the first of the objects of right faith?

What is the nature of the soul, which is the first of the objects of right faith?

Aupasamikaksayikau bhāvau niśrabhca jīvasya
svatattvamaudayikaśāpārināmikau ca (1)

1. The distinctive characteristics of the soul are the dispositions (thought-activities) arising from subsidence, destruction, destruction-cum-subsidence of karmas, the rise of karmas and the inherent nature or capacity of the soul.

Just as the mud in water settles down when clearing nuts are put into it, so also the karmic matter does not manifest its power in the soul due to causes (i.e. the disposition of the soul). This is called subsidence. Kṣaya is complete removal of the mud. For instance, the same clear water is poured into another vessel, and it is completely free from mud. Similarly, the entire removal of karmic matter is destruction.

The third state is a mixed state of destruction-cum-subsidence, as in the case of the water, which, owing to the presence of clearing nuts, is clear and muddy in different parts of the vessel. The fruition of karmas in the presence of things and so on is rise. The essential nature of the soul irrespective of karmic matter is the capacity inherent in the soul. That, which has subsidence as its object or cause, is subsidential. Similarly with regard to destructional, destruction-cum-substantial, rising and inherent. These five dispositions are the distinctive characteristics of the soul.

The subject under consideration is right belief. And among the three kinds of right belief, that of subsidence is attained first by every soul. So it is mentioned first. The opposite of subsidence is destruction. Besides, among the non-liberated souls, the right believers of this type are innumerable times
more in number than those of the first type, namely subsiden-
tial. So it is mentioned next. The mixed disposition is men-
tioned next, as it consists of both. Besides, the right believers
of this third type are innumerable times more in number
than the other two classes. The dispositions due to the rise
of karmas and the nature inherent in the soul are mentioned
at the end, as these are infinite times more than all the others.

It is contended that the entire sutra should be in the form
of a single compound. 'Aṣṭasamikakṣayikamśraudayikapāriṇāmikā.' If it were so there is no need to use ca twice.
But it should not be considered thus. For mīra would then
mean another characteristic which is different from subsidence
and destruction. In the present form of the sutra, by the
use of ca both subsidence and destruction are drawn together.
If so kṣāyopāśamika itself should be used. No. It would be
long-windedness. The mixed state is mentioned in the middle
as it has reference to both. The subsidential and the destruc-
tional dispositions arise only in the case of the potential souls,
namely those with capacity for emancipation. But the third
mixed state arises in the case of the non-potential souls also,
namely those incapable of attaining salvation. And this with
the last two arises in the potential souls also.

Now nature or disposition (svatattvam) must take the gender
and number of the word bhāvas. But tattvam does not give
up its own gender and number. One's own disposition is
svatattvam.

Now, have these dispositions or characteristics of a single
soul subdivisions are not? Yes, these have subdivisions. If
so let these subdivisions be mentioned.

\[\text{Dvinavāṣṭādaśaikavimśatītribhedā yathākramam} \quad (2)\]

2. (These are of) two, nine, eighteen, twenty-one and three
kinds respectively.

According to the ways of forming compounds in Sanskrit,
the sutra can be taken in two ways. The dispositions (bhāvas)
arising from subsidence etc. are of two, nine, eighteen, twenty-
one and three kinds respectively. The change of case is in accordance with the meaning. Or those which have two, nine, eighteen, twenty-one and three subdivisions respectively are the five dispositions. Yathākramam means respectively.

The characteristics of the soul arising from subsidence are of two kinds. Those arising from destruction are of nine kinds. Those arising from destruction-cum-subsidence are of eighteen kinds. Those arising on the fruition of karmas are of twenty-one kinds. Those that are inherent in the soul without the influence of karmas are three.

What are the two kinds of characteristics arising from subsidence?

सम्यक्त्वचारित्रे  ||  ॥
Samyaktvacārītre  (3)

3. (The two kinds are) right belief and conduct.

Right belief and right conduct have been explained already. How are these subsidential? Conduct-deluding karmas are of two kinds, namely the passions and the quasi-passions. Therein the passions, which lead to endless worldly existence, are four—anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed. The three kinds of faith-deluding karmas are samyaktva (slightly clouding right belief), mithyātva (wrong belief), and samyakmithyātva (mixed right and wrong belief). When these seven subtypes of karmas subside, right belief of subsidence arises.

How can karmas subside in the case of the eternal misbeliever subject to passions arising from karmas? It is on the basis of the attainment of the stages of purification such as favourable opportunity and time. First with regard to the attainment of favourable time. The worthy soul (with capacity for emancipation) bound by karmas becomes capable of attaining the first stage of right belief, when there is the residue of time known as half the time of whirling-round matter (ardha pudgala parivaritana). But he is not capable of attaining any higher stage of right belief, when there is half the time of whirling-round matter.

This is the first attainment of favourable time. The second attainment of favourable time is with regard to the duration
of karmas. The first stage of right belief is not attained, when the duration of karmas is either at the maximum or at the minimum. If so, when is it attained? The fitness for the first stage of right belief is attained, when the soul binds karmas of less than kotikoti sāgaropama duration, and when the existing karmas also, owing to the purification of the soul, are of duration of kotikoti sāgaropama less numerable sāgaropama thousand. Another attainment of favourable time is based on birth. The worthy soul endowed with the five senses and the mind, fully developed and purified, attains the first stage of right faith. The recollection of previous births is also included among the causes. The conduct of subsidence arises on the subsidence of all the deluding karmas. Right belief is mentioned first as it is the basis of right conduct.

The nine characteristics of the soul arising from destruction of karmas are described.

\[\text{Jñānadarśanañalābhabhogopahogavirāyāṇि} \ 14\]

4. (The nine kinds are) knowledge, perception, gift, gain, enjoyment, re-enjoyment, energy, etc.

Ca is intended to include right belief and conduct. On the total destruction of knowledge-obsuring karmas are manifested perfect knowledge and perfect perception. On the complete destruction of gift-obstructive karmas arises the power of giving security to infinite multitudes of living beings, the gift of fearlessness which is a blessing to them. When the karmas which obstruct gain are completely destroyed, the omniscient does not take food. But infinite particles of extremely pure and subtle matter, which give strength and which are beyond the reach of ordinary human beings, are assimilated in his body every instant. This is the gain derived from destruction of karmas.

As the entire karmas which obstruct enjoyment\(^1\) are des-

\(^1\) The objects of enjoyment are of two kinds, things that can be enjoyed only once such as water, food, garlands and so on, and things which can be enjoyed again and again such as house, fields, etc. Bhoga is enjoyment of the former which can be used only once. Upabhoga is re-enjoyment of the latter such as fields, which can be used again and again,
troyed, there arises infinite enjoyment of unparalleled nature consequent on the destruction of karmas. For instance, the marvels of the showers of flowers etc. result from this. Owing to the disappearance without remnant of the obstructive karmas of re-enjoyment (upabhoga), is manifested infinite re-enjoyment. For instance, the manifestation of the throne, the fans, three umbrellas, and other splendours. And as the karmas which obstruct energy are completely destroyed, the infinite energy of the pure soul is manifested. On the complete destruction of the seven subtypes of karmas referred to already, perfect faith is attained by the soul. Similarly perfect conduct also.

If the power of giving security or bestowing fearlessness etc. are the concomitant effects of destruction of karmas, then will not these apply to the liberated pure souls (Siddhas) also? No. These arise in the case of the Lord (Arhat1) on account of the physique-making and Tirthanikara name karmas. In the absence of all karmas in the liberated pure souls, these do not apply to them. How then do these exist in the liberated pure souls? These exist in them only in the form of infinite bliss, pure and unmixed, as infinite energy exists in the form of infinite knowledge.

The eighteen kinds of characteristics arising from destruction-cum-subsidence are described.

śānaśānānaśānamūkhyākṣtuṣṭiḥpradēśaṁvā
dsāmyavāktaḥcāritrasāmyamāsāmyamāśca

Jñānājñānadarśanadarśanabhadhayaścatuṣṭiḥtripāñcabhedāḥ

5. (The eighteen kinds are) knowledge, wrong knowledge, perception and attainment, of four, three, three and five kinds and right faith, conduct and mixed disposition of restraint and non-restraint.

1 The Arhat is the Lord, who has attained omniscience and is still associated with the corporeal body. He remains in this world till the end of his lifetime. But the Siddha is the pure soul dissociated from the corporeal body, who has reached the topmost part of the universe, never to return again from that abode of eternal bliss to this terrestrial world.
Four and three and three and five are four, three, three and five. Those which have four, three, three and five kinds are four, three, three and five kinds. 'Respectively' is supplied from the second sutra. Accordingly four etc. are taken with knowledge etc. Four kinds of knowledge, three kinds of wrong knowledge, three kinds of perception (darsana) and five kinds of attainment. The disposition of destruction-cum-subsidence arises when there is destruction as well as subsidence of the rise of karmic matter which totally obscures, and when there is the rise of karmic matter which obscures only partially. Herein, the operation of knowledge etc. must be explained with reference to destruction-cum-subsidence of its own covering and obstructive karmas.

By samyaktva the destruction-cum-subsidential type of right belief is indicated. Right belief of destruction-cum-subsidence arises on the destruction as well as subsidence of the four passions leading to endless mundane existence and deluding karmas of wrong belief and mixed belief, and on the rise of faith-deluding karma known as samyaktva which obscures only partially. The conduct of destruction-cum-subsidence arises on the destruction as well as subsidence of the twelve passions, namely those leading to endless existence, those preventing partial self-control and those preventing complete self-control, and on the operation of any of the four partially-obscuring gleaming passions and the quasi-passions. The disposition of abstinence as well as non-abstinence, manifesting on the destruction-cum-subsidence of the eight passions, namely those leading to endless cycle of birth and rebirth and those preventing partial restraint, and on the rise of passions preventing total restraint and the gleaming (sañjvalana) passions which obscure only partially and the quasi-passions according to possibility, is called samyamāsamīyama.

The twenty-one kinds of disposition consequent on the fruition of karmas are described.
Galikṣāyaliṃgarniḥyadarśanajnanasamayatasiddhasya  
ścauścatriṣtryekaiścakaiḥṣaḍbhedāḥ

6. (These are) the conditions of existence, the passions, sex, wrong belief, wrong knowledge, non-restraint, non-attainment of perfection (imperfect disposition) and colouration, which are of four, four, three, one, one, one and six kinds.

'Respectively' is supplied from the previous sūtra (2). The numbers are taken respectively. The conditions of existence are four, viz. condition of infernal existence, condition of sub-human existence, condition of human existence and condition of celestial existence. On the fruition of name karma of infernal existence, the disposition of an infernal being is manifest. Hence this is called arising from infernal existence (narakagatiraudayīki). Similarly with regard to the other conditions of existence. The passions are of four kinds, anger, pride, deceitfulness, and greed. That which rouses anger on its fruition is anger-rousing. Similarly with regard to the three other passions. The sexes are three, the male, the female and the neuter. The rise of female feeling occurs on the fruition of karmas of the female sex. Similarly with regard to the other two sexes. Wrong belief is one. The disbelief in reality is the result of the fruition of karmas of wrong belief. The rise of knowledge-covering karmas causes non-cognition of objects. That is the arising of ignorance. The rise of intense conduct-deluding karmas gives rise to non-restraint. Imperfect disposition arises on the fruition of karmas in general. Colouration is of two kinds, material colouration and psychical colouration. As this chapter deals with the psychical factors of the soul, there is no reference here to material colouration. Bhāvaleṣyā is the source or cause of vibratory activity of the soul coloured by the passions. Hence it is called an arising. It is of six kinds, namely black, blue, grey, colour of a flame (yellow), colour of lotus (pink) and white.

Now, it is mentioned in the scriptures that there is the presence of white colouration in the case of the omniscient, and those whose passions are subsided or destroyed. How is that arising possible, as they are not coloured by the passions? It
is not a contradiction. From the point of view of the previous disposition, what activity was coloured by the passions, the same is supposed to be present conventionally owing to the presence of activity. And in the case of the omniscient without activity, there is no colouration owing to the absence of activity.

The three inherent characteristics are mentioned next.

\[ \text{Jivabhavyābhavyatvāni ca} \]  

7. (The three are) the principle of life (consciousness), capacity for salvation and incapacity for salvation.

These three characteristics are inherent and are peculiar to the soul and are not found in other substances. How are these considered inherent? These do not depend on rise, subsidence, destruction or destruction-cum-subsidence of karmas. The principle of life is consciousness. The soul that will attain right faith etc. is called bhavya, that is one who is endowed with the capacity for salvation. And the soul that will not attain right faith and so on is called abhavya, that is one who is not endowed with the capacity for salvation. These three are the inherent qualities of the soul. Should not existence, permanence, having space-points, etc. be mentioned besides these three qualities? No. These have been included by the particle \textit{ca}. If so the number three is contradicted. No. The distinctive characteristics which are inherent in the soul are three only. Existence etc. are common, as these apply to the souls as well as to the non-souls. So these are included separately by the particle \textit{ca}. Since the soul is non-material, how are the dispositions of subsidence etc. applicable to the non-material soul? These dispositions have reference to bondage of karmas. How can there be bondage of karmic matter with the incorporeal soul? It is possible because of the manifold nature of the soul. The soul is non-material in a non-absolute sense only. It is not true that the soul is only non-material. From the point of view of the modes in bondage, owing to the influence of karmas, the soul is corporeal in the embodied state.
From the point of view of its pure nature the soul is incorporeal. Again it is contended that, if the soul becomes one with the body because of the influence of karma, then it cannot be considered separate from the body. But it is not so. Though the soul is one with the body in the embodied state, it is different from the body because of its distinctive characteristics. It has been said so in the scripture. "From the point of view of bondage, the soul is one with the body. Still it is different from the body because of its distinguishing characteristic. Hence the incorporeal nature of the soul is predicated in a non-absolutistic or relativistic sense only. From one point of view it is incorporeal. But from another point of view it is not incorporeal."

If so let the distinguishing characteristic of the soul be mentioned.

उपयोगो लक्षणाम्  || ८  ||

Upayogo lakṣaṇam

8. Consciousness is the differentia (distinctive characteristic) of the soul.

That, which arises from both internal and external causes and concomitant with consciousness, is upayoga (active or attentive consciousness). By this the soul is distinguished from the body, though it is one with the body from the point of view of bondage, just as gold and silver are distinct by their colour etc. though mixed together.

The divisions of consciousness are described next

स द्विविधो अष्टाचतुर्भेद:  || ९  ||

Sa dvividho aṣṭacaturbhedaḥ

9. Consciousness is of two kinds. And these in turn are of eight and four kinds respectively.

Consciousness is of two kinds, knowledge and perception. Knowledge is of eight kinds, sensory knowledge, scriptural knowledge, clairvoyance, telepathy, omniscience, wrong sensory knowledge, wrong scriptural knowledge and wrong clairvoyance. Perception is of four kinds, perception through the
eyes, perception by the senses other than the eyes, clairvoyant perception and omniscient perception. How are these, knowledge and perception, different? The one (knowledge) is with details, and the other (perception) without details. Apprehension of the mere object (the universal) is perception, and awareness of the particulars is knowledge. These occur in succession in ordinary mortals (non-omniscients), but simultaneously in those who have annihilated karmas. Though perception occurs first, knowledge being more worthy is mentioned first. In the section dealing with right knowledge, the five kinds of right knowledge were explained formerly. But here, the wrong kinds of knowledge are also mentioned, as this is the section dealing with consciousness in general. Hence it is mentioned as of eight kinds.

Consciousness in general, which is the characteristic common to all the souls, has been described first. The souls marked by consciousness are of two kinds.

Sanskrit: संसारिणो नुक्षाक्ष
Sanskrit: Samsāriṇo nukṣāka

10. The transmigrating and the emancipated souls.

Samsāra means transmigration (metempsychosis), cycle of wandering. Those, who undergo or are subjected to this cycle of wandering, are the transmigrating beings. This whirling-round is of five kinds, the cycle of matter, the cycle of space, the cycle of time, the cycle of incarnation (state of existence), and the cycle of thought or emotion.

The cycle of matter is of two kinds, the cycle of quasi-karmic matter and the cycle of karmic matter. The cycle of quasi-karmic matter is described first. Particles of matter fit for the three kinds of body and the six kinds of completion or development are taken in by someone soul (jīva) in one instant. These remain in the same condition in which they were taken in with regard to their greasiness or dryness, colour, smell, etc.—either intense or feeble or intermediate—and fall off in the second instant etc. After that, unabsorbed particles are taken in and cast off infinite times. Similarly, mixed particles are
taken in and cast off infinite times. In the middle the absorbed particles are taken in and cast off infinite times. After that, the same particles of matter taken in by the same soul at the beginning attain the same state of quasi-karmic matter in the case of the same soul. All these taken together constitute the cycle of quasi-karmic matter.

Now the cycle of karmic matter is described. Particles of matter transformed into the eight types of karmic matter are taken in by someone soul in one instant and are cast off in the second instant etc., after the lapse of an āvali (twinkling of an eye, consisting of innumerable samayas) and one samaya. Similarly, as described in connection with the cycle of quasi-karmic matter, the same particles of matter attain the state of karmas in the case of the same soul. All these put together make one cycle of karmic matter.

"The soul indeed has taken in (enjoyed) successively all the molecules of matter in the entire universe and has cast them off. And the soul has been revolving infinite times in the cycle of matter." (pudgala parivarttana)

The cycle of space is described next. The subtle, one-sensed, undeveloped being (nigoda jiva), with the utmost minimum extent of body, is born with the central eight points of the universe as the middle of its body. It lives for a very short time and dies. Then the same being with the same extent of body is reborn in the same spot a second time, a third time and a fourth time. In this manner it is reborn in the same spot as many times as there are points in one āngula (finger, a measure of length) divided by innumerable. Again, by increase of one more point at a time, the entire universe is made the birth-place of the same soul. The period taken for completing this is one cycle of space.

"There is no point in the entire space of the universe, which has not been the seat of birth of the soul. In this way the soul has been many times roaming, occupying several points in the cycle of space."

The soul signifies any one soul, as these experiences described in the verses quoted have been undergone by almost all the souls in the beginningless saṃsāra.
Now the cycle of time is described. Someone (being) is born in the first instant of the ascending cycle of time, and dies after completing his lifetime. Again, the same being is reborn in the second instant of the next ascending cycle and dies at the end of his lifetime. Again, the same being is reborn in the third instant of the third ascending cycle. In this manner the ascending cycle of time is completed. Similarly the descending cycle also. Thus birth must be taken in an uninterrupted manner, that is without any interval. Similarly, death also must be understood without any interval. So much constitutes a cycle of time.

"The soul revolving in the cycle of time has been born as well as dead several times in the instants of the ascending as well as the descending cycles of time."

The cycle of incarnation (state of existence) is described next. In the infernal state, the minimum lifetime is ten thousand years. Some being is born with that lifetime in that region and after wandering is born again with the same lifetime. In this manner, he is born in the same region as many times as there are instants in ten thousand years. Again, by increase of one instant at a time, the lifetime of thirty-three sägaropamas is completed. Further, coming out from the infernal regions, he is born in the animal world with the minimum duration of within forty-eight minutes. And in the manner mentioned above, the lifetime of three pālyas¹ is completed. Similarly with regard to the human state of existence. In the celestial state it is like that of infernal beings. But there is this difference. It must be taken up to the completion of thirty-one sägaropamas. All these taken together constitute one cycle of incarnation.

"Owing to association with misbelief, the soul has revolved many times, being born with the minimum etc. lifetime in all the states of existence from the infernal regions up to the upper Graiveyaka Heavens."

Now the cycle of thought is described. Some being endowed with the five senses and the mind and actuated by wrong

¹ For pālya, sägaropama, etc. refer to commentary on III, 38.
belief acquires knowledge-covering karmas, below kolikoli (crore×crore) sāgaras duration, which is the utmost minimum and suited to him. The minimum degree of passion suited to that duration, governed by the six stages and of the extent of innumerable times the innumerable spatial units of the universe, occurs to him. And, owing to this minimum degree of passion, the minimum degree of intensity of karmas of the extent of innumerable times the spatial units of the universe occurs to him. In this manner, the utmost minimum degree of vibratory activity occurs to this being with the minimum duration, the minimum degree of passion, and the minimum degree of intensity. The second degree of vibratory activity, which occurs to the being with the same duration, degree of passion and degree of intensity, is accompanied by an increase of one/innumerable part. Similarly the third, fourth, etc. degrees of vibratory activity must be understood. All these degrees of vibratory activity are governed by the four stages and are accompanied every time by an increase of one/innumerable part of the Śreni, that is the straight line from one end of the universe to the other. (See page 60 for the six and four stages.)

In that manner, the second degree of intensity occurs to the being having the same duration and the same degree of passion. Its degrees of vibratory activity must be understood as before. The purport is this. Here, too, the three things are constant. But the degrees of vibratory activity are accompanied by an increase of one/innumerable part of the height of the universe. Similarly, it must be understood— with regard to the third, fourth, etc. degrees of intensity up to the limit of innumerable times the spatial units of the universe. The purport is this. Here, the duration and the degree of passion are at the minimum. But the degrees of intensity gradually increase up to the extent of innumerable times the spatial units of the universe. And, for the increase of each degree of intensity, there is an increase in the degrees of vibratory activity to the extent of one/innumerable part of the height of the universe. Similarly, the second degree of passion occurs to the being having the same duration. For this also the degrees of intensity and the
degrees of vibratory activity must be understood as before. That is, for the increase of each degree of passion, there occurs an increase in the degrees of intensity of the extent of one/innumerable part of the universe. And, for the increase of each degree of intensity, there occurs an increase in the degrees of vibratory activity of the extent of one/innumerable part of the height of the universe.

In the same manner, the regular course of increase must be understood from the third degree of passion up to the limit of innumerable times the spatial units of the universe. Just as the degree of passion etc. have been described for the minimum duration, in the same manner these must be ascertained for the increase of one instant to the minimum duration. Similarly, for every duration with the increase of one instant at a time, up to the maximum limit of thirty sāgarapana koli-koti is reached, the degrees of passion etc. must be ascertained. The six stages of growth or increase are increase by one/infinite part, increase by one/innumerable part, increase by one/numerable part, numerable fold increase, innumerable fold increase and infinite fold increase. Similarly, the stages of decrease are also six. The four stages are those without 'increase by one/infinite part and infinite fold increase'. In the same manner, the cycle of wanderings must be understood with regard to the maintypes and the subtypes of karmas. All these combined constitute the cycle of thought.

"Owing to the association of wrong belief, the soul is plunged in all the stages of the four types of bondage—nature, duration, intensity and space—and wanders in the cycle of thought."

Those who are released from these five kinds of cycles are the emancipated souls. 'Transmigrating souls' are mentioned first in the sutra, as the term 'liberated' is based on the former.

The transmigrating souls are of two kinds, those with and without minds.

समन्वय्कामानस्काम्: || ॥ १२ ॥
Samanaskāmanaskāḥ (11)
11. (The two kinds of transmigrating souls are those) with and without minds.

The mind is of two kinds, physical and psychical (dravya and bhāva). The physical mind is originated by the rise of karmas of limbs and minor limbs, which bring about change in matter. The purity of the soul arising on the destruction-cum-subsidence of energy-obstructive and quasi-sense-covering karmas is the psychic mind. Those endowed with minds are samanaskas¹, and those not endowed with minds are amanaskas². Thus the living beings are divided into two classes, those with minds and those without minds. Samanaskāḥ and amanaskāḥ make up samanaskāmanaskāḥ. Those endowed with minds are mentioned first, as they are worthy. How are they worthy? They are worthy, as they are endowed with the power of discriminating between good and evil.

The transmigrating beings are classified in another way.

\[\text{svalakṣaṇasthāvarāḥ:} \quad || 12 ||\]

\[\text{Samsārāṇastraṭahāvarāḥ} \quad (12)\]

12. The transmigrating souls are (of two kinds), the mobile and the immobile beings.

The term ‘the transmigrating souls’ is unnecessary, as these have been mentioned already. Where? In the sutra, ‘The transmigrating and the liberated souls’. It is not unnecessary. It refers to the previous sutra. Those that are described as with and without minds are transmigrating souls. Without such a qualifying attribute, it would be taken respectively. That is, the mundane souls are with minds and the liberated souls are without minds. Hence the use of the word samsārināḥ is proper. It refers both to the previous sutra and this one also. The mundane souls are of two kinds, the mobile and the immobile. Those who are subject to trasā’ name karma are trasas, and those who are governed by sthāvara name karma are sthāvaras. It is untenable to say that those who move are trasas and those who are stationary are sthāvaras. For

¹ samanaskas: rational beings, i.e., beings endowed with the faculty of reasoning.
² amanaskas: irrational beings, i.e., beings not capable of reasoning.
such an interpretation contradicts the scriptures. From the two-sensed beings up to the omniscient without activity are designated mobile (trasa) in the scriptures. Hence the distinction is not based on movability or immovability, but on the fruition of karmas. As the word mobile being (trasa त्रसा) is of fewer letters than the word one-sensed being (sthāvara स्थावर), and as mobile beings are worthy, these are mentioned first. These are worthy as all varieties of consciousness are present in them.

There is not much to be said about immobile lives. So these are explained first violating the order.

पृथिव्यसेजोजातनस्पतयः स्थावरः ॥ १३ ॥

Prthivyaptejorāyuvanaspalayah sthāvarah (13)

13. Earth, water, fire, air and plants are immobile beings. There are earth bodies and so on, being the different divisions of immobile name karmas. The naming of souls (beings) as earth etc. is based on the fruition of these name karmas. Though the term prthivī is derived from the root prathana, it is current by usage irrespective of the nature of spreading etc. Four kinds of each of these are mentioned in the scriptures (by the sages). For instance earth, earth body, life in earth body, and life tending towards an earth body. That which has no consciousness and has the quality of hardness as its own nature is earth. Though it has no consciousness, even in the absence of the fruition of earth name karma, it is called earth as it is characterized by spreading etc. Or earth is common to the other three also. The earth body is that which has been abandoned by the soul present in it, similar to the dead body of a man. The earth creature is that which has earth for its body (namely the soul that lives in an earth body). The earth soul is that which has acquired the name karma of earth body, and is in transit with the karmic body, but has not actually entered the earth body. Similarly with regard to water etc.

These five kinds of living beings are immobile lives. How many life-principles or vitalities do these possess? They possess the

1 The life-principles or vitalities are ten. The one-sensed lives possess four as mentioned in the commentary. For the other six refer to commentary on sutra 14 on the next page.
four vitalities of the sense-organ of touch, strength of body or energy, respiration and life-duration.

What are mobile beings?

\[ \text{वृद्धिप्रायोगिक्षः} \quad \| 14 \| \]

14. The mobile beings are from the two-sensed beings onwards.

That which has two senses is called two-sensed. Those commencing with two-sensed are the two-sensed etc. The word \( \text{अधि} \) (first) indicates the limit. Where is the limit indicated? In the scriptures. How? It is indicated by the mention of two-sensed, three-sensed, four-sensed and five-sensed beings. The two-sensed also are included because of the type of compound\(^1\) employed. How many life-principles have these? The two-sensed beings have six, namely the sense of taste and the organ of speech in addition to the former four. The three-sensed beings have seven with the addition of the sense of smell. The four-sensed beings have eight with the addition of the sense of sight. In the animal world the five-sensed beings without minds have nine life-principles with the addition of the sense of hearing. Those endowed with minds have ten with the addition of the mind.

The upper limit of the senses is to be mentioned, for by the word \( \text{अधि} \) the limit is not known.

\[ \text{पञ्चन्त्रिच्यर्यः} \quad \| 15 \| \]

15. The senses are five.

The word sense has been explained already. The word five is intended to determine that there are only five senses and no more. Should not the organs of activity such as the organ of speech be mentioned here? No. This is the section dealing with consciousness. Those that are the instruments of consciousness alone are mentioned here, and not those that are the instruments of activity as these have no such limit. All

\(^{1}\) i.e. \( \text{तद्गुणसहिष्ठिनाः बहुव्री} \)
the limbs and minor limbs are the instruments of activity. And these are determined by name karmas of limbs and minor limbs. Moreover, the instruments of action are not five only.

Their subdivisions are mentioned.

\[\text{द्विविधानि} \quad \text{द्विविधानि} \quad \text{II १६ II} \]

16. (The senses are of) two kinds.

\[\text{विधा means kinds. Those which have two kinds are two kinds. Which, then, are these two kinds?} \]

The two kinds of senses are the physical and the psychical.

The physical sense is described in the next sutra.

\[\text{निर्वृत्त्युपाकरणेण द्रव्येन्द्रियम्} \quad \text{निर्वृत्त्युपाकरणेण द्रव्येन्द्रियम्} \quad \text{II १७ II} \]

17. The physical sense consists of accomplishment (of the organ itself) and means or instruments—(its protecting environment).

\[\text{निर्वृत्त्य} \text{ means formation. Formation is of two kinds, external and internal. The spreading of a small extent (i.e. of one/innumerable part of ुत्सेधङ्गुला) of the soul in the shape of the senses such as the eyes is the internal formation. The collection of matter, owing to the fruition of physique-making karmas, in the particular shape in the space covered by the soul is external formation. That which assists this completion is the means. This also is of two kinds, internal and external. In the case of the eye, the eyeball is the internal means and the eyelids and the eyelashes are the external means. Similarly, it must be understood in the case of the other senses.} \]

The psychic sense is described.

\[\text{लम्बध्युपयोगान्त्वेत्रियम्} \quad \text{लम्बध्युपयोगान्त्वेत्रियम्} \quad \text{II १८ II} \]

18. The psychic sense consists of attainment and consciousness.

\[\text{लब्धि} \text{ (capacity or dormant consciousness) is attainment.} \]

1 ुत्सेधङ्गुला: small finger in its breadth; eight barley seeds in diameter.
What is attainment? Attainment is a variety of destruction-cum-subsidence of knowledge-covering karmas. In the presence of this attainment of capacity, the soul makes use of the physical senses (to gain knowledge). The attentive disposition of the soul for that purpose is termed active consciousness (attention or upayoga). Both constitute the psychic sense. Consciousness is the effect of sense. How can it be called a sense? The characteristic of cause is seen in the effect. For instance, knowledge in (i.e. grasping) the shape of the jar is called the jar. Here one's own inherent meaning is important. The sign of the soul is the sense, and this inherent meaning 'consciousness' is important. For it has been said that the soul is of the nature of consciousness. So consciousness is fit to be called a sense.

The names of the senses and their order of appearance are mentioned.

19. Touch, taste, smell, sight and hearing (are the senses). The senses are spoken of as something subservient to or different from the soul. 'With these eyes I see clearly, with these ears I hear distinctly.' Hence touch etc. are the instruments, as these are dependent on another, namely the soul. On the destruction-cum-subsidence of energy-obstructing and sensory-knowledge-covering karmas and attainment of name karmas of limbs and minor limbs, that through which touch is experienced by the soul is the sense of touch. Similarly, that through which taste is experienced is the sense of taste. That through which smell is experienced is the sense of smell. The verbal root cakṣi has several meanings. Here 'seeing' is the meaning intended. Hence that through which objects are seen is the eye. That through which something is heard is the ear. The independent aspect also is seen. 'These my eyes see clearly. These my ears hear well.' Hence touch etc. are derived from the aspect of the agent in this manner. That which touches is the sense-organ of touch. That which tastes
is the sense of taste. That which sees is the eye. That which hears is ear. The order in which the senses are mentioned is intended to recall the increase of the senses one by one.

What are the objects of these senses?

Spārśa-sagandha-varṇa-sabda-āstāh (20)

20. Touch, taste, smell, colour and sound are the objects of the senses.

The derivation of touch etc. from the object of an action and from the sense of an abstract noun must be understood from the point of view of substance and modes respectively. From the point of view of substance, the object of an action is indicated. That which is touched is touch. That which is tasted is taste. That which is smelt is smell. That which is seen is colour. That which is sounded is sound. From the point of view of modes, the sense of an abstract noun is indicated. Touching is touch. Tasting is taste. Smelling is smell. Seeing is colour. Sounding is sound. Their order is explained in the order of the senses.

Since the mind is unstable, the mind is not admitted to be a sense. Does it assist consciousness or not? Of course, it does assist consciousness. Without the mind the senses cannot function in their province. Is assisting the senses its only use? Or is there any other use also?

Srūta-maṇindriyaśya (21)

21. Scriptural knowledge is the province of the mind.

The object of scriptural knowledge is called scripture. It is the province of the mind. In the case of the soul with destruction-cum-subsidence of scriptural-knowledge-obscuring karma, the knowledge depending on the mind operates in the objects described in the scriptures. Or scriptural knowledge is scripture. It is the object of the mind. This is capable of accomplishment independently by the mind.
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Now the two classes of the five-sensed beings are mentioned.

\[ \text{Samjñinaḥ samanaskāḥ} \quad (24) \]

24. The five-sensed beings with minds are called \textit{samjñī} jīvas.

The mind has been described. Those that are endowed with minds are called rational beings (\textit{samjñī} jīvas). From this it follows that all other transmigrating beings are not endowed with minds. It is contended that the attribute ‘\textit{samanaskāḥ}’ is unnecessary, as the meaning is indicated by ‘\textit{samjñinaḥ}’ itself. For instance, the function of the mind is the investigation of the means of attaining good and avoiding evil.

\textit{Samjñā} also is the same. But it is not so. The word \textit{samjñā} is used in many senses. \textit{Samjñā} means name. Those who have names are \textit{samjñinaḥ}. Thus it would extend to all. If \textit{samjñā} means knowledge, then also it would extend to all living beings, as all are possessed of knowledge. If desire for food etc. is meant by \textit{samjñā}, it is all the same. Hence it is mentioned specifically ‘those with minds’. By this, even in the absence of the functioning of the mind—discriminating between good and evil—in embryonic stage, in fainted state and in sleep, it is proper to call those endowed with minds as rational beings (\textit{samjñī} jīvas).

The work of discriminating between good and evil is possible only with the functioning of the mind. If so, what kind of action is possible for the soul that has left the old body for a new one and is without mind?

\[ \text{Vigrahagatau karmayogāḥ} \quad (25) \]

25. In transit from one body to another, (there is) vibration of the karmic body only.

\textit{Vigraha} is body. Motion for the sake of body is \textit{vigrahagati}. Or \textit{vigraha} is obstructed state or condition. (In the course of transit from one body to another), though karma is taken, quasi-karma (\textit{nokarma}) matter is blocked. Motion with this blocking is called \textit{vigrahagati}. The karmic body which is the
root cause of all other bodies is called ‘karma’. Activity is the vibration of the soul caused by the molecules of the organ of speech, the mind and the body. Activity done by the karmic body is karmayoga. This activity of the karmic body takes place in the transit following death. By that, the taking in of karma and transit to another place are effected.'

In what way does the transit of the soul and matter tending to movement take place in space? Is it according to the order of space-points or without any rule?

अनुश्रेणि गति:  
Anuśreṇi gatiḥ  

26. Transit (takes place) in rows (straight lines) in space.

Commencing from the centre of the universe, the regular series of successive space-points (vertically and horizontally) in all directions higher up and lower and sideways are called rows. The meaning of anu is ‘in succession’. The motion of souls and matter is in rows in succession. How is matter, which is not a subject of this section, included herein? It is because ‘motion’ is included in the sutra. If the motion of souls alone is intended, the mention of ‘motion’ in this sutra is meaningless, as it is understood from this section. Moreover, ‘of the soul’ is mentioned in the next sutra. That also proves by implication that matter is included in this sutra.

Now, the revolution of the heavenly bodies such as the moon and the circumambulation of Mount Meru by nīdyādharas (the order of human beings gifted with extraordinary powers and skill) are not in rows. How, then, can it be said that the movement of living beings and matter is in rows? The rules regarding time and space must be understood. The rule regarding time is this. The transit of a soul at death to attain another birth and the upward movement of liberated souls are in rows only. The law regarding space is this. Movement from upper to lower regions, from lower to upper, from horizontal to lower or upper or horizontally is in rows only. Matter which reaches the end of the universe also moves in rows only. There is no definite rule with regard to other
movements.

Again special movements are described.

अविग्रहा जीवस्य

Avigrahā jivasya (27)

27. The movement of a (liberated) soul is without a bend. Vigrahā means hindered, bent, not straight. That motion in which there is no bend is avigrahā gati. To whom does it occur? To a soul. To what kind of soul? To the liberated soul. How is the liberated soul implied here? It is inferred from the mention of transmigrating souls in the next sutra. By 'movement in rows' of the previous sutra, does it not follow that there is no deviation from rows of space? So this sutra is meaningless. No. This is to indicate that in the instances of the previous sutra there may be sometimes irregular movement also. Has not the rule regarding time and space been mentioned therein? No. It is established only from this sutra.

The liberated soul is free from ties. Hence it goes up without impediment to the end of the universe. Is there obstruction in the case of the embodied soul, or is it as in the case of the liberated soul?

विग्रहवत्ती च संसारिण: प्राक्कवुत्तीः

Vigrahavatī ca sansārinah prakacaturbhyaḥ (28)

28. The movement of the transmigrating souls is with bend also prior to the fourth instant.

Prior to the fourth is intended to indicate the limit of time. The word 'prior' indicates the limit. Movement with a bend occurs up to three instants but not in the fourth. How is it? The being, who is to be born in the special place outside the mobile channel (Niṣkuta Kṣetra) for the sake of the body

1 Niṣkuta kṣetra is located in the topmost corner of the universe outside the mobile channel (trasa nudi). Living beings endowed with more than one sense are found only within the boundaries of the mobile channel and not outside it. Hence it is called the mobile channel (trasa nudi). But one-sensed creatures are found within as well as outside the mobile channel.

The mobile channel is the region, which runs through the centre of the universe. It is in the form of a prism having a square base, each side measuring one rajju, extending throughout the universe of fourteen rajjus in height.
commences motion with the maximum of three bends and not more. For there can be no straight movement, as there is no straight line in succession to that Niśkuta abode. There is no need for the fourth bend, as there is no such place of birth requiring four bends. *Ca* is intended for indicating both types of motions, i.e. with and without bends.

The time limit for movement with bend has been mentioned. How much time is required for movement without any bend?

\[ \text{Ekasamayā avigrāhā} \]

29. Movement without a bend (takes) one instant.

That movement for which it takes one instant is *ekasamayā*. That movement in which there is no bend is *avigrāhā*. The soul and matter impelled by movement takes only one instant even to reach the end of the universe, if there be no impediment.

In the beginningless series of karmic bondage, the soul takes in karmas owing to wrong faith etc. Does the soul take in matter in its passage from one birth to another?

\[ \text{Ekam dvau trinā anāhārakah} \]

30. For one, two or three instants (the soul remains) non-assimilative.

Instant is supplied from the previous sutra. This particle *vā* indicates alternative meaning. The alternative is to be taken as intended. For one, two, or three instants the soul does not take in molecules of matter.

*Āhāra* is the taking in of matter fit for the three kinds of bodies\(^1\) and the six kinds of completion\(^2\). As this does not

\(^1\) The three kinds of bodies are the gross, physical body of human beings, animals and the vegetable kingdom, the transformable body of celestial and infernal beings and the projectable body, emanating from a saint. (See II, 36, 46, 47, 49)

\(^2\) The six kinds of completion relate to assimilation of molecules of matter, the formation of the body, the senses, the respiratory organ, the organ of speech and the mind.
operate, the soul is anāhāraka. But the taking in of karmas is incessant, as there is the karmic body. In straight movement towards the seat of birth, the soul takes in matter. In the other three instants the soul does not assimilate matter.

The kinds of accomplishment of the new body for the soul in transit and the ways of birth are described.

सम्मुर्चणनग्रभोपपादाज्ञनम
Sammūrcchanagarbhkopādājjanma

31. Birth is by spontaneous generation, from the uterus or in the special bed.
In the three worlds, the upper, the lower and the middle, there is spontaneous generation of the body in all directions, that is formation of limbs by the surrounding matter. The union of male and female energy in the woman’s womb is the uterus. (The union of a sperm and an ovum forming a fertilized ovum constitutes uterine birth.) Or it is called the womb because of the mixing of the food taken by the mother. Upāpāda is the seat to which the soul goes and in which it is born. It is the particular name of the seat of birth of celestial and infernal beings. These are the three ways in which the transmigrating souls are born on the ripening of diverse karmas.

So far, the section on births has been dealt with. The births are the basis for the attainment of enjoyment of things of this world. Now the kinds of birth-places or nuclei must be described.

सचित्तशीतस्यायंत्रः सेतरा सिद्धायाक्षस्तथायोऽपि
Sagitajasitasamurthāḥ setarā miśrākacākaśastiadyonayāḥ

32. Living matter, cold, covered, their opposites and their combinations are the nuclei severally.
Cittam is the quality of consciousness of the soul. That which is associated with consciousness is sacitta, that is living matter. Śīla is cold. Like white it denotes both substance and quality. Hence cold denotes a cold object also. Samurtha is that which is covered well. That which cannot be seen is called covered or hidden. Setarā are the opposites. What are
KINDS OF NUCLEI

these? Matter without life, hot and exposed. *Miśra* is that which partakes of both natures, that is living and dead matter, hot and cold, covered and exposed. *Ca* indicates inclusion. It denotes that the combinations also become the places of birth. *Ekaśa* means repetition. This is intended to indicate proper combination. It must be understood as follows—living matter and dead matter, cold and hot, covered and exposed. And it must not be understood as living matter and cold and so on. ‘That’ is intended to indicate the kinds of birth. These are the places of birth (nuclei) by spontaneous generation etc. These must be understood as the nine kinds of nuclei. Is there distinction between the place of birth and birth? Yes, there is as these are the container and the contained. These birth-places (nuclei) such as living matter are the containers. The contained are the kinds of birth. Wherefore, in the nuclei of living matter etc., the soul assimilates matter fit to be transformed into the body, food, the sense-organs, etc. through the three kinds of birth. The celestial and infernal beings take their origin in nuclei of non-living matter. Their birth-place, the collection of matter in the abode of instantaneous rise, is lifeless. Those who take their birth from uteri have mixed nuclei. In their case, the semen and blood in the mother’s womb are lifeless. But, as these are combined with the vitality of the living mother, it is called a mixed birth-place. The nuclei of the spontaneously generated are of three kinds. Some generate from living nuclei. Others generate from lifeless nuclei. And yet others generate from mixed nuclei. Those who have common bodies generate from living nuclei. How? They inhabit the common body reciprocally. The rest are of lifeless and mixed nuclei. The celestial and infernal beings take their rise from hot and cold nuclei. The places of their instantaneous rise are some of them cold and some of them hot. Those who possess bodies of heat take their rise in hot nuclei. The rest have three kinds of nuclei. Some have cold, some hot, and some others mixed nuclei. The nuclei of celestial, infernal and one-sensed beings are covered. Those with maimed senses, that is from
two to four-sensed beings, have exposed nuclei. Those who are born of uteri have mixed wombs. The 84,00,000 kinds of nuclei must be ascertained from the scriptures. To quote from the scriptures. “The one-sensed souls, with common bodies from eternity, other one-sensed souls with common bodies, earth-bodied, water-bodied, fire-bodied and air-bodied beings, are of (originate from) 7,00,000 nuclei each. The nuclei of trees and other vegetation are 10,00,000. The nuclei of all the beings with maimed senses are 6,00,000. The birth-places of celestial and infernal beings and animals are 4,00,000 each. The wombs of human beings are 14,00,000.”

It would mean that all beings may take the three kinds of birth in the nine kinds of nuclei. The next sutra is intended to preclude such an interpretation.

Jarāyuṇajandaṇḍapote argued:

Jarāyuṇajāndājapotanāṃ garbhah (33)

33. Uterine birth is of three kinds, umbilical (with a sac covering), incubatory (from an egg) and unumbilical (without a sac covering).

The web-like covering of the young one, which is composed of flesh and blood, is the outer skin of the embryo (jarāyu). The covering, which is composed of the white shell and blood, which is hard like the nail, and which is globular or oval in shape, is the egg. In the case of the young ones (potas) of certain animals, the limbs are developed without any covering, and the young ones are able to move about from the moment of their birth. Those born from sacs are umbilical; from eggs incubatory, and without sacs unumbilical. These are of uterine birth.

If these three kinds are of uterine birth, who are born in special beds?

Devanārakāṇāmupādah (34)

1 Some are born with the outer covering of the embryo. Children and calves are born with such outer coverings. The chickens etc. are born from eggs. The young ones of the deer, the cubs, etc. are born without any covering. Their limbs are perfected at the time of birth, and they are immediately active.
34. The birth of celestial and infernal beings is (by instantaneous rise) in special beds.

What is the manner of birth of the rest?

35. The birth of the rest is by spontaneous generation.

The rest are those to whom embryonic birth and birth in special beds do not apply. Spontaneous generation is the mode of their birth. Sutras are intended as definite rules. These rules must be taken both ways. The three kinds of birth alone constitute uterine birth. And the uterus alone is the seat for the three kinds of birth. Similarly, the birth of celestial and infernal beings alone is by instantaneous rise in special beds. And instantaneous rise in special beds alone is the mode of birth of celestial and infernal beings. The rest alone generate spontaneously. And spontaneous generation alone is the mode of birth of the rest.

The three processes of generation of transmigrating souls have been explained. How many kinds of bodies, which are accomplished by auspicious and inauspicious karmas, which originate from the various (nine) kinds of wombs, and which are the basis of bondage of karmas and enjoyment of fruit, are there?

36. The gross, the transformable, the projectable or assimilative, the luminous (electric) and the karmic are the five types of bodies.

The bodies are the effects of the rise of different kinds of name karmas. Those which are easily destroyed or dissolved (śīrīṣa) are the bodies. The gross body etc. are the effect of the rise of particular karmas causing these. That which arises from udāraṁ is audārikaṁ, that is gross.

1 The celestial beings are born in box-beds, and the infernal beings in bladders hung from the ceilings of the holes in hell.
Being endowed with the eight kinds of superhuman powers, this type of body is capable of becoming one or many or infinitesimal or huge. This is called *vikriyā* (transformation). That which has transformation as its object is *vaikriyikam*, that is transformable. The miraculous (projectable) body is that, which is originated by a saint of the sixth stage, in order to resolve a doubt or to ascertain the nature of a minute object or to dispel non-restraint. That, which is the cause of brilliance or which is caused by brilliance, is the luminous body. The body composed of karmic matter is the karmic body. Though karma is the cause of all the types of body, by specific usage, the last is restricted to the body composed of karmic matter.

The gross body is perceived by the senses. Similarly, why are the other bodies not perceived by the senses?

\[ Parām \text{ } param \text{ } sūkṣmanam \]  
\[ (37) \]

37. (The bodies are) more and more subtle successively.

Though the word *param* has many meanings, from the context it means relative position or order. The repetition ‘*param param*’ indicates that the bodies, which are distinct from one another, are successively more and more fine.

The first is gross. The transformable body is finer than the gross one. The miraculous (projectable or translocation) body is still finer than the transformable one. The luminous body is still finer than the miraculous one. And the karmic body is still finer than the luminous one.

Are the bodies, then, successively less and less with regard to space-points? No.

\[ Pradesatō asamkhyeyagunam prāktaijusāt \]  
\[ (38) \]

38. Prior to the luminous body, each has innumerable times the number of space-points of the previous one.

*Pradesas* are indivisible units, atoms. That which is beyond numerable is innumerable. That which is innumerable fold
is innumerable fold. How? With regard to atoms or space-points and not with regard to pervasive space. 'Successively' is supplied from the previous sutra. This would extend up to the karmic body. In order to preclude such an interpretation, it is mentioned prior to the luminous body. The transformable body has innumerable times the number of space-points of the gross one. The translocation body has innumerable times the number of space-points of the transformable one. What is the extent of the multiplying term? It is one/innumerable part of a pālya. If so the bodies must be successively greater in size. No. There is no difference in size owing to the nature of arrangement or structure, as in the case of a heap of cotton and a ball of iron.

Are the spatial units of the last two the same, or is there any difference?

अनंतगुणे परेः ॥ ३९ ॥

Anantagune pare

39. The last two have infinite fold (space-points). 'With regard to spatial unit' is supplied. It is taken thus. The luminous body is infinite fold in space-points, when compared with the translocation body. And the karmic body is infinite fold in space-points, when compared with the luminous body. What is the extent of the multiplying term? It is infinite fold of the non-potential souls and one/infinite part of the emancipated souls.

It is contended that the transmigrating being made up of matter cannot go to the desired place, just as a dart or a spear cannot pass through a wall etc. But it is not so. What is the reason? Both these are without obstruction.

व्यतीताते ॥ ४० ॥

Apratighāte

40. (The last two are) without impediment.

In iron the atoms are more compact than in cotton. Hence more atoms of iron occupy less space than less atoms of cotton. A space-point is that which one atom occupies. Hence, though the space-points are greater in the case of the successive bodies, owing to compactness of particles, the size is the same.
The obstruction of one substance (having shape, form) by another is impediment. There is no impediment for these two types of bodies, as these are of a fine nature. Just as heat enters a piece of iron, the luminous and the karmic bodies meet with no impediment in their transit through adamantine sphere etc. Now, there is no impediment for the transformable and the translocation bodies also. It is true. But there is a difference. In the case of the last two bodies, there is no impediment anywhere up to the end of the universe. But it is not so in the case of the other two, namely the transformable and the translocation bodies.

Is that the only peculiarity, or is there any other speciality?

अनादिसम्बन्धे च
Anādisambandhe ca

41. (These are of) beginningless association also.

The particle ca indicates alternative meaning. The association is beginningless as well as with a beginning. From the point of view of the series of cause and effect, the association is beginningless. From the particular point of view, it is also with a beginning as in the case of the seed and the plant. The gross, the transformable and the translocation bodies are associated with the soul at some time or other. But the luminous and the karmic bodies are not so. On the other hand, these two are associated with the soul till the attainment of liberation.

Are these two possessed by some or by all?

सर्वस्य
Sarvasya

42. (These two are associated) with all.

The word sarva does not exclude anyone. These two types of bodies are possessed by all the transmigrating souls.

The mention in general would lead to the interpretation that all the bodies are associated with all mundane beings simultaneously. To preclude such a view, it is described how many bodies can exist together simultaneously.
43. Commencing with these, up to four bodies can be had simultaneously by a single soul.

The word 'these' refers to the luminous and the karmic bodies which are under consideration. Commencing with these means those, which have the luminous and the karmic as the beginning. Bhājyāni means can be attained. Up to what? Up to four. Simultaneously by one soul. Some souls have two, namely the luminous and the karmic bodies. Some others have three, namely the gross, the luminous and the karmic bodies, or the transformable, the luminous and the karmic bodies. Yet others have four, namely the gross, the translocation (projectable), the luminous and the karmic bodies.

Other details pertaining to these are mentioned.

44. The last is not the means of enjoyment.

That which comes at the end is the last. What is it? The karmic body. The receiving of sound etc. through the channel of the senses is enjoyment. The absence of it is without enjoyment (experience). There is no perception of sound etc. during transit (from one birth to another), as there is only the psychical sense and not the physical sense. Now the luminous body also is devoid of enjoyment. Why, then, is the last alone mentioned in the text? The luminous body is not the cause of activity too. Hence the question of enjoyment does not arise in this case.

These bodies originate in the modes of birth described already. Do these bodies originate without distinction? Or is there any distinction?

45. The first is of uterine birth and spontaneous generation.
According to the order in the sutra that which is the first is the first. It means the gross body. That which is of uterine birth, and that which is of spontaneous generation—all that is the gross body.

In what birth does the body mentioned next originate?

अपपादिकं वाक्रियिकम् ॥ ४६ ॥
Aupapādikam vaikriyikam

46. The transformable body originates by birth in special beds.

That which rises in upapāda (special bed) is aupapādikam. All that must be understood to be transformable body.

If the transformable body originates from a special bed, that which does not arise from the special bed would cease to be a transformable body.

लघिमप्रत्ययं च ॥ ४७ ॥
Labdhipratyayam ca

47. Attainment is also the cause (of its origin).

By ca the transformable body is taken over. Labdhi is attainment of supernatural powers by special austerities. That which has attainment as the cause is labdhipratyayam. The transformable body is also caused by the attainment of supernatural powers.

Is that alone caused by attainment, or is there anything also?

तैजसमपि ॥ ४८ ॥
Taijasamapi

48. The luminous body also (is caused by attainment).

By the particle api, ‘attainment as the cause’ is supplied. The luminous body also is caused by the attainment of supernatural powers.

What is the nature of the projectable body, and in whom does it originate?

शुभं विशुद्धमव्यायातिरि चाहारकं प्रमात्संयतस्यैव ॥ ४९ ॥
Subham viśuddhamavyāyātiri cāhārakam pramattasamyatayaiva

49.
49. The projectable body, which is auspicious and pure and without impediment, originates in the saint of the sixth stage only.

It is called auspicious because it is originated by auspicious karma (āhāraka kāya yoga). Sometimes the cause is identified with the effect. For instance, food which preserves life is called life. Since it (the projectable body) brings about spotless and pure result, it is called pure. For instance, yarn which is the cause is called cloth. There is no impediment both ways. The body does not cause impediment to anything else. Nor does anything else cause impediment to it. Ca is intended to indicate its use. Its utility is sometimes to ascertain the possession of extraordinary powers, sometimes to ascertain the true nature of minute objects and also to safeguard self-control. The word āhāraka is the repetition of the projectable body mentioned previously (36). The moment the ascetic commences to originate the projectable body, he comes down to the sixth spiritual stage. Hence it is mentioned of the ascetic of the sixth stage. 'Only' is used to determine what is intended. It originates only in the ascetic of the sixth stage and not in others. This is how it must be understood. And it should not be understood that the ascetic of the sixth stage has the projectable body only and not the gross body etc.

Thus the mundane beings possess bodies as indicated. Now, do the three genders obtain in all the four conditions of existence, or is there any rule regarding this? Yes, there is.

नारकसम्मूंदिन्यनो नपुंसकानि || ५० ||

Nārakasammmūrychino napumṣakāni (50)

50. The infernal beings and the spontaneously generated are of the neuter sex.

The infernal regions are described later. Those who are born in the infernal regions are infernal beings. Those who are generated spontaneously are the spontaneously generated. The two together are the infernal beings and the spontaneously generated. Owing to the rise of the particular karma of neuter sex, which is one of the subtypes of quasi-passions, and the
rise of inauspicious name karma, they are neither men nor women, but they belong to the neuter sex. The infernal beings and the spontaneously generated organisms are of the neuter sex only. In their case, there is not even the slightest pleasure derived by men and women from sweet sound, smell, colour (form), taste and touch.

If it is determined thus, it would imply that the mundane beings other than these are of three sexes. Where there is no neuter sex at all, that is mentioned next.

न देवा: || ५२ ||
Na devāḥ

51. The celestial beings are not (of neuter sex).
The celestial beings enjoy rare pleasures attaching to the two sexes (male and female) on account of their condition of existence. Hence there is no neuter sex among them.

How many signs are there among the rest?

शेषास्त्रिवेदः || ५२ ||
Seṣāstrivedāḥ

52. The rest are of three sexes (signs).

Those among whom there are three sexes are of three sexes. What are the three sexes? These are masculine, feminine and common (neuter). How are these established? That which is felt is veda. It means sign. It is of two kinds, physical and psychical. The physical sign is accomplished by the rise of name karmas of the nuclei, the genitals (membrum virile), etc.

The psychical sign is accomplished by the rise of the quasi-passions. That being, in whom conception occurs on the rise of female-feeling karmas, is a woman. That being, who generates children, is a man. That being, who is devoid of these two capacities, is a eunuch. These are also words of traditional usage. In such words action is intended merely for the purpose of derivation. For instance, that which goes is a cow. Otherwise, if conceiving, generating, etc. be considered essential, the young and the old among animals and human beings, the celestial beings and those in transit with karmic bodies,
cannot be designated male and female, as conceiving etc. are absent in them. These three signs occur among the rest, that is those born of the uteri.

On the basis of birth, place of birth, body and sign, the celestial and other beings have been described as of several kinds. They are associated with bodies in the four states, actuated by various grades of good and evil. Do they embrace other bodies after living their full lifetime completely or even prior to it?

Aupapādikacaramottamadehāsanikhyeya-varṣāyuṣo anapavartyāyuṣāḥ

53. The lifetime of beings born in special beds, those with final, superior bodies and those of innumerable years, cannot be cut short.

Aupapādika has been explained as celestial and infernal beings who take their origin in special beds. Carama means ultimate, final, last, that which comes at the end. Uttama means superior. Those endowed with final and superior bodies are those with final, superior bodies. That is, those who have reached the end of the cycle of births and deaths, those who will attain liberation in the same birth. Innumerable is that which is beyond numerable. Those, whose lifetime is indicated by palyopama etc., are the animals and human beings born in the lands of enjoyment such as Uttarakuru. These three are formed into a compound. Aupapādikacaramottamadehāsanikhyeya-varṣāyuṣāḥ. Apavartyam is shortening by the presence of external objects such as poison, weapons, etc. Those whose lives are cut short are apavartyāyuṣāḥ. Those whose lives are not cut short are anapavartyāyuṣāḥ. In the case of these beings (celestial beings and the others mentioned in the sutra), their lifetime cannot be cut short by external causes. This is a certainty. There is no such certainty in the case of others. The word uttama is intended to indicate the superior nature of the final body, and there is no other special meaning. Caramadehāḥ is also another reading.
CHAPTER III

THE LOWER WORLD AND THE MIDDLE WORLD

The inhabitants of hell have been mentioned in certain aphorisms such as, ‘Clairvoyance arising from birth is possessed by celestial and infernal beings’. Who are they? In order to explain this, first their abode, the lower world, is described.

1. The lower world consists of seven earths one below the other, surrounded by three kinds of air and space.

Ratnaśkarāvālukāpaṅkadhūmatamahātamaḥprabhā
bhūmayo ghanāmbuvātākāśapratīṣṭhāh sapṭādho(a)dhā (1)

Ratnam, Śarka, Vāluk, Paṅka, Dhūma, Tamah and Mahātamaḥ become Ratnaśkarāvālukāpaṅkadhūmatamahā-
tamāmsi. The word prabhā is taken with each of these. As these earths have the lustre of jewels (ratna) etc., these are called Ratnaprabhā etc. That which has the lustre of various jewels (ratna) is Ratnaprabhā. That which has the colour of pebbles (śarka) is Śarkarpabhā. That which has the colour of sand (vāluk) is Vālukaprabhā. That which has the colour of clay or mud (paṅka) is Paṅkaprabhā. That which has the colour of smoke (dhūma) is Dhūmaprabhā. That which has the colour of darkness (tamah) is Tamahprabhā. That which is like thick darkness (mahātamaḥ) is Mahālamahprabhā. These names are derived in this manner. The word ‘earth’ is intended to indicate the particular nature of the substratum which is solid like the earth. The infernal regions are not like the layers of heavens, which rest without any substratum like the earth. But the infernal regions rest on solid earth. The circles of atmosphere are mentioned in order to indicate the support of these earths. Ghanāmbu ca vātaśca ākāśam ca ghanāmbuvā-
tākāŚāni. Those which have these for their support are
ghanāmbuvaṭākāśapratiṣṭhāḥ. All these earths (which comprise the infernal regions) are surrounded by the circle of humid atmosphere. The sheath of humid atmosphere is supported by the circle of dense air. The circle of dense air rests in thin\(^1\) air which rests in space. And space rests in itself, as it is itself the support and the supported. Each of these three circles (zones) is of the extent of twenty thousand yojanas.

The number seven is intended to exclude any other number. There are only seven earths, neither eight nor nine. These are one below the other and not transverse, parallel or horizontal.

Where are the abodes of infernal beings on these earths? Are these everywhere or in some places?

\[ \text{तातु स्त्रियाऽक्षिप्तार्जुनस्यदशाद्यातिपतिनांकनरकः-} \]
\[ \text{शतसहस्राणि पञ्च वै यथाक्रमम्} \]

2. In these (earths) there are thirty hundred thousand, twenty-five hundred thousand, fifteen hundred thousand, ten hundred thousand, three hundred thousand, one hundred thousand less five and only five infernal abodes respectively.

In these earths, namely Rainaprabha and so on, the numbers of infernal abodes\(^2\) are mentioned respectively. There are in Rainaprabha thirty hundred thousand, in Šarkarāprabhā twenty-five hundred thousand, in Valūkāprabhā fifteen hundred thousand, in Paṅkaprabha ten hundred thousand, in Dhumaprabha three hundred thousand, in Tamahprabhā one hundred thousand less five and in Mahatamaḥprabhā five abodes. In the first earth (Rainaprabha) there are thirteen layers. Below that up to the seventh, the layers are less by two and two. Other details must be ascertained from special treatises such as Lokānuyoga.

Now what is the peculiarity of the infernal beings in these earths?

\(^1\) thin: rarefied.
\(^2\) The infernal abodes are cavities or hollow places.
3. The thought-colouration, environment, body, suffering and shape of body (or deeds) are incessantly more and more inauspicious in succession among the infernal beings.

Lesya\textsuperscript{1} (complexion of thought) etc. have been explained already. These are of greater impurity in infernal beings than in animals. And among the classes of infernal beings themselves, the impurity (foulness) is greater and greater as we go down lower and lower. ‘Nitya’ denotes perpetual, incessant. Those whose thought-colouration etc. are incessantly impure are the infernal beings with impure colouration, environment, body, pain and activity. In the first and in the second regions the prevailing complexion of thought is grey, in the upper part of the third grey and in the lower part indigo, in the fourth indigo, in the upper part of the fifth indigo and in the lower black, in the sixth black and in the seventh dark black. It is said that physical complexion is the same till the end of one’s life. But thought-colouration changes within one mukūrta. Owing to the adverse nature of the regions, the touch, taste, smell, colour and sound are very disagreeable and are the cause of pain and anguish. The bodies of infernal beings are also more and more deformed, loathsome and hideous in shape and disgusting to look at as we go lower and lower down, because of the rise of inauspicious physique-making karmas. Their height in the first region is seven bows, three cubits and six inches. From region to region it is doubled. Owing to the internal rise of inauspicious feeling karmas, they suffer from extreme heat and cold inflicted by the external environment. In the first four regions, the abodes cause agony by heat alone. In the upper part of the fifth, two hundred thousand abodes cause intense heat. In the lower part, one hundred thousand abodes cause intense cold. In the sixth and in the seventh, sufferings are caused by intense cold alone. The infernal beings intend to have handsome forms,

\textsuperscript{1} Lesya is also rendered as thought-paint.
but they actually attain disfigured or deformed bodies only. They desire to do things which promote happiness, but they commit things which bring about pain and suffering alone. Lower and lower down these dispositions become worse and worse.

Is distress caused to infernal beings by heat and cold alone? Or are there other sources of suffering and torment?

Parasparodiritaduhkhāḥ

4. They cause pain and suffering to one another. How do they cause pain and suffering to one another? They are able to foresee the cause of pain and suffering by their wrong clairvoyance inherited from birth and suffer from anguish. And when they come close to one another, their anger develops into a rage. They recollect their past lives and are actuated by intense animosity. They begin to strike at one another like dogs and jackals. By their powers of changing forms they make weapons such as sword, hatchet, axe, spear, pike, javelin, crowbar, and others, and with these and their hands, feet and teeth, they indulge in cutting, splitting, paring and biting and cause intense pain and suffering to one another.

Are these alone the causes of pain, or are there any others also?

Samkliṣṭāsurodiritaduhkhāḥ ca prākalurthīyāḥ

5. Pain is also caused by the incitement of malevolent asurakumāras prior to the fourth earth.

1 It is suggested that there is no reference in this sentence in the original to the bodies of infernal beings, as these have been mentioned already in the sutra. The disparity between intentions and deeds is brought out here. Hence the appropriate rendering suggested is as follows. "The infernal beings intend to do good deeds, but they actually commit only wicked deeds." This interpretation is also in conformity with the commentary of Rājavartika of Bhatta Akalanka Deva, which is given here for reference. "The infernal beings intend to do good, but they commit only wicked deeds. Their minds are subjugated by their pain and suffering, and they wish to dispel pain and suffering. But they pave the way only for greater suffering."
Asura name karma is a division of the name karma of celestial state. Owing to the rise of this karma, they torment others. Hence they are called asuras or demons. Owing to evil thoughts experienced by them in their previous births, they have acquired demerit. And on account of it they are actuated by malevolence continually. Hence they are called malevolent asuras. The attributive 'malevolent' indicates that all asuras do not cause pain. But only some asuras such as ambābariṣas cause pain to the infernal beings. The limit is indicated by 'prior to the fourth'. It is intended to point out that the wicked asuras cause pain only in the first three infernal regions. Ca is intended to include the causes of pain mentioned in the previous sutras. They cause pain by making others drink molten iron, embrace red-hot iron pillars, and ascend and descend the tree with sharp thorns. They also strike others with hammers, cut them with hatchets and knives, sprinkle boiling oil on them, fry them in an iron vessel, parch them in an oven, drown them in the river Vaitarani in hell and crush them in the oil press. Though their bodies are cut and rent asunder, they do not meet with premature death. For their lifetime cannot be cut short.

If so let their span of life be mentioned.

6. In these infernal regions the maximum duration of life of the infernal beings is one, three, seven, ten, seventeen, twenty-two and thirty-three sāgaropamas.

'Respectively' is supplied. With regard to these regions one, three, etc. sāgaropamas are taken respectively. In Raina-prabhā the maximum lifetime is one sāgaropama, in Bākarā-prabhā three, in Vālukā-prabhā seven, in Paṅka-prabhā ten, in Dhuma-prabhā seventeen, in Tamāh-prabhā twenty-two and in Mahā-tamāh-prabhā thirty-three sāgaropamas. Parā means maximum.

1 Kūtaśālāmali: artificial silk-cotton tree.
'Of infernal beings' is intended to exclude the regions. This is the duration of the beings in these regions and not of the regions.

The lower world consisting of seven earths has been described. Now the transverse world is to be described. Why is it called transverse (tiryak)? It is called transverse world, as it consists of innumerable concentric island-continents, extending one beyond the other in transverse position up to the ocean of Svayambhūramaṇa. What are these?

Jambūdvipa, Lavāṇoda, and the rest are the continents and the oceans with auspicious names.

Jambūdvipa and the others are the continents. Lavāṇoda and the others are the oceans. The continents and the oceans bear all the auspicious names current in the world. They are as follows.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NAMES OF CONTINENTS</th>
<th>NAMES OF OCEANS</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Jambūdvipa</td>
<td>Lavāṇoda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Dhātakikhanda</td>
<td>Kāloda</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Puṣkara vara</td>
<td>Puṣkara vara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vāruṇīvara</td>
<td>Vāruṇīvara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṣiravara</td>
<td>Kṣiravara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ghṛlavara</td>
<td>Ghṛlavara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ikṣuvara</td>
<td>Ikṣuvara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Nandiśvaravara</td>
<td>Nandiśvaravara</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Aruṇavara</td>
<td>Aruṇavara</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Thus innumerable continents and oceans must be understood up to the Svayambhūramaṇa Ocean.

The extension, arrangement, and shape of these are mentioned in the next sutra.

Dvirdvivriṣkambhāḥ pūrvapūrvaparikṣepinā valayā-krīlayāḥ (8)

8. (These) are of double the diameter of the preceding ones and are circular in shape, each encircling the immediately
preceding one.

The repetition of double is intended to indicate successive action, that is double the diameter of the previous one. The diameter of the first ocean (Lavanoda) is double that of the first continent. The length of the second continent is double that, and that of the second ocean is twice that of the second continent. Those which are of double the diameter are called of double diameter. It is mentioned that one surrounds the other, in order to show that these are not situated as villages and towns. The phrase ‘circular in shape’ is intended to exclude the rectangular shape, the square, etc.

Now the position, shape and diameter of Jambūdvīpa must be mentioned, as the dimensions of the rest are dependent upon these.

9. In the middle of these oceans and continents is Jambūdvīpa, which is round and which is one hundred thousand yojanas in diameter. Mount Meru is at the centre of this continent like the navel in the body.

In the middle of these means in the middle of the concentric oceans and continents mentioned already. That which is like the navel is the navel (central). Merunābhīḥ is that which has Meru in the middle. Vṛttā is like the disc of the sun.

That, which is one hundred thousand yojanas in length, is one hundred thousand yojanas long. Which is it? Jambūdvīpa. How is it called Jambūdvīpa? It is characterized by the jambū tree. In the middle of Uttarakuru there is the jambū tree, beginningless, made of earth, uncreated and surrounded by its satellites. This dvīpa is marked by this tree.

What are the seven divisions of Jambūdvīpa separated by the six mountain chains?

Bharatāhaimavatahaharivideharamyakahair
nyavatairāvatavarṣāḥ kṣetrāṇi

(10)
10. Bharata, Haimavata, Hari, Videha, Ramyaka, Hairanyakavata and Airavata are the seven regions.

The names Bharata and the rest are prevalent from eternity and are without cause. Where is Bharatavarṣa situated? It is the country bounded by the mountain chain of Himavan on the north and the three oceans on the other sides. It is in the shape of a bow. It is divided into six continents by the mountain chain Vijayārđha and the two rivers, the Ganga and the Sindhu. Haimavatavarṣa is the country lying north of the Small Himavan and south of the Great Himavan, bounded by the oceans on the other two sides. Hairavāsa is situated between the mountain chains of Niṣadha on the north and Mahāhimavan on the south, bounded by the oceans on the east and on the west. Videha is bounded by Niṣadha on the south, Nila on the north and the oceans on the other two sides. Ramyakavarṣa is between Nila on the south and Rukmi on the north with the oceans on the other two sides. Hairanyakavarṣa is between Rukmi on the south and Sikhari on the north with the oceans on the other two sides. Airavatavarṣa is surrounded by Sikhari on the south and the oceans on the other three sides. This is divided into six regions by Vijayārđha and the Rakta and the Raklodā.

The mountain chains have been mentioned as six. What are these and how do these run?

तद्विभाजिन: पूर्वपरायता हिमवनमहाहिमविभिन्यनिष लहरिमिश्लिष्टिरियो वर्षघरपवेता:

11. The mountain chains Himavan, Mahāhimavan, Niṣadha, Nila, Rukmi, and Sikhari, running east to west, divide these regions.

Tadvibhājinaḥ means those which divide these regions. Pūrva-parāyata is extending from east to west and touching the Salt Ocean on both sides. These names have been current from eternity and are without signification. These are called varṣadharaparvalāḥ, as these divide the land into several
regions. Where is Himavan? It is on the borders of Bharata and Haimavata. It is one hundred yojanas in height. The height of Mahāhimavan dividing Haimavata and Hari is two hundred yojanas. Niśadha, which is south of Videha and north of Hari, is four hundred yojanas in height. The other three mountain chains dividing the other regions have been described already. Their heights are four hundred, two hundred and one hundred yojanas. In the case of all these mountains, the foundation is one-fourth of the height.

The next sutra describes their colours.

Hemārjunatapaniyavaiduryarajatahemamayah (12)

12. They are of golden, white (like purified gold), blue, silvery and golden in colour.

These mountains are like gold etc. in colour. Himavan is of golden colour like that of the Chinese silk. Mahāhimavan is of white colour. Niśadha is of the colour of the rising sun. Nila is blue like the neck of the peacock. Rukmi is silvery white. Sikhari is golden in colour like that of the Chinese silk.

Again other details are given in the next sutra.

Maṇiwcitraśrīpaḥ upari mūle ca tulyavistārāḥ (13)

13. The sides (of these mountains) are studded with various jewels, and the mountains are of equal width at the foot, in the middle and at the top.

The sides of these mountains are of variegated colour, being studded with precious stones of different colours. Uparyādi is intended to exclude unwanted shape. Ca is intended to include the middle. The breadth is the same at the foot, in the middle and at the top.

The lakes situated on the tops of these mountains are mentioned next.
Padmanamahapadmataligīrīchakesarimahāpundarikapundarika
hradāsteśānupari (14)

14. Padma, Mahīpadma, Tīgincha, Kesari, Mahapundarika and Pundarika are the lakes on the tops of these (mountains).
These are respectively the names of the lakes on the tops of Himavan and the other mountains.

The dimensions of the first of these lakes are mentioned.

Prathamo yojanasahasārayāmasātādāhaviskambho
hraḍāḥ (15)

15. The first lake is 1,000 yojanas in length and half of it in breadth.
The length of Lake Padma from east to west is 1,000 yojanas. Its breadth from north to south is 500 yojanas. The bottom is composed of adamant. Its banks are made of gold studded with various jewels.

Its depth is indicated in the next sutra.

Daśayojanāvagāhah (16)

16. Its depth is ten yojanas.
Avagāho is depth. Its depth is ten yojanas.

What is in the middle of it?

Tanmadhye yojanam puṣkaram (17)

17. In the middle of this first lake, there is a lotus of the size of one yojana.

Yojanam means of the extent of one yojana. Its petals are of the size of ¼ yojana (one kroṣa) in length and its pericarp is of the size of ½ yojana (two kroṣas). Hence the lotus is one yojana long and one yojana broad. The lotus consists of a multitude of petals densely packed, and it has a stalk of the height of ½ yojana (two kroṣas) from the surface of the water.

What are the dimensions of the other lakes and the other lotuses?
18. The lakes as well as the lotuses are of double the magnitude.

The repetition is intended to convey that they are double. In what are they double? In length etc. Mahāpadma is double the size of Padma, that is twice the length, breadth and depth of Padma. Tigiṇḍa is double the size of Mahāpadma in length, breadth and depth. The lotuses also. What? They are also double the magnitude of the preceding ones.

The names of the nymphs, their lifetime, and their retinue are mentioned next.

19. In these lotuses live the nymphs called Sri, Hri, Dhṛi, Kirti, Buddhi and Laksṇī, whose lifetime is one palya and who live with Sāmaṇikas and Pariṣatkas.

In the middle of the pericarps of the lotuses, there are snow-white mansions more lovely than the full moon of the autumnal season, one kroṣa long, half a kroṣa broad and a little less than a kroṣa high. The nymphs called Sri, Hri, Dhṛi, Kirti, Buddhi and Laksṇī reside in Padma and in the other lakes respectively. Their duration of life is palyopama. Sāmaṇikas are those of equal status. They live with the classes of devas called Sāmaṇikas and Pariṣatkas. These devas reside in mansions on the lotuses surrounding the primary lotus.

What are the rivers dividing the regions?

20. The Gangā, the Sindhu, the Rohit, the Rohitāṣya, the
Harit, the Harikāntā, the Sitā, the Sitōdā, the Nāri, the Narakāntā, the Suvarṇakūtā, the Rūpyakūtā, the Rakta, and the Raktoḍā are the rivers flowing across these regions.

The mention of 'rivers' is to clarify that these are not tanks. Do these flow in the interior, border or vicinity of the regions? These flow in the middle of the regions.

What are the regions and the directions in which these flow?

Dvayordvayoḥ pārvāh pārvagāh  (21)

21. The first of each pair flows eastwards.

In this sutra each group of two rivers is in one region. As the sentence is taken in this manner, it precludes the interpretation that all the rivers flow in one region. The directions are also indicated. Those which flow eastwards are called eastern rivers. They are called eastern rivers as these flow into the eastern ocean. On what basis is the first to be taken? On the basis of the sutra. If so the first seven, the Ganga, the Sindhu, etc. would be considered as eastern rivers. It is not so, as it is mentioned 'of each pair'. Of each pair the first is called the eastern river.

What is the direction of the rest?

Seṣāstvaparagāh  (22)

22. The rest are the western rivers.

Those which have been left out of each of the pairs must be understood as the western rivers. As these flow into the western ocean, these are called western rivers. The Ganga rises from Lake Padma and flows through its eastern archway. The Sindhu originates from its archway in the west. The Rokīḍasyā proceeds from its archway in the north. The Rohit rises from Mahāpadma and flows through its archway in the south. That, which flows from its archway in the north, is the Harikāntā. That, which rises from Tigiñcha and flows through its southern outlet, is the Harit. That, which rises from Kesari and flows through its southern archway, is the Sitā. That,
which flows through its northern archway, is the *Narakānta*. That, which rises from *Mahā Pundarika* and flows through its southern archway, is the *Nāri*. That, which flows through its northern archway, is the *Rūpyakūla*. That, which rises from *Pundarika* and flows through its southern archway, is the *Suvarnakūla*. That, which flows through its eastern archway, is the *Raktā*. And that, which flows through its western archway, is the *Raktodā*.

Their tributaries are enumerated in the next sutra.

\[ \text{Caturdaśananadisahasraparivṛtī gangasindhvādayo nadyaḥ} \] (23)

23. The *Gangā*, the *Sindhu*, etc. are rivers having 14,000 tributaries.

Why should the *Gangā* and the *Sindhu* be mentioned? It is in order to include the rivers. The rivers, which are the subject of description, are naturally included. It should not be considered so. The sutra has reference only to the immediately preceding rule or exception. According to this principle this would include only the western rivers. The term ‘*Gangādi*’ would include only the eastern rivers. Hence ‘*Gangāsināhvādi*’ is used in order to include both. ‘*Nadi*’ is used in order to associate twice the number. The *Gangā* has 14,000 tributaries. The *Sindhu* also has 14,000. Similarly, the others in the other regions have twice the number of tributaries up to *Videha*. Beyond that the tributaries are less by half the number.

The expanse of the regions described is mentioned next.

\[ \text{Bharataḥ śādvimśatipañcayojanaśataviṣṭāraḥ} \]
\[ \text{saḥcaikonaśatibhāga yojanasya} \] (24)

24. *Bharata* is $\frac{526}{15}$ yojanas in width.

That which has twenty-six in addition is *śādvimśāni*. That which is 526 yojanas in width is *Bharata*. Is it only so much? No. $\frac{526}{15}$ yojana is added to it.

The widths of the other regions are indicated next.
25. The mountains and the regions are double in width up to Videha.

Those whose widths are double and double that of Bharata are those double in width. Which are double in width? The mountains and the regions. Are all double in width? No. Upto Videha these are double in width of the preceding ones.

What are the widths of the mountains and the regions in the north?

26. Those in the north are equal to those in the south.

By ‘uttarā’ the regions and the mountains from Airāvata up to Nila are taken. These are equal to those in the south, namely Bharata etc. This rule applies to all that has been described before. Therefore, the lakes, the lotuses and the rest are also equal in magnitude etc.

Are the experiences and so on of human beings the same or different in these regions?

27. In Bharata and Airāvata there is rise and fall (regeneration and degeneration) during the six periods of the two aeons of regeneration and degeneration.

On what basis are there rise and fall? It is on the basis of the six periods of regeneration and degeneration. Of what regions? Of Bharata and Airāvata. The rise and fall do not apply to the regions, as these are impossible in the case of the regions. These happen to the human beings in these regions. Or the case denoted (by Bharatairāvatayoḥ) is not the sixth, but the seventh one of location. That is, the rise and fall (increase and decrease) pertain to human beings in Bharata.
and Airāvata. In what respects is there rise or fall? It is with regard to knowledge, age, stature, etc. Anubhava is knowledge. Ayu is duration of life. Pramāṇa is bodily stature. There is increase or decrease with regard to these and others in the case of human beings. Again by what are these caused? These are caused by time. And time is of two kinds, the ascending cycle and the descending cycle. Each of these is of six divisions. These are significant names. That, which has the characteristic of development of knowledge etc., is the ascending cycle of time. And that, by whose nature knowledge etc. become less, is the descending cycle of time. The descending cycle is of six divisions—namely Suṣamanaṣṭamī, Suṣamā, Suṣamaduṣṭamī, Duṣṭamanaṣṭamī, Duṣṭamā, Atiduṣṭamā. The ascending cycle also is of six divisions, commencing from Atiduṣṭamā and ending with Suṣamanaṣṭamī. The descending cycle is of the extent of ten kotikoli sāgaropamas. The ascending cycle is of the same extent. The two joined together constitute a kalpa. Suṣamanaṣṭamī is of the extent of four kotikoli sāgaropamas. At the beginning of this period, the human beings are of the same nature as those of Uttarakuru. There is gradual decrease during the period, and then comes Suṣamā lasting for three kotikoli sāgaropamas. At the commencement of this period, the human beings are equal to those of Harivarṣa. And after gradual decrease during this period, comes Suṣamaduṣṭamī lasting for two kotikoli sāgaropamas. At the commencement of this period, the human beings are equal to those of Haimavata. And after gradual decrease commences the fourth period of Duṣṭamanaṣṭamā lasting for one kotikoli less forty-two thousand years. At the commencement of this period, the human beings are equal to those of Videha. Then after gradual decrease comes Duṣṭamā lasting for twenty-one thousand years. Lastly, after gradual decrease, comes Atiduṣṭamā of the extent of twenty-one thousand years. Similarly, the ascending cycle must also be understood in the contrary order.

What is the nature of the other regions?

ताम्यामपरा भूमयोविशिष्टा:
The regions other than these are stable.
The regions other than Bharata and Airavata are of the same state or condition. In those regions there are no ascending and descending cycles.

Are human beings in those regions of the same duration of life or are there differences?

The human beings in Haimavata, Hari and Devakuru are of one, two and three palyas respectively.
The human beings who are born in Haimavata are Haimavatakas. Similarly with regard to the others. Haimavatakas and the rest are three. One and the others are three. These are taken together respectively. The lifetime of Haimavatakas is one palya, that of Hārivarṣakas is two palyas, and that of Daivakuravakas is three palyas. In the five Haimavata regions (five in the 2½ continents in which human beings live) the period of Suṣamadussamā prevails always. There the human beings are of one palya duration, of two thousand bows in height, and of the colour of the blue lotus. They take food once on alternate days. In the five Hari regions the period of Suṣamā prevails always. There the human beings are of two palyas in duration, of four thousand bows in height, and of white complexion just as the colour of the conch-shell. They take food once after an interval of two days. In the five Kuru regions the period of Suṣamasuṣamā always prevails. There the human beings are of three palyas in duration, of six thousand bows in height and of golden complexion. They take food once after an interval of three days.

What is the condition in the regions of the north?

The condition is the same in the north.
The human beings in the north must be understood to be
like those in the south as explained already. The people of Hairanyavata are like those of Haimavata. The people of Ramyaka are equal to those of Harivarṣa. And the people of Uttarākuru are equal in all respects to those of Devakuru.

Now what is the duration of life in Videha?

\textit{Videhesu saṁkhyaeyakālāḥ} (31)

31. In Videhas the lifetime is numerable years.

In all the five Videhas the duration of life of human beings is numerable years. The time like that of the closing period of Susamadugṣaṁtī prevails throughout. The people are of five hundred bows in height. They take food everyday. The maximum duration of life is one purvakoti years, and the minimum is antarmuhūrta. The following verse is quoted in this connection. “One purvakoti is equivalent to $70 \times 1,00,000 \times 1,00,00,000$ and $56,000 \times 1,00,00,000$ years (70560000000000).”

The extent of Bharata has been mentioned. Again it is stated in another way.

\textit{Bharatasya viśkambho jambudvīpasya navatikātabhāgaḥ} (32)

32. The width of Bharata is one hundred and ninetieth (\(\frac{1}{100}\)) part of that of Jambudvīpa.

The width of Bharata is one hundred and ninetieth part of that of Jambudvīpa, which is 1,00,000 yojanas. That is what has been mentioned already. There is a mound surrounding Jambudvīpa, beyond which is the Salt Ocean in the form of a circle, whose extent (diameter) is 2,00,000 yojanas. Beyond that is the island of Dhātakīkhanda, whose extent is 4,00,000 yojanas.

The next sūtra is intended to convey the number of regions etc. in it (i.e. Dhātakīkhanda).

\textit{Dvirdādḥātakīkhande} (33)

33. In Dhātakīkhanda it is double.
The recurrence of the regions and the rest in Bharala is intended here. For what reason is *suc* suffix added here? It is used in order to indicate that the ellipsis of recurrence is to be filled up. For instance in ‘**Dvistāvānayamprāśādah**’, the suffix *suc* indicates that it is double in measurement. Similarly, the suffix in the sutra indicates two Bharatas etc. with double the width etc. It is as follows. Two mountain ranges running from south to north with the ends touching the mounds of the two oceans Lavanoda and Kāloda divide Dhatakikhanda into east and west. In the middle of these eastern and western parts, there are two mountains called Mandara or Meru. On the two sides of these mountains are situated the regions such as Bharata and the mountains such as Himavan. Thus it must be understood that there are two Bharatas, two Himavans, and so on. The extent of these mountain ranges is double the extent of those in Jambūdvipa. These mountain ranges are midway between the regions as the spokes in a wheel. And the regions are of the shape of the open space in a wheel. In Dhātakikhanda there is the dhālaki tree with its attendant trees in the same position as the jambū tree in Jambūdvipa. It is from the presence of this tree that the renowned name of Dhātakikhanda is derived. The ocean surrounding this dvipa is Kāloda. Its embankment is as if fashioned by a chisel.

Its extent (diameter) is 8,00,000 yojanas. That which surrounds Kāloda is Puṣkaradvipa, extending to 16,00,000 yojanas in the form of a circle.

Just as the continents and oceans are double in extension, it would mean that the regions etc. are twice the number in the next continent. The next sutra is intended to determine the difference in this respect.

\[\text{Puṣkarārdhe ca}\] (34)

34. In the (nearest) half of Puṣkaradvipa also.

What? ‘Double’ is supplied from the previous sutra. With regard to what is double to be taken? It is to be taken with regard to the regions, mountains, etc. of Jambūdvipa alone.
How? From the interpretation. The dimensions of Himavan etc. in half of Puskarāda continent are double as those of Himavan etc. in Dhātakikhanda. The names are the same. Similarly, there are two mountains in the shape of arrows as well as two Merus as in the other continent. In the place of the jambū tree there is the puṣkara tree with its attendant trees. Hence the name Puskaradvipa is established. Now why is it called Puskarārdha? It has been divided into two halves by the mountain range of Mānuṣottara. Hence it is called Puskarārdha.

Why is it stated that there are two Himavan mountains etc. in Puskarārdha and not in the entire Puskaradvipa?

Prāṇmānuṣottarānmanusyaḥ: || 35 ||

35. (There are) human beings up to Mānuṣottara.

Just in the middle of Puskaradvipa there is the mountain chain of Mānuṣottara in the form of a circle (running all around the continent). Human beings are found only within this mountain chain and not beyond it. Hence there is no division into regions beyond it. Neither vidyādharas nor ascetics of extraordinary attainments go at any time beyond this line, except those who take birth outside the human region and those who practise samudghāta¹. Hence the name is a significant one. Thus human beings reside in the two and a half continents commencing from Jambudvipa and in the two oceans.

¹ Except in the three instances mentioned below, human beings are not found otherwise outside the human region.

1. The human being, who is to be born after death outside the human region (not, of course, as a human being), effects the exit of the spatial units of his soul beyond the human region, just at the time of transit before his death.

2. The being (not, of course, a human being) living beyond the mountain range of Mānuṣottara, who is to be reborn as a human being after death, stays outside the human region until the time of entry into the human region just before death.

3. Kevali-samudghāta is emanation of the spatial units of the omniscient soul from his body without wholly discarding the body, for the purpose of leveling down the duration of the other three non-destructive karmas to that of the age-karma, by filling up the entire universe and contracting back to the size of the body in eight instants, just prior to attaining liberation.
They are of two kinds.

Aryans and the barbarians.  

Those who are possessed of virtues or are resorted to by the virtuous are called Aryans. They are of two kinds, those with supernatural, spiritual attainments and those without. The latter are of five divisions, based on region, family, occupation, conduct and faith. The former are of seven divisions, on the basis of (extraordinary) knowledge, change of form, austerity, might, healing power, occult power to transform simple food into delicious dishes, and power to ensure food inexhaustible even while feeding any number.

The barbarians are of two kinds, those born in Antardvīpas (midisles) and those born in Karmabhūmis (regions of labour). In the Salt Ocean in the eight directions there are eight Antardvīpas (midisles or regions) and eight others in the midst of these (the eight directions). Similarly, there are eight midisles at the end of the mountains Himavan, Sikhari and the two Vijayārdhās. The midisles in the directions are across the ocean, five hundred yojanas away from the shore. Those in the intermediate points of the compass are five hundred and fifty yojanas away from the shore. Those at the end of the mountains are six hundred yojanas in the interior. The midisles in the directions are one hundred yojanas broad. The breadth of those in the intermediate points is half of it. Those at the end of the mountains are twenty-five yojanas broad.

The beings in the east have one thigh each. Those in the west have tails. Those in the north are mute. Those in the south are possessed of horns. Those in the other four points of the compass have ears like those of the hare, like the cake, and (broad) like the upper garment and long ears respectively. Those in the intermediate points of the compass have faces like those of the horse, the lion, the dog, the buffalo, the pig, the tiger, the crow and the ape. Those in the middle of the two corners of Sikhari have faces like the cloud and the lightning, those between the two corners of Himavan like the fish.
and the cuckoo, those between the corners of the northern Vijayārāha like the elephant and the mirror, those between the corners of the southern Vijayārdha like the cow and the ram. Those with single thighs reside in caves and live on clay. The rest dwell on trees and live on flowers and fruits. All of them live for one palyopama.

All these twenty-four isles are one yojana high from the water level. On the outer circumference of the Salt Ocean also there are twenty-four midisles. Similarly in Kāloda or the Black Ocean. Those born in these isles are the barbarians of the midisles. The barbarians in other parts of the world of labour are the savage tribes, the Ionians, the mountaineers, the foresters and so on.

Which are the regions of labour?

Bharata, Airāvata, and Videha are five each. All these are described as the regions of labour. The inclusion of Videha would imply the inclusion of Devakuru and Uttarakuru. In order to exclude these, it is mentioned except Devakuru and Uttarakuru. Devakuru, Uttarakuru, Haimavata, Hari, Ramyaka, Hairanyavata and the midisles are called lands of paradise (i. e. regions of enjoyment).

Why are these called the regions of labour? This is because these are the seats of good and evil deeds. But do not the three worlds constitute the seat of activity? Yes. Still these must be understood to be the seats of plenty of activity. For instance, demerit capable of plunging a being in the seventh infernal region is acquired only in Bharata etc. Similarly, merit which leads to the highest celestial state such as Sarvārthasiddhi devas is also acquired in the same regions only. Similarly, the six kinds of occupations such as agriculture along with gifts to the worthy obtain in these regions only.
LIFETIME OF HUMAN BEINGS

Hence these are called the regions of labour. The others are called the regions of enjoyment, as the objects of enjoyment are provided by the ten kinds of desire-fulfilling trees.

The lifetime of the people in these regions is indicated in the next sutra.

\[ \text{त्रिपल्योपमान्तमुहूर्ते} \]

(38)

38. The maximum and the minimum periods of lifetime of human beings are three palyas and antarmuhūrtas.

Those whose lifetime is three palyopamas are tripalyopamas. Those whose lifetime is within one muhūrtas are antarmuhūrtas. These are taken respectively. The maximum lifetime of the people is three palyopamas. The minimum is antarmuhūrtas. Between these two there are several gradations of lifetime.

Palya is of three kinds, vyavahāra palya, uddhāra palya and addhāpalya. These are significant terms. The first is called vyavahāra palya as it is the basis for the usage of the other two palyas. There is nothing which is measured by this. The second is uddhāra palya, as the continents and oceans are numbered by the bits of wool drawn out. The third is addhāpalya. Addhā means duration of time.

Now the first palya is described. Three pits of the extent of one yojana (consisting of 2,000 kroṣas) long, one yojana broad and one yojana deep, based on the measure of pramaṅgula, are dug out. These are packed with the smallest ends of the wool of rams from one to seven days old, the bits incapable of being further cut by scissors. This is called vyavahāra palya. Then the small bits of wool are taken out one by one once in every one hundred years. The time taken for emptying the pits in this manner is called vyavahāra palyopama. Each bit is again cut into so many pieces as there are instants in, innumerable crores of years. And (imagine that) with such bits the pits are filled up. This is called uddhāra palya. Then these bits are taken out one by one every instant. The time taken for emptying the pits in this manner is called uddhāra palyopama. Ten crores multiplied by one crore
uddhārapalyas make up one uddhāra sāgaropama. The continents and oceans are as numerous as the bits in two and a half uddhāra sāgaropamas. The pits are filled with bits got from cutting each bit of uddhārapalya into the number of instants in one hundred years. This is addhāpalya. Then these bits are taken out one by one every instant. The time taken to empty the pits in this manner is called addhāpalyopama. Ten crores multiplied by one crore addhāpalyas make one addhā sāgaropama. One descending cycle of time consists of ten crores multiplied by one crore addhāpalyas. The ascending cycle is of the same extent. The duration of karmas, the duration of particular forms, the lifetime and the duration of the bodies of the beings in the four states must be measured by addhā palya. This has been said briefly in this verse.

"Vyavahāra, Uddhāra and addhā must be understood as the three palyas. Vyavahāra palya is the basis of enumeration. The enumeration of continents and oceans is by the second. The duration of karmas is reckoned by the third addhāpalya."

These are the same for subhuman beings.

These are the same for the animals.

39. These are the same for the animals.

Tiryak yoni is the womb of subhuman beings. It means the birth attained on the rise of name karmas of the animal state. Those born from animal wombs are animals. Their maximum lifetime is three palyopamas, and their minimum is antar-muhārta. Between these two there are several grades.
CHAPTER IV

THE CELESTIAL BEINGS

The word 'celestial being' has been used several times in the
previous chapters in such sutras as, 'Clairvoyance originating
from birth is possessed by the celestial and infernal beings'.
But who are celestial beings or how many kinds of celestial
beings are there? The author explains these things in this
chapter.

देवाश्चतुर्णिकायः 1
Devāṣcalurnikāyāḥ

1. The celestial beings are of four orders (classes).
The celestial beings (devas) are those who roam freely and
derive pleasure in several parts of the terrestrial world, the
mountains and the oceans surrounding them, on the rise of
karmas leading to the celestial state. They are endowed with
magnificence, splendour and extraordinary powers.

It is proper to use the singular in the sutra instead of the
plural. For instance, 'The celestial being is fourfold.' A
collective noun denoting a class implies the plural. But the use
of the plural is intended to indicate the subdivisions. For
instance, there are different ranks among celestial beings such
as kings, their equals, etc. There are other differences also
among them based on duration of life and so on. On the
common basis of the rise of karmas leading to the celestial
state, the celestial beings are grouped in classes in spite of indi-
vidual differences. Thus there are four orders of celestial
beings. Who are they? They are the Residential (Bhavanavāṣi),
the Peripatetic (Vyantara), the Stellar (Jyotiṣka) and the
Heavenly (Vaimānika) beings.

The next sutra is intended to determine the colouration of
their thoughts.

आदित्रिश्रु पीतानातेद्येद्यः 2
Aditastriṣu pītānāteśeṣyāḥ

(1)

(2)
2. The colouration of thought of the first three classes is up to yellow.

The term ‘among the first’ is intended to exclude the ‘middle’ and the ‘end’. ‘Three’ is intended to exclude ‘two’ or ‘one’. It does not exclude all the four because of the term ‘among the first’. Six kinds of colouration have been mentioned. Among these the first four are taken by the term ‘up to the end of yellow’. ‘Up to the end of yellow colouration’ means those, who are characterized by the first four thought-complexions ending with yellow. This is the purport. Among the first three classes of celestial beings, namely the Residential, the Peripatetic and the Stellar celestial beings, the black, indigo, grey and yellow types of colouration prevail.

What are the subclasses of these four orders?

2 (3) Dahas{apancadvadahavikalpah kalpopapannaparyantāh

3. They are of ten, eight, five and twelve classes up to the Heavenly beings (kalpavāsīs).

Ten etc. are taken along with the four orders respectively. The Residential devas are of ten classes. The Peripatetic celestial beings are of eight classes. The Stellar devas are of five classes. It would imply that all the Heavenly beings are included in the twelve classes. In order to exclude devas in Navagraiveyaka and so on, ‘Up to the end of kalpas’ is added in the sutra. Now what are called kalpas? Those in which the ten grades prevail are called kalpas. Though these grades are prevalent among the Residential celestial beings, by usage kalpa is used only among the Vaimānikas. Those born in kalpas are kalpopapannāh, i.e. up to the Heavenly beings.

The next sutra is intended to convey detailed particulars.

4. There are ten grades in each of these classes of celestial beings, the Lord (Indra), his Equal, the Minister, the cour-
tiers, the bodyguards, the police, the army, the citizens, the servants and the menials.

**Indras** are Lords who are powerful, being endowed with extraordinary occult powers not possessed by the others. Those who are equal to Indras in respect of duration of life, energy, attendants, enjoyment, etc., but not with regard to authority and splendour, are called equals (Sāmanikāḥ). They are great ones like fathers, teachers or preceptors. Trāyastrimśāḥ are of the status of ministers or priests. They are thirty-three, and hence they are called Trāyastrimśāḥ. Pārisadāḥ are the friends and companions in court, that is courtiers. Ātmarakśāḥ are like bodyguards. Lokapālāḥ are like the police, those who protect the people and property. Anīka is the army consisting of seven divisions such as infantry and so on. Prakirṇakāḥ are like the citizens, such as townsfolk and peasants. Abhiyogyāḥ are like servants engaged in serving others in several ways. Kilbisikāḥ are of the lowest rank, those who possess demerit.

The general rule would imply that there are these ten grades of beings in each class of the four orders. The exceptions are given below.

### 5. Trāyastrimśalokapālavarjyā vyantarajyotīṣkāḥ (5)

5. The Peripatetic and the Stellar devas are without the ministers and the police.

Among the Peripatetic and the Stellar devas, there are only eight grades leaving out the ministers and the police.

Now in the four orders, is there one lord for each of the classes or is there any difference?

### 6. Pūrvayordvindrāḥ (6)

6. In the first two orders there are two lords.

'The first two orders' means among the Residential and the Peripatetic devas. How can the second be considered first? It is mentioned figuratively on account of its proximity. In 'two lords' repetition implying continuance or succession is implied. Those having two, two lords are referred to as 'two
lords', as in *saptaparna* (a seven-leaved tree) and *aśṭāpada* (an eight-footed animal). It is as follows. First with regard to the Residential devas, *camara* and *Vairocana* are the two lords of *Asurakumāras, Dharana* and *Bhūtānanda* of *Nāgakumāras, Harisimha* and *Harikānta* of *Vidyutkumāras, Venudeva* and *Veṇudhārī* of *Suparṇakumāras, Agniśikha* and *Agni-māṇava* of *Agnikumāras, Vailamba* and *Prabhaṇjana* of *Vātakumāras, Sughosa* and *Mahāghosa* of *Slanitakumāras, Jalakānta* and *Jalaprabha* of *udādhi-kumāras, Pūrṇa* and *Vīṣiṣṭa* of *Dvīpakumāras, and Amilagati* and *Amitavāhana* of *Dikkumāras*. Among the Peripatetic devas also *Kinnara* and *Kimpuruṣa* are the lords of *Kinnaras, Satpurusa* and *Mahā-puruṣa* of *Kimpuruṣas, Atikāya* and *Mahākāya* of *Mahoragas, Gītarati* and *Gīlayaka* of *Ganāharvas, Purṇabhadra* and *Mani-bhadra* of *Yakṣas, Bhima* and *Mahābhima* of *Rākṣasas, Prati-rūpa* and *Apratirūpa* of *Bhūtas, and Kāla* and *Mahākāla* of *Piśācas*.

7. **Up to Aśāṇa Kalpa they enjoy copulation.**

Pravicāra is copulation (sexual union). Kāyena means bodily. Āu denotes limit. The words are given separately and not in a compound for the sake of clarity. The Residential devas and others up to those in Aśāṇakalpa enjoy sexual pleasure like human beings, as they are actuated by karmas causing affliction and uneasiness.

What is the nature of happiness of the others?

8. **The others derive pleasure by touch, sight, sound and thought.**

Seṣa means the others. Who are the others? *Kalpavāsi* devas. *Sparśa, rūpa, ṛabda* and *mana* form a *dvandva* compound. *Saptaparna* is the name of a tree having bunches of seven leaves. *Aśṭāpada* (octopede: an eight-footed animal) is the name of a fabulous animal having eight legs. These two words are given as illustrated words to explain the compound *dvindra*. 
What is the nature of happiness of the rest?

परेःप्रविचारः

Para apravicārāḥ

9. The rest are without sexual desire.
Para includes all the remaining celestial beings. Apravicāra is intended to indicate the highest happiness. Copulation (pravicāra) is merely a palliative for pain. In the absence of pain or uneasiness they enjoy the highest happiness incessantly.

What are the ten classes of devas of the first order?

भवनवासिनोःसुरनागविद्युतसुपर्णश्रवाचतसनितोः

पिण्डीपिण्डिक्षुमारः

Bhavanavāsino asuranāgavidyutsuparṇāgni vātastanitodadhibhipadikkumārāḥ

10. The Residential devas comprise Asura, Nāga, Vidyut, Suparṇa, Agni, Vāta, Stanita, Udadhi, Dvīpa and Dikkumāras. Those who live in mansions are called Residential devas.

1 devis: the wives of devas, i.e. celestial women.
This is the common name of the first order of celestial beings. *Asura* etc. are special names acquired by special name karmas. All celestial beings are of the same appearance (age) and nature as at birth. Still these beings appear as youth by their dress, ornaments, weapons, conveyance, animals they ride on, sport, etc. Hence they are designated *kumāras* by common currency. It is added to every one, as *Asurakumāras* and so on. Where are their mansions? The mansions of *Asurakumāras* are in the *Paṅkabahula* part of the first infernal region. The dwelling places of the other nine classes of *kumāras* are in the upper and lower strata of *Kharapṛthivībhāga*, leaving out 1,000 yojanas in each of these.

The common and special names of the second order of devas are mentioned in the next sutra.

vyantarāḥ kinnarakimpurūṣamahoragagandharvayarśarūkṣasabhuḍaprīcācāḥ (11)

11. The Peripatetic devas comprise *Kinnara, Kimpuruṣa, Mahoraga, Gandharva, Yakṣa, Rākṣasa, Bhūta, and Pisāca* classes.

The common, meaningful designation of these eight classes of devas is Peripatetic (*Vyantarā*), that is those having habitations in various places. Their eight divisions must be understood to arise from special name karmas. Where are their dwelling places? The dwelling places of seven classes of the Peripatetic devas are in the upper hard part beyond the innumerable islands and oceans. The *Rākṣasas* reside in the *Paṅkabahula* region.

The general and specific names of the third order are mentioned next.

jyotīśkāḥ sūryācandramasaugraha
naksatraprakīrtanakalārakāśca (12)

12. The Stellar (luminary) devas comprise the sun, the moon, the planets, the constellations and the scattered stars.
As these are endowed with light, these five are called by the significant general name of luminaries. The sun etc. are particular names derived from name karmas. The mention of the sun and the moon is intended to indicate their importance. On what account are these important? These are important on account of their brilliance etc. Where are their abodes? The stars which are the lowest among the luminous bodies rotate at a height of seven hundred and ninety yojanas from level earth (sea level). The suns rotate ten yojanas higher. The moons rotate eighty yojanas higher still. Four yojanas higher up are the constellations. Four yojanas above these are the planets called Budhas (Mercury). Three yojanas above these are Sukras (Venus). Three yojanas above these are Brhaspatis (Jupiter). Three yojanas above these are Añgārakas (Mars). Three yojanas still higher up are Sanaiścaras (Saturn). This space spread over by these luminaries (Stellar devas) is one hundred and ten yojanas thick and is transversely (horizontally) of the extent of the innumerable islands and oceans up to the humid atmosphere. This has been mentioned in the scriptures.

"Over this level earth, at a height of seven hundred and ninety yojanas, are the stars. Ten yojanas higher up is the sun. Eighty yojanas above it is the moon. Again four yojanas higher up are the constellations, and four yojanas above these is Mercury. Further above, at intervals of three yojanas, are the planets, Venus, Jupiter, Mars and Saturn."

The movement of the luminary bodies is described next.

13. In the human region they are characterized by incessant motion around Meru.

Merupradakśinā nityagataya nrloke (13).

Merupradakśinā means motion round Meru. This phrase is intended to indicate the correct direction of the motion from left to right and dispel any view of the opposite direction. Nityagataya is intended to convey uninterrupted and continuous motion. 'In the human world' specifies that these are
of constant motion within the extent of the two continents and a half and the two oceans, and not outside this limit.

Now, there is no cause for the motion of the heavenly cars of Stellar devas. Hence there can be no motion. No. The reason advanced is fallacious, as it is incongruous. The heavenly cars are in motion, being impelled by the class of devas (Abhy-yogyas) who take pleasure in motion. If it be asked why they should enjoy constant motion, the reply is the fruition of karmas is strange. The fruition of their karmas is by motion. This is the reason why they derive pleasure in continual motion. Though the Stellar devas revolve round Meru, they revolve at a distance of 1,121 yojanas from Meru.

Conventional time is related to the motion of the luminary bodies. This is mentioned in the next sutra.

\[\text{Tad} \text{kālavibhāga}\]

14. The divisions of time are caused by these.

The word \text{tad} is intended to indicate the Luminary devas in motion. Time cannot be measured either by mere motion or by the mere luminaries (without motion), for time will then be non-perceptible and unchangeable. Time is of two kinds, real and conventional. Conventional time consists of \text{samaya} (instant), āvati, etc. The divisions of conventional time are determined by the Stellar devas in motion. And it is the means of ascertaining what has not been ascertained, namely real time. Real time is different and it is explained later on.

The next sutra is intended to state that the luminary bodies elsewhere are fixed.

\[\text{Bahiravasthitā}\]

15. They are stationary outside.

'Outside' is mentioned. Outside what? Outside the human regions. How is it conveyed? The case changes according to the meaning (\text{Nrloke} becomes \text{nrlokāt}). Now, does not incessant motion in the human regions imply that they are stationary
elsewhere? Hence this sutra is unnecessary. It is not so. What is the reason? It is not established that the luminary bodies exist and that they are stationary beyond the human region. In order to establish both these things, it is mentioned that they are stationary outside. This sutra is intended to preclude motion in the opposite direction and occasional motion.

The general name of the fourth order is mentioned next.

16. The Heavenly Beings (Vaimānikā).

The word Vaimānikā is intended to indicate a new section or topic. It is for conveying the idea that what is mentioned hereafter relates to the heavenly beings. Those which make the beings residing in them feel as possessing merit are called Vimānas. And those who live in Vimānas are Vaimānikas. The Vimānas are of three kinds, namely Indraka, Srenī and Puṣapaprakirṇaka. Among them Indraka Vimānas are in the middle like the Lord (Indra). Srenibaddha Vimānas are those which are situated in the four directions like the rows of space-points. Those, which are scattered like flowers in the intermediate points of the compass, are called Puṣapaprakirṇakas.

What are the divisions of Vaimānikas?

17. Those born in the kalpas and beyond the kalpas. Vaimānikas are of two kinds, those born in the sixteen Heavens or Kalpas and those born beyond these.

How are these situated?

18. One above the other.

Why is this mentioned? It is in order to preclude transverse...
position. These are not transverse like the stellar bodies. Nor are these in an uneven manner like the habitations of the Peripatetic devas. It is described ‘one above the other’. What are these? These are kalpas.

If so, in how many celestial cars (kalpavimānas) do these devas reside?


How are Saudharma and the rest called kalpas? These are called kalpas by the addition of the suffix ‘an’ with four meanings or naturally. How are these the names of the lords? Naturally or by association. How is it? It is as follows. Saudharma is the name of the council chamber. That which has this chamber in it is called Saudharma Kalpa. Here the suffix ‘an’ in the sense of ‘it is in this’ is added. The lord who is associated with this kalpa is also called Saudharma. Īśāna is the natural name of the lord. That which is the habitation of Īśāna is Aiśāna. The suffix ‘an’ in the sense of ‘his habitation’ is used here. By association with it the lord also is called Aiśāna. Sānatakumāra is the natural name of the lord. ‘An’ is used in the sense of ‘his habitation’. Sānatakumāra Kalpa. By association with it the lord also is called Sānatakumāra. Māhendra is the natural name of the lord. The kalpa which is his habitation is Māhendra. By association with it the lord also is called Māhendra. Similarly it must be understood with
regard to the rest. The arrangement must be understood in accordance with the scriptures. Therefore, the kalpas must be taken in pairs along with 'one above the other.' The first pair consists of Saudharma and Aīśāna Kalpa. Higher up are Sānāt-kumāra and Māhendrā, higher still Brahma and Brahmottara, and still higher Lāntava and Kāpiṣṭha. Higher up are Sukra and Mahāsukra, higher still Satāra and Sahasrāra, higher still Aranā and Acyuta. At the top and at the bottom, each kalpa must be understood to have one lord. In the middle there is one lord for every two kalpas. This is the purport. There are four lords for the four kalpas of Saudharma, Aīśāna, Sānāt-kumāra and Māhendrā. There is one lord named Brahma for the two kalpas of Brahma and Brahmottara. Lāntava is the lord of Lāntava and Kāpiṣṭha Kalpa. Sukra is the lord of Sukra and Mahāsukra Kalpa. Satāra is the lord of Satāra and Sahasrāra Kalpa. There are four lords for the four kalpas of Anata, Prāṇata, Aranā and Acyuta. Thus there are twelve lords for the devas residing in the kalpas.

Mount Meru of Jambudvīpa is embedded in the earth to a depth of 1,000 yojanas and is 99,000 yojanas high. Below it is the lower world. That which extends transversely within this range (namely the height of Mount Meru) is the transverse world. Above it is the upper world. The crest of Meru is of the height of forty yojanas. And the celestial oar called Rjuvimāna, the Indraka of Saudharma Kalpa, is only one hair's breadth from the crest of Mount Meru. Other details must be ascertained from Lokānyoga. Why is the word nava mentioned separately as nāvasu graiveyakeṣu? It is intended to indicate that there are other nine vimānas called Anudīśa Vimānas. By this the Anudības must be understood to have been included.

The next sutra describes the characteristic differences of Vaimānikas from one another.

शिलिप्रभावसुखदयुतिले भूवाचिद्धिरिवि वाद्विगः अधिकः || २० ||

Slhitiprabhāvasukhaduyutilebhavacidadhirdiyāvadhvīgāyato adhikāh (20)
20. There is increase with regard to the lifetime, power, happiness, brilliance, purity in thought-colouration, capacity of the senses and range of clairvoyance.

Owing to the fruition of life-karma acquired by oneself, the soul's association with the body in a particular birth is called lifetime. Capacity to confer benefits or inflict pain on others is superhuman power. Enjoyment of sensuous pleasures is happiness. The splendour of the body, the dress and the ornaments constitute brilliance. The thought-complexions have been mentioned. *Leśyāvīśuddhi* is the purity of the thought-complexions. *Indriyāvadhiśaya* means the capacity of the senses and the range of clairvoyance. The suffix 'tasi' denotes that they are superior in these respects. The *Vaimāṇikas* higher and higher up are superior to those lower and lower down with regard to lifetime and so on.

Increase with regard to lifetime etc. may extend to movement etc. The next sutra is intended to preclude such an unwarrantable interpretation.

**Gatikariraparigrahābhimānato hināh:** (21)

(But) there is decrease with regard to motion, stature, attachment and pride.

Motion is the cause of movement from one place to another. The body is the transformable body. Attachment is fondness for worldly things owing to the fruition of greed. Pride is haughtiness or self-conceit arising from the passion of pride. These grow less and less in the case of *Vaimāṇikas* higher and higher up. The fondness for pastime in other places becomes less. Hence higher and higher up there is less movement in the case of the celestial beings. The stature of *Saudhārma* and *Aisāna* devas is seven cubits, that of *Sānatakaṇa* and *Māhendra* six, that of *Brahma*, *Brahmottara*, *Lāntaua* and *Kāpiṣṭha* five, that of *Sukra*, *Mahāśukra*, *Satāra* and *Sahasrāra* four, that of *Ānata* and *Pṛāṇata* three and a half, that of *Āraṇa* and *Acyuta* three, that of the lower *Graiveyakas* two and a half, that of the middle *Graiveyakas* two, that of the upper *Graiveyakas* and *Anudīśavimānas* one and a half and that of
the rest (Anuttaravimānas) one cubit. Higher and higher up the attachment relating to habitation, dress, retinue, and possessions is less and less. Similarly, higher and higher up pride also is less and less, as the passions grow less and less.

The rule concerning the thought-colouration of the first three orders has been mentioned earlier. Now the rule concerning that of the fourth order is given below.

22. In two, three and the rest (they are of) yellow, rose (pink) and white thought-complexions. Yellow and pink and white are yellow, pink and white. Those who have yellow, pink and white complexes are called yellow, pink and white complexes. How are the last sounds of pītā, padmā and sukā made short in the sūtra? This takes place according to the rule of auttarapadikam. According to this rule, madhyamā becomes shortened to madhyama in "drutāyam taparakarane madhyamavilambitayorupasamkhyānam." Otherwise pītā and padmā and sukā are coloured objects. Those who have thought-complexes like these are pītapadmasukkaleṣyāḥ.

Now what complexion is for whom? Saudharama and Aīśāṇa devas are coloured by yellow thought-complexion. Sānakuṣumāra and Māhendra devas are coloured by yellow and pink thought-complexions. Those in Brahma, Brahmatāra, Lāṅlava and Kāpiśṭha Kalpas are actuated by pink thought-complexion. The devas in Sukra, Mahaśukra, Satara and Sahasrāra Kalpas are actuated by pink and white thought-complexions, and those from Ānata onwards by white thought-complexion. Even here the devas in Anudiṣa and Anuttara Vimānas are actuated by pure white thought-complexion. Now, the mixing up of two

1 Auttarapadikam is a compound in which the sense of the last member is the chief one. In such compounds the end-vowels of all the words but the last one become short, by the words taking their corresponding masculine forms. For instance, drutā madhyamā vilambitā mātrāḥ become drutamadhyamavilambitamātrāḥ (mātrā: a prosodical instant; a measure of time in music). Similarly, the end-vowels of pītā, padmā, and sukā become shortened in the compound pītāpadmasukkaleṣyāḥ.
complexions is not mentioned in the sutra. Why, then, are these taken together? It is because of association according to worldly usage. For instance when we say, 'Those with umbrellas march', it refers also to some without umbrellas among them. Similarly, one of the two mixed thought-complexions is mentioned here also. How is this interpretation indicated in the sutra? It is taken as follows. In the first two pairs of kalpas the yellow thought-complexion occurs. With regard to Śānaka and Māhendra Kalpas the pink thought-complexion is not expressly mentioned but implied. In the three pairs of kalpas commencing with Brahmaloka the pink thought-complexion prevails. With regard to Sukra and Mahāsukra the white thought-complexion is not explicitly stated. In the other kalpas from Śaṅkara onwards the white thought-complexion prevails, as the pink thought-complexion is not expressly mentioned. Thus there is no fault in the interpretation given.

Kalpas have been mentioned. What are kalpas?

Prāggrāiveyakabhyāḥ kalpāḥ

23. Prior to Graiveyakas are the kalpas.

It is not known wherefrom the kalpas commence. Hence Saudharma etc. are taken over (from sutra 19). By this it means that Saudharma and the rest up to Graiveyakas are the kalpas. It also follows that the others are beyond the kalpas.

Where are Laukāntikas included? Among Kalpavāsis. How is it?

Brahmalokālaya laukāntikāḥ

24. Brahmaloka is the abode of Laukāntikas.

Ālaya is that in which one dwells, that is abode. Those who have Brahmaloka as their abode are Laukāntikas. If so, it would include all the devas residing there. No. The word is taken in its etymological sense. Brahmaloka is Loka. Lokānta is its end or border. Those who are born there are called Laukāntikas and not all. Their abodes are situated in the
borders of Brahmaloka. Otherwise, that which is diffused with birth, old age and death is loka, that is saṁsāra. Lokānta means at the end of it. Those who are at the end of saṁsāra (transmigration) are called Laukāntikas. All of them have come to the end of transmigration. Coming down from there, they take one birth and attain beatitude.

They have been mentioned in general. Their divisions are mentioned next.

Sārasvatīdītyavahnyarunāgardenoyatuṣītavyābādhārūṣṭāsca

25. They are Sārasvata, Aditya, Vahni, Aruṇa, Gardatoya, Tuṣita, Aव्याबधा and Arīṣṭa (groups).

Where do these dwell? These eight classes of devas reside respectively in the eight directions of the east, the north, etc. The abode of Sārāvatī group is in the north-eastern direction, that of Adityas in the east, that of Vahni in the south-east, that of Aruṇa in the south, that of Gardatoya in the south-west, that of Tuṣita in the west, that of Avyābādha in the north-west and that of Arīṣṭa in the north. The particle 'ca' is intended to include two groups of devas between each pair of those enumerated. It is as follows. Between Sārasvatas and Adityas are Agnyābhas and Sūryābhas. Between Adityas and Vahnis are Chandrābhas and Satyābhas. Between Vahnis and Aruṇas are Sreyaskaras and Kṣemānkaras. Between Aruṇas and Gardatoyas are Vṛṣabhēṣṭas and Kāmacaras. Between Gardatoyas and Tūṣitas are Nirmāṇarajas and Digantarākṣitas. Between Tūṣitas and Aव्याबधas are Ālmarākṣitas and Sarva-rākṣitas. Between Aव्याबधas and Arīṣṭas are Maruts and Vāsus. Between Arīṣṭas and Sārasvatas are Ākṣas and Vīkṣas. All these are independent, as there is no inequality among them. They are celestial sages, as they are devoid of longing.

1 They are born in the middle world in the regions of labour and they attain liberation, as liberation is possible only in this terrestrial world of human effort. In the lands of paradise and in celestial regions, the desires are fulfilled instantaneously without any effort. Hence there is no room for labour and endeavour.
for sensual pleasures. They are worthy of veneration by other devas. They are well-versed in the scriptures of fourteen pūrvas. They are intent on strengthening the resolve of the Tirthamkaras at the time of their renunciation.

It has been said that Laukāntikas come down from heaven, take a single birth and attain liberation. Is there any such rule relating to the liberation of other devas?

विजयादिगु द्विचरमा:\nVijayādigu dvicaramāḥ (26)

26. In Vijaya and the others the devas are of two final births.

Adi means of that sort. By this Vijaya, Vaijayanta, Jayanta, Aparājita and the nine Anudīsa Vīmānas are included. What is meant by 'of that sort'? They are supreme lords and are born with right belief. It is argued that Sarvārthasiddhi also is included here. No. They are of superior excellence. And from the etymological meaning of the word, they are of one birth, that is reincarnated only once. The final body is with reference to human birth. Those who take two human births are called dvicaramas. They come down from Vijaya etc. and they are born as men without any fall in their right faith. They practise restraint as saints and are born again in Vijaya etc. Again they come down, are born as men, and attain liberation. Hence they are described as of two births.

While describing the dispositions consequent on the rise of karmas, the disposition of the animal state of existence has been mentioned. Again, while describing the duration of life, the sutra, 'Also of the animals' has been added. What are animals?

औपपादिकामुख्यस्वेभ्यः भोपतितिर्यायनयः\nAupapādikāmanusyeybyah beṣāstirigyagyonayah (27)

27. The beings other than celestial, infernal and human beings are animals.

Aupapādikas are celestial and infernal beings. The human beings have been described, while mentioning that human beings live within Mānuṣottara. The rest are the transmigra-
ting souls other than these. They are born as animals. Just as in the case of celestial beings and the others, the regions of subhuman beings must also be described. But they are spread throughout the universe. Hence their regions are not mentioned.

The lifetime of infernal, human and subhuman beings has been described. That of devas has not been described, and hence it has to be described. First the lifetime of the first order of devas—namely the Residential devas—is mentioned.

28. The lifetime of Asura, Nāga, Suparṇa and Dvīpa kumāras and the rest of the Residential devas is one sāgaropama, three palyas, two and a half palyas, two palyas, and one and a half palyas.

Asura and the others are taken respectively with sāgaropama and the rest. This is the maximum duration. The minimum is mentioned later. It is as follows. The lifetime of Asuras is one sāgaropama, that of Nāgas three palyas, that of Suparṇas two and a half, that of Dvīpas two, and that of the other six classes one and a half palyas.

The lifetime of Vyantarās and Jyotiśkas (the Peripatetic and the Stellar devas) is to be described next in the regular order. But these are passed over and that of the Vaimānikas is described next. Why? Their (that of the Peripatetic and the Stellar devas) lifetime is mentioned briefly later on. Among the kalpas the lifetime of the devas in the first two kalpas is mentioned in the next sutra.

29. In Saudhārma and Aiśāna Kalpas the maximum lifetime is a little over two sāgaropamas.

Sāgaropame is dual. Hence the meaning is two sāgaropamas.
'More' is the governing rule. Up to what does it apply? Up to Sahasrāra. How is this ascertained? From the particle 'tu' in the later sutra. It follows that the lifetime of Saudharmā and Aiśāna devas is a little over two sāgaropamas.

What is the lifetime of the next two?

Sānatkūramāhendrayoh sapta

30. In Sānatkumāra and Māhendra seven.
The maximum lifetime of devas in these two kalpas is a little over seven sāgaropamas.

The lifetime of devas from Brahma to Acyuta Kalpa is indicated next.

Trisaptanavaiḍaśatrayodāsapaḍacadabhīradhāni tu

31. But more by three, seven, nine, eleven, thirteen and fifteen.

Seven is the subject in hand. It is added to three etc. Three added to seven, seven added to seven, and so on. Similarly, these must be taken with two, two kalpas. 'Tu' is intended to indicate particularity. What particularity does it indicate? 'A little over' supplied from the previous sutra (29) is taken only with the first four and not the last two. It is as follows. The lifetime of devas in Brahma and Brahmaśātra is a little over ten sāgaropamas, that of devas in Lāntava and Kāpiṣṭha a little over fourteen, that of devas in Suṅka and Maḥāśukra a little over sixteen, that of devas in Sātāra and Sahasrāra a little over eighteen sāgaropamas, that of devas in Anata and Prāṇata twenty sāgaropamas, and that of devas in Arāṇa and Acyuta twenty-two sāgaropamas.

The lifetime of the rest is mentioned next.
32. Above Ṛraṇa and Acyuta, in Navagraiveyakas, Vijaya, etc. and Sarvarthasiddhi, it is more and more by one sāgara. 'More' is supplied. It must be taken thus, that is 'more by one and one'. Why is nine mentioned? It is in order to indicate that in each Graiveyaka the lifetime is more by one sāgara. Otherwise, the increase in the nine Graiveyakas would be only one. In Vijayādiṣu the word 'adi' denotes kinds. By this the anudīsas are included. Sarvarthasiddhi is mentioned separately, as there is no minimum. This is the purport. In the lower Graiveyakas twenty-three in the first, twenty-four in the second, and twenty-five in the third. In the middle Graiveyakas twenty-six in the first, twenty-seven in the second and twenty-eight in the third. In the upper Graiveyakas twenty-nine in the first, thirty in the second and thirty-one in the third. In Anudīsamānas thirty-two. In Vijaya and the others the maximum duration of life is thirty-three sāgaropamas. In Sarvarthasiddhi thirty-three only (no minimum).

The minimum is mentioned next.

अपरा पल्योपामधिकम् ॥ ३३ ॥
Palyopamamadhihikam (33)

33. The minimum is a little over one palyopama. Palyopama has been explained. Aparā is the minimum duration of life. A little over palyopama. Of whom? Of Saudharm and Aīśāṇa devas. How is it implied? From the next sutra.

The minimum of the rest is mentioned next.

परत: परत: पूर्वपूर्वन्तराः ॥ ३४ ॥
Parakah parakah pūrvāpūrvānantaraḥ (34)

34. The maximum of the immediately preceding is the minimum of the next one (kalpa).

'Parata' means higher up. The repetition indicates succession. Similarly with regard to lower down. 'More' is supplied. By this it must be taken thus. It has been said that the maximum lifetime in Saudharm and Aīśāna is a little over two sāgaropamas. That is the minimum lifetime in Sānakumāra and Māhendra. The maximum lifetime of devas in
Sānaikumāra and Māhenāra is a little over seven sāgaropamas. And that is the minimum in Brahma and Brahmottara. Similarly with regard to the rest.

The maximum lifetime of infernal beings has been described. The minimum has not been mentioned in the sutra. Nor is it the subject under consideration. Yet it is described here for the sake of brevity.

नारकाणां च द्वितीयादिभिः || ३५ ||

Narakāṇām ca dvitiyādiśu  (35)

35. The same with regard to infernal beings from the second infernal region onwards.

What for is 'ca' used? It is for taking over the rule just mentioned. What is it? The maximum of the immediately preceding is the minimum of the next one. From this the following meaning is inferred. The maximum lifetime of infernal beings in the first earth Ratnaprabhā is one sāgaropama. That is the minimum in the second earth Sarkarā-prabhā. The maximum lifetime of infernal beings in the second earth is three sāgaropamas. And that is the minimum in the third, namely Valukā-prabhā.

Thus the minimum lifetime from the second earth onwards has been mentioned. What is the minimum in the first?

दशावर्णसहस्राणि प्रथमायम् || ३६ ||

Daśavarṣasahasrāṇī prathamāyām  (36)

36. Ten thousand years in the first.

'The minimum lifetime' is supplied. The minimum lifetime in the first earth is ten thousand years.

What is the minimum lifetime of the Residential devas?

भवनेषु च || ३७ ||

Bhavaneṣu ca  (37)

37. In the Residential regions also.

What does 'ca' signify? It is intended to include the present subject. Therefore, it follows that the minimum lifetime of the Residential devas is also ten thousand years.

If so what is the minimum of the Peripatetic devas?
38. Of the Peripatetic also.

The word 'ca' is intended to include the present subject. Therefore, it is understood that the minimum of the Peripatetic devas is also ten thousand years.

What is the maximum lifetime of these?

39. The maximum is a little over one palyopama.

The maximum lifetime of the Peripatetic devas is a little over one palyopama.

Now the maximum lifetime of the Stellar devas has to be mentioned.

40. Of the Stellar devas also.

'Ca' is intended to supply what has been mentioned above. So it is to be taken in this manner. The maximum lifetime of the Stellar devas is a little over one palyopama.

What is the minimum?

41. The minimum is one-eighth of it.

One-eighth of a palyopama is the minimum lifetime of the Stellar devas.

Now special mention has been made of Laukāntikas. But their lifetime has not been particularized. How much is it?

42. Eight sāgaropamas for all Laukāntikas.

All these Laukāntikas are of white thought-complexion. Their stature is five cubits.

1 The Stellar celestials include the planets also. Refer to sutra 12.
THE CATEGORY OF THE NON-LIVING

The substance of soul (jīva), one of the subjects of right faith, has been explained. Now, we have to investigate the substance of non-soul (the non-living or ajivas). The names and the categories (divisions) of the non-soul are mentioned.

1. The non-soul substances (bodies) are the medium of motion, the medium of rest, space and matter.

The term 'kāya' is derived from 'body'. Here it is applied on the basis of analogy. The non-soul substances are called bodies on the analogy of the body of a living being. In what respect is there analogy? Just as the body is a conglomeration of matter, so also there is manifoldness of space-points in the medium of motion etc. Hence these substances also are called bodies. Ajivāśca (the non-soul substances) and te kāyāśca (bodies) form ajivakāyāḥ (the non-soul bodies). This is a compound formed of an adjective and a noun. It is argued that this type of compound has reference only to things which are discordant, such as nila and utpala in nilotpala (the blue lotus). The reply is that herein also there is discordance or irregularity. For the word 'non-soul' applies to time also which is not a multitude, and the word 'body' refers to the soul also. What is the purpose of the word 'body'? The word 'body' is intended to indicate a multitude of space-points. The space-points of the medium of motion are a multitude. The multitude of space-points is indicated in sutra 8, which says that there are innumerable space-points in the medium of motion, the medium of rest and in a single soul. Why, then, should the word 'body' be included here to indicate the multitude of space-points? Here it is indicated in general. On the basis of this, it is determined
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later that the space-points are innumerable and are neither numerable nor infinite.

Besides these are called bodies in order to indicate that there is no multitude of space-points in time. Time is described later. To exclude space-points to time, the word ‘body’ (multitude) is mentioned here. The atom (the smallest indivisible unit) is of the extent it pervades (i.e. one space-point), and it has no second space-point. Hence the atom is said to have no space-point. Similarly, the atom of time too is of the extent of one space-point, and so it is said to have no space-point.

These are called by the general name of non-soul, as the characteristic mark of the soul is absent in these. The particular names dharma, adharma, ākāśa and pudgala are Jaina terminology.

The word ‘substances’ (dravyas) has been used in previous sutras. What are substances?

Dravyāni

2. These (four) are substances (dravyas).

That, which is attained through its own, or attains its own, modifications without violating its nature, is a substance. Some say that substance (dravya) is that which possesses substantenesses (dravyatva), but their separate existence is not proved. The association of the stick and the man takes place, as they exist separately. But the substance and its quality do not exist separately in that manner. If there can be union even of two things which do not exist separately, there can be union of a non-existent lotus and the sky, and of a normal person and a second head. If separate existence is admitted, then the invention of the quality of a substance (substanceness) is useless.

Some others say that a collection of qualities is a substance. Even then, if there be no distinction between the qualities and

That is, if union is admitted between two things which do not exist separately, then there must be lotuses in the sky and men with two heads. But these are not seen.
the substance denoted by the assemblage of qualities, the name of substance is not justified. If the distinction be admitted, it is open to the same defects pointed out above.

But do not the same defects apply to the definition, 'that, which (attains attributes or is attained by attributes) undergoes modifications is a substance'? No. For somehow both distinction and non-distinction are admitted between substance and quality. Hence the name of substance is justified. Neither substance nor quality is perceived without the other. So substance and quality are not distinct. But the two are distinct from the point of view of names, characteristic marks, usefulness, etc. Hence the medium of motion etc. are substances. The subjects under consideration, namely the medium of motion etc. are in the plural. Hence the plural 'द्रव्याणि' is used in the sutra. It is contended that, if there is conformity with regard to number, there must be conformity with regard to gender also. (That is, it must be 'द्रव्यः' in conformity with 'पुद्गलः' in the first sutra.)

But this contention has no point. For words never change their usual gender. Therefore, the neuter plural form for द्रव्यā in the sutra is correct.

The name द्रव्यa will apply only to the four mentioned in the first sutra. Hence the next sutra is intended to include the other two.

अज्ञात जिवाः (3)

3. The souls also (are substances).

The word 'soul' has been explained already. The plural is used to indicate the different classes of souls (souls at different stages of development) already described. The particle 'ca' is intended to supply the word 'substances' from the previous sutra. That is, the souls also are substances. Thus these along with time which is mentioned later constitute the six substances. Now the definition of substance is given later as follows. 'That which has qualities and modes is a substance.' From that definition it follows that the medium of motion and

1 पुद्गलाः is masculine plural, and द्रव्याणि is neuter plural.
the rest (i.e. the medium of rest, space, etc.) are substances. Then where is the need for enumeration of these as substances? The enumeration is for accurate determination. This excludes earth, water, etc., mentioned in other systems. For instance earth, water, fire, air and mind are included under matter. These are characterized by colour, taste, smell and touch as the sense of sight is. It is not true to say that air and mind do not possess colour, taste, etc. Indeed air possesses colour and so on, as it possesses touch like the pitcher and so on. If it be said that colour, taste and smell are absent in air because these are not perceived by the sense of sight, then it would lead to the negation of atoms also\(^1\). Water is characterized by smell, as it possesses touch like earth. Fire also is characterized by taste and smell, as it possesses colour like earth. Similarly the mind also is of two kinds, the physical mind and the psychical mind. Therein the psychical mind is knowledge. And knowledge is the attribute of the soul. So it comes under soul. As the physical mind is characterized by colour, taste, smell and touch, it is a modification of matter. The physical mind is characterized by colour, taste, smell and touch; for it is the cause of knowledge like the sense of sight. Now, it is contended that sound (word) which is non-material is also the cause of knowledge. So the reason advanced is fallacious. But this is not true. Sound is material, for it is of the nature of matter. Again, it is contended that we do not see the air and mind producing the effect (kārayātvan) of colour, taste, etc., as we do in the case of atoms. We say that such an effect can be produced in their case also. For we admit that all atoms can produce effects containing (all) colours, tastes, smells, etc. There are no atoms of the class of earth, water, fire or air. For all activity proceeds with the intermixture or blending of classes. Direction is included in space. The convention of east, west, etc., in the series or rows of the points of space is based on the rise of the sun etc. For

\(^1\) If imperceptibility implies non-existence, the existence of atoms also should be denied, as atoms cannot be perceived. But all schools of thought admit the existence of atoms though imperceptible. Hence imperceptibility is no proof of non-existence.
instance, this direction is here. (The east is in this direction of sunrise.)

The special characteristics of substances are described next.

\textit{Nityāvasthitānyarūpāni} (4)

4. (The substances are) eternal, fixed in number and colourless (non-material).

'Nityam' means eternal. It is formed from the verb 'ni' with the addition of the suffix 'tyah'.

The substances such as the medium of motion, the medium of rest, etc., never lose (are never dissociated from) their special characteristics of facilitating movement, rest, etc., and their common characteristics of existence etc. Hence these are eternal, because these are indestructible. It is stated later that to be eternal is not to lose its nature of permanence in change. Since the fixed number is not violated, the substances remain fixed in number, and do not at any time exceed the fixed limit of six. So these are said to remain constant. These are colourless as these do not possess colour (form). By negation of colour, the accompanying attributes of taste, smell and touch also are negatived. Hence these are colourless, that is non-material.

Just as the common characteristics of eternity and fixity in number characterize all substances, so non-materiality also would apply to matter. Hence the exception is mentioned.

\textit{Rūpināḥ ātmasādāt rūpīnaḥ} (5)

5. Things which have form constitute matter (\textit{pudgalas} )

\textit{Rūpa} means form. What is form? The effect of the aggregation of colour, taste, etc. is form. Things which have form are called material objects. Otherwise 'rūpa' is a word denoting a certain quality. And things which possess this quality are material objects (\textit{rupins}). It does not however mean that taste, smell, etc., are excluded, as colour is inseparably connected with these. The plural 'pudgalāḥ' is used in order to indicate the different forms of matter, such as atoms and
molecules. These different forms of matter are described later. If it be admitted that matter is formless and one as pre-mordial nature, (as in Sāṁkhya philosophy), it would contradict the manifold effects that are seen.

Is each of the other substances such as the medium of motion divisible like matter? No.

6. The substances (mentioned in the first sutra) up to space are indivisible wholes (i.e. each is one single continuum).

The particle ‘ā’ in the sutra denotes the limit. The substances must be taken in the order in which these are mentioned in the sutra (1). Hence the medium of motion, the medium of rest and space are taken. The word ‘eka’ denotes number, and it qualifies the word dravya. One and substance is one substance. If so the plural dravyāṇi (substances) is unnecessary. The reference to the medium of motion and the other substances implies the plural. It is argued that the principle of brevity is violated by the mention of dravya (substance) in the sutra. It should be ‘ekadharmi’ (each is one) instead of ‘ekadravyāṇi’ (each is one substance). Still dravya (substance) is included in the sutra, in order to specify that oneness (a single continuous extension) is with regard to substance. With regard to place, time and so on, each substance is innumerable, infinite and so on. It implies that the medium of motion or the medium of rest or space is not many in the manner of souls and forms of matter.

Is there any other peculiarity with regard to these three substances?

7. These three (the medium of motion, the medium of rest and space) are also without activity (movement).

The mode of a substance arising from internal and external causes, which is the cause of its motion, is called activity. Niṣkriyāṇi means without activity or movement. The medium
of motion etc. are without such activity (movement). If so there can be no origination. Things like the pitcher are originated (produced) by activity. If there is no origination, there can be no destruction. Hence the definition of all substances as characterized by origination, destruction and permanence cannot be held. No, it is not so. What is the reason? The presence of these can be established otherwise than by activity (movement). Though there is no origination by activity in the case of the medium of motion and the other two, it can be shown otherwise. It is thus. Origination is of two kinds, that is by internal and external causes. Origination by internal cause is described thus. By the authority of the scriptures infinite attributes ‘agurulghunagunas’, which maintain individuality of substances, are admitted. These undergo six different steps of infinitesimal changes of rhythmic rise and fall¹ (increase and decrease). Origination and decay are established by these changes. External causes also produce origination and decay. The media of motion and rest are the causes of motion and rest of horses, cows and others, and space provides accommodation to them. The latter (horses etc.) are different from instant to instant. Hence it follows that the former which are the cause of the latter are also different from instant to instant. Thus origination and decay are attributed. It is objected that, if the medium of motion and the other two are without activity (movement), then these cannot be the cause of motion, rest and accommodation of living beings and forms of matter. For only substances such as water characterized by activity are the cause of the motion and rest of fish and other objects. There is no contradiction. These substances simply help living beings etc. in motion, rest, etc. just as the eyes. For instance, the eyes help in the sight of colour, but these are powerless in the case of a person whose mind is distracted². If inactivity is admitted in the case of the medium of motion etc., it follows

¹ This wave-like process is a common and natural feature of all substances, found in the atom as well as in the mass.

² Dharma facilitates motion of objects which are impelled to move, but it does not itself impel them to move. It should be interpreted similarly with regard to adharma and akāśa.
that the souls and the forms of matter are characterized by activity (movement). But activity cannot refer to time, as it is not the subject under reference. It is for this reason that time is not included along with these.

The term 'kāya' is included in the phrase ajivakāya (the non-living bodies). This indicates the existence of space-points. But the extent of space-points is not determined. The space-points are specified in the next sutra.

असंख्येन प्रेतेना धर्मधारामैकाजातां ॥ ८ ॥

Asaṅkhyeyāḥ praḍeśāḥ dharmādharmaikajāvanām (8)

8. There are innumerable points of space in the medium of motion, the medium of rest and in each individual soul.

What cannot be counted is innumerable. Innumerable is of three kinds, the minimum, the maximum, and that which is neither the minimum nor the maximum (i.e., midway between the two). Here the third variety of innumerable is implied. A space-point (praḍeśa) is the space occupied by an indivisible elementary particle (paramāṇu). The medium of motion, the medium of rest and each soul have the same innumerable space-points. The media of motion and rest are co-extensive with the universe. The soul is of the same number of space-points as the other two. Still the soul is capable of contraction and expansion. So it occupies either a small body or a big one determined by its karmas. But, when the soul expands filling up the universe (prior to liberation), first the central eight points of the soul occupy the centre of the place called citra vajra patala, which is underneath Mount Mandara. And then the soul spreads filling up the entire universe in all directions.

The units (space-points) of ākāśa or space are mentioned next.

आकाशायान्त्तरः ॥ ९ ॥

Ākāśasyānantāḥ (9)

1 Though the indivisible elementary particle is not the same as the atom (it is much smaller than the atom), the term 'atom' is used in the translation to denote the ultimate indivisible particle for the sake of simplicity.

2 See note on Kevali-samudghāta on pages 13 and 102.
9. The units of space are infinite.

Space pervades both the universe and the non-universe\(^1\). Infinite means endless. What is infinite? The space-points of ākāśa or space are infinite. The idea of space-points is to be understood as in the previous instance.

The extent of space-points of non-material substances has been mentioned. Now the space-points of forms of matter must be ascertained.

\[\text{Samkhya\textit{samkhaya\textit{pudgala\textit{nám}}} (10)\]  

10. (The space-points) of forms of matter are numerable and innumerable also.

The particle 'ca' in the sutra includes infinite times infinite also. Some molecules of matter have countable space-points, some others countless and yet others infinite space-points. It is contended that infinite times infinite should be mentioned in the sutra. But it is untenable. For the latter (infinite times infinite) is based on the former (infinite). Infinite is of three kinds, paritānātam, yuktānātam and anantarānātam.

All these are based on the infinite which is common. A contention arises. It is admitted that the universe is of innumerable space-points. How, then, can the universe accommodate molecules of infinite and infinite times infinite space-points? It is contradictory. Therefore it cannot be infinite. No, there is no inconsistency here. The indivisible particles of matter are capable of taking subtle forms, and in such subtle forms even infinite particles of matter can find accommodation in one space-point. And their pervading capacity is also not affected. Therefore, there is no inconsistency in infinite particles of matter (in a subtle state) dwelling in one space-point.

In the previous sutra the forms of matter (pudgalas) are mentioned in general. Hence the space-points mentioned will

---

\(^1\) The space in which the other substances are found is called the universe or loka. The empty space outside the universe is called the non-universe or aloka. In the non-universe, space alone exists without the other five substances, namely the souls, the medium of motion, the medium of rest, matter and time.
apply also to the indivisible atom. The next sutra is intended to exclude the indivisible particle of matter.

नाणो: ॥ ११ ॥

Nāṇoh (11)

11. (There are) no space-points for the atom (indivisible unit of matter).

There are no space-points for the indivisible unit of matter, as it is of the extent of one space-point. One space-point of ākāśā (space) is considered without space-point, as there is no splitting or division of space-point. Similarly the indivisible particle of matter is also of one space-point, and there can be no division of the spatial unit. Further there is nothing smaller than an anu (indivisible particle). So there can be no division of its space-point.

The next sutra is intended to indicate the location of the medium of motion and so on.

लोकाकाशः: ॥ १२ ॥

Lokākāśe avagāhaḥ (12)

12. (These substances—the media of motion and rest, the souls and the forms of matter—) are located in the space of the universe.

The substances mentioned such as the medium of motion are located in the space of the universe, and not outside it. If space is the support of the medium of motion and so on, what is the support of space? The reply is that there is no other support for space. Space is supported by itself. Now the following contention arises. If another support is postulated for the medium of motion and the other substances, another support must be postulated for space also. If that is done, it will lead to infinite regress. But it is not so. There is no substance which is more extensive than space, wherein it can be said to be located. It is infinitefold of all other categories. Hence, from the empirical point of view, space is said to be the receptacle (support) of the medium of motion etc. But, from the intrinsically genuine or exact point of view, all substances are situated in themselves. For instance, if some one asks
another, 'Where are you?' he gives the reply, 'I am in myself.'
The effect of referring to these as the supporter and the supported (the container and the contained) amounts to only this much. The medium of motion and the other substances do not exist outside the space of the universe. It is contended that the idea or state of the container and the contained applies only to things which come into existence one after the other. For instance the plums are in the basin. In that manner space is not prior to the other substances such as the medium of motion. Hence, even from the empirical point of view, it is not proper to speak of space and the rest as the supporter and the supported. But this is not improper. The idea of the supporter and the supported applies even to things which come into existence at the same time. For instance, we speak of colour etc. in the pitcher and hands etc. in the body.

Now what is the universe? That is called the universe, wherein the substances such as the media of motion and rest are seen to exist. Space is divided into two parts, the universe-space and the non-universe-space. The universe has been described. Space in the universe is the universe-space. And beyond it is the infinite non-universe-space. The distinction between the universe and the non-universe is based on the presence of the media of motion and rest. If the medium of motion does not exist in the universe-space, there can be no certain cause of movement. And there can be no distinction of universe and non-universe. If the medium of rest does not exist, there can be no cause assisting rest. Things will not be stationary, or there will be no distinction of universe and non-universe. Therefore, owing to the existence of both the media of motion and rest, the distinction of universe and non-universe is established.

The extent of their pervasiveness is mentioned next.

The basin is prior to the plums. But from the Jaina point of view all substances are uncreated, self-existing and beginningless. Hence the question of space being prior to the other substances does not arise. Such a view is untenable from the Jaina standpoint.
13. The media of motion and rest pervade the entire universe-space.

The word ‘entire’ indicates all-pervasiveness. The media of motion and rest are not situated in the universe like a pitcher in a house. These two pervade the entire universe (without leaving any inter-space) in the manner of oil in the sesame seeds. And these two interpenetrate without any obstruction, as these are possessed of the capacity of immersion.\(^1\)

The material objects having form are different from the non-material substances such as the medium of motion. These extend from one unit of space to innumerable, innumerable and infinite units of space. What is the nature of accommodation of material objects?

\[\text{Ekapradeśādiśu bhājyaḥ pudgalānām} \quad (14)\]

14. The forms of matter occupy (inhabit) from one unit of space onwards.

The compound of one and unit of space is one unit of space. That, which has one unit of space as the beginning, is beginning with one unit of space.

The accommodation of forms of matter in the space-points of ākāśa is in diverse ways. From the nature of the compound one unit of space is also taken. For instance, one elementary particle (paramāṇu) occupies one unit of space. Two particles either combined or separate occupy one or two units of space. Three particles either combined or separate occupy one, two or three units of space according to the nature of the molecular combination. Similarly, molecules of innumerable, innumerable and infinite atoms are accommodated in one, countable and countless units of space. Now, it stands to reason that the non-material substances such as the media of motion and rest can both be accommodated in the same place at the same time without obstruction. But how is it possible in the case of material objects? It is possible even in the case of material

\(^1\) This is possible because the media of motion and rest as well as space are non-material.
objects, as these are capable of immersion or condensation and of taking subtle forms. For instance, the lights\(^1\) from several lamps in a room intermingle. It should be understood in this manner from the authority of the scriptures also. It has been said as follows.

"The universe is densely (without inter-space) filled with several varieties of infinite times infinite forms of matter of subtle and gross nature in all the directions (i.e. horizontally and vertically)."

What is the nature of penetration of souls in space?

असंख्येयमागातिशु जीवानास्  
Asamkhyaeyohhagadisu jivānām  
(15)

15. The Souls inhabit from one of innumerable parts of the universe-space.

'In the universe-space' (lokākāśe) is taken over from sutra 12. The universe-space is divided into innumerable parts. Each part may be taken for a unit of space. The souls occupy from a single unit of space\(^2\) onwards. For instance, one soul inhabits one unit of space. Similarly, one soul can permeate two, three, four, five units of space up to the extent of the entire universe. But all the souls taken together permeate the entire universe. Now a contention arises. If one soul occupies one unit of space, how can infinite times infinite souls with their several bodies find room in the universe-space, which is only of the extent of innumerable units of space? It should be understood that the souls dwell in subtle and gross forms. The gross ones possess bodies which offer obstruction. But even infinite times infinite souls in a subtle state (the lowest category of souls with one sense only) along with their subtle bodies dwell even in the space occupied by a single one-sensed nigoda jīva. There is no obstruction among themselves and between them and the gross ones. So there is no contradiction in the fact of infinite times infinite souls residing in the innumerable units of space of the universe.

\(^{1}\) Light is a form of matter according to the Jaina view.
\(^{2}\) i.e. one/innumerable part of the universe-space.
It has been said that each soul is of the same units of space as the universe. How, then, can a soul reside in one unit of space (the universe-space divided into innumerable parts)? Should not each soul permeate the entire universe?

Pradeśasambhāravishārābhyaṁ pradīpavat (16)

16. (It is possible) by the contraction and expansion of the space-points (of a soul) as in the case of the light of a lamp.

The soul which is non-material somehow assumes material form on account of beginningless bondage. And it dwells in small or big bodies on account of its karmic body by contraction and expansion as the light of the lamp. Therefore, the soul can dwell in one, two, etc. of the innumerable parts of the universe. The light of a lamp lit in an open space extends far and wide. But it extends only to the limit of a dish or a room in which the lamp is placed.

It is contended that the medium of motion and the rest will become one by their commingling with one another because of their reciprocal spatial interpenetration. But it is not so. Though there is reciprocal commingling of the substances, these do not give up their intrinsic nature. “All the substances interpenetrate, they give space (accommodation) to one another, and they commingle with one another. Yet these never give up their own nature.”

If so let the distinction in their nature be mentioned.

Gatisthityupagrahaṁ dharmādharmaṇyorupakārah (17)

17. The functions of the media of motion and rest are to assist motion and rest respectively.

Moving from one place to another is motion. The opposite of this is rest. Motion and rest are motion and rest. That which helps in motion and rest alone is assisting in motion and rest. The media of motion and rest constitute the subject. Assisting is assistance. What is it? Assisting in motion and in rest.
The media of motion and rest render assistance in facilitating motion and rest. If so the dual of upakāra must be used. No. The word derived in a general sense does not give up its number even when it is associated with another word. For instance, "The duty of an ascetic is austerity and study." It comes to this. Just as water facilitates the movement of fish, similarly the medium of motion facilitates the movement of souls and forms of matter tending to move. Just as the earth gives support to objects like the horse, similarly the medium of rest is the common medium of rest for souls and forms of matter tending to rest. It is contended that the word ‘upagraha’ in the sutra is unnecessary, as the word ‘upakāra’ is sufficient. But it is not unnecessary, for it is intended to avoid misinterpretation according to the order of words. Otherwise it would be interpreted thus. The medium of motion assists the motion of souls, and the medium of rest assists the rest of matter. The word ‘upagraha’ is used in order to avoid such a misinterpretation.

It should not be argued that the assistance rendered by the media of motion and rest can be attributed to space which is all-pervasive. For space has another function, and it gives room to all substances including the media of motion and rest. If we attribute these several functions to space, then there can be no distinction of universe and non-universe.

Again, it is contended that earth and water are capable of rendering assistance for motion and rest, and hence there is no use of the media of motion and rest. But it is untenable. The earth and water are special causes and the media of motion and rest are general causes. Moreover several causes produce a single effect.

Another question is raised. Since the media of motion and rest are of equal potency, motion and rest will oppose each other and obstruct each other’s force. But it is not so, because the media of motion and rest are not active forces but only passive media. Nor should it be said that these do not exist, as these are not seen like the non-existent horns of a donkey.

The word duty (kāryam) is used in a general sense, and it is singular, even when it is associated with austerity and study (tapahṣrut which is dual).
For there is no difference of opinion among the learned of all schools of thought on this point. Indeed all men of wisdom admit the existence of objects visible and invisible. Further, the reason advanced by the disputant is fallacious as far as we are concerned. For non-material substances such as the media of motion and rest are perceived by the omniscient with his perfect knowledge (knowledge par excellence). These are also understood by the saints well-versed in the scriptures from the teachings of the omniscient.

If the existence of the media of motion and rest which are beyond the reach of the senses is established from their functions, from what function is the existence of invisible space to be inferred?

18. (The function) of space (is to) provide accommodation. 'Assistance' (upakāra) is supplied from the previous sutra. The assistance rendered by space is to give room to other substances such as souls and matter. Now, it is proper to say that space gives room to souls and forms of matter which are characterized by activity. But the media of motion and rest are inactive and eternally pervasive. And how can penetration apply to these substances? The objection is untenable, as penetration is established by convention. For instance, space is spoken of as pervading everywhere, although there is no movement. This is because space exists everywhere. Similarly, though there is no penetration by the media of motion and rest, it is attributed conventionally as these permeate the entire universe-space.

Another question is raised. If the characteristic of space is to give room for other objects, then there would be no obstruction of objects such as stones by steel, adamant and so on and of cows and others by walls etc. But there is obstruction. Hence it is destitute of the nature of giving room for other things. But this objection is untenable. The obstruction in the instances given is mutual between gross objects like steel and stones. So this does not affect the capacity of space to
give room to other objects. In the instances given, obstruction is offered by the objects only and not by space. Further steel, wall, etc., are gross objects and they do not give room to each other. This is not the fault of space. Subtle forms of matter do give room to each other. If it is so, this is not the special characteristic of space, as this is present in others also. But there is no contradiction in this.

The capacity to allow common accommodation to all substances is the special characteristic of space. It cannot be said that this characteristic is absent in the non-universe space, for no substance gives up its own inherent nature.

The help rendered by space has been described. Then what is the help rendered by matter?

19. (The function) of matter (is to form the basis) of the body and the organs of speech and mind and respiration.

This is improper. What is improper? To the question, 'What is the help rendered by matter?', the definition of matter is given, namely that bodies etc. are the modes of matter. No, it is not improper. The definition of matter is described later as that which is characterized by touch, taste, smell and colour. But here the help rendered by forms of matter to souls is described. The bodies such as the gross ones etc., have been described already. Some of them are invisible because they are subtle. Others are visible.

The karmic matter which is the cause of these bodies is also included in the term bodies. Taking karma as matter, the forms of matter are said to render help to the souls (living beings). But some say that karma is non-material, as it has no form like space. Only gross bodies having forms can be considered material. But it is not so. Karma is material only, for its fruition depends on the contact of material objects. For instance, paddy etc. ripen on contact with water and other things which are material. In the same manner karmas also ripen in the presence of molasses, thorns, etc. Hence
karmas must be ascertained to be material.

Speech is of two kinds, physical and psychical. Therein psychical speech is material, as it arises on the destruction-cum-subsidence of energy-obstructing karmas and sensory and scriptural knowledge-obscuring karmas, and on the rise of physique-making karmas of limbs and minor limbs. For in the absence of matter there can be no functioning of psychical speech. Matter prompted by the active soul endowed with this capacity takes the mode of speech. Hence physical speech is also material. Speech is the object of the sense of hearing. Why is it not the object of the other senses? Just as the nose smells odour and is incapable of perceiving taste etc., similarly the other senses are incapable of grasping speech sounds. Is speech non-material? No. For it is perceived through the senses composed of matter, it is obstructed by material objects like the wall and the others, it is intercepted by adverse wind, and it is overpowered by other material causes.

The mind is of two kinds, physical and psychical. The psychical mind characterized by capacity (for comprehension) and consciousness is material, as it is assisted by matter. Similarly, owing to destruction-cum-subsidence of knowledge-covering and energy-obstructing karmas and the rise of name karmas of limbs and minor limbs, particles of matter transformed into mind assist the living beings tending to examining good and evil, remembering things, etc. Hence the physical mind also is material. It is contended by others that mind is a different substance, that it is bereft of colour (form) etc. and that it is of the size of an atom. Hence it is improper to consider it as material. But this contention is untenable. How? Is the mind connected with the senses and the soul or not? If it is not connected, then it cannot be of assistance to the soul, nor can it be of use to the senses. If it is connected, then the atomical mind connected with one point cannot leave that point and be of use to the other parts (of the soul or the other senses). Nor can it be said to rotate like the potter's wheel on account of an invisible force, as there can be no such capacity. The invisible force (adṛśā) is admitted to be the
attribute of the non-material and inactive soul. Hence it is also inactive. Being inactive itself, it cannot be the cause of activity elsewhere. For instance, the wind is endowed with activity and touch, and it is naturally the cause of the wafting of plants and trees. But this invisible force is quite different from it, and hence it cannot be the cause of activity.

The soul wishing for the destruction-cum-subsidence of energy-obstructing karmas and the rise of name karmas of limbs and minor limbs, exhales air from the lungs, and it is called the breath of life (prāṇa). The same soul inhales air from the atmosphere, and it is called the breath of inhalation (apāna). Thus these also are helpful to the soul, as these enable the soul to live.

These—the mind, the exhaled air, and the inhaled air—must be understood to be material. How? These meet with resistance etc. by material objects. The mind stops from functioning by thunderbolt etc. which strike terror in the hearts of living beings. It is also overpowered by intoxicating liquor and the rest. Respiration is obstructed by covering the face with the palm or a cloth. It is also subjugated by phlegm. But a non-material substance cannot be obstructed or subjugated by material objects. It is from this that the existence of the soul is proved. Just as the motion of a puppet equipped with mechanical contrivances for moving the limbs signifies the agent who directs the motions, so also the activities such as inhalation and exhalation prove the existence of the active soul.

Are these alone the help rendered by forms of matter? Or perhaps is there anything else?

Sukhaduḥkhajīvīlamarānapagrahāśca  \(\text{|| 20 ||}\)  
20. (The function of matter is) also to contribute to pleasure, suffering, life and death of living beings.

Owing to the presence of the internal causes of karmas, which produce the feelings of delight and anguish, and in consequence of the ripening of external causes such as objects,
the disposition of agreeableness or affliction is pleasure or pain. The continuance of respiration in a being owing to the presence of the age-determining karma is called living. The cutting off or destruction of respiration is death. Matter renders help to the soul in these respects. How? These arise in the presence of material causes. It is contended that the word 'upagraha' in the sutra is unnecessary, as this section deals with 'upakāra'. But it is not unnecessary. It is intended to indicate the help rendered by matter to material objects. For instance, bronze is purified by certain ashes, water is purified by clearing nuts called kataka and steel is tempered with the help of water. The word 'ca' (also) is intended to include other effects. It sums up another help also rendered by matter. Just as bodies are constituted by matter, the sense-organs such as the eyes also are constituted by matter.

After indicating the assistance given by matter, the help rendered by souls is described.

परस्परोपग्रहो जीवानाम्
Parasparopagraho jivānām

21. (The function) of souls is to help one another.

The word paraspara means reciprocity of action. Parasparasya upagraha means rendering help to one another. That is, the help rendered by the living to one another. What is it? It is mutual help between the master and the servant, the teacher and the taught. The master renders help to the servants by giving them money. And they serve their master by doing him good and protecting him from evil. The preceptor teaches what is good here and in the next world (birth) and makes his disciples follow his teachings. And the disciples benefit their preceptor by their devoted service. What is the purpose of the repetition of the word 'upagraha'? It indicates that living beings are also the cause of pleasure and pain, and life and death of one another.

If every existing thing must be of help, what is the help rendered by time which is also existent?
FUNCTIONS OF TIME

22. Assisting substances in their continuity of being (through gradual changes), in their modifications, in their movements and in their priority and non-priority in time, are the functions of time.

The word \textit{Vartanā} (feminine gender) is derived from the root \textit{vṛtī} with the causal suffix \textit{ṇic} and the passive or abstract suffix \textit{yut}. Causes to be continued, continues, or continuance alone is continuity of existence. Substances such as the medium of motion subsist by their own nature in attaining their modes. This is not possible without help from an external cause, which is the characteristic of time. Hence, assistance in the continuity of being (through gradual changes) is the function of (real) time. What is the meaning of the suffix \textit{ṇic}? The mode of a substance subsists. Time is causal in this activity. If it were so, time would attain activity. For instance we say, 'The disciple studies, the preceptor helps him to study'. But there is nothing wrong in this. Even an auxiliary cause is spoken of as a causal agent. For instance, we say that the dried cowdung-fire causes the study of a disciple (in cold weather). Here the cowdung-fire is the auxiliary cause. Similarly time is a causal agent. How is it ascertained as time?

There are particular activities, namely instant etc., and cooking etc. accomplished by instants etc. These are referred to as an instant of time, cooking time and so on by convention. But, in this traditional usage of an instant of time and cooking time and so on, the name of time is superimposed.

\footnote{The distinction between \textit{vartana} and \textit{parināma} is not likely to be understood by those who are not acquainted with the Jaina conception of permanence in change or identity in difference. Changes take place in all substances, and yet the substances as substances are permanent. For instance, a piece of gold may be minted into a coin or made into a ring, and thus it undergoes changes. But the gold as such is permanent. Continuity through changes is the characteristic of all substances. Both \textit{vartana} and \textit{parināma} mean changes. But \textit{vartana} refers to imperceptible, minute changes that go on incessantly every instant in all substances, whereas \textit{parināma} refers to great changes which are perceptible to the senses and are called modes. See note on \textit{vartana} on the next page for further details.}
And this term ‘time’ signifies the existence of real time,¹ which is the basis of this conventional time. How?

What is secondary implies the real. The mode of a substance consists of the annihilation of a particular quality and the origination of another quality without vibration. The modes of the soul are anger and so on. The modes of matter are colour etc. The modes of the media of motion and rest and space are due to the rhythmic rise and fall caused by aguru-laghu guna. Movement is characterized by vibration. It is of two kinds, causal and natural. The motion of the cart etc. is causal, and that of the clouds etc. natural. Prior and posterior apply to time as well as to place. Here these apply to time, as this section deals with time. The help rendered to substances in their continuity of being etc. proves the existence of time. It is contended that continuity of existence is sufficient, as modifications etc. are only subdivisions of it. But modifications etc. are not unnecessary. The amplification is intended to indicate the two kinds of time, real time and conventional time. Real time is established by continuity of being, and conventional time is determined by modifications etc. Conventional time is determined (recognized) by modifications in other substances, which are ascertained by

¹ Varāṇā. Imperceptible changes take place incessantly every instant in all substances on account of their own nature. But the external (auxiliary) cause in these minute changes is the substance of time, which is of the extent of space-points of the universe, pervading the entire universe. Each unit of time is distinct and occupies one unit of space. That is, the units of space do not combine and form molecules as do the atoms of matter. Nor do they constitute one single continuum as the medium of motion, the medium of rest or space. The gradual change that takes place in substances owing to the auxiliary cause (of real time) is called varāṇā. The existence of real time is established by the minute changes that go on in substances. The rice is cooked over the fire in a short interval of time. But the rice has neither been cooked in one instant nor all at once. But every instant, gradual and imperceptible changes have been going on incessantly, with the result the great change (indicated by the larger size of the cooked rice) is perceptible at the end. If minute changes do not take place every instant, then there can be no great change either. Hence, it is established that minute changes have been taking place every instant during the cooking of the rice. And these minute changes take place because of the external cause of time. In this manner, minute changes take place in all substances because of the external cause of time. Time is without activity. Nevertheless time is the auxiliary cause of minute changes taking place in all substances.
others. It is threefold, the past, the present and the future. In real time the conception of time is of primary importance, and the idea of the past, the present and the future is secondary. In conventional time, the idea of the past, the present and the future is of prime importance, and the idea of time is subordinate. For conventional time depends on the substances endowed with activity and on real time.

What are the special characteristics of matter?

Sparśarasagandhavārvanavitāḥ pudgalāḥ (23)

23. The forms of matter are characterized by touch, taste, smell and colour.

What is touched or touching alone is touch. It is of eight kinds, namely soft, hard, heavy, light, cold, hot, smooth and rough. What is tasted or tasting alone is taste. It is of five kinds, bitter, sour, acidic, sweet and astringent. What is smelt or smelling alone is smell. It is of two kinds, pleasant smell and unpleasant smell. Colour is of five kinds, black, blue, red, white and yellow. The foregoing are the principal divisions. And the subdivisions of each of these may be numerable, innumerable and infinite. Those which possess touch, taste, smell and colour constitute matter. The suffix ‘van’ is used...to denote permanent union. For instance, we speak of the (Indian) fig tree possessing milky juice. A question is raised. Under the fifth sutra, ‘Things which have form (colour) constitute matter’, it has been explained that form (colour) includes taste, smell and touch also. Thus the characteristics of matter have been established already. Hence this sutra is unnecessary. But this is untenable. The fourth sutra is, ‘The substances are eternal, fixed in number and non-

1 This sentence may also be rendered thus. ‘An activity, which is ascertained by another (the motion of the sun etc.) and which is the cause of determination of another (duration of karmas etc.), is conventionally called time’. This may be elaborated as follows. ‘The instant etc., which are ascertained from the gradually increasing quantity of motion of the sun etc., and which are the cause of determination of the duration of karmas, the conditions of existence, etc. as numerable, innumerable, infinite instants and so on, constitute conventional time.’ (See Rājavārtika)


DIFFERENT FORMS OF MATTER

material'. That would imply that matter also is non-material like the rest. The fifth sutra was intended to exclude that view. But this is intended to explain the distinctive characteristics of forms of matter.

The particular forms of matter are mentioned in the next sutra.

\[ 161 \]

\[ \text{Sabdabandhasauksmyasthaulyasaihsthanabheda} \]

\[ \text{tamascháya atapodyotavantaśca} \]

(24)

24. Sound, union, fineness, grossness, shape, division, darkness, image, warm light (sunshine) and cool light (moonlight) also (are forms of matter).

Sound is of two kinds. One partakes of the nature of languages and the other is different from it. The first again is of two kinds, sounds which are expressed (indicated) by letters, and sounds which are not expressed by letters\(^1\). Languages having scripts are rich in literature. The well-developed languages serve as means of intercourse among civilized persons, and other languages among primitive peoples. The latter kind of sounds (i.e. sounds not having scripts) is the means of ascertainment of the nature of superior knowledge amongst creatures with two or more senses\(^2\). Both these kinds of sounds are produced by the efforts of living beings (i.e. not produced by nature, but made by man etc.).

Sounds not partaking of the nature of languages are of two kinds, contrived and natural. Natural sounds are caused by the clouds and so on. The former are of four kinds.

\( Tata \) is that produced from musical instruments covered with leather, namely the drum, the kettle-drum, the large kettle-drum, etc. \( Vitata \) is that produced on stringed instruments such as the lute, the lyre, the violin and so on. \( Ghaña \) is that produced from metallic instruments, such as cymbals,

\(^1\) i.e. languages with scripts and languages without scripts.

\(^2\) The languages of birds and beasts are referred to here. Superiority in, or excess of, knowledge is to be taken in accordance with increase in the senses. The two-sensed beings are endowed with greater knowledge than the one-sensed beings and so on.
bells, etc. Sausira is that produced through wind-instruments such as the flute, the conch, etc.

Union is of two kinds, natural and that produced by the efforts of human beings. The first kind of combination of matter is caused by the mixing of smooth and rough particles of matter (positive and negative electric charges) in lightning, meteoric showers, rainfall, fire, rainbow, etc. Union produced by the efforts of human beings is twofold, union of non-living things and union of the living and the non-living. Instances of the union of non-living things are resin, wood and so on. The second kind of union consists of bondage of karma and nokarma (which aids the fruition of karmas). Fineness is of two kinds, extreme and relative. Extreme fineness is found in the indivisible atoms. Instances of relative fineness are the wood-apple, myrobalan, plum, etc. Grossness also is similarly of two kinds, extreme and relative. The instance of extreme grossness is the biggest molecule of matter pervading the entire universe. Instances of relative grossness are the plum, myrobalan, wood-apple, palmyra fruit, etc. Shape is of two kinds, that which can be defined and that which cannot be defined. The regular geometrical shapes such as the circle, the triangle, the rectangle, the square, the globe, etc., are instances of the first variety. The clouds etc. may be of various irregular shapes, which cannot be exactly described. These are instances of the latter variety. Division or separation is of six kinds, sawing a piece of wood, grinding barley, wheat, etc. into flour, breaking a pitcher etc. into potsherds and other fragments, threshing out black gram, green gram, etc., dividing mica into many layers and emitting sparks of fire by hammering a red-hot ball of iron etc. Darkness is the opposite of light and obstructs vision. An image (shadow) results from obstruction of light by an object. It is of two kinds, images as seen in a mirror and uninverted images like shadows. In the first of these, the left side becomes right and the right side becomes left. Warm light is heat and light combined, emanating from the sun etc. Cool light is the light issuing from the moon, the firefly (glowworm), jewels, etc. Sound and the rest are the
manifestations (modifications) of matter. And those in which these modes are produced are forms of matter. Modifications of matter such as cutting, splitting, etc., described in the scriptures, are included by the particle 'ca' in the sutra.

The divisions of matter are mentioned next.

अणवः स्कन्धाश्च || २५ ||
Anavah skandhasca (25)

25. Atoms and molecules (are the two main divisions of matter).

That, which occupies one space-point and possesses the capacity to produce the modes of touch, taste, etc., is called an atom. Owing to the minuteness of its size, the atom is itself the beginning, the middle and the end. It has been said so in the scriptures. "The atom is itself the beginning, the middle and the end. It cannot be perceived by the senses. Ascertian that which cannot be divided as the atom (an infinitesimal particle)." Molecules are collections of atoms, which in their gross state can be taken by the hand and handled. If action is present in a few instances, by synecdoche it can be extended to others in conventional acceptation. Hence the word 'molecule' is applicable also to molecules consisting of two or more atoms, which cannot be handled etc. Though matter is of infinite varieties, still it is divided into two classes on the basis of atoms and molecules. The plural is used in the sutra in order to indicate the infinite varieties of matter included under these two classes of 'atoms' and 'molecules'. The two terms 'atoms' and 'molecules' are mentioned separately, without being combined into a compound, in order to indicate the connection between this and the two previous sutras. The atoms are characterized by touch, taste, smell and colour. Molecules, on the other hand, are characterized by sound, union, fineness, grossness, shape, division, darkness, image, sunshine, moon-light as well as by touch, taste, smell and colour.

Are these modes of matter, atoms and molecules, beginningless, or with a beginning? As these originate, these have a beginning. In that case how are these formed? First the
origin of molecules is described.

\[
Bhedasaṅghātebhya utpadyante
\]

26. (Molecules) are formed by division (fission), union (fusion) and division-cum-union.

The splitting of molecules (aggregates) by internal and external causes is division. The collection together of separate things is an aggregate. It is contended that the dual should be used and not the plural, as division and union denote two things. The plural is used to include the third, namely the combined process of division and union. It is thus. By the combination of two separate atoms, a molecule occupying two space-points is formed. By the combination of a molecule of two space-points with one atom or the combination of three atoms, a molecule of three space-points is formed. A molecule of four space-points is produced by the combination of two molecules of two atoms each, of one molecule of three atoms with one atom or of four atoms. Similarly molecules of numerable, innumerable, infinite and infinite times infinite space-points are formed. By the splitting of such molecules, molecules smaller in size up to the smallest one of two atoms are produced. Similarly, by the process of splitting and union (fusion) in the same instant, molecules of two atoms and so on are formed. They are produced by fission from some (molecules) and fusion with others (atoms or molecules). Thus the formation of molecules is described.

Now the origin of the atom is described.

\[
Bhedaḍaṇṇaḥ
\]

27. The atom (is produced only) by division (fission).

When a rule is enunciated in an instance which has been established, it is intended for the purpose of definiteness or certainty. The atom is produced by division alone, not by combination, nor by the process of division and combination.

A question is raised. While molecules are satisfactorily explained by union, is it not unnecessary to include division?
No. The purpose of its inclusion is described.

28. (Molecules produced) by the combined action of division (fission) and union (fusion) can be perceived by the eyes. Though molecules are composed of even an infinite number of atoms, some of them are visible and some invisible. How, then, does the invisible become visible? It becomes visible by the combined process of division and union, and not by division. What is the reason for this? When a molecule of minute size splits, it does not give up its minuteness. Hence it is invisible. Again another minute molecule splits. It combines with another molecule, gives up its minuteness and attains grossness. Then it becomes visible.

The special characteristics of substances such as the medium of motion have been described. But the common characteristic has not been mentioned. This must be described.

29. Existence (being or sat) is the differentia of a substance.

What is existence?

30. Existence is characterized by origination, disappearance (destruction) and permanence.

Origination is the attainment of other modes by souls or other substances by means of external and internal causes, without giving up their essential characteristics. For instance, the production of a pitcher from clay. Similarly, the loss of the former mode is disappearance. For instance, the loss of the lump shape of clay in the production of the pitcher. As there is no annihilation or origination of the inherent nature or quality, it is lasting. That is, it is permanent. The quality
of being permanent is permanence. For instance, clay continues to exist in the lump, the pitcher and its broken parts. Existence is accompanied by origination, disappearance and permanence. It is contended that union applies to objects which are different. For instance, Devadatta is possessed of a stick. If it were so, the three modes as well as the substance would be lost. But this objection is untenable. The word union is applied somehow from the point of view of distinction even in the case of things which are not different. For instance, there is the usage that the pillar is united with (characterized by) strength. In that case it is proper to call the concomitance of origination, disappearance and permanence as existence. Or the word united (yukta) means collected or combined, that is of one's own nature. That is existence is of the nature of origination, disappearance and permanence. It comes to this. Origination and the other two are the distinguishing characteristics of a substance. Substance is the thing defined. From the point of view of modes, these three characteristics (origination etc.) are mutually different from one another and are also different from the substance. From the point of view of substance, these three are not perceived separately from the substance. Hence these are not different, and thus the defined and the definition are both established.

What is the meaning of the term 'eternal' (permanence) mentioned in the fourth aphorism of this chapter?

31. Permanence is indestructibility of the essential nature (quality) of the substance.1

"Its intrinsic nature"2 is mentioned in the sutra. What is that? It is that which is the cause of recognition. The remembrance, 'This is that only', is recognition. (This is the same thing I saw yesterday.) That does not occur accidentally. That which is the cause of such a statement is its intrinsic nature (tadbhāva). Existing is existence. Tadbhāva is its exis-

1 Permanence is the existence of the past nature in the present.
2 The existence of the past nature in the present.
tence, condition or mode. A thing is seen as having the same nature with which it was seen formerly. So it is recognized in the form, 'This is the same as that'. If it be considered that the old thing has completely disappeared and that an entirely new thing is come into existence, then there can be no remembrance. And worldly relations based on it would be disturbed. Therefore, the indestructibility of the essential nature of a substance is determined as permanence. But it should be taken from one point of view. If it be permanent from all points of view, then there can be no change at all. And, in that case, transmigration as well as the way to salvation would become meaningless.

A contention arises. It is a contradiction to say that a thing is permanent and it is not permanent. If it were permanent alone, there can be no destruction and origination, and impermanence would be negatived. If it were transient alone, there can be no continuance and hence no permanence. But there is no contradiction in that.

अर्पितानर्पितसिद्धेः ॥ ३२ ॥

Arpitanarpitasiddheḥ (32)

32. (The contradictory characteristics are established) from different points of view.

Substances are characterized by an infinite number of attributes. For the sake of use or need, prominence is given to certain characteristics of a substance from one point of view. And prominence is not given to other characteristics, as these are of no use or need at the time. Thus even the existing attributes are not expressed, as these are of secondary importance (anarpita). There is no contradiction in what is established by these two points of view. For instance, there is no contradiction in the same person Devadatta being a father, a son, a brother, a nephew and so on. For the points of view are different. From the point of view of his son he is

1 i. e. the indestructibility of the past nature in the present.
2 If the soul were permanent (unchangeable) utterly, then transmigration of the soul as a man, a hell-being and so on and liberation, the end of transmigration, would both be impossible.
a father, and from the point of his father he is a son. Similarly with regard to his other designations. In the same manner, substance is permanent from the point of view of general properties. From the point of its specific modes it is not permanent. Hence there is no contradiction. These two, the general and the particular, somehow, are different as well as identical. Thus these form the cause of worldly intercourse.

A question is raised. That which exists is governed by the doctrine of manifold points of view (relative pluralism). Therefore, it is proper that molecules are formed from matter by division and union. But there is this doubt. Are molecules of two atoms and so on formed by mere union, or is there any peculiarity? The reply is this. When there is union of atoms, these atoms are transformed by combination into one object which is a molecule. If it is so, why is it that certain atoms combine and certain others do not, though all of them are of the nature of matter? Though the atoms are not different as far as their nature as matter is concerned, combination is established on the basis of capacity derived from the effect of mutual differences among infinite modes.

निग्रहस्त्त्वाद्वत्थः

33. Combination of atoms takes place by virtue of greasy (sticky) and dry (rough) properties associated with them.

Owing to internal and external causes, the greasy property (smoothness) is manifested.

Matter possessing it is called greasy. Similarly that which is dry is dry. The two are greasy and dry. Greasiness and dryness are the qualities. Greasiness is the mode characterized by oily (sticky) quality. The opposite of greasiness is dryness (roughness). Greasiness and dryness are the causes of combination of matter. These properties develop combination of two atoms etc. When there is combination of an intermingling nature between two atoms of greasy and dry properties, a molecule of two atoms is produced. In the same manner, the formation of molecules of numerable, innumerable and infinite space-points have to be understood. The greasy property
is of one, two, three, four, numerable, innumerable and infinite varieties. The dry property also is exactly so. There are atoms possessing these two properties. Greasiness is present in various degrees in water, goat's milk, cow's milk, buffalo's milk, camel's milk, ghee, etc. Dryness is present in various degrees in dust, a grain of dust, sand, etc. Similarly, it is inferred that in atoms also greasiness and dryness exist in various degrees.

The next sutra is intended to make an exception of undesirable degrees of the two properties of greasiness and dryness, lest the combination based on the two properties should be understood without distinction.

34. (There is) no combination between the lowest degrees of the two properties.

If so it would imply indiscriminate combination among all degrees of greasiness and dryness other than those of the lowest degree. The next sutra is intended to mention further exceptions.

35. (There is no combination) between equal degrees of the same property.

The term similar or of the same kind (sadrśa) indicates of the same class. The term 'the same degree' (gunaśāmyam)
means of equal degree. This is what is implied. There is no combination between two degrees of greasiness and two degrees of dryness, three degrees of greasiness and three degrees of dryness, two degrees of greasiness and two degrees of dryness, two degrees of dryness and two degrees of dryness. If so, what is the need of the term 'of the same kind'? It is intended to indicate combination of the same kind in case there is difference in the degrees of greasiness and dryness.

From this it follows that there would be combination between atoms of the same kind and the opposite kind, if there be difference in the degrees of greasiness and dryness. The next sutra indicates the particular condition for combination to take place.

\[ Dvayadhik\text{-}digung\text{-}an\text{ā}n \text{ tu} \]

36. But (there is combination) between degrees different by two units.

What is increase by two units? It is four degrees of either property (of greasiness or dryness). The particle 'ādi' (etc.) indicates manner. What is the manner? It shows increase by two units. By that five degrees etc. are ruled out. This implies combination between similar and dissimilar types of atoms, if there is difference in degrees of either property by two units. There is no combination in all other instances. It is as follows. There is no combination of an atom of two degrees of greasiness with one, two or three degrees of greasiness. But there is combination of it (an atom of two degrees of greasiness) with four degrees of greasiness. The same (greasiness of two degrees), however, does not combine with five, six, seven, eight, numerable, innumerable and infinite degrees of greasiness. Similarly, there is combination of three degrees of greasiness with five degrees of greasiness. But there is no combination of this (greasiness of three degrees) with lesser or greater degrees of greasiness (than two). Greasiness of four degrees combines with six degrees of greasiness, but not with the rest. Similarly, it must be understood in other instances. In the same manner, dryness of two degrees
does not combine with that of one, two or three degrees. But it combines with dryness of four degrees. The same does not combine with five and higher degrees of dryness. Similarly, it should be understood that there is combination of dryness of three degrees etc. with that of two degrees higher than itself. It should be understood similarly with regard to dissimilar types (i.e. greasiness and dryness). It is also described in the scriptures. "With the exception of the lowest degree, wherever there is difference of two degrees in greasiness and dryness, there is combination between similar or dissimilar types, such as greasiness with greasiness, dryness with dryness, and greasiness with dryness." The word 'tu' in the sutra is the qualifying term. It particularizes combination and excludes what is excepted.

For what purpose is combination declared to depend on higher degrees and not on equal degrees?

कक्षेदधिकृत्य पारिणामिकृति च

Bandhe(n)dhikau pārīṇāmikau ca

(37)

37. In the process of combination the higher degrees transform the lower ones.

From this section degree (guna) is taken. The higher degree is mentioned as the higher. Causing a change means imparting another nature (mode) like treacle. Treacle full of sweet-ness transforms particles of dust etc. that surround it, by imparting its sweetness to them. Similarly, higher degrees transform lower degrees. So greasiness and dryness of four degrees etc. transform greasiness and dryness of two degrees. For that reason the previous state disappears and another state of four degrees is manifested. Thus combination (oneness) is produced. Otherwise the two would appear separate in spite of union, as in the case of a cloth woven with black and white yarn. If combination is governed by the rule enunciated, the duration of thirty sāgaropama kotikoti of knowledge-obscuring karmas etc. becomes appropriate.

Existence is characterized by origination, destruction and permanence. This is the definition given of the substance. Now
substance is defined in another way.

\[\text{गुणपयायवत् द्रव्यम्} \quad (38)\]

38. That which has qualities and modes is a substance. Qualities and modes are qualities and modes. That in which qualities and modes exist is a substance. Here the use of the suffix 'matup' in the compound has been explained already (under sutra 30), as distinction can somehow be attributed. Dravya is somehow different from its qualities and modes. Hence the suffix 'matup' denoting possession is used here. What are qualities and what are modes? Those characteristics, which are always associated with a substance, are qualities. Those, which are not always associated with a substance, are modes. A substance possesses both. "That which makes distinction between one substance and another is called a quality, and the modification of a substance is called a mode. A substance is associated with these two. Further it is of inseparable connection and permanent."

That, which distinguishes one substance from all others, is its distinctive quality. Only the presence of this quality makes it a substance. If such distinguishing characteristics were not present, it would lead to intermixture or confusion of substances. For instance, souls are distinguished from matter by the presence of qualities such as knowledge. Matter is distinguished from souls by the presence of form (colour) etc. Without such distinguishing characteristics, there can be no distinction between souls and matter. Therefore, from the general point of view, knowledge etc. are the qualities always associated with the soul, and form etc. are always associated with matter. Their modifications, which are separable from particular points of view, are modes. For instance, in living beings, these are knowledge of pitcher, knowledge of cloth, anger, pride, etc., and in matter these are intense or mild odour, colour, etc. The collection or aggregate of these, which somehow is considered different from these, is called a substance. If the aggregate were completely the same, it would negative
both substance and qualities. For instance, if there be an aggregate of mutually different qualities, it becomes an identical one, and the aggregate itself would become non-existent, as these are mutually different. In the aggregate, the taste etc. would become different from colour. Then the aggregate would be identical with colour. Colour is different from taste etc., and the aggregate is identical with colour. How, then, would not the aggregate be different from taste etc., which are different from colour? Therefore, the conclusion would be that colour alone is the aggregate. But one colour is not fit to become an aggregate or a collection. Hence it leads to the negation of the aggregate. Since there is no collection of qualities, there would be no substance which has a collection of qualities. Hence it would lead to the negation of substance and qualities. Similarly, it must be considered in the case of taste etc. Therefore, those who admit the collection of qualities must also admit that the collection of qualities is also somehow different from the qualities.

The substances, whose characteristic attributes have been described, would alone be entitled to be called substances. Hence the next sutra mentions the substance not referred to.

\[ \text{Kālaṅka} \]

\( 39 \)

39. Time also (is a substance).

‘Time also’ is the sutra. So the question arises, ‘What is time also?’ Substance is to be substituted. That is, ‘Time also is a substance’. How is it? It has the characteristic attributes of a substance. Substance has been defined in two ways. Existence is characterized by origination, destruction and permanence. That which has qualities and modes is a substance. Both these definitions apply to time.

For instance, first the permanence of time according to its internal cause consists in the persistence of its own nature. Origination and destruction of time are based on external causes, and these are also due to internal causes in view of the rhythmic rise and fall effected by agurulaghu guna. Similarly,
the characteristics of time are also of two kinds, general and particular. The distinctive characteristic of time is assisting in the changes of substances, and the general characteristics are such as inanimateness, imperceptibility, subtlety and individuality (agurulaghu guṇa). The modes characterized by origination and destruction must be understood. Thus both the definitions of substances are applicable to time. Therefore, it is established that time is a substance like space. The proof of its existence has been declared, as in the case of the medium of motion etc. The differentia of time is instrumentality in the changes of substances.

Why is time mentioned separately? This also must have been mentioned along with the medium of motion and so on, that is in the first sutra, ‘The non-soul substances are the medium of motion, the medium of rest, space and matter’. But it should not be considered thus. If time had been included there, plurality of space-points would apply to it. That is undesirable, as we cannot attribute multitude of space-points to time either really or conventionally. With regard to the medium of motion etc., multitude of space-points has been mentioned from the real point of view. For instance, it has been described that the media of motion and rest, space and a single soul are of innumerable space-points. Similarly, multitude of space-points is attributed to the atom with a single space-point figuratively from a certain point of view (pūrvottarabhāva prajñāpana naya). But for time there is no multitude of space-points from both points of view. Therefore, there is no spatiality (kāyatva) for time.

Now a question is raised. In the seventh sutra, ‘These are also without activity’, the three substances, the medium of motion, the medium of rest and space are said to be without activity. This would imply that time is characterized by activity in the same manner as souls and forms of matter. So time must have been included in the sixth sutra before space. No, it is not so. Time should not have been included there. ‘Up to space each is one substance (a single continuum).’ So (if time were included there), one substance (a single continuum)
would apply to time also. Therefore, time is mentioned separately here. What is the extent of time if it is manifold? The static (inactive) particles of time exist throughout the universe-space, each time-particle being located in each space-point. We quote from the scriptures. “Those innumerable substances, which exist one by one in every unit of the universe-space, like heaps of jewels, are the points of time.” These are non-material, as these are devoid of qualities such as form (colour).

The extent of real time characterized by instrumentality of change in substances has been described. What is the extent of practical (conventional) time inferred from modifications in substances?

\[ \text{लोपजन्तसमय:} \quad \| 40 \| \\
So(a)nantasamayah \quad (40) \]

40. It (conventional time) consists of infinite instants.

The present consists of one instant. Still time is said to consist of infinite instants, as the instants of the past and the future are infinite. Otherwise, this sutra is intended to determine the extent of real time. Though the point (unit) of time is one, figuratively it is spoken of as infinite, as it is the cause of the continuity of being underlying infinite modes. Further, the instant is the smallest unit of time, and multitudes of instants constitute \( \text{āvalikā} \) etc.

The substance has been defined thus. ‘That which has qualities and modes is a substance.’ What are qualities?

\[ \text{द्रव्याध्रया निर्गुणः गुणः} \quad \| 41 \| \\
Dravyāāśrayā nirgunā gunāḥ \quad (41) \]

41. Those, which have substance as their substratum and which are not themselves the substratum of other attributes, are qualities.

Those, which have substance as their substratum, are ‘\( \text{dravyāāśrayā} \)’. Those without qualities are ‘\( \text{nirgunā} \)’. Thus those, which are marked by both these characteristics, are qualities. The qualification ‘without attributes’ is intended to exclude molecules of two atoms etc. These molecules of
two atoms etc. are the receptacle of atoms which constitute the molecules and these also possess qualities. Therefore, these have been excluded by the qualification ‘without attributes.’

Some say that modes like the pitcher also have substance as their substratum and are without qualities. So qualities would apply to these modes also. But it is not so. Dravyā-śrayā (substance as substratum) implies that qualities reside permanently in substance because of the qualifying word permanently understood. Hence modes are excluded'. For modes are occasional.

The word parināma has been used several times. What is the meaning of parināma?

वत्तांशः परिणामः

*42* Tadbhāvaḥ parināmaḥ

42. The condition (change) of a substance is a mode.

Or in some system the view prevails that qualities are separate from substance. ‘Is that acceptable to you? ’ ‘No,’ says the commentator. From the point of view of signification etc., these qualities are different from substance. Yet these are not different from substance, as they partake of the nature of substance, and are not found without substance. If it is so, what is a mode? It is explained as follows. Whatever condition or form a substance such as the medium of motion takes, that condition or form is called a mode. It is of two kinds, without a beginning and with a beginning. From the general point of view, facilitating movement in the case of the medium of motion is beginningless. The same is with a beginning from a particular point of view.

1 Modes like the pitcher are not permanently associated with substance as qualities.
CHAPTER VI
INFLUX OF KARMA

The second category, namely the non-living, has been expounded. Now it is our turn to interpret the next category of influx (āsrava).

कायप्राङ्क:कर्मे योगः ॥ १ ॥
Kāyavānmanakarma yogaḥ (1)

1. The action of the body, the organ of speech and the mind is called yoga (activity).

The words body, mind, etc. have been explained. ‘Karma’ means action. The action of the body, the organ of speech and the mind is called yoga (activity). The vibration of the soul is activity (yoga). That is differentiated into three kinds according to the nature of the cause, namely bodily activity, speech-activity and thought-activity. Bodily activity is the vibration set in the soul by the molecules of one of the seven kinds of bodies, consequent on the destruction-cum-subsidence of energy-obstructing karmas. Speech activity is the vibration of the soul consequent on the activity of the molecules composing the organ of speech, formed on the rise of physique-making karmas and on the attainment of capacity for speech by the destruction-cum-subsidence of energy-obstructing and sensory-knowledge-obscuring karmas. Thought-activity is the vibration of the soul consequent on the activity of the molecules composing the mind. The mind is formed when there is the internal cause of destruction-cum-subsidence of energy-obstructing and quasi-sense-obscuring karmas, which is called attainment, and when the requisite molecules which constitute the external cause are available. Even on the destruction of energy-obstructing and knowledge-obscuring karmas, activity in the form of vibration of the soul is present in the omniscient with vibrations.
The threefold nature of activity is admitted. But what is the differentia of influx? The activity of the unliberated soul is influx.

श आङ्कः || २ ||

Sa āsravaḥ (2)

2. It (this threefold activity) is influx (āsrava).

Just as water flows into the lake by means of streams, so also karmic matter flows into the soul through the channel or medium of activity. Hence activity, which is the cause of influx of karma, is called influx (āsrava).

Karma is said to be of two kinds, namely merit (punya) and demerit (pāpa). Is activity the cause of influx of these two kinds of karmas indiscriminately, or is there any distinction? This question is answered in the next sutra.

शुभः पुण्यस्याशुभः पापस्य || ३ ||

Subhah punyasyāsubhah pāpasya (3)

3. Virtuous activity is the cause of merit (punya) and wicked activity is the cause of demerit (pāpa).

What is good and what is evil? Killing, stealing, copulation, etc. are wicked activities of the body. Falsehood, harsh and uncivil language are wicked speech-activities. Thoughts of violence, envy, calumny, etc. are wicked thought-activities. The opposites of these are good. How can activity be good or wicked? That activity which is performed with good intentions is good. And that which is performed with evil intentions is wicked. But the distinction is not based on the activities being the causes of auspicious and inauspicious karmas¹. In that case, there would be no good activities at all, as good activities also are admitted to be the cause of bondage of knowledge-obscuring karmas etc. (by the Jaina)². That, which purifies the soul or by which the soul is purified, is merit

¹ From the Jaina standpoint, intentions are all-important and not activities in themselves. And the consequences are largely determined by the intentions underlying any activity.

² From the real point of view, it is no doubt true that all activities are undesirable, as every kind of activity is the cause of influx and bondage. But from the empirical point of view there is difference. Merit leads to pleasure and demerit to pain.
(punya), namely that which produces happy feeling etc. That which protects or keeps the soul away from good is demerit (pāpa), namely that which produces unhappy feeling etc.

Is this influx the same with regard to effects in the case of all mundane beings, or is there any distinction? The answer is given in the next sutra.

Sakṣāyākaśāyayoh śāmparāyikeryāpathayoh

4. (There are two kinds of influx, namely) that of persons with passions, which extends transmigration, and that of persons free from passions, which prevents or shortens it.

Influx is different according to persons. Persons are of two kinds, namely those actuated by passions and those who are free from passions. The passions are anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed. The passion is called 'kaśāya' because it is similar to the decoction of red colour. What is the meaning of comparison? Just as the decoction (dye) of fruits of the Indian fig-tree etc. imparts its colour to clothing, similarly anger etc. are the cause of the union of karma with the soul. Therefore the passions are called kaśāyas. Sakṣāya is the person actuated by passions. Akṣāya is the person who is free from passions. Śāmparāya is śāṁsāra (transmigration). That karma which leads to śāṁsāra (transmigration) is called śāmparāyika. Traṇam means īryā, yogo or movement (vibrations). That karma which is caused by vibrations is called īryāpalha. These are taken respectively. The influx of the former karma operates in the case of persons of perverted faith actuated by passions (i.e. from the first stage of ‘misbelief’ up to the tenth stage of spirituality). And the influx of the latter karma takes place in the case of saints free from passions (i.e. from the eleventh spiritual stage of ‘subsided delusion’ till the end of ‘vibratory omniscience’.

The subdivisions of the former influx are given next.

The two kinds of influx

\[
\text{Indriyakaśāyāyuvratakriyāḥ pañcacakalukpañcapañca-vimśatisamkhyaḥ pūrvasya bhedāḥ}\]
5. The subdivisions of the former are the five senses, the four passions, non-observance of the five vows and twenty-five activities.\footnote{A literal rendering of the text would read as follows. 'The subdivisions of the former are the senses, the passions, the non-observance of the vows and the activities, which are of five, four, five and twenty-five kinds respectively.'}

Here five etc. are taken respectively with the senses etc. The senses are five. The passions are four. The non-vows (vowlessness) are five. Activity is of twenty-five kinds. The five kinds of vowlessness are killing, uttering falsehood, stealing, unchastity and attachment which will be explained later. The twenty-five activities are as follows.

'Samyaktvakriyā' is that which strengthens right faith, such as worship of (the true) God, the preceptor, the scriptures and so on. 'Mithyātvakriyā' is that which tends to disbelief (perverted faith), such as the worship of untrue Gods, etc. 'Prayogakriyā' is movement (going and returning) of the body etc. 'Samādānākriyā' is the tendency of the ascetic to neglect or violate the vows after having taken them. 'Iyāpathakriyā' is walking carefully, by looking on the ground (for living beings which may be trodden and injured). These are five activities.

'Prādoṣikī kriyā' is acting in anger. 'Kāyikī kriyā' is the attempt of a wicked person to act in evil ways. 'Adhikaraṇikī kriyā' is taking weapons of hurtfulness etc. 'Pārītāpikī kriyā' is causing pain to the living. 'Prānātīpātikī kriyā' is injuring vitalities such as life, the sense-organs, energy and respiration. These are five activities.

'Darśanākriyā' is the wish originating from infatuation to see beautiful forms. 'Śparśanākriyā' is the wish to have pleasurable touch sensations due to passions. 'Prātyāyikī kriyā' is the invention of novel sense enjoyment. 'Samantānupātakrīyā' is leaving excrements in places frequented by men, women and animals. 'Anābhogakrīyā' is laying the body etc. on the ground without examining or cleaning it (i.e. without taking care that there are no organisms). These are five activities.
'Svahastakriya' is doing by one's own hand what should be done by others. 'Nisargakriya' is approval of injurious or unrighteous activities. 'Vidarana bkriya' is proclaiming others' sins. 'Ajñavāyāpādikī kriyā' is misinterpreting the injunctions laid down in the scriptures, which one is unable to carry out owing to the rise of conduct-deluding karmas. 'Anākāṅkṣa- kriya' is indifference to observe the injunctions laid down in the scriptures owing to dishonesty or laziness. These are five activities.

'Prārambhakriya' is indulgence in activities such as piercing, hewing, slaughtering and so on, or feeling delight when these are committed by others. 'Pārigrāhikī kriyā' is persevering in one's attachment to worldly objects. 'Māyākriyā' is deceitful practice with regard to knowledge, faith, etc. 'Miśyā- ārthanakriya' is confirming another's wrong belief by praising actions based on it. 'Apratyākhyānakriya' is not renouncing what should be renounced, owing to the operation of karmas hindering restraint and discipline. These are five activities. In all there are twenty-five kinds of activity.

The senses, the passions and vowlessness are the causes and the twenty-five kinds of activity are the effects. These are the channels of influx of karmas which lead to the cycle of births and deaths.

The threefold activity is common to all living beings. Does it mean that there is no difference in the bondage of karma and the enjoyment of fruit? No, it is not so. Though the activities are found in all living beings, these are of infinite varieties according to their ways of thinking and feeling. This is explained in the next sutra.

6. Influx is differentiated on the basis of intensity or feebleness of thought-activity, intentional or unintentional nature of action, the substratum and its peculiar potency. Owing to external and internal causes, sometimes feeling is intense and at other times it is mild or feeble. One proceeds
with the intention of killing a being. This is intentional, for it is done knowingly. Another performs the same action out of intoxication or negligence. This is unintentional, as it is not done knowingly. The substratum is substance. Its energy is its potency. (These vary from instant to instant.) Owing to differences such as these, the nature of influx also differs. The difference in cause leads to difference in effect.

The substratum with its subdivisions is explained next.

अधिकरणं जीवायाहृः । Adhikaranam jivaivah

7. The living and the non-living constitute the substrata.

The characteristic attributes of the soul (the living) and the non-soul (the non-living) have been explained already. If so, why are these mentioned again? It is for indicating that these constitute the substrata. The living and the non-living constitute the substrata, and this special property should be declared. What is it? It is the condition of being the instruments of injury and so on. Some say that the primary substances are two, and so the dual must have been used in the sutra and not the plural. But it is not so, for the modes constitute the substrata. The substance possessed of specific modes is the substratum, and not mere substance. Hence the plural is used. Of what do the living and the non-living constitute the substrata? From the context it means that these constitute the substrata of influx.

The substratum of the living is described first.

आद्यं संरचनसामायमारम्योगतकारितान्तकारणस्त्रिकवालकः ।
Adyam samrāmbhasamārambhārambhāyogakrlakārikānun-
matakasāyavibhāṣānstristrīśīśūrdhvaikasāh

8. The substratum of the living is of 108 kinds.¹

Complete absorption in a plan to commit violence etc. with

¹ *Literal version.* The substratum of the living is planning to commit violence, preparation for it and commencement of it, by activity, doing, causing it done and approval of it, and issuing from the passions, which are of three, three, three and four respectively.
passion is called *samārambha*. Collecting the necessary materials for it is preparation (*samārambha*). Commencement of it is *ārambha*.

[Endeavour (planning), preparation and commencement together make up three.] Activity (*yoga*) has been explained—bodily activity, speech-activity and thought-activity. One may perform an action oneself. Or one may get it performed by another. Or one may approve of what has been done by another. [Those again make up three.] Anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed are the four passions. *Viśeṣa* is that which differentiates one thing from another. It is added to every term as follows, kinds of planning, kinds of preparation and so on. The substratum of the living is divided into these kinds. The numbers are added to these four respectively. Planning, preparation and commencement are three. Activities are three. Doing, causing a thing to be done and approval of a thing done are three. The passions are four. This is how these have to be taken, because of the suffix 'suc' added to the enumerated four things. Each of these attains three and other subdivisions. It is as follows. Bodily endeavour performed by anger. Bodily endeavour performed by pride. Bodily endeavour made by deceitfulness. Bodily endeavour made by greed. Bodily endeavour instigated by anger. Bodily endeavour instigated by pride. Bodily endeavour instigated by deceitfulness. Bodily endeavour prompted by greed. Bodily endeavour approved by anger, bodily endeavour approved by pride, bodily endeavour approved by deceitfulness, and bodily endeavour approved by greed.

These endeavours make up twelve. Similarly, in speech-activity the endeavours make up twelve, and in thought-activity another twelve. These make up a total of thirty-six. Similarly, preparation makes up thirty-six and commencement another thirty-six. Thus the divisions of influx of the substratum of the soul (the living) make up a grand total of one hundred and eight. The term 'ca' is intended to include the subtypes of each of the passions, namely that which leads to endless worldly existence, that which hinders partial self-
discipline (renunciation), that which hinders complete self-discipline and that which hinders perfect right conduct.

The substratum of the non-living is explained next.

Nirvarananiikapasyanamanyoganisarga dvicaturdvrtri-
bhedah param

9. Production, placing, combining and urging are the substratum of the non-living.

Production, placing, mixing and urging are four. Production is of two kinds. Placing is of four kinds. Mixing is of two kinds. Urging (behaviour) is of three kinds. These are the divisions of the substratum of the non-living. It is contended that the word ‘param’ (the other) is unnecessary. In the previous sutra it has been said, ‘the first’ (i.e. the substratum of the living). Hence it follows that this sutra refers to the other (i.e. the substratum of the non-living). But it is not unnecessary. The word ‘param’ has another meaning. Production etc. are different from endeavour and so on. Otherwise, these would be understood as subdivisions of the substratum of the living, as these are the effects of the soul’s dispositions.

Production or performance is of two kinds, the substratum of the primary attributes and the substratum of the secondary attributes. The first is of five kinds, namely that of body, speech, mind, inhalation and exhalation. Making objects of wood, clay, etc. or pictures is of the second kind. Placing is of four kinds—placing things on the floor without seeing whether there are insects or not, placing things without properly cleaning the floor, placing the books, the water-pot, the body, etc. quickly in a hurry, and placing these things anywhere without care and not in their proper places even when there is no hurry. Combining or mixing is of two kinds, mixing food, drink, etc., and assembling together things necessary for any act or effect. Urging (behaviour) is of three kinds, urging the body, speech and mind to act. [Thus the influx of karma is dependent on the living and the non-living.]

The influx of karma in general has been explained. Now
the causes of the influx of specific karmas must be described. And the causes of the influx of the first two kinds of karmas are described first.

10. Spite against knowledge, concealment of knowledge, non-imparting of knowledge out of envy, causing impediment to acquisition of knowledge, disregard of knowledge and disparagement of true knowledge, lead to the influx of karmas which obscure knowledge and perception.

When someone is giving an exposition of true knowledge, which is the means to the attainment of liberation, another person is spiteful and malignant in his attitude towards it. This is spite (pradosa). A person seeking knowledge approaches a learned man. But the learned man for some reason or other conceals his knowledge saying that he is ignorant. This is concealment of knowledge. A man is learned. And knowledge is a worthy gift to be given. But out of envy he does not teach others. This is envy (matsarya). Impediment is placing obstacles in the way of a person’s acquiring knowledge. Disregard (asada) is renouncing by word or deed knowledge taught by another. Blaming true knowledge or calling it false is disparagement (upaghat). The two are not the same. Lack of veneration or non-appreciation of true knowledge is disregard. But disparagement is condemning true knowledge as false with the idea of destroying knowledge. Thus there is difference between the two.

Knowledge and perception are indicated by the term ‘that’ (tad) in the sutra. But it is contended that these are not the subjects under discussion, nor have these been mentioned. How, then, can these be indicated by ‘that’? The reply is that it can be done from the point of view of the question. ‘How is the influx of knowledge-and perception-obscuring karmas caused?’ is the question. So, from the point of view of the question, ‘that’ refers to knowledge and perception. It means
spite etc. towards the learned possessed of knowledge and perception and their means, as these are the basis of knowledge and perception. These are the causes of knowledge and perception-obscuring karmas. It is seen that the same cause can produce several effects. In the same manner, spite etc. can cause the influx of both knowledge-obscuring and perception-obscuring karmas. Or spite etc. relating to knowledge cause the influx of knowledge-obscuring karmas. And those relating to perception (indeterminate knowledge) cause the influx of karmas which obscure perception.

The several causes of the influx of knowledge-and perception-obscuring karmas have been described. Similarly, the causes of the feeling - producing karmas are described next.

11. Suffering, sorrow, agony, moaning, injury and lamentation, in oneself, in others or in both, lead to the influx of karmas which cause unpleasant feeling.

Suffering is the feeling of pain. The feeling of sadness at the loss or separation of desirable or useful things is sorrow. The feeling of distress owing to disgrace is agony. Moaning is weeping loudly out of anguish. Injury is depriving one of life, the senses, strength or vigour, and respiration. Lamentation is the loud outcry (wailing) of an afflicted person by recalling the achievements of the departed and giving expression to these in order to evoke sympathy in others and secure help to oneself and others.

Now, since sorrow etc. are only subdivisions of suffering, there is no need to include all these. It is of course true. Still it is desirable or useful to mention a few subdivisions or species belonging to the genus or class to facilitate understanding. When the word cow is not understood, then the particulars such as broken horns, black, white, etc. are mentioned in order to make it understood. Similarly, the influx caused by suffering is innumerable times the spatial units of the

\footnote{See pages 62 and 63 (II, 13 & 14).}
universe. And a few of its species are mentioned in order to bring home the countless varieties of influx.

Owing to the presence of anger, these arise in oneself, in others and sometimes in both. All these promote the influx of karmas (asadvedya), which cause unpleasant feeling. If it were so, why should the followers of Arhat practise and preach to others such things as pulling out the hair, fasting and standing in the sun and so on? These cause sufferings to themselves and to others. It is true, but there is nothing wrong in it. Sufferings caused by internal passions such as anger can alone lead to the influx of karmas which cause unpleasant feeling. Now a compassionate surgeon operates a boil on the body of an ascetic free from stings. Though there is cause for suffering, yet there is no bondage of sin. For the presence of mere external cause (without the presence of passion) does not produce influx. So also the ascetic, turning away from the great misery of worldly existence and determined to destroy its cause, practises what is laid down in the scriptures with perfect equanimity in order to attain emancipation. Since there is no evil feeling or wrath or anger even in the presence of suffering, there is no bondage of demerit. Two verses are quoted here.

“Mere pain or pleasure is not the object in curing the disease of a person undergoing treatment. But the person undergoing treatment experiences either pain or pleasure. So also mere pain or pleasure is not the object aimed at by a person following the path to liberation. But a person seeking salvation experiences either pain or pleasure.”

The causes, that lead to the influx of karmas which bring about unpleasant feeling, have been described. Now the causes of the influx of karmas which produce pleasant feeling are described.

भूतवर्त्तनक्षानित्सौचस्मितिसद्वेद्यसंयमादियोगः। श्रान्तिः शौचस्मितिः सद्वेद्यस्य ॥ १२ ॥

Bhūtavratyanukampādānāsasānyamādiyogah
ksāntiḥ saucamiti sadvedyasya (12)

12. Compassion towards living beings in general and the devout in particular, charity, asceticism with attachment etc.
INFLUX OF KARMAS OF PLEASANT FEELING

(i.e. restraint-cum-non-restraint, involuntary dissociation of karmas without effort, austerities not based on right knowledge), contemplation, equanimity, freedom from greed—these lead to the influx of karmas that cause pleasant feeling.

Living beings are those who are born in different conditions of existence owing to the rise of karmas. The devout are those who observe the five vows such as non-injury and so on. They are the householders as well as the ascetics who renounce the world. Fellow-feeling for or distress at the sufferings of others as if these were one's own is compassion. To restrain oneself from undesirable activities towards living beings and control one's senses is 'śamyama'. The śamyama of one who is a sarāga or saṁyama with attachment is 'sarāga-śamyama'. 'Śamyamāśaṁyama', 'akāmanirjarā', and 'bālatapa' are also included by the word 'ādi'1.

'Yoga' is concentration or application of mind. The application of the mind in these directions is intended in the sutra. Keśānti (equanimity) is the renunciation of the four passions. Purity is freedom from greed. The worship of the Lord Arhat and rendering help or service to the young, the old and the ascetics, are also included herein. Though living beings include those who observe vows, the latter are mentioned separately, in order to indicate that they deserve compassion chiefly or pre-eminently. All these lead to the influx of karmas causing pleasant feeling.

The causes of the influx of deluding karmas are to be described next. Deluding karmas are of two kinds, those that delude faith, and those that delude conduct. The causes of

1 'Asaṁyama' is the opposite of 'saṁyama'. The restraint-cum-non-restraint of a householder is called 'saṁyamāsaṁyama'. 'Akaṁanirjarā' is dissociation of karmas from a person suffering from bondage, imprisonment and so on, without any voluntary effort on his part. 'Bālatapa' connotes the austerities of a person vitiated by wrong belief.
the influx of the first kind are mentioned first.

Kevaliṣṭrutasaṁghadhmadeva-varṇavādo
darśanamohasya

(13)

13. Attributing faults to the omniscient, the scriptures, the congregation of ascetics, the true religion and the celestial beings, leads to the influx of faith-deluding karmas.

The souls completely freed from the knowledge-obsuring karmas are the omniscients. They possess perfect knowledge. The works composed by the chief disciples of Tirthamkaras based on their teachings are the scriptures. The fraternity of ascetics is the congregation of ascetics. The religion consists in non-injury and is based on the teachings of the scriptures. The four orders of celestial beings have been described already. (Chapter IV). Attributing faults to, or slandering, the great ones described above is ‘avarṇavāda’. This is the cause of the influx of faith-deluding karmas. Faults may be attributed in the following ways. “The omniscients eat morsels of food and conduct themselves like ordinary men. The scriptures recommend meat-eating and drinking of wine. The ascetics are base-born and are lacking in cleanliness etc. The religion taught by Lord Jina (Tirthamkaras) is devoid of merit. Those who follow it will be reborn as demons. The celestial beings eat meat and drink wine.”

The causes of the influx of the second variety are described below.

Kaśāyodayāṭīṭivāparīṇāmaścāritramohasya

(14)

14. Intense feelings induced by the rise of the passions cause the influx of the conduct-deluding karmas.

The passions—anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed—have been described. Rise is ripening. Intense feelings owing to the rise of the passions are the cause of influx of conduct-infatuating karmas.

Therein, one’s own being actuated by passions and causing passions in others, blaming the conduct of the ascetics, embracing the guise of an ascetic and vows with a distressed mind
and so on, lead to the influx of the passion-feeding karmas. Ridiculing right faith, laughing at those in distress or misery, chuckling in wicked sport, excessive prattle and laughter, and the rest cause the influx of laughter. Desire for strange pleasures, disrelish of vows and minor vows¹, and the others cause the influx of pleasure or liking. Promoting dissatisfaction in others, destroying the pleasures of others, association with the wicked and so on lead to the influx of dissatisfaction. Bewailing oneself, plunging others into sorrow, rejoicing at others' lamentation and the others cause the influx of sorrow. Fearing oneself, causing fear in others and the rest lead to the influx of fear. Disgust at noble deeds and virtuous conduct and the others cause the influx of disgust. Speaking what is untrue, playing tricks upon others, prying into others' faults or weaknesses, intense attachment and the rest cause the influx of the female sex-inclination. Slight anger, mildness, contentment with one's wife and the others cause the influx of the male sex-inclination. Great or intense passions, causing injury to concealed parts, assaulting other women and so on lead to the influx of the neuter sex.

The divisions of the deluding karmas have been described. Next the causes of the influx of life-determining karmas have to be mentioned. The next sutra indicates the causes of the lifetime in which the fruit is experienced till the end of the fixed time.

बहुरम्भपरिग्रहात्वम् नारकस्यायुः:

15. Excessive infliction of pain and attachment cause the influx of karma which leads to life in the infernal regions. 'Arambha' is activity which causes pain and suffering to living beings. 'Parigraha' is attachment to objects, namely thinking 'this is mine'. The adjective 'excessive' applies to both. Excessive killing and excessive attachment on the part of anyone cause the influx of life-karma which leads him to hell in the next birth. Perpetual cruel activity such as killing, appropriating others' wealth, excessive attachment to worldly objects

¹ Minor vows are also referred to as supplementary vows.
and cruel concentration at the time of death arising from black thought-complexion—these cause the influx of life-karma which leads to birth in the infernal regions.

The influx of karma leading to the infernal regions has been described. Now the influx of life-karma causing birth in the animal world must be explained.

16. Deceitfulness causes the influx of life-karma leading to the animal and vegetable world.

Deceitful disposition of the soul caused by a particular conduct-deluding karma produces the influx of life-karma which leads to birth in the animal world. The preaching of religion from a perverted attitude, lack of good conduct and propriety, desire for cheating others, blue and grey thought-colouration of the soul and mournful concentration during death are the varieties of deceitful conduct.

The influx of life-karma leading to the animal world has been explained. What is the cause of the influx of life-karma leading to birth as human beings?

17. Slight injury and slight attachment cause the influx of life-karma that leads to human life.

The causes of the influx of karmas leading to the infernal regions have been described. The opposites of those cause the influx of karma that leads to birth as humans beings. To give a detailed description the following may be included—humility, gentle disposition, excellent behaviour, slight passion, death free from distressful disposition, and so on.

Is that all the influx of life-karma of human beings?

18. Natural mildness also (leads to the same influx).

The condition of being mild or gentle is mildness or gentle-
ness. To be naturally mild is natural mildness. Natural means without teaching or instruction. This natural mildness also leads to the influx that causes birth as a human being. It is mentioned separately, as it leads to influx that causes birth as a celestial being also.

Is that alone the influx of life-karma of human beings? No.

\[19\]

\text{Niśśilavratavām ca sarveśām} \quad (19)

19: Non-observance of supplementary vows, vows, etc. causes the influx of life-karmas leading to birth among all the four kinds of beings (conditions of existence).

'Ca' (etc.) is intended to include what have been referred to. Slight injury and slight attachment are also included herein. The supplementary vows and vows are explained later on. The first part of the sutra means non-observance of minor vows and vows. The second part includes the influx of all the four kinds of life-karmas. Do these lead to birth in heaven also? Yes. Men and women in the lands of paradise without the observance of vows are born in heaven after death.

What is the cause of influx of life in heaven?

\[20\]

\text{Sarāgasamnyamasamnyāśamākāma-}
\text{nirjarābālalapāmsi daivasya} \quad (20)

20. Restraint with attachment, restraint-cum-non-restraint, involuntary dissociation of karmas and austerities accompanied by perverted faith, cause the influx of life-karma leading to celestial birth.

The first two have been explained. Persons confined and bound in prisons are forced to endure hunger, thirst, continence, sleeping on the floor, dirt and distress without any desire on their part. But these lead to dissociation of karmas. This is called involuntary dissociation (akāma nirjarā). Bālā-\text{apa} is the observance by a person of perverted faith of austerities involving unscientific and terrible affliction of the body and characterized by fraudulent conduct. These cause the influx of karmas leading to celestial birth.
Is that alone the influx of life in heaven? No:

**Samyakātva ca**

(21)

21. Right belief also (is the cause of influx of life-karma leading to celestial birth).

What? ‘Influx of heavenly life’ is supplied from the previous sutra. Though it is mentioned in general as life in heaven, it means life in the higher heavens commencing from *Saudharma Kalpa*. How is it? It is because ‘right faith’ is mentioned separately. If so the rule enunciated in the previous sutra would apply uniformly without any distinction. By that it would mean that restraint with attachment and restraint-cum-non-restraint also lead to the life-duration of Residential devas etc. No. For in the absence of right faith, these names (restraint with attachment and restraint-cum-non-restraint) do not arise. Hence these two are included herein. The purport is that these also cause the influx of life-karma leading to birth in *Saudharma Kalpa* and so on.

The causes of influx of physique-making karmas have to be explained next. First the influx of inauspicious physique-making or name-karmas is described.

**Yoganakrata visamvadana ca subhasya namnaḥ** (22)

22. Crooked activities and deception cause the influx of inauspicious physique-making karmas.

Activity has been explained as of three kinds. ‘Vakratā’ is crookedness, and hence crookedness of activity. ‘Visamvādana’ is deceiving others. Now these are not two different things. In fact these are the same. Crookedness is itself misleading others. Of course, it is true. But there is this difference.

1 Right belief is mentioned separately. Hence persons with right faith (except those whose bondage of life-karma has been accomplished prior to their attainment of right belief) will be reborn among the fourth order of devas and not among the three lower orders, namely the Residential, the Peripatetic and the Stellar devas. Those practising restraint with attachment and restraint-cum-non-restraint are also characterized by right belief. Hence they also will be reborn in the higher heavens of *Saudharma Kalpa* and so on and not among the three lower orders of celestial beings.
Crooked activities apply to oneself but deception refers to others (i.e. misleading others). For instance, one is engaged in practices which lead to heavenly happiness and emancipation. He is asked by another to leave them off and be engaged in other unwholesome practices. This is deception (visamvādāna). These two cause the influx of inauspicious physique-making karmas. By the term ‘ca’ wrong belief, envy, fickleness of mind, use of wrong weights and measures to benefit oneself, censuring others, praising oneself, etc. are included.

What are the causes of the influx of auspicious physique-making karmas?

**तत्त्वपरिलोकनम्**

*Tadviparitam subhasya* (23)

23. The opposites of these (namely straightforward activity and honesty or candour) cause the influx of auspicious physique-making karmas.

The opposites are straightforwardness in one’s bodily, speech and mental activities and honesty or integrity. The opposites of those included by the term ‘ca’ must also be taken, that is reverence towards the virtuous and honouring them, fear of transmigration, avoidance of negligence and so on. These constitute the causes of influx of auspicious physique-making or name-karmas.

Are these alone the causes of physique-making (name) karmas, or is there any speciality? Yes. There is the influx of Tirthamkara name karma, which is the cause of infinite, incomparable majesty and inconceivable splendour and which effects the conquest of the three worlds. If so let the causes of this influx be enumerated.

**कृपानिभुद्धिकिरितनयसंपक्षम् कृष्णाटेवनतीचारोऽभिश्वेतानोपयोगसंबंधैः**

शक्तितस्त्यागतपरिवर्त्यविभवस्यकरणसहस्त्रायामिहविविधुद्धुःसब्रवचनभक्ति-राजस्यपरिवर्त्यविभवस्यभवनावचनवस्त्वश्वत्वस्मिति तीर्थकर्तव्यम् ||२४||

Darshanavidhīhirvinayasyasampannatā śilavatēśvanatīcāro(a)bhikaṇṭānōnopayogasamveganā saktīstātyagatalapāsi sādhusamaḥdhi-ruvaiyūrttiyakaranamarhadācāryabahuṣrutapravacanabhakti-
The influx of Tirthamkara name-karma is caused by these sixteen observances, namely purity of right faith, reverence, observance of vows and supplementary vows without transgressions, ceaseless pursuit of knowledge, perpetual fear of the cycle of existence, giving gifts (charity), practising austerities according to one's capacity, removal of obstacles that threaten the equanimity of ascetics, serving the meritorious by warding off evil or suffering, devotion to omniscient lords, chief preceptors, preceptors and the scriptures, practice of the six essential daily duties, propagation of the teachings of the omniscient, and fervent affection for one's brethren following the same path.

Faith in the path to liberation characterized by detachment preached by Lord Jina is purity of faith, which has been described already. It is characterized by eight qualities, freedom from doubt, freedom from worldly desire, freedom from revulsion, freedom from superstitions, development of one's spiritual capacity, ensuring steadiness of right faith and conduct in others who are prone to swerve from the path, joy and affection towards the right path and those following the path and propagation of the true path. Reverence is homage to the three jewels which lead to liberation and the preceptors and the rest who initiate others in the path to liberation. Faultless observance of the vows of non-injury etc. and the supplementary vows such as giving up anger etc., which safeguard the vows constitute freedom from transgressions. Incessant cultivation of knowledge of the soul and the other categories is constant contemplation of right knowledge. ‘Satyavega’ is the perpetual fear of the cycle of existence or transmigration. Charity is of three kinds, namely giving pure food and right knowledge and dispelling fear by infusing courage. The giving of these to others according to one's capacity is charity. Austerity is voluntary affliction of the body in conformity with the scriptures and one's capacity. When the treasury is on fire, attempts are made to extinguish it, as it benefits all. Similarly, the ascetic is the seat of rare
virtues of the vows and the minor vows. Hence any obstacles that threaten him are removed. This is removal of obstacles. When suffering is imminent to the virtuous ascetics, it is warded off by proper methods. Devotion is the worship of the omniscient lords, the chief preceptors, the preceptors, and the scriptures. Practice is performance of the six essential duties at proper times. The propagation of the teachings of Jina by means of knowledge, austerities, the worship of Jina and so on. Love and affection for one's brethren is similar to the tender love of the cow for her calf. These sixteen observances severally as well as together are the causes for the influx of the name-karma which leads to incarnation as a Tirthamkara.

After describing the influx of physique-making karmas, the influx of status-determining karmas has to be explained. The influx of low status-determining karmas is dealt with first.

Paratmanindaprasante sadasadgunocchadanojra vane ca nicairgolrasya || 25 ||

Paratmanindāpraśamise sadasadguṇo-ccaḥadana-dḥā-
vane ca nicairgolrasya (25)

25. Censuring others and praising oneself, concealing good qualities present in others and proclaiming noble qualities absent in oneself, cause the influx of karmas which lead to low status.

The intention to proclaim the defects in others whether true or not is censure. Proclaiming virtues is praise. These are taken respectively, that is censure of others and praise of oneself. The non-manifestation of a thing when there is obstruction is concealment. The manifestation of a thing in the absence of obstruction is proclaiming it. These two are taken respectively, that is concealing existent qualities in others and proclaiming non-existent qualities in oneself. These lead to the influx of karmas which determine low status.

What is the cause of influx of high-status-determining karmas?

1 This is also interpreted in other works as concealing good qualities present in others and proclaiming noble qualities absent in oneself.
The opposites of those mentioned in the previous sutra and humility and modesty cause the influx of karmas which determine high status.

The word 'that' at the beginning of the sutra refers to the influx of low-status-determining karmas just mentioned. 'Viparyaya' is the opposite of it. What are the opposites? The opposites are disparagement of oneself, praise of others, proclaiming qualities which are present in others and not proclaiming those that are absent in oneself. Bowing before the virtuous with veneration is humility. To be free from pride in spite of being great in knowledge and so on is modesty. That is the absence of egotism or haughtiness. These cause the influx of karmas which determine high status.

What is the cause of influx of obstructive karmas?

Laying an obstacle is the cause of the influx of obstructive karmas.

Charity etc. have been explained already. Laying or causing obstacles to these is the cause of influx of obstructive karmas. Now an objection is raised. Censure, concealment of knowledge, etc. have been described as specific causes for the influx of knowledge- and perception-obscuring karmas and so on. Are these specific causes for the influx of particular karmas or common causes for the influx of all karmas without any distinction? If these are admitted to be specific causes, then it will contradict the scriptures. For it is said in the scriptures that the seven karmas with the exception of life-determining karma flow into the soul simultaneously every instant. That will be a contradiction. If, on the other hand, censure, concealment of knowledge, etc. are considered as common causes, then it is not proper to mention these as specific causes. The justification is this. With regard to space-bondage there is no

1 The latter half of this sentence is also interpreted by other writers as proclaiming the good qualities of others and not proclaiming one's own good qualities.
fixed relation between the enumerated activities and the particular karmas. But from the point of view of fruition of karmas (enjoyment of fruit), the activities such as censure and concealment of knowledge become specific causes for the particular karmas.
CHAPTER VII

THE FIVE VOWS

At the beginning of the previous chapter describing influx, it was said that virtuous activity is the cause of merit. It was mentioned in general. Now it is explained in detail. What is auspicious activity (influx)?

हिंसान्तस्तेयाब्रह्मापरिधेह्यो विरतिविवतस् ॥ १ ॥

Himsāntasteyābrhmaparīdhēhāṁ vīratiḥvivaṁ (1)

1. Desisting from injury, falsehood, stealing, unchastity and attachment is the (fivefold) vow.

The sutras that follow describe injury etc. as severance of vitalities out of passion and so on. Abstaining from these is called the vow. The vow is the deliberately declared and self-imposed observance. For instance, it is in the form of ‘this must be done’ or ‘this must not be done.’ How is the ablative case applicable to unsteady or impermanent thoughts of violence etc.? It is appropriate to speak of permanence or steadiness in the case of disappearance of discriminating knowledge. Let us take the following instance. A man desists from virtue. The indiscriminate person reflects that virtue is difficult to be practised. And he concludes that the fruit of virtue is imaginary, that is a matter of faith only. Then he desists from virtue. In the same manner, another man who is far-sighted reflects as follows. These thoughts of injury etc. are the cause of sin or demerit. And those who are engaged in sinful activities are punished here itself by the king and his authorities and are subjected to suffering later (in the next world). Thus he concludes with his discriminating knowledge and desists from such thoughts. Therefore, through the intellect or discrimination, the meaning of steadiness is appropriate. The word ‘desisting’ (abstaining) is added to every one of the terms—desisting from injury, desisting from falsehood, desisting from falsehood, desisting from falsehood, desisting from falsehood, desisting from falsehood, desisting from falsehood.

1 Dhruvam apāya. The ablative is used in the departing of a permanent thing.
desisting from stealing, desisting from unchastity and desisting from attachment. Non-injury is mentioned first, as it is the most important of the vows. Just as the surrounding fence protects the corn, so also truth etc. safeguard non-violence. From the point of view of sāmāyika cārita (equanimity or concentration of mind), which consists of desisting from all kinds of harmful activities, the vow is one. And the same vow is spoken of as five from the standpoint of re-initiation (chedopasthāpanā cārita). Now, is it not improper to describe non-violence etc. as the cause of influx, as these are included in stoppage of influx? Self-control and regulation of activities are mentioned as the causes of stoppage of influx. There the vows are included among the ten kinds of moral virtues or discipline. But there is no contradiction. There the reference is to the negative aspect of the stoppage of influx which is characterized by abstinence. Here it is the positive aspect of active life that is emphasized. When violence, falsehood, stealing, unchastity and attachment are discontinued, non-violence, truth, non-stealing, chastity and detachment are practised. And it aids the means of stoppage of influx, namely self-control and so on. The ascetic who practises the vows easily stops influx. Hence the vows are mentioned here separately. Now, should not the sixth minor vow of abstaining from eating at night be added here? No. It is included among observances of the vow of non-violence. These are enumerated below. Among these is mentioned the practice of examining the food before eating to see that there are no organisms in it.

The subdivisions of the fivefold vow are given below.

Deśasarvato anumahāti

Deśasarvato anumahāti II ॥ ॥

2. (The vow is of two kinds), small and great from its being partial and complete.

Deśa means partial. Sarva means complete. Deśa and sarva are partial and complete. Deśasarvataḥ means from being partial and complete. Desisting is supplied from the previous
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sutra 1. These are taken respectively. Partial abstinence is a small vow, and complete abstinence is a great vow. Each vow is of these two kinds. The practice of these vows with vigilance dispels sufferings, just as an excellent specific removes disease.

For what purpose and in what manner should the vows be practised or observed?

तत्सधायर्थ भावना: पञ्चपञ्चः || ॥
Tatsthairyārtham bhāvanāḥ pāncapānca (3)

1. For the sake of strengthening the vows, there are five observances 2 for each of these.

In order to strengthen the vows, the five observances (contemplations) of each of the vows must be ascertained.

If so, what are the observances of the vow of non-injury?

वान्ननोगुप्तीर्यादीनिनिस्स्तिवालोकितपानमोजनानि पञ्चः || ॥
Vānmanoguptīryādānanikṣepanāsamyālokiṭapānabhojanāni pāṅca (4)

4. Control of speech, control of thought, regulation of movement, care in taking and placing things or objects, and examining food and drink, are five.

These are the five observances of the vow of non-injury.

What are the observances of the second vow?

क्रोधलोभभीतवाहस्यप्रत्रयक्ष्यानानुविवि-भावणं च पञ्चः || ॥
Krodhalobhakhirutvaḥasyapratyākhyānanānuvici-bhāgaṇām ca pāṅca (5)

5. Giving up anger, greed, cowardice or fearfulness and jest, and speaking harmless words are five.

These are the five observances of the vow of truthfulness. Anuvicibhāgaṇām means blameless speech.

What are the observances of the third vow of non-stealing?

1 Anumahati has neuter ending, as the expression refers to uṇaṃ which is in the neuter.
2 Bhāvanā is generally rendered as contemplation or meditation. But from what follows ‘observance’ may be taken as a better rendering.
6. Residence in a solitary place, residence in a deserted habituation, causing no hindrance to others, acceptance of clean food and not quarrelling with brother monks, are five.

Living in vacant or unoccupied places such as the cave, the hill, the hollow of a tree, etc., living in places vacated by others, causing no hindrance to others, living on clean food free from organisms as laid down in the scriptures, and not quarrelling with those following the same path, saying, ‘This is mine, that is yours.’ These are the five observances of the vow of non-stealing.

What are the observances of the fourth vow of continence or chastity?

7. Giving up listening to stories that excite attachment for women, looking at the beautiful bodies of women, recalling former sexual pleasure, delicacies stimulating amorous desire and adornment of the body, constitutes five.

Renunciation is added to each of these, that is renunciation of listening to stories exciting attachment for women, renunciation of the sight of beautiful women and so on. These are the five observances of the vow of chastity.

What are the observances of the fifth vow of detachment?

8. Giving up attachment and aversion for agreeable and disagreeable objects of the five senses constitutes five.

Renouncing attachment and aversion in the presence of
agreeable and disagreeable objects of the senses characterized by touch etc. constitutes the five observances of the vow of non-attachment.

The observances for strengthening the vows have been described. Are there other contemplations also with regard to injury etc., which also lead to steadiness in practising the vows? Yes. It is also with regard to the opposites.

हिंसादिभिधामुतापायावधवर्त्तनं \[9\]

9. The consequences of violence etc. are calamity and reproach in this world and in the next.

Calamity is the tendency to destroy activities which lead to prosperity and bliss. One must contemplate that violence etc. lead to calamity and shame in this life and in the life to come. A few instances are given. He who commits violence is always agitated and afflicted and is always actuated by animosity. He is also subjected to pain, imprisonment and suffering in this life. And after death he takes an inauspicious birth. He becomes also despicable. Hence it is good to give up causing injury etc.

In the same manner, the person who speaks falsehood becomes untrustworthy. And he is meted out punishment such as the cutting off of the tongue. He is also subjected to various sufferings by the vindictive persons who have been afflicted by his falsehoods. After death he is plunged into miserable life in his next birth. He is despised too by others. Hence it is good to renounce falsehood.

Similarly the thief, who is intent on depriving others of their possessions, causes affliction (anxiety) to all. In this world itself he is beaten, given blows, put in bonds, and subjected to mutilation of hand, leg, ear, tongue, upper lip and so on. His property is confiscated. And after death he takes an inauspicious birth and becomes despicable. Therefore it is good to desist from stealing.

Similarly an unchaste person, with his mind agitated by lustful passion and amorous excitement, loses his control over
himself. Naturally he suffers from blows, bonds and other torments, like the infatuated wild elephant tricked by a female elephant. Being infatuated he is unable to discriminate between good and evil. And he does not do anything that is right or proper. His intercourse with other women results in promoting hatred and enmity, and he is subjected to mutilation of the genitals, blows, bonds and confiscation of property. After death he takes a low birth and becomes despicable. Therefore it is good to desist from incontinence.

In the same manner, the man with possessions is assailed by robbers, just as the vulture with a piece of meat in its beak is attacked by other birds. He also contracts many evils in the course of his efforts to earn and safeguard wealth. Nor does he find contentment with any amount of wealth, like the fire which consumes any quantity of fuel. As he is subjugated by greed, he pays no heed to what ought to be done and what ought not to be done. After death he takes a mean birth, and he is also despised as an avaricious person. Therefore, it is good to desist from attachment to possessions. Thus the consequences of injury etc. such as calamity and reproach should be contemplated.

Other thoughts for contemplation relating to injury etc. are mentioned.

**Dukkameva vā**

10. Or sufferings only (result from injury etc.).

It should be contemplated that injury etc. are sufferings, for these are the causes of sufferings. For instance, we say that food is life, or even wealth is life, as wealth begets food, and food sustains life. So also injury etc. are the causes of karmas which produce unpleasant feelings. Sufferings are caused by these karmas. And injury etc. are figuratively referred to as sufferings, being the causes of these karmas, which in their turn bring about unpleasant feelings. That these are sufferings only is adduced by one's own experience as well as by that of others. Now, how can all these be said to be sufferings, as happiness is experienced from pleasures derived from
objects? But it is not happiness, since it only relieves pain for the moment, as scratching in the case of a person suffering from itch or scabies.

Again other attitudes are described.

Maitri-pramāda-kāraṇya-mādhyamānā-va
dhikākāli-yamānāvānāvēṣu ११ ॥

11. Benevolence towards all living beings, joy at the sight of the virtuous, compassion and sympathy for the afflicted, and tolerance towards the insolent and ill-behaved.

The desire that others should be free from suffering and pain is benevolence. Fervent affection as well as veneration in the presence of the virtuous is joy\(^1\). The disposition to render assistance to the afflicted is compassion. Tolerance or unconcern is freedom from attachment and repulsion based on desire and aversion. Those who are afflicted in several kinds of wombs owing to the ripening of inauspicious karmas are the living beings. The virtuous are those in whom right knowledge etc. abound. The afflicted are those who suffer from anguish and distress on the rise of unpleasant feeling-producing karmas. The ill-behaved are those who don’t listen to the truth and don’t cultivate virtues. Benevolence etc. must be practised towards living beings and others respectively—that is, benevolence towards all living beings, devotion to the virtuous, compassion towards the tormented and unconcern towards the indecorous and insolent persons. He who conducts himself in this manner is able to practise non-violence and other vows to perfection.

Again some other ways of contemplation are described.

Jagat-kāya-vābha-vau vā saṁvega-vairāgyārtham १२ ॥

12. Or the nature of mundane existence (the universe) and the body (may also be contemplated) in order to cultivate awe at the misery of worldly existence and detachment to worldly things.

\(^1\) Joy denotes fervent affection as well as esteem for the virtuous.
The universe is eternal without beginning and end. It resembles the canesat, the cymbals and the drum. In this universe the living beings have been roaming about, enduring misery in womb after womb, in the beginningless cycle of births and deaths throughout infinity. There is nothing permanent here. Life is as uncertain as the bubbles that float on water. And riches which beget worldly happiness are evanescent like the clouds and lightning. By contemplating thus on the nature of worldly existence, a wholesome awe of worldly existence is attained. The body too is transitory by nature, full of suffering and pain, worthless and unclean. By contemplating on the nature of the body, the desire for sensual pleasures is removed, and the attitude of non-attachment is cultivated. Therefore, the nature of the universe and the body must be contemplated.

Desisting from injury etc. has been described as vow. But we have not been told what injury etc. are. Now these are explained one after another. First injury is defined.

\[\text{Pramattayogatpratjavyaparoparfam himsa} \quad (13)\]

13. The severance of vitalities out of passion is injury.

Pramāda connotes passion. The person actuated by passion is pramatta. The activity of such a person is pramatta yoga.

The ten vitalities\(^1\) (life-principles) are the five senses and so on. The severance of the vitalities that are present (all the ten vitalities are not present in all living beings) is called injury. It is wicked as it causes pain and suffering to living beings. The qualifying phrase ‘arising from passionate activity’ is intended to indicate that mere severance of the vitalities is not wicked. “Even with the severance of life one is not stained with the sin of injury.” Again it has been said thus in the scriptures. “When a monk goes on foot with carefulness, sometimes small insects get crushed under his

\(^1\) The vitalities or life-principles are ten, namely the five senses, energy, respiration, life-duration, the organ of speech and the mind. The one-sensed lives possess four vitalities, the two-sensed six, the three-sensed seven, the four-sensed eight, the irrational five-sensed nine and the rational five-sensed all the ten. See pages 62 and 63 (II, 13 & 14).
feet and die. Still there is not the slightest bondage of sin in his case. From the spiritual standpoint, infatuation is called attachment." Now, has it not been admitted that mere passionate attitude even without the severance of vitalities constitutes violence? "He who acts with negligence commits injury whether death is caused to organisms or not. And he who proceeds with proper care does not contract bondage of karma by mere injury." Yes, it is true. But there is no inconsistency in this. Even in the case of the person with negligence there is severance of life-principles at least in thought. It has been said thus in the scriptures. "He who has passions causes injury to himself by himself. Whether injury is then caused to other living beings or not, it is immaterial."

Injury has been defined. What is the definition of falsehood mentioned next to injury? This question is answered in the next sutra.

\textbf{असद्भिधानमन्त्रतम्} \\
\textit{Asadabhidhānamanṛtam} (14)

14. Speaking what is not commendable is falsehood. The word ‘sat’ is a laudatory term. What is not laudable is ‘asat’. Speaking what is not laudable is falsehood. \textit{Rtam} is truth. What is not \textit{rtam} is \textit{anṛtam}. \textit{Anṛtam} is falsehood. What is it then that is not laudable? That which causes pain and suffering to the living is not commendable, whether it refers to actual facts or not. It has already been said that the other vows are intended to safeguard the vow of non-injury. Therefore, it must be taken that words that lead to injury constitute falsehood.

Then stealing, which is mentioned next to falsehood, is defined.

\textbf{अदत्तादानं स्तेयस्} \\
\textit{Adattādānam steyam} (15)

15. Taking anything that is not given is stealing. Taking anything which is not given is called theft. If so the letting in or taking in of karmic and \textit{nokarmic} particles
would be tantamount to theft, as these are not given by anybody. No, it is not a fallacy. The convention regarding theft can refer only to things to which giving and not giving apply. How does it follow? It is implied in the use of the term ‘not given’. Even then when the ascetic moves about for food, he enters roads and gateways. But that will not constitute stealing, as these are left free for anyone to pass through. For instance, the ascetic does not enter gateways which are closed, as these are not left free. Otherwise ‘out of passion’ is supplied from the previous sutra. The taking of anything out of passion is called stealing. And there is no passion in the ascetic who passes through the streets. Hence it follows that activity actuated by impure thought is stealing, whether external objects are taken or not.

The fourth vow of unchastity is defined then.

16. Copulation is unchastity.

Mithunam is the desire of man and woman (members of the opposite sexes) to embrace each other owing to the rise of conduct-deluding karmas. The activity of a couple is mailhunam, but not all activities. How is it so? It is well-known to all that copulation is the action of man and woman prompted by sexual desire. Similarly, the texts referring to the desire of a mare and a stallion indicate the same thing. Moreover ‘out of passion’ is supplied. By that, action leading to sexual pleasure of a couple is alone included and not all activities. That which develops virtues such as non-injury is chastity. Not chaste is unchaste. What is it? It is copulation. Copulation promotes injury etc. He who indulges in copulation causes injury to immobile and mobile beings. He utters falsehood, takes away things not given, and accumulates possessions both living and non-living.

The fifth, namely attachment to possessions, is defined next.
17. Infatuation is attachment to possessions.

It is said 'mūrccā'. What is mūrccā (infatuation)? Mūrccā is activity relating to the acquisition and safeguarding of possessions such as the cow, the buffalo, jewels, pearls and so on, and also inward thoughts like desire and so on. Now, this word is used to denote fainting or swooning. Why should it not mean fainting here? Yes, it is true. The verb 'mūrcch' is used in the general sense of insensibility. What is mentioned in general applies to the particular also. The general meaning implies the particular meaning also. This is the section dealing with attachment. And the particular meaning of infatuation or delusion is applicable here. Even then external things cannot be included under attachment, as those belonging to the self are included. It is true. Of course, the internal thoughts only are included as being important. Even in the absence of external things, he who thinks 'this is mine' is an infatuated person. If so external things cannot at all become attachment. On the other hand, if these become objects of attachment because of the infatuation, 'this is mine', then knowledge and understanding also would become infatuation. For knowledge also is considered 'this is mine' as desire and so on. But it is not so. The phrase 'out of passion' is supplied from the previous sutra. So the passionless person possessed of right faith, knowledge and conduct is free from delusion. Hence there is no infatuation in his case. Further knowledge is not fit to be disregarded or cast off, and it is also the essential characteristic of the soul. So it is not infatuation. Desire etc. are fit to be cast off, as these are the effects of karmas and contrary to the nature of the soul. So infatuation in these is attachment. Infatuation or attachment is at the root of all evils. If a person has the idea of 'this is mine', he has to safeguard it. In safeguarding it, violence is bound to result. For its sake he utters falsehood. He also commits theft and attempts copulation. And this results in various kinds of pain and suffering in the infernal regions.

He, who realizes thus the evils of injury etc. and the merits of non-injury and so on, is vigilant in observing the vows.
18. The votary is free from stings.

That which injures is a thorn or sting. Any sharp thing which causes pain to the body is a sting. Just as the sting causes pain to sentient beings, the emotional excitement arising from karmas, which causes bodily and mental pain, is figuratively called a sting. This is of three kinds, the sting of deceit, the sting of desire for enjoyment or pleasure, and the sting of perverse attitude (wrong faith). Māyā is deceit. Nidānam is desire for worldly pleasure and splendour. Mithyā darśanam is wrong faith. He who is free from these three kinds of stings is called a votary (vrati). Now it is contended thus. ‘A person is free from stings in the absence of stings, and one who observes vows is called a votary. But a person free from stings is not fit to be called a votary. For instance, a man who has a staff cannot be said to carry an umbrella.’ The reply is this. The votary is one who is characterized by both the attributes, namely observing vows and being free from stings. So by merely practising vows, one cannot be called a votary, unless one is free from stings. What is meant is that, in the absence of stings, one who observes vows is a votary. For instance, a person is said to be rich in cows when he has plenty of milk and ghee. He cannot be said to be rich in cows in the absence of milk and ghee, even if he has several cows. So also, even if a person observes vows, he cannot be called a votary if he is not free from stings.

He who is free from stings is a votary. The subdivisions are given below.

19. The householder and the homeless ascetic are the two kinds of votaries.

What is built for shelter is agāraṁ (habitation). He who has it is the householder. He for whom there is no home is the homeless ascetic. There are two classes of votaries, the householder and the homeless ascetic. Now the ascetic who stays in a vacant habitation, a temple, etc. would become a house-
holder. And the layman, who leaves his home and lives in the woods for some reason, would become houseless, though he is not free from desires. But it is not so. What is intended is the psychical factor regarding home. Owing to the rise of conduct-deluding karmas, a person's thoughts are not turned away from home. This is called the psychical home. He who has it is a householder, even if he lives in a forest. The ascetic is free from such thoughts, and so he is homeless whether living in a habitation or in the woods. Again, it is argued that the householder cannot be a votary, as he observes vows only partially. But it is not so. The householder also is a votary from certain points of view. Though a man lives in his home or remains in his bed-chamber, we say he lives in the town. So even a person observing partial vows is called a votary from certain points of view (naigama, sāngraha and vyārahāra nayas).

Does partial observance mean the observance of one or two of the five vows? No, it is not so. If so what is it? It is the observance of all the five vows imperfectly.

अनुव्रतोऽगारी

Anuvrato āgāri

II 20 II

20. One who observes the small vows is a householder.

The word 'anu' indicates smallness. He who observes small vows is called a householder. Why are his vows called small? It is because he is unable to desist from all sins completely. If so what does he desist from? The first small vow of non-injury is to avoid injury to beings with two or more senses. Owing to attachment or delusion, the householder refrains from uttering falsehood, which may lead to the destruction of his home or his village. This is the second small vow of speaking the truth. Desisting from desire of things which are not given, though they are lost by others, out of fear of punishment by the king, is the third small vow of non-stealing. Desisting from desire for sexual union with a married or unmarried woman who is not one's own wife is the fourth small vow of not casting evil glances at other women. Limiting
Supplementary Vow of Direction

One’s possessions such as riches, corn, lands and so on of one’s own accord is the fifth small vow of limited possessions.

Are these the only peculiarities of the householder, or are there others also?

Digdesānarthadandaṇaviratisāmāyikaprośadhopavā-

-sopabhogaparibhogaparimānātihisamvibhāga-

-vratasaṃśāntiṃpanāśca

21. Abstaining from activity with regard to direction, country and purposeless sin, periodical concentration, fasting at regular intervals, limiting consumable and non-consumable things, and partaking of one’s food after feeding an ascetic, are the minor or supplementary vows.

‘Abstaining from’ is added to everyone of the terms—abstaining from direction, abstaining from country or region, abstaining from purposeless sinful activity. These three are called guṇa vratas, as the word vrata is added on to every one of these. These enhance the value of the five vows. Similarly the vow of concentration, the vow of fasting, the vow of limiting consumable and non-consumable things, and the vow of offering food to an ascetic, are the other supplementary or minor vows which are called śīkṣā vratas. A householder who observes these vows is called viratāvāra, i.e. one who observes abstinence as well as non-abstinence. It is as follows.

The directions are east, west and so on (the eight corners of the compass with the upward and the downward make up ten). Taking a resolve not to participate in activities beyond set limits in the directions, fixing the boundaries with well-known mountains, rivers, villages, towns, and so on, is the vow of abstinence with regard to direction. Since there is no injury to one-or more-sensed lives beyond the fixed boundaries, one is supposed to observe great vows (outside one’s limited field of activity). Though there may be opportunity for gain outside his limited field, he does not direct his thought there. Thus he curbs his desire. The region determined by villages and so on is the country or province. Desisting from activity outside
the country is the vow of abstinence with regard to country¹. As in the previous instance, the householder practising this vow must be considered to observe the great vows beyond his region of activity. That, which leads to sin without any advantage, is purposeless sin. Desisting from such activity is to be free from purposeless sin. Purposeless sin is of five kinds, namely evil thought, preaching of sin, negligent activity, giving of hurtful things, and listening to undesirable stories. Wishing how others may suffer from victory, defeat, punishment, bondage, mutilation, confiscation of all possessions and so on, is evil thought. Preaching sin is using words which incite others to cause sufferings to animals, to pursue commerce and activities causing injury to living beings and so on. Intoxicated activity is cutting trees, digging the earth, sprinkling water and so on, without any purpose. Giving hurtful things such as poison, thorns, weapons, fire, rope, whip, stick and so on is the fourth kind. The fifth kind is listening to or teaching of stories which provoke injury, lust, etc.

The preposition 'sam' means one state of being. For instance, ghee becomes one with the thing mixed. Similarly oil also. To become one is samaya. That, which has oneness as its object, is sāmāyikam. One attains the great vows when one practises sāmāyika (concentration) at a particular place and time, since one is free from minute and gross injury and so on. It is argued that it would be perfect restraint and discipline (samāyama). But it is untenable, as there is the presence of karmas or passions which arrest complete restraint. In that case these should not be called great vows. No. These are called great vows figuratively, as Chaitra is said to be present everywhere in the royal household.

The word prosadha² refers to the holy days in the lunar month. Abstaining from the pleasures of the five senses such as sounds and dwelling in the self in deep concentration is

¹ This is similar to the previous one with this difference that this limits the field of activity still further than in the case of dikvāra. Besides dikvāra is taken for one's lifetime, whereas āśāvāra is taken for shorter periods.

² Prosadha: the eighth and the fourteenth days of a fortnight, the bright half and the dark half of the lunar month.
fasting. It means giving up the four kinds of food. Proṣadhe upavāsa is proṣadhopavāsa, that is fasting on the eighth and fourteenth days of the lunar cycle. The fasting householder discards bodily adornments such as bath, perfume, garlands and ornaments, and spends his time in a sacred place like the abode of a saint or a temple or in his lonely fasting apartment, contemplating on pure thoughts by listening to or making others listen to the scriptures and refraining from injury.

Consumable things are food, drink, perfume, garlands of flowers and so on, which can be enjoyed only once. Garments, clothing, ornaments, beds, chairs, houses, carriages, horses and so on, are non-consumable things, as these can be enjoyed again and again. A limit is placed on these possessions by the householder. The householder who desires to avoid gross injury must always abstain from honey, meat and wine. He must also renounce flowers like jasmine and white lotus, ginger, roots, etc., which are the seats of infinite organisms and which are fit to be called infinite-bodied. Very little advantage is derived from these, in spite of considerable injury caused. With regard to carriages, horses and ornaments and decorations, one must decide what is essential and what is superfluous. And he must renounce the superfluous for a period or for lifetime according to his capacity. He, who moves from place to place without transgressing his self-control is called a guest (atithi). Or he, who comes on any day without any regularity or definiteness, is a guest. Four things are offered to the guest—food, implements, medicine and shelter. Pure food must be offered by the householder with a pure heart to the ascetic on the path to emancipation, who is earnest in practising restraint and discipline. Implements such as books which promote right faith and so on must be presented to him. Wholesome and proper medicine must be given to him. Shelter also must be provided for the ascetic with great devotion. The term ‘ca’ at the end of the sutra is intended to include the householder’s duty mentioned next.

1 The five senses turn away from their pleasures of touch etc. and repose in the self in deep concentration during fasting.
22. The householder courts voluntary death at the end of his life.

The loss of the senses and the vitalities at the end of one's duration of life acquired by one's own dispositions is death. The end refers to the particular state of existence. That which has death as the end is maraṇaṁtaḥ. That which has death as its object is maraṇantiki. To make the body and the passions thin is sallekhanā.

Sallekhanā is making the physical body and the internal passions emaciated by abandoning their sources gradually at the approach of death. The householder observes sallekhanā at the end of his life. 'Jośītā' means observing it with pleasure. Hence sevītā, though clear in meaning, is not used. If there be no willingness, sallekhanā cannot be forced on one. If there is liking for it one does it oneself.

It is argued that it is suicide, since there is voluntary severance of life etc. No, it is not suicide, as there is no passion. Injury consists in the destruction of life actuated by passion. Without attachment etc. there is no passion in this undertaking. A person, who kills himself by means of poison, weapons, etc., swayed by attachment, aversion or infatuation, commits suicide. But he who practises holy death is free from desire, anger and delusion. Hence it is not suicide. "It has been taught by Lord Jina that the absence of attachment and the other passions is non-injury and that the rise of feelings of attachment and the other passions is injury." For instance, a merchant collects commodities for sale and stores them. He does not welcome the destruction of his storehouse. The destruction of the storehouse is against his wishes. And, when some danger threatens the storehouse, he tries to safeguard it. But if he cannot avert the danger, he tries to save the commodities at least from ruin. Similarly, a householder is engaged in acquiring the commodity of vows and supplementary vows. And he does not desire the ruin of the receptacle of these virtues, namely the body. But when serious
danger threatens the body, he tries to avert it in a righteous manner without violating his vows. In case it is not possible to avert danger to the body, he tries to safeguard his vows at least. How can such a procedure be called suicide?

It has been said that a votary is free from stings. Wrong belief is the third kind of sting. Therefore, the votary who is a right believer ought to be free from stings. Is right belief free from transgressions or not? Sometimes owing to delusion these transgressions occur.

23. Doubt in the teachings of the Jina, desire for worldly enjoyment, repugnance or disgust at the afflicted, admiration for the knowledge and conduct of the wrong believer and praise of wrong believers, are the five transgressions of the right believer.

Freedom from doubt etc. have been explained under the sutra ‘Darśanavisuddhi’ (VI, 24). Doubt etc. are the opposites of those qualities. What is the distinction between admiration and praise? Admiration is attributing knowledge and conduct to the wrong believer in one’s own mind. Expression of existent or non-existent qualities is praise. This is the difference between the two. Now eight qualities have been mentioned for right belief. Should not the opposites, namely transgressions, also be eight? No, it is not necessary. The author lays down five, transgressions each for primary vows and supplementary vows. Hence here also he mentions only five transgressions, including the rest under admiration and praise.

The transgressions of the right believer (right belief) have been mentioned. Are there transgressions for vows and supplementary vows also? Yes. The number of the transgressions is indicated in the next sutra.

24. Vrataśileśu pañca pañca yathākramam
24. There are five, five transgressions respectively for the vows and the supplementary vows.

‘Vrataśilegu’ means with regard to the vows and the supplementary vows. It is contended that the inclusion of the supplementary vows is unnecessary, as these are implied in the vows. But it is not unnecessary. Limiting the directions and so on are included as supplementary vows, in order to indicate that, in the case of the householder, the seven supplementary vows are intended to safeguard the five vows of non-injury and so on.

Since this is the section of the householder, five, five transgressions mentioned subsequently must be taken to apply respectively to the vows and the supplementary vows of the householders. Now the transgressions of the vow of non-injury are described.

25. Binding, beating, mutilating limbs, overloading and withholding food and drink.

Fastening with cord or the like restrains movement from place to place as one desires. A blow is beating with a stick, a whip or a cane. It is not injury of vitalities. That has been given up already. Mutilation is cutting off of limbs such as the ear and the nose. Overloading is putting more weight than an animal or a human being can reasonably carry. Withholding food and drink is denying these to the animals when they feel hunger and thirst. These five are the transgressions of the small vow of non-violence.

26. Perverted teaching, divulging what is done in secret, forgery, misappropriation, and proclaiming others’ thoughts.

Perverted teaching is misdirecting another who is on the
path of prosperity and salvation. Divulging a secret is revealing what has been done in secret by a couple. Forgery is preparing false records prompted by others in order to cheat others, by affirming that one has said and done things which one has not. Misappropriation is taking for oneself gold and other things entrusted to one’s care by another.

The last is guessing others’ thoughts by their posture, facial expression, etc., and proclaiming these out of envy etc. These are the five transgressions of the small vow of speaking the truth.

Prompting a person to steal, or prompting him through another or approving of the theft, is the first transgression. The second is receiving stolen goods from a person, whose action has neither been prompted nor approved by the recipient. Receiving or buying goods otherwise than by lawful and just means is an irregularity or a transgression. An attempt to buy precious things very cheaply in a disordered state is the third transgression. Cheating others by the use of false weights and measures in order to obtain more from others and give less to others, is the fourth transgression. Deceiving others with artificial gold, synthetic diamonds and so on, is the fifth transgression. These five are the transgressions of the vow of non-stealing.

When a person deposits certain things with another, and later on takes less than what he had deposited, the other person confirms it and takes the rest for himself.
married woman, cohabitation with a harlot, perverted sexual practices, and excessive sexual passion.

Marriage consists in taking a woman for wife. The marriage of others is ‘paravivāha’. Bringing about or effecting the marriage of persons who do not belong to one’s family is the first transgression. The rest are self-explanatory. These are the five transgressions of the vow of continence or contentment with one’s own wife.

The transgressions of the vows have been described. Now the transgressions of the supplementary vows are described.  

1 or giving a maid in marriage.  
2 A woman who cohabits with one other than her spouse is an unchaste woman (itvari). The meaning of the suffix ‘ka’ is contemptible. Hence ‘itvariha’ means a contemptible adulteress. ‘Parigrhitā’ is a married woman. ‘Aparigrhitā’ is a harlot without a husband. Parigrhitā and aparigrhitā mean a married woman and an unmarried woman. Itvariha and te parigrhitāparigrhitā mean a married adulteress and an unmarried harlot. Cohabitation with these constitutes two transgressions. Sexual enjoyment otherwise than in the generative organ is perverted sexual practice. The last is abnormal sexual passion. These are the five transgressions.
30. Exceeding the limits set in the directions, namely upwards, downwards and horizontally, enlarging the boundaries in the accepted directions, and forgetting the boundaries set, are the five transgressions of the minor vow of direction.

Exceeding the limit set with regard to direction is a transgression. This in short is of three kinds—transgression upwards, transgression downwards, transgression horizontally, such as climbing a mountain, descending into a well and entering a cave respectively. Enlarging the boundaries in the accepted directions out of greed is the fourth transgression. Those transgressions arise from negligence, infatuation or attachment. Forgetting the limits set is the fifth transgression. These are the transgressions of the vow governing the range of one’s actions in the ten directions.

31. Sending for something outside the country of one’s resolve, commanding someone there to do thus, indicating one’s intentions by sounds, by showing oneself, and by throwing clod etc.

Ordering someone to bring something from a country outside his mental resolve, commanding someone outside the limit, ‘Do thus’, making known one’s intentions to someone beyond the limit by signs such as coughing, grunting, etc., by putting oneself in such a position as to be seen by persons on the other side, and by throwing clod etc.—these are the five transgressions of the vow of limiting the country of one’s operations.

32. Vulgar jokes, vulgar jokes accompanied by gesticulation, garrulity, unthinkingly indulging in too much action,
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keeping too many consumable and non-consumable objects, are the five transgressions of the vow of desisting from unnecessary sin.

Employing vulgar language mixed with laughter out of excessive attachment is the first transgression. The same accompanied by undesirable gesticulation is the second. Indulging in meaningless and unrestrained talk out of arrogance is the third. Indulging in too much action without considering the object is the fourth. Accumulation of consumable and non-consumable things beyond one's needs is the fifth. These are the five transgressions of the vow of refraining from purposeless sin.
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personal use without inspecting and cleaning these, and spreading mats and garments without cleaning the place, are three. Lack of earnestness in one's essential duties when tormented by hunger, and lack of concentration are the other two. These five are the transgressions of fasting.

Sacititsambandhasanmiśrabhisāvadihpakvāhārāḥ (35)
35. Victuals containing (one-sensed) organisms, placed near organisms and mixed with organisms, stimulants and ill-cooked food.

The first is food containing (one-sensed) organisms, the second is food placed near such organisms, and the third is food mixed with such organisms. How is it that a householder partakes of food with organisms? It is because of negligence or infatuation. ‘Dravo’ is that which is stimulating. The last means ill-cooked. Food is qualified by these adjectives. These are the five transgressions of the vow of fixing a limit to consumable and non-consumable articles.

Sacittanikṣepāpidhūnaparavyapadeśamātsaryakālātikramāḥ (36)
36. Placing the food on things with organisms such as green leaves, covering it with such things, food of another host, envy, and untimely food.

Placing the food on things containing organisms such as the lotus leaf, and covering it with similar things are two. The third is offering another host's food as if it were one's own. The fourth is lack of earnestness or envy of another host. Offering food either too early or too late is untimely food. These are the five transgressions of the vow of hospitality.

Jīvitamarāṇaśāmīśitānurāńgasukhānu-bandhanidānāni (37)
37. Desire for life, desire for death, recollection of affection for friends, recollection of pleasures and constant longing for enjoyment.
Desire for life is desire to prolong one's life in order to live long. Desire for death is to long for speedy death in order to escape from pain and suffering. Attachment to friend is repeated recollection of one's sport etc. with one's former friend when they were young. Attachment to pleasures is recollecting again and again the various pleasures enjoyed in former times. Longing for enjoyment is constantly giving one's thoughts to enjoyment. These five are the transgressions of the vow of passionless death.

In describing the cause of influx of the name-karma of the Lord (Tirthamkara), charity and austerities according to one's capacity have been mentioned. Again hospitality has been mentioned in describing the supplementary vows. What is the definition of hospitality or charity?

अनुग्रहार्थं स्वस्यातिसारो दानम् \[38\]
Anugrahārtham svasyātisargo dānam

38. Charity is the giving of one's wealth to another for mutual benefit.

'Anugraha' means beneficial to both the giver and the recipient. The giver accumulates merit, and the gift promotes right knowledge and so on in the recipient. 'Sva' means wealth, possessions or belongings. Bestowing one's possessions on another for mutual benefit is charity.

Charity has been described. Is there no distinction with regard to the effects of gifts, or is there any peculiarity?

विषिद्रव्यालेप्यात्रप्रविशेषान्तिनिशिप: \[39\]
Vidhidravyadātiprāpraviśeṣāntiadviseṣah

39. The distinction with regard to the effect of a gift consists in the manner, the thing given, the nature of the giver and the nature of the recipient.

The manner is the way in which a guest is received and attended to. The distinction\(^1\) lies in the nature or quality. It is added on to everything—excellence in manner, excellence of the thing given, superiority of the giver, and superiority of the recipient. Therein, the distinction in manner lies in

\(^1\) distinction: excellence or superiority.
the reverence or lack of reverence with which the guest is welcomed and so on. The excellence of the thing consists in its qualities to promote austerities, study, etc. The superiority of the giver lies in his being free from envy and dejection. The presence of qualities which lead to salvation indicates the superiority of the recipient. The excellence of the reward of gift is proportionate to these qualities, as a rich harvest is proportionate to the fertility of the soil, the quality of the seed and so on.
CHAPTER VIII

BONDAGE OF KARMA

Influx has been explained. Bondage which comes immediately after influx is to be described now. And first the causes of bondage are mentioned, as these are antecedent to bondage.

1. Wrong belief, non-abstinence, negligence, passions and activities are the causes of bondage.

Wrong faith has been explained. Where has it been explained? It has been explained under the sutra, ‘Belief in things as they are constitutes right faith’. And also in describing influx, the opposite of right faith has been explained under activities, as that which tends to misbelief. Abstinence has been described. Non-abstinence must be understood to be the opposite of abstinence. Negligence is included in misinterpreting the injunctions and indifference to observe them. It is indifference to laudable activities. The passions—anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed—with their subdivisions have been explained. Where? Under the sutra, ‘The subdivisions of the former are the senses, the passions, etc.’ (VI, 5) Activities have been explained as three, namely bodily activity, mental activity and speech. Where? Under the sutra, ‘The action of the body, the organ of speech and the mind is called yoga (activity).’ Wrong belief is of two kinds, natural and derived from teaching. The manifestation of disbelief in the true nature of reality, on the rise of perversity-karma, without teaching by others, is the first variety. The second variety, which is based on the teaching of others, is of four kinds namely kriyāvādi, akriyāvādi, ajñānika and vainayika. Or it is of five kinds—absolutistic (one-sided) attitude, contrary attitude, doubtful attitude (scepticism), non-discriminating attitude and ignorant attitude. The identification of a thing and its
attribute as 'this alone' or 'thus only' is absolutistic attitude.
The supreme being alone is everything (the whole universe),
or everything is permanent or everything is momentary—these
are the absolutistic attitudes. 'An ascetic with material
possessions is a passionless saint.' 'The omniscient lord takes
morsels of food.' 'Woman attains liberation.' These are
contrary attitudes. The indecisive view, whether the three
gems of right faith, right knowledge and right conduct lead
to emancipation or not, is scepticism. All gods are one and
all religions are the same—these are non-discriminating atti-
tudes. Incapacity to examine what is good and what is not
good to oneself is ignorant attitude. To quote from the
scriptures.

"There are one hundred and eighty kinds of kriyāvādins,
eighty-four kinds of akriyāvādins, sixty-seven kinds of ajñāni-
kas and thirty-two kinds of vainayikas."

Non-abstinence is of twelve kinds relating to the six classes
of embodied souls or beings and the six senses. ¹ The sixteen
passions and the nine quasi-passions together make up twenty-
five passions. There is slight difference between the passions
and the quasi-passions. ² But the difference is not meant here.
So these are grouped together. Mental activities are four,
namely true, false, both true and false, and neither true nor
false. Similarly speech-activities also are four. Bodily acti-
Vities are five. These make up thirteen, also fifteen in the case
of pramāta samyata, who attains activity of the supernormal
body (āhāraka kāyayoga) and the activity of the supernormal
body associated with the gross body (āhāraka miśra kāyayoga.)

Negligence is of several kinds. It is with regard to the five-
fold regulation of activities, therefold self-control, eight kinds
of purity, and ten kinds of moral virtues and so on. The eight
kinds of purity are purity in thought, in body, in reverence,

¹ Not abstaining from injury to the six types of living beings and not
restraining the six senses including the mind from the objects of their desire —
these constitute the twelve kinds of non-abstinence. The six types of living beings
are the five kinds of immobile beings, namely earth, water, fire, air and plants,
and the mobile beings. See II, 13 & 14, on pages 62 & 63.

² The negative sign in nohaśāya is used in the sense of 'slight'.

in walking, in food accepted, in placing things, in lying down and sitting and in speech. The moral virtues are ten. These are the five causes of bondage whether concurrently or severally. In the case of the misbeliever all the five causes operate. In the case of those in the second, third and fourth stages of spiritual development, the four causes commencing from non-abstinence operate. In the case of beings in the fifth stage of development, non-abstinence-cum-abstinence, negligence, the passions and the activities operate. In the case of the ascetic in the sixth stage of development negligence, passions and activities operate. Passions and activities alone operate in the seventh, eighth, ninth and tenth stages of development. In the eleventh, twelfth and thirteenth stages, activities alone operate. In the last stage there is no cause for bondage. The causes of bondage have been described.

Now what is bondage?

Sakṣāyatvājñāṇ: karmano yogyān pudgalānādūte sa bandhah

2. The individual self attracts particles of matter which are fit to turn into karma, as the self is actuated by passions. This is bondage.

'Sakṣāya' means associated with passions. The nature of being associated with passions is the cause. Why is the cause mentioned again? Just as the digestive fire of the stomach (the gastric fluid or juice) absorbs food suitable to it, so also the self attracts karmas of duration and fruition corresponding to the virulent, mild or moderate nature of the passions. How does the soul which is immaterial take in karmic matter? In answer to this question the author commences the sutra with the word 'jīva'. That which lives is jīva. It is called jīva because it has vitality and life. For the sake of brevity the sutra may read karmayogān instead of karmano yogyān. But the splitting is intended to indicate another idea or statement. What is that other statement? It is that the living being is actuated by passions on account of karmas. This is what is implied. Karmano is the expression of the
cause. Owing to the rise of karmas, the self is imbued with passions. There can be no tinge or stain of passion in the case of a soul free from karmas. From this it follows that the bondage or association between the self and karma—spirit and matter—is beginningless. So there is no room for the question how the immaterial soul is bound by the material karmas. Otherwise, if we postulate a beginning for the bondage, there can be no bondage at all as in the case of the emancipated souls characterized by utter purity. The second statement is that the self takes in appropriate particles of matter capable of being transformed into karma. The case changes according to meaning. So it gives up the former fifth case indicating cause, and becomes the sixth case karmano yogyan (fit to become karma). The mention of ‘matter’ is intended to declare that karma is matter. By this the view that karma is the unseen potency or invisible, mystical force of the soul is refuted, as the quality of the soul cannot be the cause of transmigration or worldly existence (i.e. bondage). 'Adatic' is intended to indicate the relation of cause and effect. Consequently, owing to the potency of wrong faith etc., the self, possessed of incessant activity in all states, attracts subtle matter of infinite space-points pervading the same space-points occupied by the self, capable of turning into karmic matter, which then is combined by interpenetration with the space-points of the self. This is called bondage. Just as the mixing of several juices of barley, flowers and fruits in a vessel produces intoxicating liquor, so also matter present co-extensive with the self becomes transformed into karmic matter owing to the presence of activities and passions. The word 'sa' is intended to exclude any other kind of bondage. This is the only kind of bondage, and there is no other bondage. By this the union between the substance and its qualities is refuted. Now bondage based on karma etc. is to be explained.

Is bondage of one kind or several kinds?

Prakrtisthityanubhavapradeśāstāsthitih:

Prakṛtisthityanubhavapradeśāstāstādvidhayah (3)
3. Bondage is of four kinds according to the nature or species of karma, duration of karma, fruition of karma, and the quantity of space-points of karma.

'Prakṛti' is nature. What is the nature of the margosa? Bitterness. What is the nature of molasses? Sweetness. Similarly, what is the nature of knowledge-obscuring karmas? Non-comprehension of objects. What is the nature of perception-covering karmas? Non-perception of objects. The feeling-producing karmas cause pleasant and unpleasant feeling. The faith-deluding karmas cause disbelief in the true nature of reality. The conduct-deluding karmas cause non-abstinence (indiscipline or want of restraint). The life-determining karma determines the span of life in a particular condition of existence of a living being. The name-karmas decide the names such as infernal beings, human beings, celestial beings and animals. The status-determining karmas determine high and low status. And obstructive karmas stand in the way of giving, gaining and enjoyment and so on. These must be defined.

That, which is the cause of such happenings or experiences, is 'prakṛti', that is nature. Not falling off from its nature is duration. For instance, the retention of the sweetness of the milk of the goat, the cow, or the buffalo, is its duration. Similarly, not deviating from the nature of non-comprehension of the knowledge-obscuring karmas is its duration. Its peculiar taste is intensity of fruition. Just as the milk of the goat or the cow has each its own peculiar taste of greater or less sweetness, so also does fruition differ corresponding to the potency of karmic matter. Determining the quantity of karmas is space-bondage. Measuring the karmic molecules with the measure of the space-point is space. 'Vidhi' means varieties. These are the four classes of bondage. The three-fold activity causes nature-bondage and space-bondage; and the passions determine duration and (intensity of) fruition. The diversity of bondage is due to the degree or intensity of activity and passions. "Type-bondage and space-bondage are due to activity. Duration and intensity of fruition are due to the passions. If the soul does not take the modes of activity
and passion, these are destroyed. Hence the soul is not the cause of bondage and duration.”

Now the kinds of type-bondage are described.

अत्यो ज्ञानदर्शनिर्माणवेदनीयोहनीयायुर्मूनित्रान्तराय: ॥ ४ ॥

Adyo jñanadarśanaṇavarananvedaniyamohaniyāyurnā- 
magotrāntarāyāḥ ॥ ४ ॥

4. The type-bondage is of eight kinds, knowledge-obscuring, perception-obscuring, feeling-producing, deluding, life-determining, name-determining (physique-making), status-determining and obstructive karmas.

The first, that is type-bondage, must be understood to be of eight kinds. Covers or is covered by this is covering. This is added to each—knowledge-covering, perception-covering. Feels or is felt by this is feeling. Deludes or is deluded by this is deluding. That, by which one takes the form or state of a hell-being and so on, is life (āyu). Names or is named by this is name. That by which one is called high or low is status (gotram). That which comes between the host, the guest, gift and so on is obstructive karma (antarāya). The matter taken in by the thought-activity of a single self is turned into eight kinds as described above, just as the food taken once is changed into blood and other fluids.

The main divisions of bondage have been described. The subdivisions are to be described now.

पञ्चनवद्वयाविलासिततिचतुर्विसवसासिद्धमेधवथा यथाकरम ॥ ५ ॥

Pañcanaadvayaśāvileśatitatichaturvisvavāsīsurūpya
dvārakāsam vedadvi-

Pañcabhedā yathākramam ॥ ५ ॥

5. The subdivisions are five, nine, two, twenty-eight, four, forty-two, two and five kinds respectively.

It is contended that ‘secondary’ must be mentioned in the sutra in order to indicate that the subdivisions are so many. It is not necessary, as it is implied from what is left over. First the eight main divisions of type-bondage have been mentioned. So it must be understood that this sutra refers to the secondary divisions or subdivisions left over. The word ‘kinds’ is taken with five etc. respectively. Knowledge-obscuring is of
five, perception-or-intuition-obscuring of nine, feeling-producing of two, deluding of twenty-eight, life of four, name of forty-two, status of two, and obstructive of five, kinds.

What are the five kinds of knowledge-obscuring karmas?

The kinds of knowledge such as sensory knowledge have been explained. Those which cover them are the five sub-species of knowledge-obscuring karmas. It is argued whether the soul of an abhavya (one who is incapable of attaining salvation) is endowed with the capacity for telepathy and perfect knowledge or not. If the answer is in the affirmative, he is not an abhavya. If it is in the negative, then it is unnecessary to invent the two karmas, namely telepathy-obscuring and omniscience-obscuring. From the point of view of the substance, the faculties of telepathy and perfect knowledge are present. From the point of view of the modes, these faculties are not manifested at any time, and hence these are non-existent. If so the distinction of bhavya and abhavya is improper, as the capacities are present in both instances. No. The distinction of bhavya and abhavya is not based on the presence or absence of the capacities. In that case how is the distinction made? The distinction is made on the basis whether there is manifestation or not of these capacities. That individual is a ‘bhavya’ in whom there will be manifestation of right faith, right knowledge and right conduct. He in whom there will be no such manifestation is an ‘abhavya’. It is like the ores with and without gold.

The subdivisions of knowledge-obscuring species have been mentioned. Now the subdivisions of perception-obscuring karmas must be described.
7. The four karmas that cover ocular perception, non-ocular intuition, clairvoyant perception and perfect perception, sleep, deep sleep, drowsiness (sleep in sitting posture), heavy drowsiness (intense sleep in sitting posture) and somnambulism (committing cruel deeds in sleep) are the nine subtypes of perception-covering karmas.

Ocular, non-ocular, clairvoyant and perfect refer to the kinds of perception-covering karmas—ocular-perception-covering, non-ocular-perception covering, clairvoyant-perception-covering and perfect-perception-covering. Sleep is intended to remove the effect of intoxication, fatigue and languor. More and more (intense) sleep is deep sleep. That, which makes a person nod his head while sitting, is drowsiness. It is caused by distress, weariness from exertion or strain, intoxication, etc., and it induces sudden movement of the head, the eyes and the body even while sitting. More and more of it is heavy drowsiness. Among the several meanings of the verb ‘stya’ya’ the meaning of ‘slumber’ is taken and for ‘grddhi’ ‘strive after’. That, which causes the person to do plenty of wicked activity in his sleep, is somnambulism. Perception-covering is taken with sleep etc. Sleep-perception-covering, deep sleep-perception-covering and so on. That is sleep, deep sleep, etc. are kinds of perception-covering karmas.

The subdivisions of the third species of karma are described.

8. The two karmas which cause pleasant feeling and unpleasant feeling respectively are the two subtypes of feeling-producing karmas.

On the rise of one of these, sensuous and mental pleasures in the celestial and other states of existence are obtained, and it is called auspicious feeling-producing karma. The rise of the other causes sufferings of many kinds, and it is called inauspicious feeling-producing karma.

The subdivisions of the fourth species are described next.
The two kinds of deluding karmas are of twenty-eight kinds. These are the three subtypes of faith-deluding karmas, the two types of conduct-deluding karmas which cause, and which are caused by) the passions and quasi-passions, the subtypes of the passions and the quasi-passions being sixteen and nine respectively.

Belief and the others constitute four. Three and the rest also are four. These are taken respectively. The belief-deluding karmas are of three kinds. The conduct-deluding karmas are of two kinds. The passions are sixteen and the quasi-passions nine. Thus the deluding-karma is primarily divided into two classes, namely the karmas which delude right belief and those which hinder right conduct. The former consists of three kinds, mithyātva vedaniya, samyaktva vedaniya and a mixed state of both. It is one (mithyātva) with regard to bondage, but it becomes three according to the species of karma. On the rise of the first kind of karma, the individual turns away from the path revealed by the omniscient, becomes indifferent to faith in the true nature of reality and is incapable of discriminating what is beneficial to him and what is not.

The three subtypes of faith-deluding karmas are wrong belief, mixed right and wrong belief and right belief slightly clouded by wrong belief.

The passions are four—anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed. Each of these four is further divided into four classes, namely that which leads to infinite births, that which hinders partial abstinence, that which disturbs complete self-restraint and that which interferes with perfect conduct. Thus the passions make up sixteen.

The quasi-passions are nine, namely, laughter, liking, disliking, sorrow, fear, disgust, the male sex-passion, the female sex-passion and the neuter sex-passion.
not. That which produces such an attitude is perverse attitude. When that attitude is restrained by virtuous thought-activity, it remains quiescent and no longer obstructs the right faith of the self. In his case right belief is not obstructed. He who experiences such a state is called a right believer¹. The same perverse attitude, owing to partial cleansing or purification, appears along with its purified state, like the species of grain possessed of diminished and undiminished intoxication. On the rise of it the attitude becomes mixed, like that arising from the use of the half-cleaned intoxicating grain called ‘kodrava’².

The karma which deludes conduct is of two kinds, the quasi-passions and the passions. The prefix ‘nañj’ is used in the sense of slight. So ‘akaśāya’ means quasi-passion. The quasi-passions are nine—laughter, liking for certain objects, dislike for other objects, grief or sorrow, fear, disgust, hankering after men, hankering after women and hankering after both men and women. The passions are of sixteen kinds with divisions such as that which leads to infinite births. It is as follows. The passions are four, viz. anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed. And each of these passions is subdivided into four classes—that which leads to endless cycle of worldly existence owing to wrong faith, that which arrests even partial abstinence of the householder, that which arrests complete abstinence of the ascetic and that which disturbs perfect conduct³. These together make up sixteen.

The subdivisions of the life-karma are described next.

¹ This is not correct faith in its completeness, but only in a preliminary degree. It is a so-called wrong belief, from which the wrong-belief-quality has been abstracted, a wrong belief free from poison.

² The Jaina likens the influence of these three classes of mohaniya karma to the results arising from taking the grain kodrava. If this grain be eaten without any preparation, it causes the most intense giddiness such as quite to bewilder the eater. Such is the effect of mithyātva. If the husk of the grain be removed, the result is less stupefying and resembles that of misra; whereas, if the grain be thoroughly cleansed, the occasional slight uneasiness it may cause is comparable to samyakiya.

³ It exists one with it. It gleams along with self-restraint, or even in its presence self-restraint shines. Hence it is called a gleaming passion.
10. (The life-karmas determine the quantum of life in the states of existence as) infernal beings, plants and animals, human beings and celestial beings.

The period of life is indicated by reference to the states of existence such as infernal beings. That which relates to infernal beings is infernal life. That which relates to the animal world is animal life. That which relates to human beings is human life. That which relates to celestial beings is celestial life. That, by which an individual lives a long span of life in the infernal regions, where there is intense heat and cold, is infernal life-karma. Similarly with regard to the rest.

The four kinds of life-karmas have been explained. The next sutra is intended to determine the subdivisions of name-karmas mentioned after life-karma.

11. The name (physique-making) karmas comprise the state of existence, the class, the body, the chief and secondary parts, formation, binding (union), molecular interfusion, structure, joint, touch, taste, odour, colour, movement after death, neither heavy nor light, self-annihilation, annihilation by others, emitting warm splendour, emitting cool lustre, respiration, gait, individual body, mobile being, amiability, a melodious voice, beauty of form, minute body, complete development (of the organs), firmness, lustrous body, glory and renown, and the opposites of these (commencing from individual body), and Tirthakaratva.
That (karma) on the rise of which a living being attains another birth is the state of existence. It is of four kinds—the infernal state of existence, the animal state of existence, the celestial state of existence and the human state of existence. That which causes birth as an infernal being is the name-karma of the infernal state of existence. Similarly, it must be understood with regard to the rest.

Among them, without deviating from the states of existence aforesaid, the grouping together of beings which are alike is jāti or class. That which is the cause of this is the name-karma of class. It is of five kinds—the class of beings with one sense, the class of beings with two senses, the class of beings with three senses, the class of beings with four senses, the class of beings with five senses. That, on the rise of which a being is called one-sensed, is the name-karma of the class of one-sensed beings. Similarly, it must be understood with regard to the rest.

That, on the rise of which a body is attained by a soul, is the name-karma of body. It is of five kinds—the gross physical body peculiar to animals and men, the transformable body made up of fine matter capable of modification in form and stature, the translocation body, the electric body and the karmic body. Their peculiarities have been explained already.

That, on the rise of which the chief and secondary parts of the body are distinguished, is the name-karma of the limbs and minor limbs. It is of three kinds—the limbs and minor limbs of the gross physical body, the limbs and minor limbs of the transformable body and the limbs and minor limbs of the translocation body.

That, which causes the formation of the body with the several parts in their proper places, is the name-karma of formation (nīrmaṇa). It is of two kinds, fixing the position and fixing the size. It determines the position and size of the eyes and so on in conformity with the class of beings. Formation is that which is formed by this name-karma of formation.

The close union or consolidation of the particles of matter, acquired on the rise of physique-making karma, is the name-
karma of binding. It is of five kinds according to the five bodies—the union of particles of matter in the physical body, in the subtle changeable body, etc.

That, on the rise of which oneness or compactness is attained by the close interpenetration (i.e. without any intervening space) of space-points of the bodies such as the gross physical body, is the name-karma of molecular interfusion. This is also of five kinds according to the five kinds of bodies.

That, on the rise of which the structure of the bodies such as the physical body is accomplished, is called the name-karma of figure. It is of six kinds—the perfectly symmetrical body, the upper part alone symmetrical, the lower part alone symmetrical, the hunchbacked body, the dwarfish body and the entirely unsymmetrical or deformed body.

That, on the rise of which the different types of joints of the bones are effected, is the name-karma of joint. It is of six kinds—the perfect joint noted for extraordinary sturdiness and strength, the less perfect joint, the still inferior joint, weak joint, very weak joint, quite a weak joint.

That which determines the touch is the name-karma of touch. It is of eight kinds—hard, soft, heavy, light, smooth, rough, cold and hot. That which determines the taste is the name-karma of taste. It is of five kinds—bitter, pungent, astringent, sour and sweet. That which determines the odour is the name-karma of odour. It is of two kinds—pleasant smell and unpleasant smell. That which causes distinction in colour is the name-karma of colour. It is of five kinds—white, black, blue, red and yellow.

That, on the rise of which the form of the previous body does not disappear, is the name-karma of migratory form (ānupūrvya nāma karma). It is of four kinds relating to the tendency of the soul after death to move towards the four states of existence, namely the infernal, the animal, the human and the celestial.

That, on the rise of which there is no falling down like an iron ball of heavy weight, nor going up like warm cotton of lightness, is the name-karma of neither heavy nor light. That,
on the rise of which there is self-annihilation by hanging, falling from a cliff, etc., is the name-karma of self-destruction (upagāha). That, which causes destruction by means of others' weapons etc., is the name-karma of destruction by others (paraghāta).

That, which causes the body of a being to emit warm light like sunshine, is the name-karma of hot light. It is found in the sun. That, which causes the body of a being to emit cool brilliance or lustre, is the name-karma of cold light. It is found in the moon, the glowworm, etc. That which enables breathing is the name-karma of respiration. That which causes movement in space is the name-karma of movement. It is of two kinds—graceful manner and awkward manner of motion.

That, which causes an individual body for the use of a single self, is the name-karma of individual body. That, which causes several beings to possess one common body for their use, is the name-karma of common body. That, on the rise of which a being is born with two or more senses, is the name-karma of trasa (mobile). That, which causes birth as an organism with one sense, is the name-karma of sthāvara (immobile).

That, on the rise of which others are delighted with one, is the name-karma of amiability (subhāga nāma karma). That, on the rise of which others are displeased with one, even though one is endowed with lovely form etc., is the name-karma of disagreeableness. That which causes a melodious voice is the name-karma of pleasing voice. The opposite of it is the name-karma of harsh voice. That which causes charm and beauty is the name-karma of loveliness. The opposite of it is inauspicious name-karma. That which produces a subtle body is the name-karma of subtle bodies. That, which produces a body which causes hindrance to others, is the name-karma of gross bodies.

That, which causes the complete development of the organs and capacities, is the name-karma of completion. It is of six kinds—taking in of the molecules to form the body, development of the body, development of the sense-organs, development of the respiratory organs, development of the vocal
organ and development of the brain. That, which prevents the full development of these six kinds of completion, is the name-karma of incompleteness. That which accomplishes firmness (such as a well-knit frame, fine teeth and strong limbs) is the name-karma of firmness. The opposite of this is the name-karma of weakness. That which causes lustre of body is the name-karma of lustre (ādeya). That which is the cause of a lustreless body is ‘anādeya nāma karma’. That which proclaims merit is the name-karma of glory and renown. That which proclaims demerit is the name-karma of disgrace. ‘Tirthakaravana nāma’ is that which causes the status of an Arhat—the Lord of the three worlds.

The subdivisions of name-karma have been described. The subdivisions of status-determining karmas are described next.

\[ \text{उधमन्दीक्ष} \]
\[ \text{Uccairnicaisca} \]
\[ \text{(12)} \]

12. The high and the low.
The status-determining karma is of two kinds. The one determines high status and the other low status.

Owing to the rise of the former, an individual is born in a high or noble family of great respectability and prestige. The latter leads to birth in a low family lacking in prestige and respectability.

The subdivisions of the eighth species are mentioned.

\[ \text{नालदशमोगोपगविधश्चर्याणास} \]
\[ \text{Dānalābhabhogopabhogavirāṇām} \]
\[ \text{(13)} \]

13. The obstructive karmas are of five kinds, obstructing the making of gifts, gain, enjoyment of consumable things, enjoyment of non-consumable things and effort (energy).

The divisions are made with reference to obstructive karmas—obstructing charity, obstructing gain and so on. These are called obstructive, as these offer obstacles in the way of giving, gaining and so on. On the rise of the first kind, the individual does not make gifts even if he wants to. The second hinders him from attaining any gain even though he sets his heart on it. The third hinders the enjoyment of consumable
things, though he is desirious of enjoyment. The fourth prevents the enjoyment of non-consumable things, although he is eager after enjoyment of such things. The fifth prevents effort or exertion, although he wants to make an effort or exert himself.

The types and subtypes of karmas have been explained. Now the kinds of duration-bondage have to be described. Duration is of two kinds, the maximum and the minimum. For certain species of karmas the maximum limit of duration is the same. That is mentioned first.

Aditastisramantarayasya ca trimśatsāgaropamakoti kōti

parā sthitiḥ

14. The maximum duration of the three main types (primary species) from the first and obstructive karmas is thirty sāgaropama kōti kōti.

It is mentioned 'from the first' in order to indicate that the three should not be taken in the middle or at the end. 'Obstructive' is mentioned in order to include that which is separated. 'Sāgaropama' is of the duration or period of time indicated already. Koti x koti is kōti kōti. 'Parā' means maximum. The purport is this. The maximum duration of the knowledge-obscuring, perception-obscuring, feeling-producing and obstructive karmas is thirty sāgaropama kōti kōti. In whom does it occur? The bondage of karmas with the maximum period of existence occurs in the case of the wrong believer, who is endowed with the five senses and the mind and who has attained completion.

The maximum duration of the deluding karma is indicated.

Saptatirmohaniyasya

15. Seventy sāgaropama kōti kōti is the maximum duration of the deluding karma.

'Sāgaropama kōti kōti maximum duration' is taken from the
previous sutra. This also occurs in the case of the wrong believer, who is endowed with the five senses and the mind and who has attained completion.

The maximum duration of the name and the status-determining karmas is mentioned next.

\[
\text{Vimśatirnāmagotrayoḥ:} \quad \text{II 16 II}
\]

16. Twenty ṣāgaropamakolikotī is the maximum duration of the name-karma and the status-determining karma.

'Sāgaropamakolikotī maximum duration' is taken from the previous sutra. This also occurs in the case of the wrong believer, who is endowed with the five senses and the mind and who has attained completion. With regard to the rest it must be understood as indicated in the scriptures.

What is the maximum duration of life?

\[
\text{Trayastrimsāsāgaropamānyāyuṣāḥ} \quad \text{II 17 II}
\]

17. Thirty-three ṣāgaropamas is the maximum duration of life.

The mention of 'sāgaropama' in the sutra once again is intended to exclude kolikotī. The maximum duration is supplied from the previous sutra (14). This also occurs in the case of the wrong believer, who is endowed with the five senses and the mind and who has attained completion.

The maximum duration has been described. Now the minimum duration has to be described. Leaving (for the present) the five species, which have the same minimum duration, the author describes the minimum duration of the other three species in two sutras.

\[
\text{Aprā dvādaśamuhūrṭā vedaniyasya} \quad \text{II 18 II}
\]

18. The minimum duration of the feeling-producing karma is twelve muhūrtas.

'Aprā' means the minimum. The minimum duration of the feeling-producing karma is twelve muhūrtas.
The minimum duration of the name-karma and the status-determining karmas is eight muhūrtas.

The minimum duration of the rest is indicated next.

The minimum duration of the other five species is up to one muhūrtā. The minimum duration of knowledge-obscuring, perception-obscuring and obstructive karmas obtains in the case of the ascetic in the tenth stage of development. The minimum duration of the deluding karma occurs in the case of the ascetic in the ninth stage. The minimum duration of the life-karma occurs in the case of animals and human beings in the regions of labour.

What is the definition of fruition?

Fruition is the ripening or maturing of karmas.

'Vipāka' is distinctive, variegated ripening. It is distinguished by influx of intense or mild passions described already. The different kinds or ways of fruition depend on the aforesaid intensity or mildness of passions which cause influx. Otherwise, different kinds of fruition assisted by differences in substance, space, time, being (incarnation) and disposition constitute vipāka. This is called experiencing (anubhava).

From abundance of auspicious thought-activity, there is fruition-bondage of abundance of auspicious karmas, and there is fruition-bondage of very little of inauspicious karmas. Similarly, from abundance of inauspicious thought-activity, there is fruition-bondage of abundance of inauspicious karmas,
and there is fruition-bondage of very little of auspicious karmas.

The fruition resulting thus from appropriate causes operates in two ways, that is by its own nature as well as by the nature of another. The fruition of each of the eight main types of karmas is by its nature alone\(^1\). In the case of subtypes of the same species except in the case of life-karmas, faith-deluding and conduct-deluding karmas, fruition is possible by others' nature also. For instance, the fruition of life karma of an animal or a human being is not possible through life in hell. And the fruition of faith-deluding karmas is not possible through conduct-delusion or vice versa\(^2\).

The disciple says, “The ripening of karmas accumulated formerly is fruition. We admit this. But we do not know this other thing. Is fruition according to the nature of karmas or otherwise?” “Yes”, says the author. Fruition is according to the nature of the species of karmas enumerated. This is declared in the next sutra.

\[\text{स यथानाम} \quad \| 22 \| \]

\[\text{Sa yathānāma} \quad \] (22)

22. (The nature of) fruition is according to the names of the karmas.

The fruit of knowledge-covering karma is absence of knowledge. The effect of perception-covering karma is to block up perception. Thus the effects of all karmas are significant and are true to their meanings. Hence there is agreement between the several types of karmas and their fruition.

It is understood that ripening is fruition. Now do the experienced karmas continue to remain as ornaments, or do they fall off without strength or vigour?

\[\text{तत्तथ निजरा} \quad \| 23 \| \]

\[\text{Tataśca nirjarā} \quad \] (23)

\(^1\) That is knowledge-covering karma will cover knowledge only and will not produce feeling or will not determine life or status.

\(^2\) With the exceptions noted above and certain others, transformation is possible between any two subtypes of the same main type of karma.
23. After fruition (enjoyment), the karmas fall off or disappear.

The karmas fall off after giving pain or pleasure, as these cannot stay on after fruition at the end of their duration, just as food and similar things decay in course of time. The falling off or dissociation of karmas is of two kinds, namely ripening in the usual course and being made to ripen prematurely.

In the great ocean of transmigration, the individual self wanders for countless periods of time, whirling round and round among the four states of existence in various births. And the auspicious and inauspicious karmas of the self reach the stage of fruition gradually—attain fruition—and dissociate themselves from the self. This is the first kind of dissociation arising from maturity in the ordinary course of things. The karmas which have not attained their period of maturity are made to rise and are experienced, as the mango, jack fruit, etc. are made to ripen by special contrivances. This dissociation is without ripeness in the natural course of things. The word 'ca' is intended to include other methods referred to in a later sutra, namely 'Dissociation is by penance'. Dissociation is effected by penance and also by other ways. Why is dissociation mentioned here before stoppage of karmas, as it should come after stoppage in the natural course of things? It is mentioned here for the sake of brevity. If it is to be mentioned there, the sutra, 'Ripening is fruition', has to be repeated.

Fruition bondage has been described. Now space-bondage must be described. In describing it these points must be indicated. Of what causes? When? How? Of what nature? From where? Of what quantity? The next sutra proceeds to give particulars in the order in which the questions are put.

Nāmapratyayāḥ sarvato yogaviśeṣātśūkṣmaikṣetānānta-vādāha-sṭhitāḥ sarvātmaprādeśeṣavanta-vānantā-pradeśāḥ (24)

24. The karmic molecules of infinite times infinite space-
points always pervade in a subtle form the entire space-points of every soul in every birth. And these are absorbed by the soul because of its activity.

'Nāmapratyayāḥ' means the species of karmas indicated by the names. It has been said that the nature of karmas is according to their names. So by the word 'name' all species of karmas are denoted. By this the causality is mentioned. 'Sarvato' means in all births. By the sutra 'Anyatopī', the suffix 'tas' is used to indicate the seventh locative case. By this time is indicated. In the case of every soul infinite births have gone by or have taken place in the past. And in the future there will be numerable, innumerable or infinite times infinite births.

The phrase 'yogaviśeṣai' is intended to indicate that owing to activity matter is absorbed in the form of karma. The word 'sūkṣma' indicates that the forms of matter capable of being absorbed as karma are subtle and not gross. 'Ekaksetra-vagāha' means pervading the same extent of space occupied by the soul, and it is intended to exclude any other part of space. 'Sthitā' means stationary. This term is intended to ward off any other activity. The karmic particles are stationary and do not move. 'Sarvātmapradeṣeṣu' is intended to indicate the substratum, and it means pervading the entire extent of space of the soul. This indicates that karmic particles do not pervade only one, two, etc. space-points. How else? These pervade the entire space-points of a soul, upper, lower and horizontal. The extent of these particles of matter is infinite times infinite space-points, and the specific mention of it is intended to exclude other quantities and declare that it is not numerable, innumerable or infinite space-points. These molecules of matter are infinitefold of the number of non-potential souls (abhavyas) and one/infinite part of the number of the liberated souls (siddhas) and occupy one/innumerable part of ghanāṅgula. These are of varied duration, of one, two, three, four, numerable and innumerable instants. These particles are characterized by five colours, five tastes, two odours, and four kinds of touch and are fit to be turned
into the eight species of karmas. Owing to activity these are made one with the soul by the soul. Thus space-bondage must be understood in brief.

While it was contended that merit and demerit should have been included after bondage (vide commentary on sutra 4), it was rejected under the plea that these were included in bondage. Hence it must be explained here what merit is and what demerit is. The next sutra determines the karmas that constitute merit.

\[\text{Sadvedyaśubhāyurnāmagotraṇi punyam} \quad || 25 ||\]

25. The good variety of feeling-producing karmas and the auspicious life, name and status-determining karmas constitute merit (punya).

'Subham' means auspicious. It is added to the rest severally—auspicious life, auspicious name and auspicious status.

The three life-karmas which determine birth in the plant and animal world, the world of humanity and the world of celestial beings are the three auspicious life-karmas. The auspicious name (physique-making) karmas are of thirty-seven kinds. They are as follows. The human state of existence, the celestial state of existence, the class of beings with five senses (pañcendriyajāti), the five bodies, the three chief and secondary parts of the bodies (aṅgopāṅgas), the symmetrical structure of the body (samacaturasrasamsthāna), the utmost firmness of the joints (vajrāśabhāṃaḥsācasamthāna), pleasant colour, taste, odour and touch, two āṇūpūrvis—that which causes the soul to move towards human birth, and that which causes the soul to move towards celestial birth, neither heavy nor light (aguru-laghū), liability of being injured by others (paṛaghatā), capacity for breathing, emitting a warm splendour, emitting a cold lustre, graceful gait, movable body, gross body, complete development of the organs and the faculties of the body, possession of an individual body, firmness of the bodily frame, etc., beauty of the body, charm, melodious voice, lustrous body, glory and renown, the formation of the body with the parts
in their right places (nirūma), the status of a Tirthamkara, high status and pleasant feeling.

अतोपत्याप्यत् || २६ ||

.तिल(अ)न्यायपाम (26)

26. The remaining varieties of karma constitute demerit. The karmas which do not come under the group specified as merit constitute demerit. These are eighty-two in number. Five kinds of knowledge-obscuring karmas, nine kinds of perception-obscuring karmas, twenty-six varieties of deluding karmas, five kinds of obstructive karmas, the infernal state of existence, the animal state of existence, the four classes of beings (beings with one, two, three and four senses respectively), the five kinds of structure of the body, the five kinds of joints, inauspicious colour, odour, taste and touch, movement of the soul towards the place of infernal birth, impelling the soul towards the place of animal birth, self-annihilation, awkward motion, one-sensed body, subtle body, incomplete development of organs and faculties, common body, infirmness of limbs, ugliness, bad looks (causing disgust or loathing), ill-sounding voice, lustreless body and disgrace. The name-karmas are thirty-four. Unpleasant feeling-producing karma, infernal life-karma and low status-determining karma are three. Thus bondage has been explained in detail. These can be perceived directly by clairvoyance, telepathy and omniscience, and can be understood from the scriptures taught by those possessed of direct knowledge.
CHAPTER IX

STOPPAGE AND SHEDDING OF KARMA

Bondage has been described. The next thing to be explained is stoppage of karmas.

आस्त्रवनिरोधः संवरः ॥ १ ॥

Asravanirodhaḥ samvarah

1. The obstruction of influx is stoppage (saṁvara).

Influx which is the cause of taking in new karmic matter has been explained. The obstruction of the influx of karmic matter is called stoppage (saṁvara). It is of two kinds, bhāva saṁvara and dravya saṁvara. The cessation of activities that lead to transmigration is psychic stoppage (bhāva saṁvara). When these activities are checked, the taking in of karmic matter is cut off or interrupted. This is material stoppage (dravya saṁvara).

Now this is investigated. What karmas are stopped in what stages of the self's spiritual development? The self, that is subjugated by the karma which causes false belief, is the 'Misbeliever' (mithyādṛṣṭi). That karma, which flows into the soul chiefly on account of false belief, is cut off in the case of the rest. Hence stoppage of that karma prevails in the beings from the second stage of spiritual development, namely 'Downfall' (sāśādanasyaṁyagadrṣṭi) onwards. What is it? It is of sixteen kinds—karmas causing wrong belief, neuter sex, infernal lifetime, infernal state of existence, birth as a one-sensed being, birth as a two-sensed being, birth as a three-sensed being, birth as a four-sensed being, unsymmetrical body, quite a weak joining of the bodily structure, transmigrating

The souls are divided into fourteen classes or spiritual stages. The fourteen spiritual stages are 'Delusion', 'Downfall', 'Mixed', 'Vainless Right Belief', 'Partial Vow', 'Imperfect Vow', 'Perfect Vow', 'New Thought-Activity', 'Advanced Thought-Activity', 'Slightest Delusion', 'Subsided Delusion', 'Delusionless', 'Vibratory Omniscient Conqueror', and 'Non-Vibratory Omniscient'. At the end of the fourteenth spiritual stage, the soul becomes liberated (siddha).
force tending to infernal state of existence, a hot body (body emitting a warm splendour), a body possessing one sense only, a subtle body, an undeveloped body and a common body.

Non-restraint is of three kinds—the rise of passions leading to endless mundane existence, the rise of passions hindering partial restraint, and the rise of passions hindering complete self-discipline. The influx of karmas caused by these passions is stopped in their absence. It is as follows. Deep sleep, deep slumber, somnambulism, anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed (leading to an endless series of worldly existence), the female sex, animal age, animal state of existence, the middle four types of structure of the body, the (middle) four types of joining, the transmigrating force tending to the animal state of existence, cold lustre, awkward motion, causing apathy, ill-sounding voice, dull appearance (lustreless body) and low family surroundings. These karmas, the influx of which is caused mostly by non-restraint arising from the passions of endless series, bind one-sensed beings etc., up to the end of the second stage of spiritual development. Owing to the absence of this non-restraint in the higher stages of spiritual development, there is stoppage of these karmas in those stages, that is from the third stage of ‘Mixed Right and Wrong Belief’ (śamya-gmiṣṭhyādrṣṭī). Ten karmas flow into the soul primarily on account of non-restraint caused by the rise of passions hindering partial restraint. These are anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed (hindering even partial self-discipline), human age, human state of existence, physical body, the chief and secondary parts of the physical body, excellent joining and the transmigrating force tending to human birth. These bind one-sensed beings etc. up to the end of the fourth stage of spiritual development, namely ‘Vowless Right Belief’ (asamya-tasamya-gdrṣṭī). Owing to its absence (viz. non-restraint of this type) there is stoppage of these karmas in the higher stages. In the third stage of mixed belief there is no binding of age-determining karma. That is the only peculiarity. The anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed (hindering complete self-discipline) bind one-sensed beings etc. up to the end of the fifth stage of ‘Partial Vows’
STOPPAGE OF KARMAS IN DIFFERENT STAGES

(samyālasamyata). The influx of these karmas is caused by the indiscipline arising from the passions which hinder complete self-discipline. Owing to its absence there is stoppage of these karmas in the higher stages. The influx of karmas caused by negligence is stopped in the absence of negligence. From the stage higher up the sixth stage of ‘Imperfect Vows’ (pramattā samyāta) there is stoppage of karmas whose influx is caused by negligence, as there is no negligence in those stages. What are these? These are the karmas causing the feeling of pain, disliking or dissatisfaction, sorrow, infirm frame (body without stamina), steadiness, ugly body, disrepute. The commencement of the binding of celestial age is caused generally by negligence and also by the absence of negligence in the next stage of ‘Perfect Vows’ (apramattā). Owing to their absence there is stoppage of this karma in the higher stages. Those karmas, the influx of which is caused by the passions alone and not by negligence, etc., are stopped (ejected, opposed) in the absence of the passions. The passions bereft of negligence etc. are of three degrees, namely intense, moderate and minute. These three degrees of the passions remain in the next three stages (the 8th, 9th and 10th). In one/numerable part of the eighth stage of ‘New Thought-Activity’ (afūrva-karaṇa), the two karmas of sleep and slumber bind. In the next one/numerable part thirty divisions of karmas bind. These are the celestial state of existence, birth as a being with five senses, transformable body, translocation (projectable) body, electric body, karmic body, symmetrical build, the chief and secondary parts of the transformable body, the chief and secondary parts of the translocation body, colour, odour, taste, touch, transmigrating force tending to celestial state, neither heavy nor light, self-annihilation, destruction caused by others, respiration, graceful movement (pleasant gait), voluntarily movable body, gross body, complete development, firmness of the teeth, bones, etc., possession of an individual body, sturdy frame (body with stamina), lovely body, amiable personality, melodious voice, lustrous body, formation of the body and the status of a ‘World Teacher’. In the last
instant of this stage, the four karmas causing laughter, liking, fear and disgust bind. These types of karmas flow in owing to intense passions. There is stoppage of these karmas in the absence of intense passions in the higher stages. In the next stage of ‘Advanced Thought-Activity’ (anivrtti bādurasāmparāya) stage in which gross passions still remain, the male sex and the gleaming (subtle form of) anger bind from the first instant up to one/numerable part of the duration of this stage. In the balance of one/numerable part of the duration, the gleaming pride and the gleaming deceitfulness bind. And in the last instant the flaming-up greed binds. The influx of these karmas is caused by moderate passions. And owing to the absence of moderate passions, there is stoppage of these karmas in the higher stages. In the next stage of ‘Slight Delusion’ (sūkṣma-sāmparāya), the five kinds of knowledge-obscuring karmas, the four kinds of perception-obscuring karmas, honour and glory, high family surroundings and the five kinds of obstructive karmas, the influx of which is caused by minute passions, bind. There is stoppage of these karmas in the higher stages owing to the absence of minute passions in those stages. In the next three stages of ‘Subsided Delusion’, ‘Destroyed Delusion’ and ‘Omniscience with Vibration’ (upaśāṇa kaśāya, kṣīṇa-kaśāya and sayogakevalī), there is the bondage of karmas causing the feeling of pleasure owing to the presence of mere vibrations or activity. And in the absence of activity in the case of the omniscient without activity (ayogakevalī), there is stoppage of the karma causing the feeling of pleasure.

Stoppage has been described. The means of stoppage are mentioned in the next sutra.

Sa guptisamiti dharmānuprekṣā pariṣahajayacāritraiḥ (2)
2. Stoppage (is effected) by control, carefulness, virtue, contemplation, conquest by endurance and conduct.

That, by which the soul is protected from the causes of transmigration, is control (gupti). Careful movement in order to avoid injury to organisms is regulation or carefulness 1 i.e. gleaming greed. 2 or ‘Subtle Passion’.
A potent cause of stoppage and shedding (samiti). That which takes one to the desired goal is virtue (dharma). Meditating on the nature of the body and so on is contemplation (anupreksā). To bear with the sufferings of hunger etc. for the sake of dissociation of karmas is endurance. Conquest by patient endurance is ‘parīṣahajaya’. Conduct (cārita) has been explained in the first sutra. As control etc. are most effective in stoppage activities, these are mentioned as instrumental causes. This is the section of stoppage. Still the pronoun ‘it’ is used in order to indicate direct association of stoppage with control etc. What is its purpose? It is intended for determination. That is, stoppage can be achieved only by control etc. and not by any other means. Thus pilgrimage to holy places, bathing in holy waters, initiation in offering the head as an oblation and the worship of deities in order to win their favour are precluded. The karmas acquired on account of attachment, aversion and delusion cannot be got rid of by any other way.

A potent cause of stoppage and dissociation is mentioned next.

तपस्वा निजरा च

Tapasā nirjarā ca

3. By penance (austerity) dissociation also.

Though penance (religious austerity) is included under the moral virtues, it is mentioned separately in order to indicate that it effects both stoppage and dissociation and that it is the chief cause of stoppage of influx. Now it is true that austerity is the means of prosperity, as it is admitted to lead to positions such as the lord of devas. How can it then be the cause of dissociation. There is nothing inconsistent in this, for the same cause such as fire produces many effects such as scorching, ash and charcoal. Similarly, what inconsistency is there in considering penance as the cause of both worldly prosperity and destruction of karmas?

Control (gupti), which is mentioned first among the causes of stoppage of karmas, is defined.
Control and Regulation of Activities

Samyagyoganigrahaguptih

4. Curbing activity well is control (gupti).

Activity has been explained already under VI, 1. Restraining self-willed activity is restraint. The attribute ‘well’ is intended to prohibit activity leading to worldly pleasures. When the threefold activity of the body, the sense-organ of speech and the mind is curbed well, there is no room for evil disposition. So there is no inflow of karma due to activity, and consequently there is stoppage of influx. Restraint is of three kinds, control of bodily activity, control of vocal activity and control of mental activity.

For the benefit of the ascetic, who is unable to restrain activity altogether, activity free from injury is indicated.

Iryādhāsaśaṇādānanikṣepotsargāḥ samitayah

5. Walking, speech, eating, lifting and laying down and depositing waste products constitute the fivefold regulation of activities.

‘Samyak’ (carefulness in) is supplied. Walking etc. are qualified by this. That is carefulness in walking, carefulness in speech, carefulness in eating, carefulness in lifting and laying down and carefulness in depositing waste products. These five kinds of regulations are the means by which the ascetic acquainted with the dwelling places of minute organisms avoids injury to organisms. In the case of an ascetic who conducts himself in this manner, there is stoppage of influx arising from non-restraint.

The third means of stoppage is virtue. Its subdivisions are mentioned in the next sutra.

Uttamakṣamāmārđavārjāv: satyaśaucasanyamalapastyāgā-

6. Supreme forbearance, modesty, straightforwardness, purity, truthfulness, self-restraint, austerity, renunciation, non-attachment and celibacy constitute virtue or duty.
What for is this mentioned? The first ‘control’ is intended to curb activity. The second ‘regulation’ is intended to indicate regulation of activity, in the case of those who cannot curb it altogether, by giving proper directions. And the object of the tenfold virtue or duty is to avoid spiritual inertia or negligence, while engaged in activities such as movement. Forbearance is the absence of defilement such as anger in the ascetic, who goes out for food for preserving the body, when he meets with insolent words, ridicule or derision, disgrace, bodily torment and so on from vicious people. Modesty (humility) is the absence of arrogance or egotism on account of high birth, rank and so on. Straightforwardness is freedom from crookedness. Purity is freedom from greed. Truth is the utterance of chaste words in the presence of noble persons. Now is not this included under regulation of speech-activity? There is nothing wrong in this. The ascetic who comes in contact with good as well as wicked people speaks as little as possible of what is good. Otherwise, it will lead to unnecessary evil originating from attachment. That is called regulation of speech-activity. But the ascetic coming in contact with good people, saints or those devoted to them, must discourse elaborately on the attributes of knowledge and conduct in order to promote virtue. Desisting from injury to life-principles and sensual pleasures while engaged in careful activity is self-restraint or discipline. Undergoing penance in order to destroy the accumulated karmas is austerity. Austerity is of twelve kinds as will be explained later. Gift is giving orbestowing knowledge etc. appropriate to saints. Non-attachment is giving up adornment of the body and the thought ‘this is mine’. He who has nothing is ‘ākiñcana’. His thought or natural property is ‘ākiñcanya’ ¹. Perfect celibacy consists in not recalling pleasure enjoyed previously, not listening to stories of sexual passion (renouncing erotic literature), and renouncing bedding and seats used by women. Continence (brahmacarya) is residing in the abode of the teacher in order to abandon self-willed activity. The word ‘perfect’ or ‘supreme’ is added

¹ The ascetic never thinks that this is his and so on with regard to his own body and material possessions.
to everyone of the terms in order to indicate the avoidance of temporal objectives. The practice of these moral virtues coupled with the thought of evil caused by the opposites of these leads to stoppage of karmic inflow.

The passions such as anger do not rise, as the self embraces the moral virtues such as consummate forbearance and discards the opposites of these. Now how is the self able to practise these and refrain from the opposites of these? The self desiring his good becomes one with moral virtues, as the heated ball of iron becomes one with heat.

Anityāśarāṇasamsāraikāt: vānāyaśvācyāsrayaśvamānvarunir-
jarulokabodhīdurlabhadharmassvākhyālattvānucintanam-
anupreksāḥ ॥ ७ ॥

7. Reflection is meditating on transitoriness, helplessness, transmigration, loneliness, distinctness, impurity, influx, stoppage, dissociation, the universe, rarity of enlightenment and the truth proclaimed by religion.

The bodies as well as the objects of pleasure of the senses are transient like bubbles. In the endless cycle of worldly existence, union and separation in the womb etc. alternate in quick succession. However, the self under delusion considers the persons and objects associated with him as permanent. But there is nothing in the world which is permanent except the natural characteristics of knowledge and perception of the self. This is contemplation on the transitory nature of things. He who contemplates thus is free from intense attachment to persons and things, and hence he does not feel distress when he loses them or separates from them as in the case of the garlands used and cast off. (1)

There is no escape for the young one of a deer pounced upon by a hungry tiger fond of the flesh of animals. Similarly, there is no way of escape for the self caught in the meshes of birth, old age, death, disease and sorrow. Even the stout body is helpful in the presence of food, but not in the presence of distress. And wealth acquired by great effort does not
accompany the self to the next birth. The friends who have shared the joys and sorrows of an individual cannot save him at his death. His relations all united together cannot give him relief when he is afflicted by ailment. But if he accumulates merit or virtue, it will help him to cross the ocean of misery. Even the lord of devas cannot help anyone at the point of death. Therefore virtue is the only means of succour to one in the midst of misery. Friends, wealth, etc. are also transient. And so there is nothing else except virtue which offers succour to the self. To contemplate thus is the reflection on helplessness. He, who is distressed at the thought that he is utterly helpless, does not identify himself with thoughts of worldly existence. And he endeavours to march on the path indicated by the Omniscient Lord. (2)

Transmigration is the attainment of another birth by the self owing to the ripening of karmas. The five kinds of whirling round have been described already. He, who wanders in the endless cycle of births and deaths, undergoing millions of afflictions in innumerable wombs and families, takes different relationships such as father, brother, son, grandson, etc., or mother, sister, wife, daughter and so on, being propelled by the mechanism of karmas. The master becomes servant and the servant master, just as an actor acts several parts on the stage. To be brief, sometimes one becomes one’s own son. There is no end to the transformations undergone by the self owing to the influence of karmas. Thus to reflect on the nature of mundane existence is contemplation on worldly existence. He who contemplates thus is alarmed at the miseries of transmigration and becomes disgusted with worldly existence. And he who is disgusted with it endeavours to free himself from it. (3)

'I am alone in suffering severe pain in the successive recurrence of birth, old age and death. There is none who is my friend or foe. I am born alone. I die alone. No one else, whether relations or others, takes away my manifold sufferings such as disease, old age and death. Relations and friends can't
accompany me beyond the cemetery. Virtue alone is my never-failing companion.’ This is the contemplation of solitariness. He who contemplates thus is free from attachment towards his friends and aversion towards his enemies. So he cultivates detachment and endeavours to attain emancipation. (4)

To reflect that the self is distinct and separate from the body is the contemplation of distinctness or differentiation. ‘Though I am one with the body from the point of view of bondage, yet I am different from it, as we possess different characteristics. The body is made up of sense-organs, but I am devoid of the senses. The body is devoid of knowledge, but I am of the essence of knowledge. The body is perishable, but I am imperishable. My body has a beginning and an end, but my soul has neither beginning nor end. In the course of my mundane existence, hundreds of thousands of bodies of mine have perished. I am different from all these bodies. Oh, dear! When such is the case, what relation is there between me and external objects?’ He who contemplates thus is free from attachment towards his body and other things. This leads to supreme detachment based on true knowledge, which helps the self to attain emancipation. (5)

The body is the receptacle of impurities. It is developed from impurities such as semen and blood in the womb. It is the seat of unclean things like the lavatory. The skin-covering is full of apertures through which exude impurities. Like fire the body consumes quickly what comes in contact with it. Bathing, application of perfumes, incense, powder, garlands, etc. cannot remove the impurities of the body. Right faith, right knowledge and right conduct alone will bring about the complete purification of the soul. He, who thus contemplates on the impurities of the body, is disgusted with the body and endeavours to cross the ocean of transmigration. (6)

Influx, stoppage and dissociation (of karmas) have been described already. Still they are mentioned here for reflecting on their good and evil. Influx leads to calamity and distress in this life and in the life to come. The senses, the passions and non-abstinence lead to as speedy influx as the current of a
river. The senses such as touch, sight and the rest plunge
the wild elephant, the crow, the serpent, the bird, the deer
and the rest into the ocean of misery. Similarly the passions
also cause injury, bondage, disgrace, anguish and so on. And
in the future they lead to different kinds of suffering in the four
states of beings. Thus reflection on the calamity and distress
caused by influx is contemplation on influx. This enables the
self not to swerve from the wholesome attitudes of for-
bearance etc. And the evils originating from influx do not
affect the self protected like the tortoise within the shell. (7)

If the hole in the keel of a vessel sailing on the ocean is not
closed, then water enters the ship, and the passengers certainly
go down. But if the hole is plugged, then the passengers reach
their destination. Similarly if influx is stopped, then there can
be no obstacle to emancipation. Thus reflection on the merit of
stoppage of karmas is contemplation on stoppage. He who
reflects in this manner constantly endeavours to stop influx.
Naturally it leads to emancipation. (8)

Dissociation takes place after the fruition of karmas. It is
of two kinds. One is involuntary and the other is by one's
effort. The involuntary dissociation on the fruition of karmas,
common to the four conditions of existence such as infernal
beings, gives rise to a chain of evils. Dissociation by conquest
of afflictions is by one's own effort. It gives rise to a chain
of good or to no series. Thus reflection on the merits and
demerits of dissociation is contemplation of dissociation. This
impels one to destroy karmas. (9)

The structure of the universe has been described already.
The universe is in the midst of the non-universe space which
is endless. The contemplation of the nature of the universe
develops true knowledge. (10)

In one minute living being there are organisms infinite times
the emancipated souls. Thus the entire universe is densely
filled with one-sensed beings with no interspace. To become
a being with more than one sense is as difficult as finding out
a very small piece of diamond buried in the sands of an
ocean. Even among these most of them are endowed with
imperfect senses (i.e. less than the five senses). Hence birth as a five-sensed being is as rare as gratitude among the good qualities. And even among the five-sensed beings, many belong to the animal world such as the cow, the deer, the bird, the serpent, etc. Hence human birth is as difficult of attainment as a heap of jewels at the crossing of the roads. And if one loses the condition of a human being by negligence, it is as difficult to attain it once again, as it is difficult for a burnt tree to regain its old freshness. Even if human birth is attained, a good country, a good family, keen senses, health, etc. are more and more difficult of attainment. When all these are attained, if true faith is not acquired, human birth becomes useless like the face without vision. And even after attaining this rare true faith, if anyone is immersed in worldly pleasures, it is like burning sandal-wood paste for the sake of ash. Even with renunciation of worldly pleasures, meditation accompanied by austerities, propagation of true faith, and auspicious death are rare. If these are achieved, then the attainment of enlightenment has borne fruit. By contemplating on the difficulty in attaining true faith, one does not become negligent after attaining this rare jewel. (11)

The faith promulgated by Jina is characterized by non-injury, based on truth, with humility as its root, forbearance as its strength, safeguarded by celibacy, dominated by quietism and characterized by restraint and non-attachment as its support. Without attaining it living beings have been wandering in the beginningless mundane existence, undergoing sufferings and misery owing to the rise of inauspicious karmas. If true faith is attained, one is bound to achieve emancipation, after enjoying several kinds of worldly prosperity and distinction. This is contemplating what is stressed in religion. This promotes constant devotion to religion. (12)

Thus reflection on transitoriness etc. helps one to practise moral virtues such as forbearance and consequently leads to effective stoppage of karmas. Reflection is mentioned in the middle for the sake of both. He who practises reflection in this way is enabled to practise the moral virtues and also
THE AFFLICTIONS

subdue the afflictions.

What are afflictions and for what purpose are they endured?

रत्नाकेच्याचनिर्जरायं परिषोद्भया: परीवहः ॥ ८ ॥

Margācyavanarjarārtham pariṣodhavyāḥ pariṣahāḥ (8)

8. The afflictions are to be endured so as not to swerve from the path of stoppage of karmas and for the sake of disociation of karmas.

As stoppage is the subject under consideration, the path is qualified by stoppage—the path of stoppage. The afflictions are to be endured, so as not to swerve from the path of stoppage of karmas and for the shedding of karmas. Those who endure hunger, thirst, etc. do not swerve from the path taught by Jina and block the influx of karmas by practising the path aright. They also experience the fruits of maturing karmas, destroy these gradually and attain emancipation.

The afflictions are described in the next sutra.

श्रुतिपालसारीतोण्डसामाज्यारितिस्त्रोणिष्क्ष्यकायायांत्रोसवधः

याचनांलामोगवेदःप्रस्वत्स्कारप्रश्नानादेशानि ॥ ९ ॥

Kṣutpipāśaḥitoṣadānamāsahākanāgnyāralistrīcaryāniṣadyā-

śayyākrośavahācānālabharogatglāṣpamalasatkāra-

puraskāraprajñājñānamadharśanāni (9)

9. Hunger, thirst, cold, heat, insect-bites, nakedness, absence of pleasures, women, pain arising from roaming, discomfort of postures, uncomfortable couch, scolding, injury, begging, lack of gain, illness, pain inflicted by blades of grass, dirt, reverence and honour (good as well as bad reception), (conceit of) learning, despair or uneasiness arising from ignorance and lack of faith (are the twenty-two hardships).

Hunger etc. are the twenty-two kinds of afflictions. These have to be endured by the ascetic striving after emancipation. The saint, who fails to obtain pure food or the required quantity of food, and whose torment of hunger is not dispelled, does not seek for food in improper places and at improper times. He does not tolerate neglect of his daily duties even to a small extent, and he is enthusiastic in study and meditation. He has himself practised and enabled others to practise
fasting and eating less than his fill on several occasions. He takes only tasteless food. The water he drinks is parched as the drops of water poured in a red-hot vessel. Even when the ascetic is extremely hungry, he feels that it is better not to obtain food rather than obtain food. Such an ascetic who ignores the torment of hunger conquers hunger. (1)

The ascetic has given up bathing, immersing himself in water and sprinkling his body with water. Like the birds he has no fixed abode. He may at times be tormented by parching thirst, owing to various reasons such as unsuitable food (too saltish, oily or astringent food), the heat of summer, bilious fever, fasting and so on. Even then he does not seek remedy, but extinguishes this flame of the fire of thirst by the cool and fragrant water of his meditation kept in the fresh, earthenware pot of fortitude. Such patient endurance of thirst is to be extolled. (2)

Without garments and habitation the ascetic lives on rocks and so on underneath trees like birds. And when he is beset by extremely cold wind or suffers from frost, he does not think of the remedies enjoyed by him formerly, but dwells in the inner apartment of the house of knowledge¹. This is proclaimed as endurance of cold. (3)

In summer there is no breeze, no abundance of water, and the leaves get dried up by the scorching heat of the summer sun and fall off from the trees. The ascetic enters such a wood and suffers from thirst because of internal causes such as fasting. And, owing to forest-conflagration, scorching wind and oppressive heat of the sun, his throat and palate become parched. Still he does not think of remedies experienced by him formerly on several occasions. He is keenly intent on avoiding injury to living beings and safeguarding his conduct. This is described as endurance of heat. (4)

The mention of flies and mosquitoes is a synecdoche. For instance, 'Let the ghee be safeguarded from crows.' Here 'crows' imply all those which damage the ghee. Similarly, 'flies and mosquitoes' imply all kinds of insects such as bees, gnats, ¹ i.e. contemplation of knowledge.
small bees, bugs, maggots, ants, scorpions, etc. The ascetic endures the pain caused by these insects without thinking of the threefold remedies¹ (of medicine, incantation and charms). His only mantle is the determination to attain emancipation. This is called patient endurance of insect-bites. (5)

The saint embraces nakedness like that of the child, which is free from stigma and which is difficult of attainment. This frees him from the evils of begging, safeguarding, injury, etc., and it is the sole cause of attaining emancipation, as it is free from attachment. The mind of the saint embracing nakedness is free from the excitement of passion and agitation, as he considers the female body impure and stinking. Hence he always safeguards his celibacy perfectly. His nakedness must, therefore, be considered blameless. (6)

The ascetic is indifferent to pleasures of the senses. He stays in vacant houses, temples, hollow trees, or in mountain-caves, devoid of singing, dancing, instrumental music, etc. He is immersed in, and derives pleasure from, study and meditation. His heart is closed to thoughts of worldly pleasures witnessed, heard of and experienced by him formerly, and stories concerning worldly pleasures. And his heart is proof against the arrows of Cupid. He always evinces compassion for the living. He must be understood to have conquered dissatisfaction arising from the absence of pleasures. (7)

In the presence of lovely, intoxicated women in the bloom of youth, the ascetic residing in lovely bowers, houses, etc. is free from agitation or excitement, even though he is disturbed by them. Similarly, he subdues agitations of his senses and his mind like the tortoise covered by his shell. And the smile, charming talk, amorous glances and laughter, lustful slow movement of women and the arrows of Cupid have no effect on him. This must be understood as the conquest of the disturbance caused by women. (8)

Someone has led a celibate life, residing in the habitation of his master. He has learnt the truth about bondage and emancipation. He goes to another place for the sake of food

¹ This is also interpreted 'by thought, word and deed'.
for the body, which is the seat of discipline (saintliness). As initiated by his master, he practises detachment like the wind. His body is grown weak by frequent observances of fasting, taking less food, limiting the articles of food, giving up stimulating food, etc. He avoids roaming, which causes injury and which is opposed to regulations with regard to place and time. While going from place to place on foot, he wears no shoes, and hence his soles are pricked by thorns, sharp stones, etc. which cause him pain. He overcomes such pain and does not think of conveyances etc. used by him on former occasions. And he practises to perfection the daily duties of an ascetic. This must be understood as the endurance of the affliction of roaming. (9)

The ascetic adopts a posture for discipline and continues in it for the prescribed time in utter loneliness in the burial ground untrodden by him, garden, vacant house, mountain-cave or arbour, examined carefully with the aid of sunlight and his senses. Neither does the roaring of wild animals such as the lion or the tiger engender fear in him, nor do troubles or injury caused by others force him to relinquish his posture. He does not swerve from the path to liberation, nor does his body move from the sitting postures such as virāsana and utkutikā. And he overcomes the pair caused by continuance in the same posture for a long time. This is ascertained as conquest of the discomfort of postures. (10)

When the ascetic feels tired by study or meditation or walking, he goes to sleep on hard, uneven ground, abounding in pebbles and fragments of broken jars, which is very cold or hot. He stretches his body on one side like a stick. For the sake of avoiding injury to living organisms, he remains still like the fallen tree or the dead body and does not roll on his side. He contemplates on knowledge and he does not move his body even when tormented by evil spirits. Thus he overcomes the discomfort caused by remaining on hard bed for an unlimited time. This is called the endurance of pain caused by uncomfortable couch. (11)

Even when he hears the harsh and vulgar words of persons
of perverted attitude betokening censure and contempt which provoke the flame of anger, the saint pays no attention to such evil-doers, though he can ward off such evils. He thinks of the fruition of sinful karmas, is intent on practising moral virtues and does not give room for even the slightest passion. Thus he overcomes censure and reproach. (12)

When the ascetic is beaten and tormented by wicked men with sharp swords, maces, pestles, etc., he does not entertain ill-feelings against them. 'This is due to my former evil deeds. What can these wretched people do to me? The body is transient like the bubbles and is the cause of misery. These people can harm only my transient body, and not my lasting faith, knowledge and conduct.' He, who considers the cutting of his body by an adze or the application of sandal-wood paste as equal, reflects in this manner and overcomes the injury done to him. (13)

As the monk is absorbed in practising internal and external austerities, his body is emaciated, and he looks a mere skeleton. Like the tree dried up, by the extreme heat of the sun without strength or shade, the saint's physical frame is a mere assemblage of skin, bones and arteries. Still even on the point of death, he does not meanly and piteously beg for food, habitation, medicine, etc. by words, facial expressions or by gestures. Even at the time of food, he is difficult to be seen like the flash of lightning. This is the endurance of the affliction of begging. (14)

Like the wind the ascetic is not attached to anything. He goes from place to place and takes food only once a day. He observes complete silence or regulation of speech. He displays his form only once. He takes food from his hands. Even if he does not get food for several days in several homes, he is not worried about it. He has no interest in testing the merits of hosts. 'Lack of gain is of greater virtue to me than gain.' The ascetic who is contented in this manner conquers the lack of gain. (15)

The body is the repository of all impurities, transient and defenceless. The saint does not, therefore, have thought or
desire for the body, and does not adorn the body. As the body is the means for acquiring the jewels of merit, accumulating them and safeguarding them, the ascetic takes several kinds of useful food in order to keep the body intact, just as lubricating the axle of the wheels or application of ointment to a wound is indispensable. Sometimes, owing to unsuitable food and drink, he is afflicted with hundreds of diseases such as gout at the same time. Still he does not come under their control. He may even possess extraordinary powers of cure acquired by his austerities. Still he does not utilize these powers to get himself cured, as he has no attachment towards the body. This must be understood as the endurance of the affliction of disease. (16)

'Grass' implies anything which causes pain. When dried blades of grass, hard pebbles, thorns, sharp stones, spears, etc. cause pain to the soles of the feet, the ascetic does not give his attention to it. He carefully avoids injury to minute organisms during walking, sitting and sleeping. This is conquest of the affliction caused by blades of grass etc. (17)

The ascetic takes the vow of non-bathing until death for the sake of avoiding injury to organisms with water-bodies. He perspires profusely in the extreme heat of the sun, and particles of dust wafted by the wind adhere to his body. And even when itching prevails owing to scab, eczema or ringworm, he does not scratch or rub his body. When the dirt on his body accumulates and that on another's decreases, there is no thought of envy in his heart. He is engaged in cleansing the soul from the mire of karmic impurities which clog the soul with the pure water of right knowledge and conduct. And naturally he overcomes the discomfort or affliction caused by dirt. (18)

'Satkāra' is reverence and commendation. 'Puraskāra' is giving the place of honour or offering welcome. 'In these respects I am disregarded. I have practised celibacy for long and I am a great ascetic. I have a clear knowledge of my religion and other religions. I have won over my disputants on several occasions. But I am not honoured by reverence, offer
of a high seat and so on by anyone. Misbelievers, on the other hand, worship and honour even such a person who knows very little as if he were an omniscient and thus proclaim their religion. It is said in the scriptures that devas worship the ascetic who performs great austerities. If this be true, why is it I am not reverenced? The monk who avoids such thoughts overcomes the affliction caused by the absence of reverence and honour. (19)

'I am highly learned and well-versed in all branches of scriptural knowledge and proficient in grammar, logic and spiritual science. Other learned men are insignificant and do not shine before me, like the light of the fire-fly before the sun.' The ascetic who is free from such pride in his learning overcomes the affliction of high intellect. (20)

'I put up with such contemptuous remarks as these—he is dull and ignorant like an animal. Though I perform severe austerities and am free from negligence, still I do not acquire excellence in knowledge.' The monk who avoids such thoughts overcomes the affliction caused by ignorance. (21)

'My heart is pure with the attitude of supreme detachment. I am well-versed in the true knowledge of all the categories. I worship the great ones, the Arhat, the Temple, the Saint and the Religion. Still I have not attained remarkable knowledge, though I have been an ascetic for a pretty long time. It is said in scriptures that long fasting begets great things such as miraculous powers. But it does not appear to be true. So asceticism is useless. It is useless to observe vows.' The ascetic who does not think in this manner out of pure right belief conquers the affliction of disbelief. (22)

The ascetic, who endures these afflictions without evil thoughts, attains great stoppage of karmas, as influx caused by attachment and aversion is obstructed.

Do all these afflictions occur to the saints who endeavour to pass over the great and dense forest of transmigration, or is there any peculiarity? These afflictions explained now such as hunger occur differently according to the stages of conduct. But in the two following cases this should be known definitely.
10. Fourteen afflictions occur in the case of the saints in the tenth and twelfth stages.

The fourteen afflictions are hunger, thirst, cold, heat, insect-bite, movement, uncomfortable bedding, injury, lack of gain, illness, pricking pain, dirt, learning and ignorance. The mention of 'fourteen' implies that the other afflictions do not occur in these stages. An objection is raised. As there is no deluding karma in the twelfth stage, the eight afflictions originating from it are absent, and hence the rule limiting the afflictions to fourteen in their case is appropriate. But there is the rise of the deluding karmas in the tenth stage. Hence the number fourteen is not appropriate to the saint of the tenth stage.

Such an objection is not valid, as it is merely the presence of the deluding karmas. In that stage there is merely the rise of the gleaming passion of greed, and that too is very minute. So the limit fourteen is appropriate to the tenth stage also, as it is similar to that of the twelfth stage. It is further argued that the afflictions such as hunger do not arise, as the rise of deluding karmas is either absent or very slight. Hence it is not fit to speak of the conquest of such afflictions. But it is not so. What is the reason? The potentiality alone is referred to here, similar to the capacity of the highest kind of devas (Sarvârthasiddhi devas) to reach the seventh infernal region.  

If afflictions occur to the embodied saint, how many do arise in the case of the Omniscient Jina, who still experiences the effects of four karmas?

11. Eleven afflictions occur to the Omniscient Jina.

Though the four destructive karmas have been destroyed by the Lord Jina, eleven afflictions arising from the presence of feeling karmas occur to Him (the Omniscient or in the Jivan Mukta stage). It is argued that it is not proper to speak of afflictions

1 But they never go there, as there is no inclination, curiosity or need for them to do so.
in the case of the Omniscient, as hunger and other afflictions
do not occur in the absence of rise of the deluding karmas. It
is no doubt true. Though there is no suffering of hunger etc.,
owing to the presence of material karmas, these are applied
figuratively. With the destruction of knowledge-covering
karmas and the manifestation of omniscience which knows all
things simultaneously, there is no curbing of thought. Still
meditation is attributed to the Jina, from the point of view
of the destruction of karmas, which is the result of meditation.
Otherwise, eleven afflictions ‘do not arise’ in the case of the
Jina. “Do not arise” must be supplied, as sutras are supple-
mented in this way. It is admitted that the incomplete part of
a sentence is to be supplied and it is within the rights of the
commentator. Without the help of the rise of the deluding
karmas, there are no afflictions such as hunger etc.

If some afflictions only occur to the saints in the tenth stage
etc., to whom do all of them occur?

Badarasāmparāye sarve

12. All the afflictions arise in the case of the ascetic with
gross passions.

‘Sāmparāya’ means passion. He who has gross passions is
called ‘Badarasāmparāya’. This is not a stage in the spiritual
development. On the other hand, the term ‘gross passions’
indicates the meaning. This term includes ascetics from the
sixth stage up to the ninth stage. As the passions have not
been destroyed in their case, all the afflictions occur to them.
In what types of conduct do all the afflictions occur? All the
afflictions occur to those of the first three types of conduct,
namely sāmāyika, chedopashāpanā and parihraraviśuddhi1.

The particular stages with regard to the afflictions have
been ascertained. But what karmas cause what afflictions?

The fourth and fifth types of conduct are called sūkṣmasāmparāya
and yatikākhyāta. These are the five types of conduct recognized by the Jaina
thinkers. (vide sutra 18 of this chapter)
13. Extraordinary learning and ignorance are caused by knowledge-covering karmas.

This is improper. What is improper? The affliction of ignorance is consistent with the presence of knowledge-covering karmas. But extraordinary learning arises in the absence of knowledge-covering karmas. Great learning, arising from destruction-cum-subsidence, begots pride in the ascetic on the rise of other knowledge-covering karmas, and not on the total destruction of knowledge-covering karmas. So it is appropriate to say in the presence of knowledge-obscurings karmas.

Again the karmas causing other afflictions are described in the next sutra.

\[\text{दर्शनमोहान्तरायोरदर्शानालाभो} \]
\[\text{Darṣanamohāntarāyoradarṣanālābhau} \]
14. Misbelief and lack of gain are caused by faith-deluding and obstructive karmas.

The words are taken respectively. Faith-deluding karmas give rise to the affliction of perverted faith. And obstructive karmas give rise to the affliction of lack of gain.

If the first kind of deluding karmas causes one affliction, how many afflictions are caused by the second type?

\[\text{चारित्रमोहे नाग्यारतिस्तिरिनिषाद्याक्रोशयचनासत्कारपुरस्त्कारः} \]
\[\text{Cāritramohe nāgnyāratistriniṣādyaṅkroṣhayacanāsatkārapurusṭkāraḥ} \]
15. (The afflictions of) nakedness, absence of pleasures, woman, sitting posture, reproach, begging and reverence and honour are caused by conduct-deluding karmas.

Infatuation may be said to cause the afflictions of nakedness etc., as these are caused by the male sex etc. But how can the affliction of sitting posture be caused by the rise of infatuation? On the rise of infatuation, thoughts of violence arise. And avoidance of injury is the object of the sitting posture.

What karmas are the causes of the remaining afflictions?

1 of sensory-and scriptural knowledge-obscurings karmas.
2 viz. of clairvoyance-telepathy-and omniscience-obscurings karmas.
The other afflictions are caused by feeling karmas. Eleven afflictions have been mentioned. Those other than these are the rest. These occur on the rise of feeling karmas. Here 'occur' is understood. What are these? These afflictions are hunger, thirst, cold, heat, insect-bite, movement, uncomfortable bedding, injury, illness and discomforts caused by blades of grass and dirt.

The causes, definitions and divisions of the afflictions have been described. How many of these can occur simultaneously to a single self?

The particle 'ān' indicates the limit. By that it is understood that sometimes even nineteen afflictions occur simultaneously. How is it? One of the two namely cold or heat, and one of the three namely bedding, sitting or walking alone can occur to any single self. How? These are opposed to one another. While lying in bed, one is not seated and one does not walk. So when these three (i.e. one of heat and cold and two of bedding, sitting and walking) are excluded, the other nineteen afflictions can occur simultaneously to the same self. How can extraordinary learning and ignorance occur to the same person at the same time, as these also are opposed to each other? But there is no inconsistency here. The affliction of extraordinary learning is with regard to scriptural knowledge and that of ignorance as regards clairvoyance etc.

The five causes of stoppage, namely control, regulation, moral virtues, reflections and conquest of afflictions have been described. Now the causes of stoppage must be said to constitute conduct. The kinds of conduct are mentioned in the next sutra.
**THE FIVE TYPES OF CONDUCT**

18. Equanimity, reinitiation, purity of non-injury, slight passion and perfect conduct are the five kinds of conduct.

Now self-restraint or discipline has been mentioned among the ten moral virtues or duties. And that itself is conduct. Hence it is meaningless to mention conduct again. But this objection is not valid. Though it is included among the ten virtues, conduct is described at the end in order to indicate that it is the direct cause of liberation. Sāmāyika\(^1\) has been described. Where? In sutra 21 of chapter VII. It is of two kinds—with and without time limit. Study etc. are for a limited time. Restraint in roaming etc. are without time limit. That is, the ascetic has to observe these throughout his lifetime.

Sometimes, owing to carelessness or the rise of passions, the ascetic deviates from his vows and commits injury and so on. When he is installed again in his vows according to rules, that is called the conduct of reinitiation. Or this connotes the removal of mental impurity. Catharsis (parihāraviśuddhi) is purity of conduct, that is refraining from injury. That which is characterized by it is purity of non-injury. The next is called conduct with slight passion, as it is coloured by slight passion. On the subsidence (quiescence) or destruction of the entire deluding karmas, the self is characterized by equanimity, its own true nature. And this is called perfect or ideal conduct (athākhyālacaritra). This has been described by those in the previous stages of conduct, but has not hitherto been experienced by them prior to destruction or subsidence of infatuation. This arises on the destruction or subsidence of the entire deluding karmas, as the meaning of 'atha' is immediate succession. Or the alternative reading is 'yathākhyāta'. That is, the nature of the self has been described just as it is. The

\(^1\) Sāmāyika is refraining from sin through the activities of the body, mind and speech.
word 'iti' must be understood in the sense of completion. That is, it indicates that from perfect conduct follows the total destruction of all karmas. The five kinds of conduct in the sutra are mentioned in the order of their superiority.

Conduct has been described. The sutra next to that describing the causes of stoppage is 'Dissociation also by austerity'. Now austerity must be described. It is of two kinds, external and internal. Each is of six subdivisions. The external austerities are mentioned first.

अनशनामौदर्यावर्तितिपरिसंख्यानरसपरित्यागविभिन्नश्यासनकायः
केःशायाः

Anasanāvamaudaryavartitaparismukhyānarasaparitvyāga-
viviktaśayāsanakāyakah bāhyam tāpah (19)

19. (The external austerities are) fasting, reduced diet, special restrictions for begging food, giving up stimulating and delicious dishes, lonely habitation and mortification of the body.

Fasting is intended to promote self-control and discipline, destruction of attachment, destruction of karmas and attainment of meditation and scriptural knowledge and not temporal benefits. Diminished diet is intended to develop vigilance in self-control, suppression of evils, contentment and study with ease. Special restrictions consist in limiting the number of houses etc. for begging food, and these are intended for overcoming desire. The fourth is giving up stimulating and delicious food such as ghee, in order to curb the excitement caused by the senses, overcome sleep, and facilitate study. The ascetic has to make his abode in lonely places or houses, which are free from insect afflictions, in order to maintain without disturbance celibacy, study, meditation and so on. This is the fifth austerity. Standing in the sun, dwelling under trees, sleeping in an open place without any covering, the different postures—all these constitute the sixth austerity, namely mortification of the body. What is the object of this? The object of this is to cultivate patient endurance of bodily pain and suffering, in order to remove attachment to pleasures and to proclaim the glory of the teachings of the Lord. What is the
difference between affliction and mortification? Affliction is what occurs by chance. Mortification is self-imposed. These are called external, because these are dependent on external things and these are seen by others.

The divisions of internal austerities are described next.

Prāyācittavainayavaiyāyāvṛtyaśādhyāyāvyulyṣaṅgadhyānyutaram || 20 ||
Prāyācittavainayavaiyāvṛtyaśādhyāyāvyulyṣaṅgadhyānānyuttaram (20)

20. Expiation, reverence, service, study, renunciation and meditation are the internal austerities.

How are these internal? These are internal, as the mind is restrained or subdued in these cases. The removal of sins committed by negligence or under the influence of passions is expiation. Reverence to the holy personages is ‘vinaya’. Service is the help rendered to the saints in difficulty by bodily activity or with things. Contemplation of knowledge or giving up sloth or idleness is study. The giving up of the attitude of ‘I’ and ‘mine’ is renunciation. Checking the ramblings of the mind is meditation.

The subdivisions of internal austerities are mentioned next.

Nab radically pāci adhwa yathākramam prāgikhyānāt || 21 ||
Nabacudarpālchadvibhedā yathākramam prāgikhyānāt (21)

21. Prior to meditation these are of nine, four, ten, five and two kinds respectively.

From the use of the term ‘respectively’ these are taken as follows. Expiation is of nine kinds. Reverence is of four kinds. Service is of ten kinds. Study is of five kinds. Renunciation is of two kinds. It is mentioned ‘prior to meditation’, as there is plenty to be said about meditation. Hence meditation will be described later.

The subdivisions of the first are described.

Abhulapratikramanatadubhavivekavyulyṣaṅgadhetapārśīropasthāpanāna: || 22 ||
Alokanaprati kramanatadubhavivekavyulyṣaṅgadhetapārśīropasthāpanāh (22)

22. Confession, repentance, both, discrimination, giving
up attachment to the body, penance, suspension, expulsion and reinitiation.

Relating one’s transgression to the master without the ten faults is confession. Expression of penitence by uttering, ‘my deeds be condoned’, is repentance. As the sin is corrected by the combination of the two, it is twofold expiation. The separation of food, drink, implements of sense-control, etc. is discrimination. The next is performance of austerity by standing in a place etc. without any attachment for the body. Penance is fasting, taking less than one’s fill, etc. Discounting the period of penance by a week, a fortnight, a month, etc. is suspension. Expelling one from the order for a fortnight, a month etc., is expulsion which is another kind of expiation. Reinitiation consists in initiation into the order once again.

The subdivisions of reverence are mentioned in the next sutra.

शान्दर्शानचारित्रोपचारा: II २३ II
Jñānadarśanacāritropacārāḥ (23)

23. Reverence to knowledge, faith, conduct and the custom of homage.

‘Vinaya’ is added to the words in the sutra—reverence to knowledge, reverence to faith, reverence to conduct and reverence to the custom of homage. Acquiring knowledge, practising knowledge, recollecting knowledge and so on with great veneration and with the object of attaining salvation constitute reverence to knowledge. Belief in the nature of reality without doubt etc. is reverence to faith. Absorption in conduct with knowledge and faith is reverence to conduct. Rising up, offering welcome and making obeisance in the presence of the head of the order of ascetics and other great ones constitute reverential homage. Even with regard to the great ones who are not present, making obeisance with the body, speech or mind, extolling their merits and recollecting them also constitute reverence to the custom of homage.

The subdivisions of respectful service are described next.
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24. Respectful service to the Head (acārya), the preceptor, the ascetic, the disciple, the ailing ascetic, the congregation of aged saints, the congregation of disciples of a common teacher, the congregation of the four orders (of monks, nuns, laymen and laywomen), the long-standing ascetic and the saint of high reputation.

Respectful service is of ten kinds, for its objects are of ten kinds. For instance, service rendered to the head of the congregation, service rendered to the preceptor and so on. 'Acārya' is the head from whom the vows are taken and practised. 'Upādhyāya' is the preceptor under whom the scriptures are studied in order to attain liberation. 'Tapasvi' is the saint who practises long fasts etc. 'Saikṣa' is the disciple. 'Gīna' is the saint, whose body is afflicted on account of illness etc. 'Gaṇa' is a congregation of old ascetics. 'Kula' is the congregation of disciples of the same head. 'Samgha' is the congregation of the four orders of ascetics. 'Sādhu' is a saint of long-standing. 'Manojña' is a saint of high reputation. When these are subject to illness, afflictions or perverted faith, rendering help to them with bodily activity or other materials is respectful service. This is done for attaining equanimity or concentration, for overcoming the feeling of disgust and for proclaiming affection to the members of the order of saints.

The types of study are described in the next sutra.

25. Teaching, questioning, reflection, recitation and preaching.

Teaching consists in teaching words or meanings or both with precision. Putting questions to others with the object of clearing doubts or strengthening one's knowledge is questioning. Contemplating the knowledge acquired is reflection. Recitation is repeating the text again and again with correct pronunciation. Preaching is narrating moral stories etc. What
is the purpose of these five types of study? The objects are extraordinary knowledge, incessant exertion in the right direction, wholesome fear of worldly existence, progress of austerities and freedom from transgressions.

The penance of giving up attachment is described next.

\[\text{उत्तमसम्भनस्याक्राक्रे} \text{जित्तारीते} \text{ध्यानसात्मकहृतितु} \text{॥ २६ ॥} \]

26. Giving up external and internal attachments.

'Vyutsarga' means giving up. It is of two kinds, giving up external objects of attachment and internal attachments. House, riches, grain, etc., which do not become one with the self, are external attachments. The passions etc., which are the dispositions of the self, are internal attachments. Similarly, renouncing attachment for the body for a particular period or for one's lifetime is also considered as giving up of internal attachment. What is the purpose of this penance? The object is to cultivate detachment and fearlessness and to dispel desire for living.

Concentration was set apart for elaborate treatment. It is now time to discuss it. But, passing it over, the agent, the nature and the duration of concentration are described.

\[\text{उत्तमसम्भनस्याक्राक्रे} \text{जित्तारीते} \text{ध्यानसात्मकहृतितु} \text{॥ २७ ॥} \]

27. Concentration of thought on one particular object is meditation. In the case of a person with the best physical structure or constitution it extends up to one \text{muhūrtta}.

The first three physical structures are included here. Meditation is possible for the individuals possessing these three physical structures. But salvation is possible only for the ascetic with the first physical structure. He who has the best physical structure is the agent. 'Ekāgra' means having one point, edge or object. Thought is characterized by throbbing or quivering, as it embraces several objects. Concentration is turning the thought away from several objects and fixing it on one. By this the nature of meditation has been described.
'Muhūrta' is the period of time. 'Antarmuhūrta' means within one muhūrta. The time limit is within one muhūrta. It is not possible to maintain concentration beyond that. If curbing or restraining the thought is meditation, it is negative. It follows that meditation is non-existent like the horns of a donkey. There is no contradiction. It is said to be non-existent from the point of view of the removal of other thoughts, but positive also with regard to the particular thought. Non-existence is the other form of existence and it has the characteristic of an object, as it is admitted to be a cause. Or 'niruddha' is not an abstract noun. What else is it? It is a verbal noun. That which is confined is confinement. Thought and confinement, that is confinement of thought. This is the purport. Knowledge which shines without quivering like the steady flame of a candle is meditation.

The types of meditation are mentioned next.

अर्तराउद्रधर्मयासुक्लानि ॥ २८ ॥
Artaraudradharmyaśuklāni (28)

28. The painful (sorrowful), the cruel, the virtuous (righteous) and the pure.

'Ārti' is pain. That which arises from it is 'ārtam', painful. 'Rudra' means cruel temperament. That which arises from it is 'raudram', cruel. 'Dharma' has been defined as moral duties. That, which does not swerve from 'dharma' or which is associated with it, is 'dharmyam', virtuous or righteous. Pure from the association of pure qualities. These four kinds of meditation are divided into two classes, good and evil or auspicious and inauspicious. The former (i.e. the painful and the cruel) are called inauspicious, as these two lead to the influx of inauspicious karmas. The latter are called auspicious, as they are capable of destroying karmas.

What are these?

परे मोक्षहेतु ॥ २९ ॥
Pare mokṣahetu (29)

29. The last two are the causes of liberation.

'Param' is the last one (i.e. pure concentration). The virtuous
concentration also is called 'param' as it is close to it. By virtue of the dual number 'pare', the secondary one is also taken. 'The last two are the causes of liberation.' It follows from this that sorrowful concentration and cruel concentration are the causes of transmigration. How? There is no other third goal.

The painful concentration is of four kinds. The first kind is described in the next sutra.

30. On the contact of disagreeable objects, thinking again and again for their removal is the first kind of sorrowful concentration.

Disagreeable objects are such as poison, prickly thorns, enemies and weapons. As these cause pain, these are called disagreeable. On their contact, the individual thinks again and again wishing for their removal. This is the first type of sorrowful concentration.

The second type is described next.

31. The contrary in the case of agreeable objects.

How contrary? Contrary to what has been mentioned. This is the purport. When agreeable objects such as the son, the wife or the wealth are lost, thinking again and again for regaining them is the second type of sorrowful concentration.

The third type is described next.

32. In the case of suffering from pain also.

The word 'vedana' is used in the meanings of pleasure and pain. But here it is used in the sense of pain, as this is the section dealing with sorrow. When there is pain caused by diseases such as gout and rheumatism, thinking again and

\begin{align*}
\text{Arlamamanojñasya samprayoge tadviprayogāya smrtisanvahāraḥ} & \quad \text{(30)} \\
\text{Viparitam manojñasya} & \quad \text{(31)} \\
\text{Vedanāyāśca} & \quad \text{(32)}
\end{align*}
again for their removal is the third type of sorrowful concentration.

The fourth type is described next.

\[ \text{Nidānam ca} \]

33. The wish for enjoyment also.

Being tormented by the desire for pleasures, thinking again and again, wishing for the pleasures not attained, is the fourth type of sorrowful concentration.

Who are affected by these four types of sorrowful concentration?

\[ \text{Tadaviratadesaviratupramattasamyatānām} \]

34. These occur in the case of laymen with and without small vows and non-vigilant ascetics.

‘Aviratā’ comprises all those up to the vowless right believer. ‘Deśaviratā’ are those who observe the small vows. ‘Pramattasamyatā’ are those who perform their duties, but who are subject to fifteen faults. In the case of laymen of both classes, all the four types of sorrowful concentration occur, as they are actuated by non-restraint. But in the case of the non-vigilant monk, the first three excluding the last one occur occasionally owing to negligence or inadvertence.

The sorrowful concentration has been explained with their names etc. The names, causes and possessors of the second are described next.

\[ \text{Himsānṛsteyavāyaśantīrakaṣāne} \text{ḥvau raudraviratadesaviratayoh} \]

35. Cruel concentration relating to injury, untruth, stealing and safeguarding of possessions occurs in the case of laymen with and without partial vows.

Injury etc. described already promote the rise of cruel concentration. ‘Thinking again and again’ is added to each of these. Thinking repeatedly of injury etc. This occurs in the
case of laymen who practise partial abstinence and non-abstinence. Let it occur in the non-abstaining layman. But how can it occur in the case of the layman who practises partial abstinence? It can arise in his case also occasionally, as he is influenced or excited by the idea of injury and as he has to safeguard wealth and other possessions. But it does not lead the partial abstainer to the infernal regions on account of the efficacy of his right belief. It does not, however, occur in the case of the ascetic. If it occurs, he is no longer an ascetic, that is he falls from the stage of asceticism.

It has been said that the last two are the causes of liberation. The types, nature, etc. of the first of these are described in the next sutra.

अज्ञापयाविपाकसंस्कारानविच्याय धर्मृयम् || ३६ ||

36. The contemplation of objects of revelation, misfortune or calamity, fruition of karmas and the structure of the universe is virtuous concentration.

It is not always possible to ascertain realities such as space by logical analysis, owing to lack of preceptors, keen intelligence, rise of karmas or the intricate nature of reality. Then one believes in such subtle categories as space on the authority of the word of Jina, since the Tirthankaras do not preach untruth. Or ascertaining reality, the holy person employs logic in bringing home the truth to others in order to propagate the truth revealed by the Lord. The misbelievers like the born-blind are averse to the teachings of the Omniscient Lord, and drift farther and farther away from the right path owing to ignorance. Thus the absence, loss or disappearance of the true path is deliberated upon. Or the self deliberates on how the (vast majority of the) living beings will escape from the cycle of worldly existence caused by wrong faith, knowledge and conduct. The other two terms are self-evident and need no explanation. The ten moral virtues have been explained. Virtuous concentration is that which does not swerve from the ten moral virtues. It is of four kinds based on the fourfold objects contemplated upon. It is attainable by laymen
of the fourth and fifth stages as well as by ascetics of the sixth and seventh stages.

The three kinds of meditation have been defined. The fourth one of pure concentration must be defined now. It is of four kinds as described subsequently. The next sutra indicates the lord of the first of these.

शुकेचाचये पूर्वविदाहः

Sukle cādyā pūrvaavidaḥ

37. The first two types of pure concentration are attained by the saints well-versed in the pūrvas.

Among the four kinds of pure concentration, the first two occur to the saints well-versed in the pūrvas, that is omniscients in the scriptures. By 'ca' the virtuous concentration also is included. "Detailed knowledge is ascertained from the commentary." Accordingly, virtuous concentration occurs before the self ascends the ladder of spiritual progress. When the saint ascends anyone of the two ladders (the subsidential or the destructive) the first two kinds of pure concentration arise.

In whom do the rest arise?

परे केवलिनः

Pare kevalinaḥ

38. The last two arise in the omniscients.

The last two arise in the omniscients with and without activity, who have destroyed the entire knowledge-obscuring karmas.

The types of pure concentration are mentioned in order.

प्रथक्तैकवित्तवक्तैकवित्तसुक्षमक्रियाप्रतिपतितिद्वुपरात्क्रियानिवर्ती

Prthaktvaika/ekavakitarka/suksmakriyapratipati-vyuparatakriyānivartini

39. (The four types of pure concentration are) that of different, scriptural, shifting, that of the single scriptural, that of subtle activity and that of complete destruction of activity.

1 Prthaktvavitaraka, ekatvavitaraka, suksmakriyapratipati and vyuparatakriyānivartini are the Sanskrit names of the four types of pure concentration.
These are the four kinds of pure concentration. On the basis of their definitions given later on, these must be understood to be significant terms.

The support or base is determined next.

Tryekayogakayayogayoganāmah

40. Of three activities, one activity, bodily activity and no activity.
The term yoga (activity) has been explained already (VI, 1). These must be taken respectively with the four types of pure concentration. The first type is possible for the ascetic with threefold activity, the second for one with one of the three kinds of activity, the third for one with bodily activity alone, and the last for one with no activity.

The details regarding the first two are described next.

Ekāṣraye savitarvkavīcāre pūrve

41. The first two types are based on one substratum and are associated with scriptural knowledge and shifting.

Those two which have one support are called ekāṣraye. These two arise in the saint who has attained mastery of all the scriptures. These are associated with scriptural knowledge (vitarka) and shifting (vicāra). Hence these are called 'savitarvkavīcare'. The first two are 'prthaktvitarka' and 'ekatvavitarka'.

In order to ward off the error of taking these respectively, the exception is mentioned next.

Avicaram dvitiyam

42. The second type is free from shifting.
The second of the first two must be understood to be free from shifting or oscillation. This is the purport. The first is associated with scripture and shifting. The second is associated with scripture, but not with shifting.

What is the distinction between vitarka and vicāra?
43. *Vitarka* is scriptural knowledge.

Detailed or special examination and reasoning is 'vitarka'. It means scriptural knowledge.

What is shifting (*vicāra*)?

Vicāra is shifting with respect to objects, words and activities.

The subject of meditation is the object. It is either substance or mode. 'Vyanjanam' is word. Activity (yoga) is the action of the body, mind or speech-organ. 'Samkṛanti' is shifting from one thing to another.

Object-shifting is passing from substance to modes and from modes to substance. Word-shifting is passing from one scriptural term to another and from that to another. Activity-shifting is changing from bodily activity to some other activity and from that activity to bodily activity. This kind of change is called shifting. When there is alternation how can it be called meditation? The reply is that even thought-stream is meditation. The virtuous and the pure concentration, each of which is of four kinds, have been described generally and particularly. These are worthy to be meditated upon by the ascetic, who has practised several observances such as control and so on to purify the mind, in order to free himself from transmigration. The ascetic meditates on the material (objective atom) or thought (subjective atom) and with his knowledge of the scriptures shifts to objects or verbal symbols or to activities of the body or the speech-organ. He shifts his thought severally from one to another. And just as a person of poor strength and enthusiasm cuts a tree for a long time with an unsteady hand and a dull axe, so also the ascetic tries to suppress or destroy the deluding karmas, and he embraces the first type of pure concentration, namely the separate, scriptural, shifting, concentration.
Again the saint intends to root out the deluding karmas. He embraces infinitefold pure activity and obstructs the bondage of karmas which assist knowledge-covering karmas. He lessens the duration and destroys these karmas. He is actuated by the exertion of scriptural knowledge. He is free from object, word and activity shifting. His mind does not waver. He is passionless and is stainless like the pure crystal. He is actuated by the exertion of scriptural knowledge. He is free from object, word and activity shifting. His mind does not waver. He is passionless and is stainless like the pure crystal. He meditates and never falls back. Hence it is called the unique, (single) scriptural concentration. Thus the four obscuring-karmas are burnt by the self with the fire of the unique, scriptural, pure concentration, and omniscience sparkles like a multitude of rays. The pure self shines like the sun coming out of the clouds. And the self—whether a Tirthamkara or other Omniscient—is worthy to be venerated and worshipped by the lords of the world. And he moves from place to place preaching the gospel to the world up to a maximum period of a little less than pūrvakoti years. When the duration of his life, feeling, body-making and status-determining karmas is within one muhūrta, then he gives up entirely the activities of the mind and the speech-organ.

Giving up gross bodily activity, and depending on slight bodily activity, he ascends (embraces) the third pure concentration of subtle activity. But when the duration of the feeling, body-making and status-determining karmas is more than that of the life-karma (which is less than a muhūrta), the self with activity attains remarkable exertion and embraces meditation. He is endowed with the wonderful capacity by which stupendous stoppage is effected. He performs expansion of the soul capable of ripening the karmas very quickly and destroying or reducing them. Thus the self practises comprehensive pervasion in the form of a stick, a door, an oblong, filling up the universe in four instants and contracting to his former size immediately in another four instants. He thus makes the duration of all the four karmas equal, and through subtle bodily activity embraces the meditation of slight activity. And after that he commences the meditation of complete destruction of activity. This is called the complete destruction
of activity, as there is disappearance of respiration and movement and vibration of the spatial units of the soul, arising from activities of the body, mind and speech-organ. In this stage of meditation there is complete annihilation of bondage and influx. And in the omniscient without activity endowed with the capacity of annihilating all karmas, there arise perfect conduct, knowledge and faith, which are capable of destroying all kinds of cobwebs of worldly suffering, and which constitute the immediate cause of complete emancipation or final liberation. Then the saint in the fourteenth stage burns all the remaining four karmas with the powerful fire of concentration, becomes purified like pure gold freed from dirt and other alloys and attains eternal bliss. Thus the two kinds of austerities constitute the cause of stoppage, as these are the means of stopping the influx of new karmas. These also constitute the cause of dissociation, as these are the means of destroying the old karmas.

Is dissociation of karmas alike (of the same efficacy) in all cases of right believers or is it different from self to self?

The dissociation of karmas increases innumerable-fold from stage to stage in the ten stages of the right believer, the householder with partial vows, the ascetic with great vows, the separator of the passions leading to infinite births, the destroyer of faith-deluding karmas, the suppressor of conduct-deluding karmas, the saint with quiescent passions, the destroyer of delusion, the saint with destroyed delusion and the spiritual victor (Jina).

The efficacy of dissociation of karmas increases innumerable times respectively in the ten stages of the right believer etc. It is as follows. Several kinds of karmas dissociate in the case of the self with capacity for attaining emancipation, who attains birth with the five senses and the mind and complete
development, and who gradually becomes pure in thought, assisted by other factors such as favourable time etc., and who ascends gradually the series of unique steps etc. The same self becomes a right believer in the presence of factors which promote the first right faith, and dissociation increases innumerable-fold in his case. When he embraces the stainless attitude arising from destruction-cum-subsidence of the conduct-deluding karmas which obstruct even partial abstinence, he becomes a householder and attains innumerable-fold efficacy of dissociation. When he further embraces pure thought-activity arising from the destruction-cum-subsidence of conduct-deluding karmas which arrest complete abstinence, he becomes a saint and attains greater efficacy of dissociation. When he becomes free from the passions of anger, pride, deceitfulness and greed, which lead to endless worldly existence, he becomes still more purified in thought-activity and attains still greater efficacy of dissociation. The three subtypes of faith-deluding karmas are destroyed, and his thought-activity is still further refined. He is then called the destroyer of faith-deluding karmas, and he attains still greater efficacy of dissociation. He thus becomes a perfect right believer, turns towards the spiritual ladder, and endeavours to suppress the conduct-deluding karmas. And he attains greater mental purity with greater efficacy of dissociation, and he is called the mitigator or the tranquillizer. When the conduct-deluding karmas subside completely, he attains quiescence of passions with still greater efficacy of dissociation. He is then called the saint of quiescent passions. When he attains greater purity of mind and endeavours to root out the conduct-deluding karmas, he is called the destroyer and he attains still greater efficacy of dissociation. The same self tends towards the thought-activity capable of destroying the entire conduct-deluding karmas and attains still greater efficacy of dissociation. He is then called the saint free from passions. And when he destroys the four main types of destructive karmas with the help of the second type of pure concentration, he acquires the name of Jina with still greater efficacy of dissociation.
It has been said that even with the presence of right faith, all are not equal on account of differences among them with regard to efficacy of dissociation (by innumerable-fold). If so, as in the case of the householder, the ascetic and the others also cannot be called passionless saints. But it is not so. Though they are different from one another on account of different attributes or virtues, yet they are all passionless saints from the intentional standpoint.

Pulāka, Bakuśa, Kuśila, Nirgrantha and Snātaka are the passionless saints.

The saint, whose mind is slothful regarding the practice of the secondary vows, and who sometimes lapses in perfect observance of even the primary vows, is called Pulāka on account of his resemblance to the empty or shrivelled grain. The saint, who is turned towards passionlessness, who observes the vows perfectly, but who cares for the adornment of the body and the implements, who is not devoid of dependants and whose mind is spotted by infatuation, is called Bakuśa (the spotted saint). ‘Bakuśa’ means spotted. ‘Kuśilās’ (saints of imperfect or unwholesome dispositions) are of two kinds. The ascetic, who is not free from attachments, who observes both primary and secondary vows to perfection while lapsing occasionally with regard to the latter, is of the first kind. The ascetic, who has controlled all passions except the gleaming ones, is of the second kind. The saint, in whom the rise of karmas is indistinct like the mark of the line made in water by a stick, and who will attain perfect knowledge and faith after forty-eight minutes, is called the passionless saint (Nirgrantha). The omniscients of the thirteenth and fourteenth stages, whose destructive karmas have been destroyed, are the perfect saints (Snātakas). Though they are different from one another on the basis of their conduct developed or otherwise, yet they are all called passionless saints from the intentional and comprehensive standpoints.

Again the differences among these are mentioned in the
They are fit to be described (differentiated) on the basis of differences in self-restraint, scriptural knowledge, transgression, the period of Tirthāṅkara, the sign, the colouration, birth and the state or condition.

The five kinds of saints are to be described (distinguished) with reference to self-discipline and so on. It is as follows.

Self-restraint. The shrivelled, the spotted and the first kind of imperfect saints dwell in the first two types of conduct, and the imperfect saints of the second kind in the third and fourth types of conduct also. The passionless and perfect saints abide only in one, namely perfect conduct.

Scriptures. The shrivelled, the spotted and the imperfect (first kind) saints master scriptures to the maximum limit of ten pūrvas. The imperfect (second type) and the passionless saints are masters of the fourteen pūrvas. At the minimum the scriptural knowledge of the shrivelled monk is of the extent of Ācārāṅga and that of the spotted, the imperfect and the passionless saints is of the extent of three controls and five regulations called the eightfold mother of the scriptures. The perfect saints become omniscients without scriptural knowledge.

Transgression. The saint, who under another's compulsion transgresses either the five primary vows or abstinence from taking food at night, is called the shrivelled saint. The spotted saints are of two kinds, those who desire for several kinds of implements and those who adorn their bodies. The imperfect saints of the first kind are liable to transgression with regard to secondary vows, while they do not transgress the primary vows. There is no transgression in the case of the rest.

The religious school. All these belong to the religious school of all the Arhats (the world teachers).

The sign. The sign is of two kinds—physical sign and psychical sign. From the point of view of psychical sign, all
these five kinds of monks are of passionless sign. On the basis of physical signs—bodily height, complexion, etc.—there are differences among them.

Thought-complexions. In the shrivelled saint the latter three complexions obtain. In the spotted and the first kind of imperfect saints all the six arise. In the other four only the white complexion obtains. In the imperfect saints of the second type the latter four obtain. In the other four only the white complexion obtains. And the omniscient without activity is bereft of complexion.

Instantaneous rise. The highest celestial birth of the shrivelled saint is in Sahasrāra kalpa among the devas of maximum lifetime. The next two kinds of saints are born in Āraṇa and Acyuta kalpas with the lifetime of twenty-two sāgaropamas. The imperfect saints of the second type and the passionless saints are born in Sarvārthasiddhi with the lifetime of thirty-three sāgaropamas. The lowest birth of all these kinds of saints is in Saudharma kalpa with the lifetime of two sāgaropamas. The perfect saint attains liberation.

State\(^1\). There are innumerable states of self-discipline based on the passions. Among these the minimum states attained are in the case of the shrivelled and the imperfect saints of the second kind. These become innumerable states simultaneously. After this the stage of the shrivelled saint is cut off. The imperfect monk of the second kind proceeds alone up to innumerable states after it. Still further the two imperfect kinds of saints and the spotted saints attain innumerable states simultaneously. After that the stage of the spotted saint is cut off. The stage of the first kind of imperfect saint is cut off after attaining innumerable states after it. The stage of the second kind of imperfect saint ceases after attaining innumerable states after it. Beyond that the passionless saint attains innumerable passionless states. That stage also is cut off after traversing innumerable states. And traversing one state beyond that the perfect saint attains liberation. The self-discipline attained in that stage is infinitefold.

\(^1\) State: stage of conduct and degree of subjection to the passions.
CHAPTER X
LIBERATION

The nature of liberation mentioned as the ultimate goal is described now. Emancipation is preceded by the attainment of omniscience. Therefore the causes of omniscience are mentioned first.

Mohaksayājjñānadarśanāvaraṇāntarāyakṣayāccakāvalam

1. Omniscience (perfect knowledge) is attained on the destruction of deluding karmas, and on the destruction of knowledge and perception-covering karmas and obstructive karmas.

In this sutra it is proper to make it into a single compound. Why? It would conduce to brevity. How? There would be no need then for the repetition of ‘on the destruction of’ and another (ablative) case-ending and consequently ‘also’ (ca), and the sutra would gain in brevity. For instance ‘Mohajñānadarśanāvaraṇāntarāyakṣayāccakāvalam’. It is true. But the successive stages of destruction are indicated by splitting the sutra. That is, first the deluding karmas are destroyed, and the self is called the saint free from passions (kṣinakaṣāya)¹ up to one mūhūra. Immediately after that knowledge-and perception-covering karmas and obstructive karmas are simultaneously destroyed, and the self attains omniscience. The destruction of these karmas is the cause of perfect knowledge, and this is indicated by the case used.

How are deluding karmas destroyed first? The potential self becomes a right believer, and with growing purity of thought-activity destroys the seven categories of deluding karmas in someone of the four spiritual stages of ‘no self-control’, ‘partial self-control’, ‘imperfect self-control’ and ‘perfect self-control’, becomes a perfect (destructional) right believer and

¹ i.e. the saint who has attained the stage of destroyed delusion.
tends to ascend the destructive ladder. In this condition, in the seventh stage of perfect self-control, the self attains the psychic purity known as adhahpraavrtitakarana. And through this new thought-activity, the self experiences the stage of destroying-new-thought-activity (apūrvakaranakṣapaka). And therein, owing to the purity of new thought-activity, the duration and fruition of inauspicious karmas are minimized and the fruition of auspicious karmas is increased. And through the attainment of advanced thought-activity, the self ascends the ninth stage of anivrttibadurasāmparāya, destroys eight passions, and then the neuter sex and the female sex. Further he destroys the six quasi-passions by attaching them to the male sex, the male sex to the gleaming anger, the gleaming anger to the gleaming pride, the gleaming pride to the gleaming deceitfulness, the gleaming deceitfulness to the gleaming greed, and gradually annihilating them by the method of gigantic karmic emaciation (bādara krṣṭi). And the self mitigates the gleaming greed, experiences the tenth stage of subtle greed in the destructive ladder and destroys the entire deluding karmas without a trace. Having cast off the burden of the deluding karmas, the self ascends the twelfth stage of ‘Delusionless’ In the last but one instant of the twelfth stage, sleep and deep sleep are destroyed, and in the last instant the five classes of knowledge-covering, the four classes of perception-covering and the five classes of obstructive karmas are destroyed. Immediately the self attains the mode of perfect knowledge and perception of unimaginable splendour and magnificence.

1 The spiritual stages are fourteen as described in the footnote on page 238. The spiritual ladders are two, the ladder of subsidence (upaśama śreni) and the ladder of destruction (kṣapaka śreni). These are the ways of ascent to the spiritual heights. From the seventh stage of ‘Perfect Vows’, the self may ascend one of these two ladders of spiritual progress. In the ladder of subsidence the right-conduct-deluding karmas subside, and in that of destruction these karmas are destroyed. The highest spiritual stage that can be attained on the ladder of subsidence is the eleventh stage of ‘Subsided Delusion’.

2 ‘Destroying’ or ‘destructive’ means causing destruction (to karmas), and ‘destructional’ has been coined to convey the meaning of ‘arising from destruction (of karmas)’. 
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How is liberation achieved? And what is the nature of liberation?

Annihilation causes The karmas, associated owing to the bondage and with the functioning of the dissociation of karmas, the annihilation of all karmas is liberation.

No new karmas flow in owing to the absence of causes such as perverted faith and so on. And the already acquired karmas fall off gradually in the presence of causes that lead to dissociation of karmas. ‘Owing to the absence of the cause of bondage and the functioning of dissociation’ indicate the

1 The reader’s attention is drawn to the distinction between the two stages represented by the ‘Arhat’ and the ‘Siddha’. The attainment of omniscience is described in the first sutra of this chapter, and the attainment of complete liberation in the second. Omniscience is attained on the destruction of the deluding, the knowledge-obscuring, the perception-obscuring and the obstructive karmas, in the order mentioned in the first sutra. As long as the deluding karmas are very powerful, spiritual progress is very slow if not impossible. In that condition the self is almost a slave to the karmic forces at work and is tossed to and fro in the ocean of transmigration. The secret of spiritual progress lies in the ascendancy acquired with great difficulty and effort by the self over the deluding karmas. Only then does the self become the master of evil and begin to succeed in overcoming evil. It is no doubt a tough fight between the self and evil, and there may be ups and downs in this long and arduous struggle. But the undaunted and unconquerable soul carries on the battle incessantly, gradually establishes ascendancy over the forces of evil, ultimately roots out evil with the help of pure concentration and becomes the Victor. This epic story of the struggles of the soul with the forces of evil may be read with absorbing interest in the several masterpieces of Jaina literature in Sanskrit, Tamil, Kannada and other Indian languages. These four—the deluding, knowledge-obscuring, perception-obscuring and obstructive karmas—are called destructive (ghāti) karmas, as these four main types of karmas interfere with the four infinitudes described in the fourth sutra, which are the essential characteristics of the soul. The other four main types are called non-destructive (aghāti) karmas, as these do not harm these four infinitudes. The self attaining omniscience becomes an Arhat, and the self attaining complete release a Siddha. There may be a longer or a shorter interval between the attainment of these two stages. That depends upon the lifetime still remaining on the manifestation of omniscience. And this may vary from soul to soul. Till the time of complete release, the Arhat is associated with the body. When the other four types of karmas are entirely destroyed, the released pure soul (Siddha) goes up to the summit of the universe and dwells there in eternal bliss.
case denoting cause. Therefore liberation is the total destruction of all karmas at the same time, after levelling down the duration of all the remaining three karmas, so as to be equal to that of the age-karma. The disappearance of karmas is of two kinds, namely that effected by one's effort and that accomplished without one's effort. In the case of the self with the last body (i.e., one who is sure to attain emancipation in that birth), the life-karmas leading to hell, heaven and the animal world are non-existent. This non-existence is not the result of any effort, for these are already absent. The disappearance brought about by effort is described presently. In someone of the four stages, commencing from that of the right believer with no self-control or restraint, seven subtypes of karmas are destroyed. Sixteen subtypes of karmas are simultaneously destroyed in the ninth stage of spiritual development. The sixteen subtypes are deep slumber, intensive sleep, somnambulism, the infernal state of existence, the animal state of existence, birth as beings with one, two, three or four senses, migratory form tending to infernal existence, migratory form tending to animal existence, body emitting a warm splendour, body emitting a cold lustre, body of a one-sensed being, subtle body and common body.

After that in that stage itself, eight subtypes of passions are destroyed. Again, therein, the neuter sex and the female sex are destroyed respectively. At one stroke six quasi-passions are also destroyed therein. Then the male sex-inclination and very slight (gleaming) anger, pride and deceitfulness are destroyed completely one by one in the same stage. Gleaming greed disappears at the end of the tenth stage. Slumber and deep sleep are destroyed in the last but one instant of the twelfth stage. The five subtypes of knowledge-covering, the four subtypes of perception-covering and the five subtypes of obstructive karmas are also destroyed in the last instant of this stage. And seventy-two subtypes of non-obscuring karmas are destroyed in the last but one instant of the omniscient without vibration (the fourteenth stage). These are one of the two feeling karmas, the celestial state of existence, the five bodies
(the physical, the transformable, the projectable, the electric and the karmic bodies), the five bindings, the five conglomerations, the six bodily structures (figures), the chief and secondary parts of the physical body, the chief and secondary parts of the transformable body, the chief and secondary parts of the translocation body, the six firmnesses of the joints, the five complexions, the two odours, the five tastes, the eight touches, tendency (transmigrating force) towards the celestial state of existence, neither heavy nor light, self-annihilation, destruction by others, respiration, pleasant gait, unpleasant gait, incomplete development, individual body, firmness of the frame, infirm frame, beauty, ugliness, repulsive personality, melodious voice, ill-sounding voice, lustreless body, dishonour and shame, formation of the body and low family surroundings. And the remaining thirteen subtypes of karmas are destroyed in the last instant of the fourteenth stage. These are one of the two feeling karmas, human lifetime, the human state of existence, birth as a being with five senses, tendency towards the human state of existence, voluntarily movable body, gross body, complete development, winning personality, lustrous body, honour and glory, lordship (Arhatship) and high family-surroundings or status.

Is emancipation attained on the destruction of material karmas only or psychic karmas also?

अपाशिकादिभावयत्वान् च

$A\text{upāśa}mikādibhāvayatvānām ca$ (3)

3. (Emancipation is attained) on the destruction of psychic factors also like quietism and potentiality.

What? 'Emancipation' is taken over from the previous sutra. Potentiality is included in the text, in order to exclude the other inherent characteristics. On the disappearance of potentiality among the inherent qualities and quietism and the rest, liberation is attained.

If liberation is affirmed as the disappearance of thought-activity like quietism, it would mean that the liberated soul is bereft of all destructive thought-activity. It would be so,
if no speciality be mentioned about liberation. But there is speciality. Hence the exception is stated in the next sutra.

अन्यत्रावेवलसम्यक्ष्वज्ञानदृष्टिसिद्धवेध्यः \| ४ \| Anyatrakevalasamyaktvajñānadarśanāsiddhatvedhyah (4)

4. Other than infinite faith, infinite knowledge, infinite perception and infinite perfection.

What is indicated by ‘other than’? It means that this rule (of destruction or absence) applies to all psychical factors other than infinite faith, infinite knowledge, infinite perception and infinite perfection.

If these four characteristics alone remain with the liberated soul, it would lead to the denial of infinite energy etc. But it is not so. The concomitant characteristics of knowledge and perception such as infinite energy also remain in liberated souls. For without infinite energy there can be no infinite knowledge, and bliss is of the nature of knowledge.

It is contended that there are no emancipated souls, as they have no forms. But it is not so. They have the forms of their last bodies.

If the soul is of the extent of the body, then in the absence of the body, the soul will expand to the extent of the universe, as the soul is as extensive as the universe with regard to space-points. But it is not so, as there is no cause for it. The expansion or contraction of the soul is determined by the body-making karmas. And in the absence of the physique-making karmas, there is neither expansion nor contraction.

If there is no expansion or contraction in the absence of cause, then there would be no movement upwards without cause, just as there is no movement downwards or sideways. So the emancipated soul would remain at the place of emancipation. This doubt is cleared in the next sutra.

तद्नान्तरस्यमुदाय गच्छतोऽलोकानांतः \| ५ \| Tadanantaramūrddhvat gacchatyālokāntā (5)

5. Immediately after that the soul darts up to the end of the universe.

Immediately after it. After what? Immediately after
attaining release from all karmas. The particle ‘अन्’ denotes limit. The soul goes up to the end of the universe.

No cause has been mentioned for this upward movement. Hence how can it be determined?

6. As the soul is previously impelled, as it is free from ties or attachment, as the bondage has been snapped and as it is of the nature of darting upwards.

Though the logical reason is complete, yet it is not effective in establishing the intended idea without illustrations. Hence the next sutra.

7. Like the potter's wheel, the gourd devoid of mud, the shell of the castor-seed and the flame of the candle. The instances respectively illustrate the four logical reasons mentioned in the previous sutra. It is as follows. The potter's wheel revolves by the operation of the hand of the potter and the stick on the wheel. And even when the hand and the stick cease to operate, the wheel continues to revolve until the impetus is exhausted. Similarly, the self in mundane existence makes several efforts for attaining liberation. And even in the absence of these, the liberated soul darts up on account of the former impetus. Moreover, the self is free from attachment. For instance, a gourd coated with clay goes under water because of the heaviness. But when the coating of clay is washed off by water, the gourd becomes light and comes up to the surface of the water. Similarly, the self pressed down by the burden of karmas wanders indefinitely in mundane existence, being affected by it. But, on being freed from this association with karmas, it shoots up. Moreover, it breaks loose from confinement. Just as the castor-seed on breaking loose from confinement inside the fruit bursts out, so also the
self cuts itself off from the karmas of conditions of existence and birth, which lead the self into the human and other states of existence, and darts up. Further the self is of the nature of going upwards. For instance, in the absence of wind blowing sideways, the flame of a candle tends upwards of its own nature. Similarly, the liberated self in the absence of karmas, which lead it wandering in different states of existence in different directions, darts upwards only as it is of the nature of going up.

If upward motion is of the nature of the soul, why does it not go beyond the end of the universe?

8. As there is no medium of motion.

There is no movement in the non-universe above, as there is no medium of motion which aids movement. Otherwise there would be no distinction between the universe and the non-universe.

It is held that these liberated souls are without distinction, as there are no differentiating characteristics such as conditions of existence, birth, etc. among them. Still there is distinction too in some respects.

9. The emancipated souls can be differentiated with reference to the region, time, state, sign, type of Arhat, conduct, self-enlightenment, enlightened by others, knowledge, stature, interval, number and numerical comparison. The liberated souls are (fit to be) differentiated by twelve types of questioning with reference to the region and so on. This differentiation is effected on the basis of two standpoints, which assist the rule of the present and the past. It is as follows. For instance with regard to region. In what region
do they attain liberation? From the standpoint of the present, liberation is attained in the abode of the liberated, in one's own spatial points or in space. From the standpoint denoting the past, liberation is attained in the fifteen continents of labour on the basis of birth and in the human region from the point of view of those transported. With regard to time, in what period is liberation attained? From the standpoint of the present, the self who attains liberation in one instant is emancipated. From the standpoint of the past, in general one, who is born in the ascending or descending cycles of time, attains liberation. Particularly speaking, one, who is born in the last part of the third period or in the fourth period of the descending cycle of time, attains liberation. He, who is born in the fifth period of the cycle of time, does not attain liberation in the fifth period. One does not attain liberation at other times. Taking the universe together, liberation is attained at all times in the ascending and descending cycles of time. With regard to the state of existence, in what state is liberation attained? It is attained in the state of liberation or in the human state. By what sign is liberation attained? Liberation is attained in the stage without sign or from the three signs on the basis of psychical signs (sex-inclinations) and not physical ones. On the basis of physical sign, liberation is attained from the male sex only. Or it is attained from the passionless sign, or from the sign with passions from the standpoint of the past. With regard to Lordship, it is of two kinds, namely by being *Tirthamkara* and otherwise. The rest are of two kinds, those who attain liberation when there is *Tirthamkara* and when there is no *Tirthamkara*. By what conduct is liberation attained? It is attained by the conduct with no name or by one, four and five kinds of conduct. The self-enlightened (i.e. enlightened or become true believers by their own inherent capacity) and those enlightened by the teachings of others constitute two kinds. By what knowledge? Liberation is attained by one, two, three and four kinds of knowledge. Stature is the pervasion of the space-points. It is of two kinds, the maximum and the minimum. The maximum is 525 bows and the minimum
DIFFERENTIATION OF THE LIBERATED SOULS

a little less than 3½ cubits. In the middle there are several degrees. Liberation is attained in any one of these statures.

What is the interval? When the liberation of souls is continuous without an interval, the minimum of this duration is two instants and the maximum eight instants. The minimum interval (i.e. the time when no one attains liberation) is one instant and the maximum six months. Number. At the minimum in one instant one self attains liberation, and at the maximum one hundred and eight attain liberation. The difference in the numbers of the souls distinguished on the basis of place and so on is more or less (alpabahutva). It is as follows. From the standpoint of the present there is no more or less in the case of the souls attaining liberation in the abode of the liberated. Now it is considered from the standpoint of the past. The liberated souls on the regional basis are of two kinds, that is those liberated from their place of birth and those from that to which they have been transported.

The souls liberated from the regions to which they are conveyed are less. Those liberated from the regions of their birth are numerable-fold. The regions are divided into the continents of labour, the lands of enjoyment, the oceans, the islets, the upper world, the lower world and the middle world. Very few are the souls liberating from the upper world. The souls liberating from the lower world are numerable-fold. Those liberating from the middle world are numerable-fold. Those liberating from the oceans constitute the smallest number. Those liberating from the islets are numerable-fold. This has been described in general. The least of all are those liberating from the Salt Ocean. Those liberating from the ocean of Kālodā are numerable-fold. Those liberating from Jambūdvīpa are numerable-fold. Those liberating from Dhātakikhandā are numerable-fold. And those liberating from Puṣkaradvīpa are numerable-fold. Similarly, the differences with regard to numerical comparison (alpabahutva) relating to time and so on must be understood in conformity with the scriptures.¹

¹ Though the liberated souls can be differentiated with reference to the region etc., still in all essential qualities there is perfect equality among them.
This exposition of ultimate reality, the essence of the supreme and immortal teachings of Lord Jina, called Sarvārthasaiddhi by the learned, deserves to be contemplated incessantly by the venerable, seeking celestial happiness and eternal bliss.

Those, who listen to and study with devotion this great commentary, describing the true nature of reality, have in their palms the final beatitude of supreme attainment. What, then, is there to be said about the happiness of the lords of men and of devas!¹

I bow with great devotion to Lord Mahavira, who has expounded the entire reality with his infinite knowledge in an indisputable manner, who is endowed with supreme attributes and who is worshipped by human beings and devas.

¹ The idea is it is considerably easy to secure these ephemeral goals rather than the ultimate goal of the ambrosial happiness of supreme bliss.
INDEX

(The index is intended to serve as a glossary also.)

Abhava (a self with no capacity for liberation), 54
Abraham (unchastity), 198
Activity, 167-168, 170-171, 173
Adharma (medium of rest), 128-135, 137-139, 141
Adigama (attainment of knowledge), ways of, 10-15
Adikaran (substratum), 171-175
Afflictions, 250-256: occurrence of, 257-258; karmic causes of, 258-260
Agári (householder), 200-206
Agurulagku (small number), 222, 224
Ahiihsa (unintentional), 171-172
Ajantraya (person free from passions), 169, (quasi-passions). 223-224
Aháma nirjára (involuntary dissociation of karmas), 182
Aloka (non-universe), 138
Amanaska (irrational being, being without a mind), 61
Amurita (immaterial), 131-132, 141, 144-145
Anu (atom), 137, 153-155, 158-161
Ampurata (small vow), 190-191, 201-213
Anagára (homeless ascetic), 200-201
Annama (infinite), 77, 135, 137-138, 140, 165, 235
Annalavciyaksha, 275-277
Annalavciyanta (infinite x infinite), 136, 234-236
Anapavarthyayasa (lifetime that cannot be cut short), 83-84
Anupila (not given prominence from one point of view), 157-158
Anasa (fasting), 262
Aññhakara (non-assimilation of matter during transit), 71-72
Ankha (relative pluralism or manifold point of view), 157-158
Animals, 106; lifetime of, 105-106
Anindiya (mind), 22-23, 66
Anîya (transient, impermanent), 157-158; (transitoriness), 245
Anihilation of karmas, 280-285
Aniria (falsehood), 189-191, 197
Antarâya karma (obstructive karma), 187, 220, 229-230
Antarâya (within 48 minutes), 14, 105, 266-267
Anubhava bandha (fruition of karmas), 218-219, 232-234
Anusala (approval of what has been done), 172-174
Anuprêkâsa (reflections), 245-249
Aññavata (distinctness), 245, 247
Ap (water creature), 62
Aparyaîpî (incompletion), 11-12
Apprehension, 23-28
Apreda (no space-point), 137
Apatyādhya (partial vow-preventing), 224
Aprosícâra (without sexual desire), 111
Arahat (omniscient lord), 51, 184-186, 278
Aryâ (prominence given to one characteristic from one point of view), 157-158
Arnā (non-material), 132
Aśraya (hellessness), 245-246
Aśubha (evil), 168
Aśubha karmas (inauspicious karmas), 237
Aśuc (impurity), 245, 247
Asadvedva, (karma causing pain), 176-177, 222
Aśamjñi (irrational being), 61
Aśamkhya (innumerable), 76, 135-136, 275
Aśamyama (non-restraint), 182
Ascetic (saint), 200, 277-281
Asteva (non-stealing), 208
Aśicaras (transgressions), 206-213
Atom, 137, 153-155; combination of atoms, 158-161
Attachment, 189, 192-194, 199, 209, 266
Attainment, 49-50, 64-65
Attribute, 129-130, 165
Auddhiyâka bhavas (dispositions arising from fruition of karmas), 47-49, 53-54
Auddhikâ šarîra (gross body), 75-76
Auddhikâ śarîra (subsidential right belief and disposition), 11-14, 47-50
Austerities, external, 262-263; internal, 263-277
Avadhá (clairvoyance), 16, 31-32, 36-38
Avagâha (providing accommodation), 143
karmas), 175, 222
Dāna (charity), 213-214
Dānāntarāya (obstructive karma of gain), 155-156, 187, 229
Decay (destruction), 47-51, 155-156
Degrees of smoothness and roughness, 161
Demerit, 7, 168-169, 237
Desacaritra (small or partial vow), 190
Desagāthi (obscuring partially), 67
Desagāthi sparuddha (karmic matter which obscures only partially), 67
 Destruction, disposition of, 47-51
 Destruction-cum-subsidence, disposition of, 47-49, 51-52
 Detachment, cultivation of, 195-196
 Devas (celestial beings), 107-127; four orders of, 107; subclasses of, 108, 111-117; ten grades of, 108-109; nature of happiness of, 110-111; distinctions in lifetime, motion, etc. of, 117-119; thought-complexions of, 119-120; Laukāntikas, 120-122; of two final births, 122; lifetime of, 123-127
 Dharmā (medium of motion), 128-135, 137-139, 141; (tenfold virtue), 241-245
 Dharmasaṃkhyātattva (truth proclaimed by religion), 245, 249
 Dharmāyam (virtuous concentration), 257, 270
 Dhāraṇī (retention), 23-24
 Dhārayuṣā (permanence), 155-156
 Dhātya (concentration), 266-275
 Dissociation, 7, 234; efficacy of, 275-277
 Dravya (substance), 8, 129-134, 162-163
 Dravya nikṣepa (installation by substance), 8-9
 Dravya parivartana (cycle of matter), 36-57
 Dravyartha naya (standpoint of substance), 10, 42
 Dravyasahāsra (obstruction of karmic inflow), 238
 Dravyatva (substanceness), 129-130
 Dravyendrīva (physical sense), 64
 Dṛṣṭa (aversion, antipathy), 192
 Dvācarama (deva with two final births), 122
 Dvāpasamudrā, 89
 Dvāpa (a molecule of two atoms) 153-154
 Earth creature, 62
 Ekāṭa (loneliness), 246-247
 Ekāṭa visāra visāra (pure concentration on one aspect), 271-275
 Ekaśabhūtā naya (the actual standpoint), 45
 Evil, 168
 Existence, 155-156
 Faith (belief), 2-7, 47-50, 276
 Falsehood, 189, 191, 197, 201, 207
 Feminine sex, 82
 Fire creature, 62
 Fruit of knowledge, 17-18
 Fruition of karmas, 209, 232-234
 Gaṇa (a congregation of old ascetics), 265
 Garbha (uterine birth), 72-74
 Gati (condition of existence), 52-53, 225-226 (transit from one body to another), 68-72
 Ghrāṇa (sense of smell), 65-66
 Gītā (an ailing monk), 265
 Good, 168
 Gotra, see influx and karma, 186-187
 Great vow, 190-191
 Guṇa (attribute, quality), 162, 165-166
 Guṇa (degree), 159-161
 Guṇahāni (decreasing series), 134
 Guṇāsthanas (spiritual stages), 238-241
 Guṇavardhī (increasing series), 134
 Gūpī (control), 241-243
 Hīrītā (injury), 188-191; 193-194
 196-197
 Homeless ascetic (anagāra), 200-201
 Householder (agaśī), 201-220
 Hrada (lake), 92
 Human beings, 52-55, 225-226; in regions of enjoyment, 99; their region, 102; regeneration and degeneration of, 97-98; two kinds of, 103-104; lifetime of, 100-106
 Ignorance, disappearance of, 18
 Itā (speculation), 23-25
 Immaterial (amurta), 131-132, 144-145
 Immobile beings (śīvājīva), 62
 Incompletion (apatātī), 11-12, 229
 Indra (lord of devas), 108-110, 116-117
 Indraḥu vimāna (the central position or car of the heavens), 117
 Indriya (sense), 22-23
 Indriya paryātī (completion of the senses), 228-229
 Infatuation, 199
 Infernal beings, their regions, 84-85; their abodes, 85; their thought-colouration etc., 86; sufferings of, 87-88; maximum lifetime of, 88; minimum lifetime of, 126-127
 Infinite, 77, 135, 137-138, 140, 163, 235
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Term</th>
<th>Page(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Infinitudes</td>
<td>50-51, 285</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Influx (śravaṇa)</td>
<td>7, 167-188, 239, merit and demerit, 168-169; two kinds of, 169; subdivisions of the former, 169-171; the substrata, 172-175; differentiation of, 171-172; causes of influx of different types of karmas, 173-188</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Initiation</td>
<td>265</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injury (kādā), 188-191, 193, 196-197</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Innate nature</td>
<td>54-55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Installation (niyāsa) by name, representation, substance and actual state, 8-9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryāpatha (influx of karmas caused by vibrations without passions), 169</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tryāsamiti (regulation of movement)</td>
<td>243</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagatāraṇīni</td>
<td>69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jagahanaga (minimum degree of attribute)</td>
<td>159</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jarāyujya (umbilical birth in a yolk-sac as that of a child), 74</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jalī (genus of beings), 226</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jīna (the victor), 186, 257, 275</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jīva, see soul</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jivatva (principle of life), 54</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jñāna, samyak (knowledge), 12-14, 56</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jñānāvaraṇa kāma (knowledge-obscuring karma), 221</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jñāta (intentional), 171-172</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jyotiska devas (Stellar celestial beings), 112-115</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalpa (cycle of 2 aeons), 97-98</td>
<td>(celestial abodes below the grave-yakas), 120</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalpatīla (heavenly beings born beyond the kalpas), 115, 120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kalpopapanna (Heavenly beings born in the kalpas), 115, 120</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Karma (fine particles of matter that bind the soul), is not non-material, 144; main types of, 220; subtypes of, 221-230; knowledge-obscuring, 221; perception-obscuring, 222; feeling-producing, 222; two kinds of deluding, 223-224; four kinds of life-karmas, 225; name-karmas, 225-229; status-determining karmas, 229; obstructive karmas, 229-230; duration of, 230-232; fruition of (anubhava), 232-233; space-bondage of (pradesa bandha), 234-238; of merit (punya), 236; of demerit (paśya) 237; stoppage of (kṣamavat), 238-241; means of stoppage of, 241; shedding of, 234, 242; stages of destruction of, 273-275; destruction of, 280-284; causes of influx of, see influx; complete freedom from, 280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṣāya, (passions), 170, 173, 179, 219-218, 224</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṣāyāṅgasya sthāna, 58-60</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāla (time), 148-150, 163-165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kālāna (point of time), 165</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāla varṣaśa (the cycle of time), 58</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāpota (grey, dove-coloured), see thought-complexions</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāraṇa (cause), 134</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kārīla (getting a thing done by others), 172-174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kārmaṇa sārīra (karmic body), 75-79</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kārmaṇa vṛgāṇa (molecules of karmic matter which fill the universe), 234-235</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kārunyā (compassion), 195</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kārya (effect), 131</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāya (body), 75-81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kāyakleśa (mortification of the body), 262-263</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevalajñāna (omniscience), 16, 38, 280</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kevali (omniscient), 155-156, 179</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Knowledge, right, 2-3, 12-14, 56; of the seven categories, 9-15; direct and indirect, 19-21; attainment of, by prāmāṇa and nayā, 9-10; by description, ownership, etc., 11-14; by existence, number, etc., 15; sensory knowledge (maityājñāna), 16, 21-22; caused by, 22-23, four divisions of, 23-24; subdivisions of, 24-25; range of, 37; scriptural knowledge (śruti-jñāna), 16, 19, 28-31; range of, 37; clarivoyance, 16, 31-33, 36; range of, 37-38; comprehensive or valid knowledge, 17-18; fruit of, 17-18; kinds of, 16; telepathy, 16, 34-36; range of, 38; par excellence (omniscience), 16; range of, 38; knowledge-obscuring, see karma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koli, 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Koliholi, 50</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kroṣa (two miles), 93</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṛta (performed by oneself), 172-174</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṣaṇa, uttama (supreme forbearance), 243-244</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṣapaka (the destroyer of, delusion), 275-277</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṣapaka śreni (ladder of destruction of karmas), 281, 288</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṣaya (annihilation of karmas), 47-49, 50-51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṣānti (equanimity), 177-178</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kṣāyika bhūva (destructional disposition) 47-49, 50-51</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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Keśyopāsāmita bhāva (disposition of destruction-cum-subsidence), 47-49, 51-52

Kṣetra parivartana (the cycle of space), 57

Kṣetraṇi (the regions), 90

Kṣīṇa kāṣāya (the saint whose passions are destroyed), 280

Kṣīṇamokha (the saint whose delusion is destroyed), 275-277

Kula (a congregation of the disciples of the same head), 265

Kuśila (imperfect saint), 277

Labdhi (attainment of favourable time), 49-50; (psychic sense), 64-65; (attainment of supernatural powers), 80

Lāhāsana (differentia), 55

Laukāntika deus (celestial saints), 120-122

Lābhāntaṁśya (obstructive karma of gain), 229

Lesya (thought-complexion), 53

Liberation (mokṣa), 2-4, 7; other views of, 2; path to, 2, 4; causes of, 28, 275, 279; nature of, 280-285

Life-principle, 62

Līṅga (sex, Sign), 81-83

Loka (universe), 138, 248

Lokākāśa (the universe-space), 137

Mahāvarta, - see great vow, 190-191

Maitihumān (copulation), 198

Maitri (benevolence), 195

Mada (mind), 22, 56, 143-147, 167

Manahprāpyaya (telepathy), 34-36

Mandā (mild or feeble), 171-172

Manōjñā (a saint of high reputation), 265

Masculine sex, 82

Material, 13

Matijñāna (sensory knowledge), 21-27

Matter (pudgala), 128-130, 132, 136-139, 144; function of, 144-147; definition of, 150; forms of, 151-152; main divisions of, 158

Mādhyāstha (indifference), 195

Māṇḍyottara, 102

Mārdava (modesty), 181-182, 243-245

Mārgaprabhāvanā (propagation of the teachings of Jina), 184-186

Mālsarya (envy), 175

Māyā (deceitfulness), 181, 200

Medium of motion (dharma), 128-130, 132-135, 139; function of, 141-142

Medium of rest (adharma), 128-130, 132-135, 139; function of, 141-142

Merit, 7, 168-169, 236

Meru, Mount, 90, 113

Middle World, 89-106; continents and oceans, 89-90; jambudvīpa, bhariatakṣera, etc., 90-91; mountain chains, lakes and rivers, 91-96; dimensions of the regions and the mountains, 96-97; the two aeons of regeneration and degeneration, 97-98; regions of enjoyment, 99-100; Vidēka, 100; extent and number of countries in the two and a half continents, 100-102; the human region, 102; the regions of labour, 104

Mind (anātīra), 22, 66, 145-147, 167

Mīśra bhāva, see destruction-cum-subsidence, 47-48, 51-52

Mīśra gunasthāna (mixed spiritual stage), 239 footnote

Mithyādarsana (wrong belief), 4, 6, 170, 215-216

Mithyā cārita, 2-4

Mithyā jñāna, 39-41, 53

Mithyāva gunasthāna (the first spiritual stage of misbelief), 239

Mlechā (Barbarians), 103-104

Mobile channel, 70

Mode (parināma), 166

Modification, 162

Moha, see infatuation, 199

Mohaniya karma (deluding karma), 223-224

Mokṣa (liberation or emancipation), 2, 4, 280-285

Mokṣa mārga (the path to liberation), 1, 2, 4

Molecules, 154-155

Mukhurtam (48 minutes), 14

Mukta (liberated soul), 60, 285-290

Mūrccchā (infatuation), 198-199

Mūrta (material), 131-132, 144-145

Nādi (river), 94-96

Naigama naya (figurative standpoint), 42

Naiputhsakaveda (neuter sex), 81-82

Naraka (infernal abode), 85

Naya (standpoint), 10, 41-46

Nāḍī (trasa nādi is the region of mobile beings, 14 rajus high, 1 rajju long and 1 rajju wide. A rajju is equal to innumerable yojanas), 70-71

Nāma karma (name-karma or physique-making karma), 225-229

Nāma nihṣeṣa (installation by name), 8

Nārakas (infernal beings), 86-89

Negligence (pramāda), 215-217

Neuter sex, 81-82

Nidāna śalya (the sting of desire for enjoyment), 200
Nikṣepa, see installation, 8–9
Nīhāva (concealment of knowledge), 175
Nirdēsa (description), 11
Nirgrantha (a saint without material possessions), 277
Nirjara (dissociation of karmas), 7, 234, 245, 247–248
Nīrukalpa śāṇā (indeterminate knowledge), 23–24
Nīscayanyu (the real or essential point of view), 54–55, 137–138
Nīśīla vrātā (non-observance of minor vows and vows), 182
Nītayam (permanence), 156–158
Nōdgaṇa bhāva nikṣepa, 9
Nōndriya (quasi-sense), 22
Nokarma (quasi-karmic matter), 54–57
Nokṣayā (quasi-passion), 224
Non-existence, 40–41, 131, 267
Non-identity, 40–41
Non-injury, 207, 249
Non-soul (ajīva) categories, 6–8, 128
Non-universe, 138
Nucleus, 72–74
Nyāsa (installation) by name, representation, substance and actual state, 8–9
Obscuring karmas, 221–222
Obstructive karmas, 229–230
Ocean, see middle world, 141, 280
Omniscience, 16, 38; manifestation of, 241, 280
Omniscient, 257, 275, 277, 279
Origination, 155–156
Pādaṛtha (category), 7
Pain, 176–177
Pālya, 105–106
Pālyopama (vyavahāra, uddhāra and uddhā), 105–106
Pāramāṇu (an indivisible particle), 135, 139
Parigrāha, (attachment), 180, 199
Parīkṣāra (expulsion), 263–264
Parīkṣāvāsuddhi (conduct of pure and absolute non-injury), 261–262
Parināma (change or modification), 166
Parināma (thought-activity), 167–168
Parivarāhana (cycle of wanderings), 56–60
Parīśa (afflictions), 250–260
Parīśāṇa (one kind of infinite), 136
Parokṣa (indirect knowledge), 19
Parvata (mountain chain), 91–92
Paryāptā (attained completion), 11
Paryāptā (completion or development), 11–12, 228–229
Paryāya (mode), 162–163
Paryāyārthika (relating to modifications), 10, 42
Paryāyārthika nāya (standpoint of modes), 42
Passionless saints, 277; their differentiation, 278–279
Path to liberation, 2; of stoppage, 241–261
Pāpa (demerit), 7, 168–169
Pārīnāmabhdava (inherent nature), 54–55
Perception, 56
Perception-obscuring (darsanāvaraṇa), see karma
Permanence, 155–156
Physical sense, 64
Pota (unumbilical birth without any sac or shell covering), 74
Prabhāvanā (propagation of the teachings of Jīna), 185–186
Pradeśa (space-point), 134
Pradeśa bandha (space-bondage), 218–219, 234–236
Prakṛti bandha (type bondage), 219–230
Pramāda (negligence or carelessness), 215–217
Pramāṇa (valid knowledge), 10, 17–20
Pramāṇa sāhyata (the ascetic of the sixth spiritual stage), 80–81
Pramāṇa yoga (passionate vibrations), 196–199
Pramoda (joy), 195
Prathamopāsana samyakva, see belief
Pratikramaṇa (repentance), 263–264
Pratisevanā (transgression), 278
Pratyabhijñāna (recognition), 156–157
Pratīyakṣa (direct knowledge), 19–21
Pratyakṣāyāna, see, 221, 225
Pravacana (the scriptures), 184–186
Pravacana vatsalatavam (affection for the congregation of saints), 184–186
Prāṇa (vitality or life-principle), 62, 63, 146; (breath of life), 146
Prāyaścīta (expiation), 263–264
Prithivātva viśāra viśāra (pure concentration of separate scriptural shifting), 271–275
Pṛthivi (earth creature), 62
Psychical attention (upayoga), 55
Psychical sense, 64–65
Pudgalā (matter), 128–130, 132, 136–138, 139, 144
Pudīka (the shrivelled monk), 150–153
Pūrva (masculine sex), 82–83
Pūrva (merit), 7, 168–169, 236
Pūrṇa (pure concentration), 271–275
Purusa (the masculine inclination), see sex, 82-83
Purusa (the half of the third continent, the human region), see middle world, 101-102
Quality (guna), 165-166
Raja (1/14 of the total height of the universe, i.e. innumerable yojanas), 70 footnote
Rasa (taste), 66
Rasana (sense of taste), 65
Rasaparipuṣṭa (giving up stimulating food), 262
Raudra dhātā (cruel concentration), 269-270
Rāga (attachment), 192
Rādhī (supernatural powers), 36
Reality, 6-7
Reflections (anuprekha), 245-249
Regulation, 243
Rjumai, (one type of telepathy), 34
Rjusutra naya (the straight viewpoint), 43
Rūḍiṣa (rough, dry), 158-159
Rūḍiṇa (material object), 132
Sabda naya (the verbal viewpoint), 43-44
Satiya (sting), 200
Sārīra (body), 75-81
Śauca (freedom from greed), 243-245
Śīla vrata (supplementary vows), 184-185, 202-204
Śraddhā (belief, conviction), 4-5
Śrāvaka (householder), 275-277
Śremi (a straight line of spatial units from one end to another), 69
Śremi (spiritual ladder), 276-281
Śrotra (hearing), 67
Śruti (scriptural knowledge), 16, 28-31, 66
Śrutakevali (omniscient in the scriptures), 31
Śubha (good), 168
Śukla ṛkṣita (pure concentration), 267-268, 271-275
Sacitta (with living matter), 72-74
Sadevīya (karmas producing feelings of pleasure), 177-178, 222, 236
Śāṅkṣa (a student saint, disciple), 265
Saint, see ascetic, 200, 277-279
Sakṣīya (with passions), 169-170
Sallekhana (passionless end), 205-206
Samābhīrūkha naya (specific point of view), 44-45
Samannidhi (rational being), 61, 68
Samārmbha (preparation), 172-173
Samārtha kāraṇa (efficient cause); nimitta kāraṇa (secondary or auxiliary cause), 134, 142
Samaya (unit of time, instant), 165
Samgha (a congregation of saints), 265
Samghara (the synthetic standpoint), 41-43
Samiti (carefulness), 241-243
Samjñā (mind, reason), 68
Samjñi (a rational being), 68
Samjñāvāna kāśāya (gleaming passion; perfect-right-conduct-preventing passion), 224, 281
Samkhya (numerable), 136
Sammuccaya (spontaneous generation), 72-75
Samāra (planning), 172-173
Samsāra (cycle of existence), 7, 245-246
Samantarākhyā (transmigrating beings), 56-64
Samsāśāna (configuration), 270
Samsāśāna vicaya (contemplation of the matter and constitution or configuration of the universe), 270
Samudgāśa (expansion of the spatial units of the soul), 13, 102, 274
Samvarāra (stoppage of influx), 7, 238, 245, 247-248, 262
Samvega (fear of transmigration), 5, 185, 195-196
Samyagdarśana (right belief), see belief
Samyagdṛṣṭi (right believer), 275-277, 280
Samyak cāriṣṭra (right conduct), see conduct
Samyakjñāna (right knowledge), 2-3, 12-14, 19-38
Samyakātma, aupāśamika, (subsidental right belief), 11-14
Samyaktva mithyātva (mixed right and wrong belief), 238
Samyakānta (non-injury, restraint and discipline), 243-245, 278
Samyāmās (restraint-cum-non-restraint), 182
Sarīga samyakānta (self-control with attachment), 182
Sarvākātākarma (karma which destroys totally the soul’s essential attributes), 67
Sarvākātā kṣāvatā (karmic matter which obscures wholly), 67
INDEX

Sarvajña (the all-knowing, the omniscient), 155-156, 277, 279
Sarvāvatī (the perfect clairvoyance), 38
Sat (existence), 155-156
Satīta (living being), 195
Satya (truthfulness), 243-245
Sayoga āvāt (the omniscient with vibration, the 13th spiritual stage), 279
Sādhārana śarīra (common body of several souls), 228
Sādhu (a saint of long standing), 185, 265
Sādhu samādhi (protecting the saints), 184-186
Sāgara, 106
Sāgaropama, 298
Sadarāṇa (the 13th spiritual stage of Downfall), 238
Scripture, 28-30
Self, see soul
Senses (indriyas), physical and psychological, 64-65; names of the, 65-66; objects of the, 66
Service, respectful, 265
Sex-inclinations, 81-83
Shedding of karmas, see karmas, 7
Siddha (liberated soul, God), 51
Skandha (molecule), 153-155, 158-161
Smooth quality, 158-159
Smiti samanācāhāra (repeated thinking), 268
Snātaka (the omniscient in the 13th and 14th stages of spirituality), 278
Snigdha (smooth or sticky quality), 158-159
Soul (jīva), 7, 130-132, 135, 137, 140-141; distinctive characteristics of, 47; divisions of, 48-49; subsidental, 49; destructive, 50-51; destruction-cum-subsidential, 51-52; on the rise of karmas, 52-54; inherent, 54-55; differentia of, 55; divisions of consciousness, 55-56; transmigration of souls, 56-60; with and without minds, 61; mobile and immobile beings, 61-64; immobile lives, 62-63, 67; mobile lives, 67; with minds, 68; transit, 68-71; ways of birth, 71; kinds of and other details, 75-81; the projectable body, 81; the three sexes, 81-83; lives that cannot be cut short, 83; function of, 147: kinds of nuclei, 72-74; points of view, 157-158; penetration in space of, 140; contraction and expansion of, 141; liberated soul, 282-289
Sound, 151
Space (ākāśa), 128-130, 132, 133-135, 137, 139-140; function of, 143
Śparsa (touch), 66
Śparsana (sense of touch), 65-66
Speech, 145
Standpoints (nayās), 10; description of the, 41-46, 157
Stealing, 189-190, 197-198
Śeya (thief), 189-192, 197-198
Śhāpani niṣkepa (representation of one thing by another), 8
Śhāvavā jīva (immobile being), 61-62, 67
Śhītiḥbandha (duration of karmas), 218-219, 230-232
Stoppage of karmas (śarvāvā), 7, 238, 262
Strīveda (feminine inclination), 81-82
Study, 265-266
Subsidence, 11-14; disposition of, 47-49
Substance (dṛavya), 129-140, 162-165; definition of, 155, 162-163; points of view of, 157
Substratum, 171-175
Śūkṣma kriyāpratīpāti (pure concentration of subtle activity), 271-275
Śūkṣma sāṃparāya (10th spiritual stage of slight delusion), 261-262
Śuṣṇasāṃparāyaśā cārvita (conduct of slight passion), 251, 261-262
Śvādhyāya (study of the scriptures), 263, 265-266
Taijasa śarīra (the luminous or electric body), 73-80
Taijasa vargaṇā (molecules forming the electric body), 73-76
Taiyagyona (life-karma of animals), 181
Tanvāta (the atmosphere of thin air), 84-85
Taṇḍas (austerities), 262-275
Tattvam (reality), 6-7
Tattvārtha (things ascertained as they are), 4-5
Tejas (fire creature), 62
Time (kāla), 148-150, 163-165
Tīrṇyogonīja (of subhuman birth), 106
Tīrṇyacca (subhuman beings), 122-123
Tīrṇaharasva (the Lord of the three worlds, the upper, the middle and
the lower) 155-156

Tivra (intense), 171-172

Transgressions (āśīras), 206; of right belief, 206; of vows, 206-209; of non-injury, 207; of speaking the truth, 207-208; of non-stealing, 208; of continence, 208-209; of limiting one's possessions, 209; of supplementary vows, 210-213; of direction, 210; of country, 210; of refraining from purposeless sin, 211; of concentration, 211; of fasting, 212; of limiting consumable and non-consumable articles, 212; of hospitality, 212; of passionless death, 213

Transit from one body to another (vigrā哈gati), 68-71

Transmigrating beings, 56-63

Trasa jiva (mobile being), 61-64, 67

Trasaśā (mobile channel), 70

Ucchāigrota (high family surroundings), 187

Udaya (rise or operation of karmas), 52-54

Uddhāra palya (innumerable vyaya-
hāra palyas), 105-106

Unchastity (abrahma), 198

Universe, 138, 248

Upābhoga (enjoyment of non-consumable things), 202-204

Upāśrayinaya (observing proper forms of respect), 264

Upākāra (function of, help rendered by), 141-150

Upāṭaḍā (instantaneous rise, as the birth of celestial and infernal beings), 72-75

Upāśana (subsidence), 47

Upāśamaka (the suppressor of conduct-deluding karmas), 275-277

Upāśana samyaktva (subsidiary right belief), 11-14

Upāśama śreṣṭi (ladder of subsidence), 281

Upāśātmānātava (the saint with quiescent passions), 275-277

Upāstva (fasting), 203-204

Upayoga (psychic attention), 55-56

Upāśātvaya (preceptor of an order of saints), 186

Upāśā (origination), 155-156

Utsarpini (the aeon of increase), 97-98

Uttama kṣamā (supreme forbearance), 243-244

Uttara prākhri (the subtypes of karmas), 220-230

Vaikriyika śāriṣa (transformable body), 75-77, 79-80

Vaimānāka (Heavenly beings), 115-122

Vairāgya (detachment), 195-196

Vaiyāśiya (respectful service to the saints), 185-186, 263, 265

Vasaspai (plant-life), 62

Vartanā (being, minute change), 148-149

Vāta valaya (sheath of air), 84-85

Vāyu (air creature), 62

Veda (sex, sign), 81-83

Vegetable kingdom, 62

Vihāraśāra (wrong clairvoyance), 39-40

Vigrāha gati (transit from one body to another), 68-71

Vimāna (the heavenly car or abode), 115

Vinaya (reverence), 263-264

Viparyaya (wrong knowledge), 39-41

Vipāka (ripening of karmas), 232-233

Vipāka vicaya (contemplation of fruition of karmas), 270

Vipramokṣa (complete freedom from karmas or final liberation), 282-283

Vipulamati (the second type of telepathy), 34-36

Vīrat (abstinence), 189

Vitalities, 62-63

Vividhaśāyāsana (lonely habituation), 262

Vieāra (shifting), 273-275

Vīrīya (energy), 229-230; (potency), 171-172

Votary (vraτi), 200-202

Vow (vratā), 188; two kinds of, 190-191; observances to strengthen, 191-193; contemplations with regard to injury etc., 193-196; definitions of the five vows, 196-199; supplementary vows, 202-204; transgressions of, 206-212; passionless end, 205-206

Vṛtti-parasahāarhāyāna (special restrictions for begging food), 262

Vṛatī (votary), 200-202

Vyaḥjana (indistinct things), 26-27

Vyanjana devas (Peripatetic devas), 112

Vyanāha palya, 105-106

Vaya (destruction), 155-156

Vucchitti (extermination of karmas), 281

Vyuḥpratākṣikānyavartī (the 4th type of pure concentration with no vibration), 271-275

Vyuḥśarga (renunciation), 263, 266

Water creature, 62

Word, 151

World, 84-104; the lower world, 84; the infernal abodes, 85; the middle
world, 89; dimensions of continents and oceans, 89-90; Jambudvipa and the regions, 90-91; mountain chains, 91-92; lakes etc., 93; nymphs, 94; rivers etc., 94-96; Bharata and other regions, 96-97, 100; second continent etc., 101-102; regions of labour, 104
Wrong belief, 215-216
Wrong conduct, 170-171
Wrong knowledge, 39-41

Yathākhyāta cārita (ideal or perfect conduct), 261-262
Yoga (activity), 167-168, 172, 215
Yogasthāna (degree of soul's vibrator activity), 59-60
Yojana (4 krośas of 2 miles each), 93
Yoni (nucleus), 72-74
Yukidnanta (one of the three kinds of infinite), 136
Prof. S.A. Jain has rendered memorable service to Jaina literature by bringing out the most authentic and reliable elucidation of the Jaina Bible — the TATTVARTHASUTRA. I believe that this gem will be followed by equally lustrous jewellery to make a matchless necklace.

Shri S.C. DIWAKER
Seoni (M.P.)

In the annals of Jaina literature Umasvati’s TATTVARTHAHIGAMASUTRA is a remarkable milestone: the Vacakasramana’s text was ably annotated by Pujyapada Devanandin in his SARVARTHASIDDHI. This commentary is celebrated both for its literary skill and for the masterly summary of all the major Jaina metaphysical and ethical tenets. An English rendering of this important book was badly needed; and it was with earnest curiosity that I looked into Professor S.A. Jain’s translation. I have perused the Professor’s work alongside the Sanskrit text and also commentaries in Sanskrit thereon. I daresay that Professor Jain has done an exceedingly good job of it; in word and in meaning the rendering reflects the original closely. It is a meritorious work, and to have put Pujyapada into English is an achievement, over which the Professor may justly be proud.

Shri S.K. RAMACHANDRA RAO
All India Institute of Mental Health
Bangalore.

The author has performed a tremendous task in translating the work. It is really worthy of high appreciation. I congratulate the author on this noble service.

Dr. MOHANLAL MEHTA
Counsellor, Vocational Guidance Bureau
Bikaner (Rajasthan).
OPINIONS

Prof. S.A. Jain’s translation of the SARVARTHASIDDHI is lucid as well as faithful. This is the result of many years of devoted and close study of the original work. By publishing his translation, Prof. Jain has made a great contribution to Jaina literature in English.

Dr. T.M.P. MAHADEVAN
Professor of Philosophy, University of Madras.

As a student of Jainism I am very happy that Shri Pujyapada’s celebrated commentary of SARVARTHASIDDHI on Umaswami’s TATTVARTHADHIGAMASUTRA is now available in your lucid and reliable English translation. I read Umaswami’s work for the first time in 1913 with my teacher Professor Hermann Jacoli, to whom we are indebted for a German translation of the Sutra. I made use of the Sutras for my German book on the Doctrine of Karma. You can imagine how glad I am that you have helped all scholars who are interested in the sublime teachings of Lord Mahavira in making use of this ancient and important commentary.

Dr. H. VON GLASENAPP
Tubingen, Germany

In making this scholarly and exact translation you have rendered a most valuable service to jainology and Jainism in general. For every worker in the field of Jainism, Shri Umaswami’s work, equally honoured by Digambars and Shvetambars, is an indispensable work of reference, an inexhaustible mine of authoritative information; but it acquires its full value and practical utility only when accompanied by a good commentary, and certainly of all commentaries the SARVARTHASIDDHI is the most authoritative and valuable. An English translation of it such as yours, in lucid style and yet true to the original, will not only be very helpful to the scholar; it will assist to spread a sound knowledge of Jain dharma and philosophy among many in India and abroad who are unfamiliar with Sanskrit.

Dr. L. ALSDORF
Hamburg, Germany

As we were rather short of books concerning Jainism, we were particularly glad to receive this nice exposition of Jaina religion. We are well aware that Jainism has not yet obtained in the west the attention it should receive as an original religious way and we earnestly hope to contribute in our small way to the clearer understanding of this spiritual effort.

Miss P.S. DOPPING
World Congress of Faiths, London-W2